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IDEAS OF 'LIFE' AIM THEIR MORAL FORCE IN THE NOVELS OF HENRY JAKIES 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis analyzes the operation, in much of Henry James's 

fiction, bf ideas about how people should live, and explores 
the manner in which these ideas operate to affect the meaning 

and moral structure of many of his novels. 
It is proposed that James's fiction displays a form of limited 

moral pragmatisms it is argued that James is deeply and consis- 
tently preoebupied in his fiction with the notion of an attrac- 
tive, purposeful, fulfilling life in relation to which the 

varied placing of his characters has strong effects upon the 

moral judgements invited by his novels, as well as upon their 

central meanings. 
The introductiong having explained the principles on which 

texts have been selected for analysisq makles clear that the 

approach in the thesis will be to seek evidence, for its 

claims, chiefly in the texts of the novels, rather than in 

other written material by James, or in biographical infor- 

mation about him (though this is not ignored) on the grounds 

that approaches to his fiction which concentrate too little on 

the texts have often distorted their meanings. Through the 

approach hereq it is sought to discover fresh implications 

in his work, and to reassess some existing views. 
The first chapterv which discusses tlifel and 'morality' in 

relation to James's fictiong ends with a brief analysis of 

important passages in The Portrait of a Lady. 

There follow four chaptersý each providing extensive analysis 

of one of James's last four major novelsq The Awkward Age 

The Wings of the Doveq The Ambassadorsq and The Golden Bowl. 

The conclusion attempts to draw together what has been 

discovered about flifet and its relation to morality in James. 
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FOREWORD 

All rpferences to the novels are to Penguin editions. 



INTRODUCTION: THE THEME AND THE APPROACH 

I 



I 

Over the years, a number of critics including Edmund Wilson, 

J-A-Ward, Morton Dauwen Zabelq and Granville H. Jones I have seen 

as typical of James's characters a tendency which Wilson, ref- 

erring here exclusively to James's male characters, refers to 

as 'a way of missing out on emotional experience, either through 

timidity or prudence or through heroic renunciation'. 
2 Later, 

and rather disparagingly, he observes that 'the protagonists 

of the later James are always regretting having lived too 

meagrely' (P. 103). Granville H-Jones, who chooses to direct 

his study of James's work through analysis of the fate of inno- 

cence in his fiction (presumably Wilson had a fair influence on 
the book) remarks that: 

through experienceg therefore - if experience registersq as it 
does on all but the fanatically single- or close-minded - inno- 
cence is either cultivated or corrupted, and it may well bring 
moral illumination, confusion, or harm to others. As J-A-Ward 
says of involvement in James's fiction 'To become involved is 
to become either sinned-against or sinner'. 

James's works are thus dramas of consciousness and cons- 
cience in which innocence is exposed to experience and involve- 
ment exacts responsible behavior. The implicit question is, 
how does one fulfill his sense of responsibility? 

The answer in James's moral universe is renunciation of fur- 
ther complications in order neither to corrupt or 3 cause pain 
to others nor to be corrupted or suffer oneself. 

Morton Dauwen Zabel approaches the same tendency from a diff 

erent angle. Discu ssing James's young telegraphist in 'In the 

Cage', 'the humblest heroine of all his tales1q Zabel observes 

that: 

She joins the other heroes and heroines of the Jamesian drama - 
Christopher Newmang Catherine Sloperg Isabel Archerg Hyacinth 
Robinsong Maisieq Fleda Vet. ch, Strether, Milly Theale, Maggie 
Verver - who, caught, caged, or pinioned in situations that 
bring them to defeat, tragedy, or a liberating disillusionment, 
snatch from the baffling odds or denials of experience the only 
reward which the life condemned to limitation and reality 

I Edmund Wilson, The Triple Thinkers: J. A. Ward, The Imagin- 

ation of Disaster: Morton Dauwen Zabel, Craft and Character: 
Granville H. Jones, Henry James's Psychology of Experience 
2 Wilson, p. 96 3 Jones, p. X, Wardq P-74 
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4 permits. 

Following L. C. Knightsq he argues that this reward which comes 
from the 'sense of exclusion'from experience' is - Zabel takes 

an optimistic view - 'a capture of the trophy of the spirit's 
"vitality" and self-knowledgeg the "qualities making for life"'. 

Clearly these approaches are opposed to, for example, Dor- 

othea Krook's conception of the overloaded consciousness in 

James: where Wordsworth strips, James loads, ultimately crea- 
ting characters 'on whom not a single implication of the mean- 
ing of their life's experience is -lost' and who are 'keenly 

5 
exposed to every fresh impact of experience'. What seems 
doubtful about Ms Krook's view here is, first, that Jamesian 

characters frequently misinterpret themselves, often without 

enlightenment; second, that their psychological characteris- 
tics are such that they are closed to certain areas of exper- 
ience and third that the 'self-consciDUsness' that Ms Krook 

herself emphasizes is frequently the very trait which cuts the 

characters off from experience. 
Professor Zabel's equation of 'the baffling odds or denials 

of experience' with the 'qualities making for life' does make 

a certain kind of sense, but in the light shed by the novels 

and stories it seems irrationally positive. Professor Jones's 

interest in innocence produces interesting ideas, but his 

starting point, which is R. W. B. Lewis's conception of James's 

chief moral preoccupation as 'the dialectic of innocence and 

experience' 
6 

represents a questionable premiss9 questionable 

chiefly because the very nature of concepts such as innocence 

and experience in James's work is itself problematic in a 

number of ways. For one thing, 'experience' is something which 

James represents many of his characters as never feeling them- 

selves reassured about - reassured that they've had it9 or 

know exactly what it is or what its possibilities are. For 

another, it is not all that easy to describe many of James's 

4 in his introduction to In the Cage and Other Talesq New 
York, 19589 p. 12 5The Ordeal of Consciousness in Henry 
James, P. 22 6 R. W. B. Lewis, The American Adamq P- 153 
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characters satisfactorily as 'innocent'* For another, there is 
the problem of deceptive appearances: Nanda, for example, in 
The Awkward ARe,, is actually much less 'innocent' from the 
beginning than Vanderbankg which is one of the central ironies 
in the novel. But my main objection to concentrating on the 
innocence/experience dialectic is that it doesn't seem to me 
to describe with any centrality what most of James's fiction 
is about. It is possible to be or to feel yourself to be excl- 

uded from life and not be at all innocent. I am more interested 

in this thesis in the tension between involvement and exclusion. 
Furthermore, I believe that Lewis's dialectic represents some- 
thing too close to an 'ideal in the sense that T. S. Eliot int- 

ended the word when he remarked rightly that James could 

elude ideas, a notion which will be examined further. 

'Involvement' and 'exclusion',, like 'experience' and 'inno- 

cence', imply some related questions. Experience of what? 
Innocence of what? Exclusion from what? Involvement in what? 

Life. 

The word 'life' occurs all over James's fiction, along with 

the sense that it is very desirable to 'live' and that most of 

his protagonists don't 'live' enough. It is never defined. But 

we can find it all the time. When Strether casts a wistful eye 

toward Gloriani and his attendant duchess, we know, that they 

represent 'life'. Kate Croy and Charlotte Stant, splendidly 

described by Edmund Wilson as 'these healthily female women' 
(P. 107)9 are also described in relation to their sense for, 

mastery of, embodiment ofq 'life' (though Wilson's observation 

that they take on a character 'frankly sinister' is highly 

debatable, as I shall try to demonstrate). Maud Lowther and 

Mrs Gereth are full of life. Lady Fanny, Petherton's SiBtert 

in her way, has the special quality. Miriam Rooth has it. 

What these characters have is the capacity for 'involve- 

ment'. Frequently in James's fiction we are confronted with 

the metaphor of the river and the bank, the question of the 

plunge. Strether shocks himself at the extent of his plungeg 

and is justly delighted. A number of other protagonists are not 

able to immerse themselves at all. But the poiýt is that the 

kind of 'life' missed is 'involvement' as distinct from lobser- 
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vation' or 'impressions': the kind of involvement embodied by 
Kate Croy's aunt: 'Mrs Lowder was London, was life - the roar 

7 of the siege and the thick of the frayto 
What I want to do is to try, over five chapters, to explore 

the operation of this complex and shifting idea in James's fic- 
tion in relation to the kind of moral judgements toward which 
James seems to direct his readers. It has long seemed to me 
that if the getting of 'life' is very important in James's 
fiction, then that fact is bound to affect the way in which 
we judge the characters' behaviour. What I will try to do is 
to showq principally in relation to four late novels, how the 

principle of involvement in life governs the whole nature of 
much of James's fiction. I believe it to be the most important 

theme in his workv although not all of his work. As Edmund Wil- 

son points out, in the three long novels of the later eightiesq 
The Bostoniansq The Princess Casamassimaq The Tragic Muse. there 
is 'a will to participate in life, to play a responsible role' 
(P- 105)- 

On its own, of coursey this is not an entirely satisfactory 

statement: it would not be impossible to extend the theme of 
this thesisq at least a littleg into all three. olive and Basil 

in The Bostonians are both strongly limited by egotism, which is 

undoubtedly, in the fiction examined in detail here - in relation 
to Isabel Archer or Vanderbank or Milly Theale - seen as a trait 

leading to forms of exclusion: furthermoreq the novel's directiong 

toward what looks like widespread frustration at the endingg gives 

it another connection with those works which portray unfulfilment 

as a precondition of 'realism'. The Princess is particularly 

explicit about involvement and exclusion. As John P. O'Neill 

points out: 'James used the design initially figured in Hyacinth's 

parents to structure his hero's relations with the other char-_ 

acters in the novel'. 
8 

Hyacinth is hereditarily doomedq in fact, 

7 The Wings of the Dove, p. 24 
8 Workable Designq New York, 1973, PP- 50-51. He refers to the 
origins of Henry James's use of this theme as being in 'legend 
and fairy tale': O'Neill rightly implies the archaism of this 
approach compared to that of his other example, taken from Zola. 
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to experience a difficult relationship with the actual, no matter 
the broadening range of actuality he encounters: one thinks of 
how, at Medleyq he finds that 'the repast was delicate - though 
his other senses were so awake that hunger dropped out and he ateg 
as it were, without eating - and the grave automatic servant 
filled his glass with a liquor that reminded him of some lines of 
Keats in the "Ode to a Nightingale"'. 9Hyacinth is of course 
overwrought, but we observe the displacement of his response from 

the plane of the actual. 
In The Tragic Muse, there might be a limited connection in a 

particular kind of perspective on Dormer's retreat from politics 

and in Ydriam's retreat from Sherringham, but this novel is prob- 

ably the most complete exception, and the artist's life for Dormer 

is the only fulfilment for him, and is not presented as renunci-- 

ation. 
There might be many such qualifications to Wilson's remark9 

but on the whole one agrees. Certainly these novels all make 

excursions Into an external world of social breadth and detail. 

From one sort of viewpoint they suffer from loose construc- 

tion, and a relative lack of emotional, or moral- intensity when 

compared with whatq from that viewpointq seems to be the better 

work. In the case of The Tragic Museq the looseness sometimes 

borders on aimlessness. 
Opinion on the novels has varied widely. I do not regard them as 

representing James Is better work: indeed The Tragic Muse is ar&. - 

uably one of James's least successful novels and to find its 
10 

equal one has to go to the very beginning of his career. 7-- 2 

This bears on my choice of novels. These three I have exclud- 

ed because I would not attempt to claim that 'life' is the major 

theme there that it is elsewhere. Also, with limited Bpacef it 

is probably best to discuss novels which most seem to need dis- 

cussion. Most of the work of James's early and middle periods 

is fairly accessibleg and though it can be argued that The Awk- 

ward Age and The Ambassadors are neither of them particularly 

9 Zhe princess Casamassimaq p. 261 
JO This is not to deny the success of Miriam Roothý or of the 

bleakly accurate and touching account of the artist's existence. 
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difficult novels, they are complex relative to earlier work, 
and seem to require more discussion thang sayq anything from 
Roderick Hudson to The Spoils of Poynton. 

The lifings of the Dove is James's most difficult novel. It is 
therep substantial, importint, puzzling, in perhaps something 
of the relation, to the rest of James's work9 which Measure 
for Measure has to Shakespearels. The Golden Bowl is difficult 
in a different way - it is in a sense an exceedingly dense and 
concentrated novel whichg particularly in the complexity of its 
moral developments, needs a great deal of attention. 

It is important to emphasize that the thematic approach'used 
here has bearings throughout James's work, on stories and on 
novels not analyzed here. Indeed, as early as 'The Story of a 
Year', Lizzie Crowe is described as being 'glad to step out of 
the current of life', and James remarks on the 'certain medit- 

ative rapture' even for the 'sensitive spirit' in standing on 
the 'quiet shore' and 'watching the hurrying, eddying flood'. II 

There has been a certain amount of harmless critical specul- 

ation about a Rowland/Roderick division within James's person- 

ality: undoubtedly the passion which Roderick Hudson displays 

in James's early novel already seems strongly bound up with 

the sense - Rowland's - of danger. Alreadyq toog in Rowland's 

speculations about the moral consequences of Roderick's devel- 

opment, there appears an interrrogative note where the nature 

of the balance between moral imperatives and the need for vital 

experience is scrutinized: furthermore, James's interest in 

egotism as a trait fatal to the possibility of certain kinds of 

personality development (here literallyg in Roderick's last 

'passionate walk' and hypothesized 'defiant entertainmentl in 

the storm) is thoroughly established. And 'let a poor vision- 

ary devil live his life as he can' (P. 336), Roderick's iron- 

ical and catalytic plea to Rowland toward the endq is an early 

surfacing of moral difficulties which will be treated in terms 

II The Complete Tales of Henry James, Volume 1,1864-18689 
pp. 76-77 
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highly problematic in James's later fiction. 

The denial of fulfilment in The American caused particularly 
strong protest among James's readers. 

12 

In The Europeans, the New Englanders inhabit a place seemingly 
mor6 notable for its cleanliness and order rather than its live- 
liness or warmth. While the complexities of this excellent novel 
make facile any less than subtle approach to it, at the end we 
still survey a rather circumscribed field of possibility: Acton 

and Eugenia create in their cautious circling and parting a last- 

ing sense of unease in the readerg the sense as so often else- 

where of a peculiar inevitability about frustrated chances. - 
(Acton's fastidiousness is dramatized with great power in the 

later character of Vanderbank. ) 

Of Washington Square, Rebecca West aptly remarked: 

The book so beautifully expresses the woe of all those people 
to whom nothing ever happensq who are aware of the gay chall- 
enge of life but are preveyied by something leaden in their 
substance from responding. 

Fleda Vetch, on the other hand, in The Spoils of Poynton, ret- 

reats from life because of an excess, in her substanceg of a 

fatal over-refinement. 
14 

The Sacred Fount, which belongs to the period on which this 

thesis chiefly focusses, has drawn varied comment over the years, 
15 

some of it very exotic, some sympathetic, some irritable. One of 

the defences of the novel (it seems, intrinsicallyq to need def- 

ending, and James's remarks to Howells and Pinker at the time 

suggest a consciousness of how his readers might respond) has 

been to see the narrator as an artist figare. Tony Tannerg char- 
16 17 

acteristicallyq has been a strong exponent of this viewq while 

others such as Oscar Cargill have expressed impatience at the 

idea. My own view on the pro tagonis t-as-artist approach to James 

is contained within the discussion of The Portrait of a Lady 

below. 

, 
12. see this thesisq P-3I 13 Henry James, Londong 19i6q P- 56 
14 see belowq p. 13 15 sucK as Jean Frantz Blackall's Wagnerian 

connection in chapter four of Jamesian Ambigruity and The Sacred 
Fo , New York, 1965 16 given, for exampleg his ideas on Isabel 

Archer (see this thesis, p. 58 in The Reign of Wonder, Camb- 

ridge, 1965 
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The difference between being an observer and a participant 
is clearly important in 

, 
The Sacred Fount. But it is not, I 

would argue, important in its suggestion of the location of 
the, artist. The observer/participant dialectic is as seduct- 
ively misleading as that of innocence/experience 18 the narrator 
is a participant (just as James the artist was). The Sacred 
Fount is much more interesting as a novel about the nature of 
social relations and, more importantlyg about, the value of diff- 

erent kinds of experience. The notion of different kinds of 
value being associated with different experiences is one to which 
this thesis returns frequently. Meanwhile it is necessary to 
insist that the novel is not, as some critics have felt, in some 
profound way dxpressive of despair: its very positiveness ren- 
ders problematic the whole question of what 'involvement' with 
life is. 

19. Even as late as The Ivory Tower, it is Graham Pielder's 
Densher-like exclusion from the world of 'business' whose ech- 

oes and continuance he comes to survey - his tbeing' rather 
than 'doing' of which Betterman so much approves - which is a 

central dynamic of the novel. Yet the question of the worthý in 

the Jamesian world, of 'ýb6ipgl without certain kinds of 'doing', 

is precisely one of the major questions this thesis will invest- 

igate. 

I have ended the first chapter with an abbreviated discussion 

of. The Portrait of a Lady, mainly in order to test some of the 

ideas raised in that chapterg but also partly to establish a 

substantial bridge between the four analytical chapters and my 

observations about other work of James. 

I have alsog naturallyq chosen four novels in which I feel that 

'ideas of life' are particularly active. And although two of them 

are flawed, I regard these four novelsq along with The Portrait 

of a Lady, The-Spoils of Poynton'. and The Europeans as const- 

ituting James's best and most important long fiction. 

48 Walter Isle ('The Romantic and the Real: 'The Sacred Fount' in 

Henry James:., Iodern Judgements, London, 196 ks of the 
divorce of 'art and life' and the narrator having the same tinn- 

ocencet as Fleda or Nanda. But none,. jof them is innocent - nor 
is the narrator 'divorced from lifet. Plainly. 
Ig tone pausesq horrified to find oneself ticking off these mast- 
erpieces on one's fingersq as though they were so many books by 
Jýrs Humphrey Ward or buns by Lyons. ' Rebecca West, P. 98 
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Having said something about the theme, it would be wise to 
give an indication of the approach. Jamesian criticismý to an 
extent which is probably unique, tends to focus a great deal on 
matters outside the fiction. This is for several reasons. Some 
of James's work, like The Winps_ of the Dove, often seems to re- 
quire elucidation from outside the text. Again, James left a 
large body of work analyzing his professional concerns and tech- 
niques. In addition, he has provided autobiographical material9 
criticism and other writings to which it is possible to refer. 
Furthermore, Leon Edel has written an extraordinarily detailed 

and finely crafted biography, which stands as a monument around 
the foot of which there is a deal of personal recollection, and 
so on. 

This business of approaohg of courseq raises questions which 
cannot be discussed here about the whole activity of criticism. 
Certainly one does not wish to insist upon the autonomy of the 
text: every context counts. But all too frequently Jamesian 

criticism is undermined rather than aided by the various kinds 

of contextualisation it invokes. To consider all questions of 

context from biographical matters to Marxist perspectives is 

legitimate when, and only when, proper respect is paid to the 

text. It has been my idea to concentrate almost exclusively on 
the texts of the novels, not as an ideological gesture, but in, 

order to see what kind of analysis that produces. A refusal to 

consider that Milly Theale is Minny Temple will probably lead 

to conclusions different from those of most critics; but not 

incompatible with the idea that some aspects of James's dist- 

ant recollections of Minny might well be incorporated in Milly. 

It might be argued that if what James says about something he 

wrote is in conflict with what one discovers in the text, one 

would be as well to 'trust the text'. Frequently conflicts do 

arise. 
Of course one speculates about the origins in experience of 

the characters. One puzzles over some and seems to recognize 

others. It is hard not to see several possible eminent Ameri- 
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cans behind Waymarsh, not to speculate about some possible orig- 
inal of Fernanda Brookenham. It may be that there is no meaning 
to Densher's pain over his ignorance of Milly's last letter other 
than James's puzzlement and hurt over the suicide of Constance 
Fenimore Woolson. 

More importantly, one is perfectly aware of James's personal 
concerns behind his fiction. That James was deeply and contin- 
uingly absorbed in the question of a 'life' from which he often 
felt himself to be separated is indisputable and many Freudian 

and other theories exist to try to explain why. Such explanat- 
ions are required given, for example, James's hurt and resent- 
ment and near panic at the age of 56 when snubbed by William 

and Dr Baldwin over his delighted purchase of Lamb House. 
Though this cannot be the place for such a discussion, it is 
fascinating to speculate about his psychology and its develop- 

ment through a lifetime's experience? 
Cýut the failure to be 

properly cautious when examining texts in relation to the life 

of the author has lead to this kind of thing: 

A vivid, particularly realised Milly might for (James) stand in 
the midst of his indirectionsg but what for his reader these 
skirt round is too much like emptiness; she isn't there, and the 
fuss the other characters make about her2ps the 'Dove' has the 
effect of an irritating sentimentality. 

And in a footnote Leavis adds: 

She was associated for him with his beloved and idealised cousin, 
Minny Temple, who died young; but that doesn't give her any more 
substance for us. 

Leavis is not a critic normally given to this kind of lapse. 

What has happened is that preconceptions formed by his identif- 

ication of Milly with Minny have lead him into a negligent 

reading. It is particularly inappropriate given Leavis's own 

strictures upon the reading of the Prefaces: 

But the Prefaces in general belong essentially to that phase of 
the late James in which they were written. One must not expect 
to flind'out from James's'discussion of it'how one is I to take 
an example of his more'difficult'and problematic works. Those 
who assume naively týat they are getting light (and it seems 

20 A bonsiderat-ion of some aspects of Jamests life appears in 

chapter oneq in an attempt to refine the meaning of the kinds of 
'life' from which James felt himself excludedq and to establish 
those of which he was clearly a part. 
21 'The Later Jameslin The Great Tradition. p. 183 
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to be a not uncommon. illusion) are likely to come away with 
some notable misconception... people don't expect to understand 
a late work of James uýjess they know beforehand on authority 
what they are to find. 

This is absolutely rightv I feel, and one should be as cautious 
with the Prefaces (including those dealing with works which are 
not so Idifficultt) as with any other non-textual information. 
I should prefer to regard the Prefaces as interesting criticism 
which may or may not have to do with James's novels. 

I should like to finish this preliminary discussion by consid- 
ering at length an example of the dangers I have been describing. 
One flaw in Leon Edells otherwise splendid biography of James is 
his proclivity toward vulgar Freudianism. Wishing to establish an 
obvious pattern linking Jamests lifey Prefaces and fiction9 Edel 

often uses, as do so many others, procrustean methods toward 
the texts. This is an analysis concerning The Spoils of Poynton. 
Reference is made to James's experience with. Guy Domville: 

Critics have been puzzled by the character of Fleda Vetch and 
her ill-motivated renunciation of Owen. Her reasons are noble; 
yet they have no relation to the realities I James incorporated 
into his story. His scenario shows James at odds both with his 
characters and his plot. He seems to have fixed his mind on the 
ultimate destruction of Poynton; in the end no one is to have 
anything - as he had been left with nothing when his own art- 
istio, work went up in smoke at the St James's. The novelist 
begins, in effect, with the idea for one kind of novel, that of 
the dispossessed mother, and ends with another. He removes Mrs 
Gereth from the centre of the stage and puts Fleda in her place. 
To read James's late preface and his description of his heroine 
is to recognise that helthought' one character but created ano- 
ther. The Fleda of his preface, the 'superior' girl with the 
'demonic' mind and 'free spirit' is not in the book. In the 
book she is as confused and filled with tergiversation as 
as James had been in the theatre. His traditional ending would 
have been the triumph of the philistines and the defeat of the 
noble-minded. But he substituted melodrama instead; perhaps 
because he had himself been forced to abandon the stage, in a 
bit of melodrama not of his own making. 

'23 

The trouble is that this seems now to be a novel more of Profes- 

sor Wells making than of Henry JameBIs. He addB more logs to 

the blaze by suggesting that unconsoiously in having Poynton 

22 F. R. Leavisq 'James as Critictq published in Henry James: 
Selected Literary Criticism (edited by Morris Shapira)q p. 14 
23 The Life of Henry James (the Definitive Edition) vol. 2, p. 221 
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burn down, James is recalling the fire in which his father lost 
his leg - the word 'amputation' occurs in the novel in connec- 
tion with the loss of Mrs Gereth's antiques. It is interesting 
to note that this passage, which follows a narrative descrip- 
tion of events in the novel, refers to critics, James's disas- 
ter in the theatre, and the late preface. The novel itself is 

pushed into the background. And while Edel is writing a biog- 

raphy, here he is with equal certainty supposed to be writing 
about the fiction. This is a good example of a conflict - among 
others - between preface and novel. The Fleda of the book isn't 
immensely 'superior', hasn't a 'free spirit' or a 'demonic' mind, 
but this is very much a matter of design and is wholly consist- 
ent with the apparent intentions of the novel, which is very much 

about Fleda, whether or not it ought to have had more to do with 
Mrs Gereth, whog incidentallyý doesn't exactly disappearg and 

seems to manage to share the stage with Fleda in a relationship 

which contains all the central ironic meaning of the novel. 
The. reasons for Fleda's renunciationg really the single reasong 
is far from 'ill-motivatedlg if that implies that insufficient 

reason is provided in the novel for the reader to imagine why 

she has done it. Her motive is probably rather pathetic and 

barely realised by Fleda herselfg but it is strong enough. Her 

whole apparent compatibility with Pirs Gereth is based on their 

appreciation of the 1fine19 as OPPOBed to the philistinism of 

Owen and the Brigstocks. Mrs Gereth's weak pointt howeverg is 

in the moral sensibility linet and Fleda is supposed to be whol- 

ly different; and indeed to an extent she is. 

But what is undoubtedly the central irony in the novel is the 

fact that Fleda rejects Owen because it would be vulgarý in the 

Mrs Gereth senseq to usurp the ghastly Mona and appear to wish 

to steal somebody else's fiance. Fleda is in other words more 

the soulmate of Mrs Gereth than the reader wishes to believe. 

And indeed in this sense she is more 'fine' even than Mrs Ger- 

eth, who has lost sight of everything in the battle for the 

spoils (for no matter what admirable reasons); and since this 

is the pivot on which the novel turnsq Edells desire to equate 

James's life at this time with the fiction could be seen to have 
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lead to a very damaging distortion of the work. The 'confus. 
ion' and 'tergiversation' of which Edel writes is carefully,, 
sometimes brilliantly handled by James in order to show how 
Fleda avoids facing her aesthetic decision when in fact a moral 
decision is called for. The fire is the only thing one can con- 
ceive of to destroy Fleda's protective web of intricacy: the 
whole ethos of the 'fine' as symbolized by Poynton perishes, 
and in a style which * admits nothing of the melodramatic. 

As for Edel Is statement that 'in the end no one is to have 

anything'. this is simply untrue. Fleda has, most importantlyq 

regained the ability to think and to act; 'I'll go back', she 
says right at the end, the first direct, unclouded statement 
she makes in the book, and a dramatic and skilfully handled 

end to the novel it makes. As to the triumph of the philistines, - 
they have, in a sense, triumphed; the spoils are destroyed. 

Edel's theory about the recurrence of fire symbols hardly 

seems necessary to account for James's endingg as there aren't 

all that many ways of destroying a house. The mention of g2ý2 

Domville as having 'gone up in smoke' is a metpLphor of Edells 

and needn't be seen as having anything to do with the novel. 
The theatre was not burned down and nobody set fire to the 

stage or the author, It would have been metaphorically nearer 

the events at the St Jamests had Poynton fallen down around 

someone's ears. As for the 'melodrama' equation which Edel sug- 

gests: even were the novel in any way melodramatieg there is no 

reason to expect that James would have altered the ending to in- 

sert an autobiographical note of bitterness. Apart from the 

sheer absurdity of the idea, his reaction to the St James's 

business was not detached enough to impose a cerebral judge- 

ment, Imelodramaticto on the affair. It wasn't ImelodramaticI9 

anyway. It was actualg frighteningg hurtfulg as Edel himself 

points out at great length. 



CHAPTER ONE 

'LIFE' AND MORALITY IN HENRY JAMES 
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There are suggestions of determinism in James's fiction, 
notably in The Ambassadorsy but it is a half-baked notion, 
neither detailed nor systematic. There is no evidence that 
James was -a determinist in any strongý thoughtful, serious 
way: the idea is there in the fiction as a kind of pleasantry. 
It does not. explain, for example, in The Ambassadorsq why 
Strether behaves as he behaves. It might be better to sayq 
more accuratelyg that James in his life appears temperament- 
ally to have been resigned to certain things. 

It is important to raise the ideaq to dispose of it, because 
of a number of things in his fiction such as renunciation and 
moral pragmatismg which will be among some major objects of 
this analysis. 

And because of the frequent use of the expressioný or of its 

variants9 'there we arell: 
I 

of the novels which are to be exam- 
ined in detailq three of the four end this way. "'Then there we 
are! " said Stretherl ends one. 'III see. There we are.. Well, 11 

said Mr Longdon - "tomorrow. "' ends another. The Wings of the 
Dove, however, is more sombre and here: 'we shall never be again 

as we werelt is Kate's last line. (Strether faces the present, 
Mr Longdon is prepared to face tomorrowg but Kate's declaration 

is an epitaph. ) This (only relative) open-endedness is partly a 

result of the justice James does to moral complexitiesq but one 
is also conscious of the sense of his protagonists dealing with 
the inevitableg with a force which limits their possibilities. 
Of course, this force is Henry Jamesq but why does he direct 

'forces no whit less specifically powerful than the proverbial 

"doom of the house", - Destinyq Deus ex machinag - of great 
2 93 traditional art' to the ends that he does 

It is not that one would feel justified in calling James's 

work pessimisticp even after making some very obvious excep- 

tions. It is too complex for thatq and there are positive aspr.. 

ects nearly everywhere. For exampleg Dorothea Krook claims of 

The Awkward Age that 'it is essentially not a comedy at a119 but 

a tragedy - the tragedy of Nanda Brookenham' (p. 138)., But this 

isn't really true. Nanda is happy in everything but her wasted 

I What David Lodge in Languap,, e and Fiction (Londong 1966) calls 
'the language of heightened clichet. 2 Ezra Poundq 'A Brief Note; 

reprinted in Henry James: A Collection of Critical Essays (ed. Ed-el), 
p. 30.3 Ruth Bernard Yeazell comments on two of these endings in 

_Lanp, 
uq, c_, e and Knowledge in the Late Novels of Henry Jamesq Chicagog 

19769 pp. 100-101- 
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love for Van and we haven't enough sympathy with Van to elevate 
him to tragic proportions. Nanda will rather enjoy life at 
Beccles. 

The trouble is that the positive aspects of the novel occur 
within a context where possibilities are already circumscribed. 
Whatever of the positive that we take from, for example, Mr 
Longdon's pleasing and flexible moral intelligence, is set 
against the sadness of a life shadowed by unrequited loveg and 
death. The Ambassadors is in its way quite a cheerful novel, as 
a number of critics have remarked, but Lambert,, James makes cert- 
ain, will get so much and no more out of his experiences. Else- 

where the effect can be much more sombre, of course, as in 
, 
The 

Wings of the Dove, but one still wouldn't be happy about defi- 

ning that work as pessimistic. The air of the sombre is the 

result of something specific, notably that Merton and Milly 

are cut off from the life which they need. James is quite spec- 
ific about it, that Kate is life for Merton. Milly, I shall 

argue, dies because nothing except death and illness can have 

any reality for her. But that isn't the whole novel, and much 

more importantly, James deals with Merton and Milly to a certain 
degree ironically which, as I shall try to show, complicates týe 

matter considerably. 
If there is no evidence in James's life or work to suggest that 

he was of a particularly gloomy nature, and really there is a 

huge amount of evidence - including the sheer amount of work he 

produced - to indicate the contrary,, it is by now a commonplace 

that as a child he saw himself apart from other boys, that in 

his relations with William he was, to the end of his brother's 

life, insecure, that his relations with Edith Wharton and other 

richer and materially more successful people were tinged for him 

with self-doubt, and so on. It has not been difficult to charac- 

terize Jamesq in spite of his occasionally huge social commit- 

ment, as an outsider, as one excluded. This is quite without 

moving into theories about his sexuality or into more exotic 

areas of psyohoanalytical speculation. 
And_yet this requires some prolonged discussion. 
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In one respect they are particularly 'unrealistic' - the read- iness shown by so many of them to surrender the tangible fruits 
of victory in favour of some almost quixotic ideal of personal honour. Notable examples of this are Christopher Newman... 
Isabel Archer ... Fleda Vetch. For this strain of sacrificial idealism in James an origin may be sought in the realm of 
philosophy or in that of psychology according to one's temp- 
eramental bias. One may refer it back to the transcendental 
religious teachings of James's fatherg the friend of Emerson 
and disciple of Swedenborg. Or one may seek a psychological 
explanation in the whatever-it-was in Jamests personal exper- ience that made him a lifelong celibate. James had many close friends; but when in his diaries he talks about tliving' it is 
always in connection with his lonely labours over his study 
table. And in his account of the passional relations of men and 
women there is always an air 4 of platonic aloofness from the 
crudities of flesh and blood. 

As we shall see, that which Joseph Warren Beach feels is 
$unrealistic' was seen in quite opposite terms by James. We 

shall further observe that 'living' - even in the notebooks 

was for James much more than working. Nonethelessq the part- 
icular set of assumptions about fulfilment which mould the shape 

of James's work invites precisely Beach's kind of speculation. 
Philip Sicker, whog like Naomi Lebowitzq is interested in love 

and passion in James, discusses that collection of approaches 

to James which assume a passionless mind the creator of what is 

kegarded as denatured fiction: Sicker cites the disapproval of 

Wells and what he rightly terms the 'virulence' of George Moore's 

personal attacks on Jamesq whom he termed 'the eunuch'. 
5 This 

group of approaches to James has had its adherents ever sinceq 

even although it is and has long been a oomm-onplace that the 

view of James as a man of narrow outlook and experience isolated 

by devotion to his craft9 and by disabling personality traits9 

is fallacious. 

I do not intend to attempt to place specific works in relation 

to specific periods of James's life: Nicola Bradbury has spec- 
ulated about the relationship ýetween 'biography and enret in 

relation to The Ivory Tower and' The Sense of the PastZd we 

4 from axi introduction to The American, New Yorkq 1949 

5 Lo e and the Quest for Identity in the Fiction of Henry James, 
Prince-ton., New Jersey, 1980, chapter one. 
6e Later Novels, Oxford, 1979, chapter six 
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may assume that such relationships become increasingly complex 
as a writer gets older. All I wish to do here is raise some 
questionsq,. with no thought of historical specificity as to life/ 
work interactionsg about the ways in which James himself 'lived' 
and saw himself as living. 

When one reads the chief source of information on James's life 
- Edel's epic biography - one can hardly fail to be struck 

by the quality of the texture of James's life through much of 
its near seventy four yearsq from an eventful childhood to a 
deathbed curiously rich in complex and fascinating utterancesq 
themselves discerningly characterized by the fading Master: 

These final and faded remarks have some interest and some char- 
acter but this should be extracted by a highly competent person 
only some sich whom I don't presume to name, will furnish such last offices. 

One senses even behind the final incoherencies the liveliness of 
an extraordinary brain. 

James's own experience was in fact exceptionally rich. His 
friends were numerousq at times in number apparently excessive: 
Edel quotes James complaining in a letter about 'the ravenous 
Moloch of one's endless personal social relations'. 

8 
He was able 

deeply to absorb many of the central characteristics of several 

cultures. His work and his life both testify to a willingness 
to probe many recesses of possible experience. If this was more 
true of his work than his life, his life is nonetheless in its 

wa, y monumental. Edel's biography presents a quite remarkable 

portion of nineteenth and early twentieth century American and 
European high culture to be found in such close connection with 

one mants life and activities. From Thackeray's admiration of 

the boyhood jacket to Asquithts bearing witness to the Master's 

suitability for British citizenship, Henry James was closely 

familiar with the celebrated, rich and powerful of his time. 

The breadth of his interests, meanwhile, in painting, food, 

cycling, history, architecture, drama, conversation and liter- 

ature was considerable. 

7 The Life of Henry James, Volume II, p. 810 
8 nry James, Volume II, p. 87 
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Nor was his a distant relation to the life about him. 
Examine his reaction to any hundred events in his life and one 
finds concerng connection, relationship, loveg kindnessq anxiety, 
hurt - the emotional repertoire of one who is very much within 
life. Furthermore. James was a sensuous man. Witness the famous 
description. of the simpler aspects of Bressois cuisine: 

The table d1hote was going on, and a graciousq bustling, talk- 
ative landlady welcomed me. I had an excellent repast - the best 
repast possible - which consisted simply of boiled eggs and 
bread and butter. It was the quality of these simple ingred- 
ients that made the occasion memorable. The eggs were so good 
that I am ashamed to say how many of them I consumed. 'La plus 
belle fille du mondeg' as the French proverb savsg Ine peut 
donner que ce quIelle a'; and it might seem that an egg which has 
succeeded in being fresh has done all that can reasonably be 
expected of it. But there was a bloom of punctualityg so to 
speakq about these eggs of Bourgt as if it had been the inten- 
tion of the very hens themselves that they should be promptly 
served. 'Nous sommes en Bresse, et le beurre nlest pas mauvais91 
the landlady said with a sort of dry coquetryg as she placed 
this article before me. It was the poetry of butterg and I ate 
a pound or twp of it; after which I came away with a strange 
mixture o5 impressions of late gothic sculpture and thick 
tartineS. 

James's profound satisfaction here is delightful. It is an awe- 

some indicationg however playful. 9 of the potentialities of his 

appetite. Such commitment is the privilege only of the bon viveur. 

One thinks of howq in the same volumeq he speaks of the experi- 

ence of travelling southq wherever it should be: 

The full pleasure is to approach by stages and gradations; to 

observe the successive shades of difference by which it ceases 
to be the north. These shades are exceedingly fine, but your 
true south-lover has an eye for them all. (P. 104) 

Setting the element of display asideq this is still the discrim- 

ination of a most inveterate enjoyer of lifeg no mere cool obs- 

erver, however satisfied by observation: he speaks of the 'soft 

sensation' of descending the Alps into Italy. But at the same time 

the description reminds us to beware the assumption that obser- 

vation is not a part of being vitally alive - here it is clearly 

4 

ýA littleTour in France, pp. 235-236 
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an important aspect Of just that. 

The pleasure Jc-unes took in more obvious encountersq with arch- 
itecture 

or painting needs little illustrationg so much was it 
a mode of existence. Again, oneobserves the 

_gustog 
the relish. 

here at Chartres: 

spent a long time looking at Chartres Cathedral; I revolved 
around itq like a moth around a candle; I went away and I came back; I chose twenty different standpoints; I observed it during 
the different hours of the day, and saw it in the moonlight as 
well as the sunshine. I gained, in a word, a certain sense of 
familiarity with it; and yet I despair of giving any coherent 
IccOunt of it... The proper way to look at the towers would 
be to go up in a, 8alloon and hang poised, face to face with them, 
in the blue air. 

i W. H. Auden rightly found the European travel booksq as personal 
impressions, 'timid: 

the reader is conscious that the traveller must have seen and felt 
a great deal more than he says, and refrained either from a feN 
of shocking or from a lack of confidence in his oim judgement 

There is indeed too much of what Auden calls the 'conscientious 

father writing letters to an intelligent daughter of fourteen'. 

Would that there had been more of the Bressois eggs in James's 

European travel writing and less mechanicalq dutiful classif- 
ications of the demerits of Bourges or Toulouse. There is none- 

theless enough even there to enable a grasp of the outwardness 

of James Is response to life. The whole of the much later Amer- 

ican Scene, of course, no doubt partially for the reason, as 

Auden says, that James felt he had a right to say what he liked 

about his home countryq is characterizedt as Edel points out, 

by passion and zeal: 

He looks everywhere with scrupulous attention - and with passion. 
He touches the America of his own past with great personal jpd- 

erness and melancholy. The book is both elegy and oration. 

I shall be returning to the question of James's historical 

sense: his letters home during his first visit to Rome in 

October 1869 while beingg as Edel remarksg consciously liter- 

arY9 are nonetheless clearly indicative of real exuberance: 

At last for the time -I live! It beats everything: it leaves 

es, London, 19589 Pp. 117-118 
ýn Sketch 0 

Il introduction to The American Scene, New York, 1946, p. vi 
Life of Henry Jamesq Volume II, p. 622 

12 
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Venice - Florence - Oxford - London - seem like little cities 
of pasteboard. I went reeling and moaning thro' the streetsy 
in a fever of enjoyment. In the course of four or five hours 
I traversed almost the whole of Rome and got a glimpse of every- 
thing - the Forum, the Coliseum (stupendissimo! ), the Pantheon, 
the Capitol, St Peter's, the Column of Trajan, the Castle of St Angelo - all the Piazzas 

I pd ruins and momuments. The effect 
is something indescribable. 

'Observation' is hardly a satisfactory description of this acti- 
vity. Antique Rome, in its concentration of the reverberating 
historical past, moved James strongly, as Paris could be made 
to conjure the sense of the vanished First Empire, the pristine 

-gloire. 
In Rome the thirty year old Henry rodeý variously, with Y. rs 

Sumner, Mrs Boit, Mrs Wister, Miss Bartlett and Lizzie Boot, 
in the Campagna, and the enigma of the retreat from life in the 
fiction is perhaps intensified by the thought of JaTnes galloping 
with the beautiful Mrs Sumner among the aqueducts and wild flowers 

and ancient tombs. But arguably the enigma lessens when one con- 
siders the limits of all these relationships, the fact that all 
of them implied by their very nature finite limits to intimacy. 
As we shall see, the possibili#es within relationship are cruc- 
ially important to the idea of life within James's fiction, 

although 'life' is considerably more than that. 
Yet if the relationships were limited, James was still on these 

outings very much alive - consider these moments from his Roman 

notebook, quoted by Edel: 

Middle of March. -A ride with Rrs W. out of the Porta Pia to the 
meadows beyond the Ponte Nomentana - close to the site of Phaon's 
villa where Nero, in hiding, had himself stabbed. It was deeply 
delightful - more so than one can really know or say. For these 
are predestined memories and the stuff that regrets are made of; 
the mild divine efflorescence of sprin f4 the wonderful landscape, 
the talk suspended for another gallop. 

The romantic note is emphatic, and one may speculate about feel- 

ings on James's part involving a romantic view of the relation- 

ship as well as the landscape. Judging by Edells accountq both 

Mrs Wister and the mysterious Miss Lowe may have attracted James 

more then he oared to acknowledge to himself. The point is that 

13 The Life T 
of Henry James, Volume I, p. 257 

14 The Life of Henry 
-Jam-esq 

Volum-e I, P. 363 
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no matter how 'safe' these relationships may or may not have 
been, anyone can see how abundant life must have seemed to James 
at such timesq and anyone can see, in factq how abundant it 

was. The passional mode is activated here, short though it may 
be of mutual love affairs or sexual relationship. The sense of 
proportion that such a recognition gives us will be of great 
value in assessing the fictional lives of Longdon or Nanda or 
Strether or of the narrator in The Sacred Fount. 

The creative life, toog James's work as a writer, though its 

pleasures were (as I hope is now clearer) not his only pleasures, 
was a source of experience on which, by any standardsq, we have 
to place a very high value. The notebook entry for 26 December 
1881. written while in America, at Cambridgeq reviews some of 
the major events of his past year. Having speculated, before- 
hand, about his youthful years, 'those untried yearsIq he then 

examines the kindling of enthusiasm over the theatreq and his 

excitement at a performance by Coquelint 

It threw me into a great state of excitement; I thought ser- 
iOusly of writingjýo Coqueli%, telling him I had been his 
school-mate, eto.. ý. I remember howq on leaving the theatre - it 
was a lovely evening -I walked about a long time under the inf- 
luence not so much of the piboe as of Coquelints acting of it, 
which had made the thing so humang so brilliantq so valuable. 
I was agitated with what it said to me that I might do - what 
I ought to attempt; I walked about the Place de la Concoýrdeq 
along the Seineq up the Champs Elysees. That was nothingg 
howeverg to the state I was thown into by meeting Coquelin at 
breakfast at Andrew Lang's ... At th-at timeq too, my hands were 
tied; I could do nothing and the, geeling passed away in smoke. 
But it stirred me to the depths. 

If James was never in love with another human being - and he 

might,, of courseq have been in love with severalý depending on 

our view of the concept - the language here, surelyq generates 

much the same kind of a sense of emotional turmoil. Far from 

being a man too much in control of his feelingsp this encounter 

was to lead to his emotions getting quite out of hand, as they 

had begun to be during the performance. Who can say-that this is 

so poor a substitute for loving another person? In turng perhaps, 

15 this had, of courset a basis in fact 
16 The Notebooks of Henry Jamesq 'New Yorkq 1947ý pp. 38-39 
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toog we derive from this sort of entry a sense of how it was 
that James could write so well about passion in his novels, 
evenýif we believe he had little personal experience of such 
a mode in relation to his dealings with other human beings - 
this djualification understood, all the time, as problematic. 

I want now to broaden this consideration: what of separationg 
loneliness9 isolationg self-doubt, anxietyg confusion? These 
experiences are also indicators of a full emotional life. 
They may also tell us ik lot about the meaning of the fiction. 

If Joseph Conrad was right about the need for people to have 

emotional and intellectual protection from existential crisisý 
or even to have personal mythologies to fill an authentic 
nothingness - the 'butchers and policement so spectacularly 
missing in Heart of Darknessq but notable by their absence 
from much of Conrad - then James's 1case19 in the sense that 
Conrad gives us Icaseslt h-as'its existential intricacies. 

Whatv in the way of 'butchers and policemen', do people 
require in the way of existential support? 

Families? No doubt it's as well Jambs-1had, -Oneg for despite 

whatever difficulties he encountered over his mother's fears 

as he made his first sole journeys abroadq or over his broth- 

er's at times intemperate criticism, or over Alice's chronic 
illness, his family were clearly a major connection in his 

life, a continuing support. Howeverg if one is to find a 

satisfactory part-answer to his later difficulties within 
human relationshipsv no doubt his early family experiencest 

well-documented by Edel and illuminated by James himself in 

A Small Boy and Othersq supply it. A feeling of separation 

seems to have been familiar to him from his earliest years. 
Some approaches would characterize this chiefly in terms of an 

observer/participant dichotomyg as it is also possible to stress 
the Ifeminitityl of Henry as distinct from the masculinity of 
his brothers (emphasizing, alongsideq the roots of the passi- 

vity of his male fictional characters)ý or to stress the self- 

doubt engendered in childhoodg the curious mixture of self- 

confidence and self-deprecation which was seen in adulthood as 

a strange combination of affinities Aurelian or Napoleonic with 
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a propensity toward strong feelings of inadequacy. Further- 

moret one senses strongly his doubts about the value of his 
father's lifeý 'spent in talk', open to potential criticism as 
a life somehow inadult in its lack of solid purpose and e: chieve- 
mentt as James was to feel, spasmodically in later yearsq his 
own life to be. 17 

This is not the place for any detailed examination of the 

psychological pattern of James's childhood and youth; but when one 
views his curious behaviour over the Civil WarIgr his feelings 

of inferiority toward Williamq one sees-major personality char- 

acteristics established early: a reluctance to commit the self 
beyond a certain point (how well he understood Isabel Archer! )q 

a concomitant feeling of missing out on experience, with a resul- 
tant sense of what can crudely be called 'inferiority': and a 
dread of strong emotion. The dread of strong emotion, however 

that fear was engendered, seems to have surfaced in his life 

and his fiction with frequency, But - and this is important 

we must notq like some commentators, take a recurring trait 

for a totality. 

Friendship? It has been observed that James had innumerable 

friends. He also kept friends for a long time. How close he was 
to some will never be known. Nevertheless the retreat from very 

close emotional involvement which kdel stresses is observable 

with great frequencyg taking the formg even at a certain point 

within relatively intimate friendshipsg of drawing'. backq or 
being ironical or consciously extravagantq of defusing emotional 

potential, of dispersing emotional energy. Less familiar acquain- 

tances could be kept at bay by formality and stiffness. This can 
be observed, now9 really only in the lettersq although there is 

much personal testimony in this directiont too. 

The strong feelings of love and affection which many had for him 

are not in doubt. Yet a relationship based on an overt sharing of 

mutual love or affection seems throughout to have been a matter of 

17 the significance of not being adult is discussedq belowq espec- 
ially in connection with , 

The Wings of the Dove: the distinction 
between 'talk' and 'passion' appears specifically in The Awkward 
Age, where it is very important - see this thesisq P-98 
18 Rebecca West saw his behaviour here as pivotal 
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profound difficulty for James. It is the sharedg overtq emotion- 
ally creative possibilities of relationship which are not appar- 
ent in his life. (Even in saying thatq of courseq one is consc- 
ious of the doubt remaining about the nature of some of his 
friendships& was the passionate note of the letters to the young 
men of his later years founded upon an assumptiong a clear under- 
standing, of ultimate propriety? ) 

But there is seldom any failure of feeling on James's part 
when- it comes to friends and relatives; he was in-!. fact a-man 
frequently inthe grip of strong emotiong whether he wished it 

or not. Certainly, his reactions to the deaths of friends and 
relatives sufficiently demonstrAtes thatq as do his hundreds of 

generous and thoughtful actionsg his anxieties and concerns over 
the troubles of others, his elation at their successesq his sense 
of loss in their absence. One thinksg quite apart from the most 

celebrated instanceg of Minnie, of his grief at Stevenson's 

deathq his reading of the line of Dante from his sister's urnp 
his long horror over Fenimore Woolson's grotesque demiseq his 

piercing sense of loss at the passing of Williamq his feelings 

of desolation at the carnage of the world war. 
Nonetheless - and no matter how frank and precise and uncamouf- 

laged some of his correspondence andq apparentlyg his revelat- 
ions in person to friends and relativesq of his emotional states - 
the guardedness9 at a certain point on the scale of emotional 

contact9 remains. 
Thoughq as has been suggestedg life must be read in different 

wa, vs'3. n James's fictiong it has been suggested above that relat- 

ionship between men and women is a central location of 'life': 

and indeed several critiosq most notably Naomi Lebowitzq and more 

recently Philip Sicker, have urged the centrality of human relat- 

ionship in Jamests fiction, and Ms Lebowitz has been quite spec- 

ific about the importance within the James canon of intimate 

human relationship as the guarantor of full engagement with life. 19 

Intimate human relationships imply a willingness to relax 

self-controlq to become emotionally self-revelatoryý to exper- 

ience emotional turbulence. Often they are to a greater or lesser 

Ig Philip Sicker, Love and the Quest for Identity in the Fiction 
of Henry James : Naomi Lebowitzq The Imagination of Loving 
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extent sexually propelled. There is a sense in which James's 

characters are not likely to be able to do what their creator 
regards as unachievable: but that statement is acceptable only 
if qualified- qualified by noting that James's characters do, 
for example, in several instances, have sexual relationshipst and 
indulge in other kindsýof. behatiour not open'-to'James himself. 
And qualified further by observing that the reasons for a lack 

of engagement wath life in the fiction are very varied: and 
qualified finally by acknowledging a shifting evaluation of the 
importanceg in the fictiont of relationship as a mode of exis- 
tence compared to other modes, 

Let us bewareq alsog of taking renunciation of involvement as 

a commentq made by the fiction, on, sayt the life of the artist; 

or of any other interpretation which localizes and perhaps triv- 

ializes the wider significance of the pattern. : 

A-art from considerations of*famiTy-_and`friendsq James's workq 
despite the delight we have seen it afford himg was of course 
isolating. All writing is: but in James's case his artistic int- 

egrity and his experimentation isolated him furtherg while the inev- 

itable lack of public success at many periods in his life was 

nevertheless deeply felt. Though not explicitq his feelings about 

the Kiplings and Whartons of the worldq the lesser artists with 

their assured success, their well-sited villas, their apparent 

freedom from financial anxieties and from self-doubtsq are 

clear. No matter how irrational he knew his responses to be, he 

feltq againt excluded. Of courseq the very warmth of Edith's aff- 

eotion for himg her intense fascination with himq and kindness, ' 

(occasionally misplaced) toward himg must be adduced as qualif- 

ioation. But as an artistq as a workerg James was isolated never- 

thelessq even if it was as a writer of fiction that he doubted 

himself least of all. 
Obviously, James lacked the 'butchers and policemen' of the 

mono-cultural experience which most people have. His departure, 

to the extent to which he departedg from American cultureq has 

over the years been the subject of much debateg most oelebratedly 

focussed by Van Wyck Brooks. Brooks's complaints are still, in one 

form or anotherg or in one or other of their ramifications, still 
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echoed. The fact is that to be assured of any certainties in life 

is harder if one's experience comprises the absorption of more 
than one culture. James assimilated at least two very successfully. 
Aside from the question of how this affected the fictiong it un- 
doubtedly affected his sense of certainty in the purposes of his 

own life. I partially agree,, as may well-, be obvious, with Edmund 

Wilson's judgement on Brooks's claims about the fiction: 

When all this has been said, howeverg there still confronts usq 
in connection with James, the question of a lack in his work 
of direct emotional experience -a lack which is naturally felt 
more disconcertingly in his later than in his earlier booksg 
since it is less easily comprehensible in a mature than in a 
callow man. One can agree here with Kr Brooks that this insuf- 
ficient experience of personal relations may be partly accounted 
for by James's isolation among the English. Yet to throw all 
the emphasis thus on James's social situationg as Kr Brooks seems 
to do, is surely to proceed from the wrong direction. James's 

solitudev his emotional starvationg his inhibitions against enter- 
ing into lifeg were evidently the result of his fundamental moral 
characterv not merely an accident of his social maladjustment; 
and with the problem of ý8at fundamental character Kr Brooks 
never adequately deals. 

I agreeg that isq that Brooks's emphasis on the cultural question is 

disproportiorLate to its importance: Butq as should be obviousq I 
ýI 

feel that Wilson goes much too farg for exampleg in talking about 

'emotional starvationIq which is glib and uncomprehending; and 

about the Ilackt of direct emotional experience in a fiction which 

is full of it. Wilson simply fails to ask himself what sort of 

emotional experience he's talking aboutq although one feels that 

if held found the answer he would still have exaggerated the lack. 

Finally, it is necessary to consider James's cast of intellect. 

Eliot's famous remark about James and the Idea is discussed later 

in this chapter, in relation to specifically moral issues in the 

fiction. Undoubtedly, James was of &-, tfairlyý. soeptioal nature. He 

was also, -, som6timep. - it seets, q involuntarily . P- intellectually 

honest in the extreme, like Stretherv or Densherq or Nanda nearly 

always are. This showed in a number of ways. There is his splendid 

speech to Edith Wharton about one of her stories: 
21 

ý2ýO 'The Pilgrimage', teprinted in HenryJames: A Collection of 
Critical Essaysq ed. Edelq Englewood Cliffs, 1963, pp. 65-66 

21 Edith Wharton may well have developed her own version of the 

Jamesian register and tone, but it is plausible nonethelessq and 

most entertaining into the bargain. 
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Of course so accomplished a mistress of the art would not, with- 
out deliberate intentioný have given the tale so curiously con- 
ventional a treatment. Though indeedv in the given oaseq no 
treatment : but the conventional was possible; which might con- 
ceivably, my dear ladyq on further considerationq have led you 
to r ý4 ect your subject as - er - in itself a totally unsuitable 
one. 

We observe howq when the blow fallsq James spares neither himself 

nor his victim the terrible adverb. Mrs Wharton referred to James's 
fneed to speak the trutht, sometimes changing dramatically the 

whole direction of a judgement in mid-utterance. James's kind of 
honesty and type of scepticism were probably no easier on him than 

on some of his listeners. The comforting self-deceptions which all 
human beings need in order to survive were present in smaller quan- 
tities in Jamests consciousness than in most. 

However: we should hardly wish to compare him with any actual 
or fictional beings confronted with existential despair. James 

didy in fact9 take certain kinds of things for grantedg certain 

moralitiesq articles of faitht proprietiesq etiquettes. Indeedq 

over some aspects of social etiquette he may latterly have become 

too enthusiastic for a sceptic. He could take political events very 

seriously, toog and had strong views about a w-i ae range, - of thb- 

events and behaviour of his day. 

The British patriotismg for exampleg whose, overt symbol came 
late in life was already suggested by the Anglo-American partis- 

anship of his much earlier concern over British-American relat- 
ions, just as patriotismýwas always an element in his relation, 

ship with his homeland. Two comparable-extractsq one from the 

Notebooks and one from The Tragic I-Juseq give us a flavour of the 

importance for Jamesý within his concept of what life was prop- 

erly about, of a particular kind of historical connectioný which 

here is at one with an 6xplicitq romantiog conservative love of 

British history and-tradition. -The first is from the notebook 

entry of 20 Decembert I88Iq written in New York, but recalling 

a week in Somerset with Lady Trevilian at Midelney Place: 

Somerset is not especially beautiful; I have seen much better 
English scenery. But I think I have never been more penetrated 

-I have never more loved the land. It was the old houses that 
fetched me - Montacuteg the admirable; Býirringtonq that superb 

22 The Life of Henry Jamesq Volume 119 P- 568 
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Ford Abbey, and several smaller ones... &se 
houses, in the long August daysq in the South 
on the soil over which so much has passed and 
has comeý rose before me like a series of vis: 
a thousand thýjgs; what becomes of the things 
these times? 

delicious old 
of England airt 
out of which so much 

ions. I thought of 
one thinks of at 

The elegiac note here is sounded not infrequently in the fiction, 

over-bneient -buildings and objects which are loved in themselves, 

and for their symbolizing cultural history, most notably, among 
the novels looked at in depth in this thesis, in The Ambassadors. 

But the specific echo of the extract above is in The Trao-ic Muse: 

there was another admonition that was almost equally- sure to des- 
cend upon his spirit in a summer hour, in a stroll about the 
grand abbey; to sink into it as the light lingered on the rough 
red walls and the local accent of the children sounded soft in 
the churchyard. It was simply the sense o"f England -a sort of 
apprehended revelation of his country. The dim annals of the 
place appeared to be in the air (foundations bafflingly earlyq 
a great monastic lifet wars of the Rosesq with battles and blood 
in the streets, and then the long quietude of the respectable 
centuriesq all cornfields and magistrates and vicars), and these 
things were connected with an emotion that arose from the green 
country, the rich land so infinitely lived ing and laid on him 
a hand that was too ghostly to press and yet somehow too urgent 
to be light. It produced a throb that he could not have spoken 
of, it was so deýRq and that was half imagination and half 
responsibility. 

It is not only Marxist critics who could have a great deal to say 

about the view of history expressed here. It is undoubtedly naive. 

Rebecca West was to remark, speaking of James's 'odd lack of the 

historic sense': 

He had a tremendous sense of the thing that is and none at all Of 
the thing that has beeng and thus he was always being misled by 
such lovely shells of the past as Hampton Court iný3 the belief 
that the past which inhabited them was as lovely. 

Org one might addq that inhabited the nearby hovels. 'The long 

quietude of the respectable centuriest might have inspired der- 

ision in vanished upper class personsq but it would have rend- 

ered everyone else speechless at its inapplicability. I am not 

convinced that thisq Nick Dormerts view of historyg is greatly 

different from the authorial viewq despite the conscious placing 

23 The Notebooks of Henry Jamesq P. 34 
24 The Tr2ELE 

-PluLs-ei 
P- 197 

25 Henry jamesq p. 2-[ 
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of this very consciously patriotic passage. But for our purposes 
here it does not so greatly matter. What matters is a balanced 
recognition, on our part, of the breadth of a mind which on the 
one hand could be deeply negative and on the otherg over an 
English landscapeg so romantic and so fond. 

For the James whose mind didý indeedg in a senseg triumph over 
ideasq nevertheless had strong and often hilariously incisive 

views on the upbringing of children; had strong and particular 
tastes in matters as trivial as waistcoats or walking sticks. He 

could be shocked by the behp. viour of othersq and not infrequently, 

embarrassed. He felt that certain things were right and other 
things wrong. Nowhere either in his life or in his fiction does 

one detect the bleakness of Conrad - only, perhapsg Merton Den- 

sher's stay in Venice, shut off from Milly, deprived of Kate, 

reaches the extremes of existential crisis.,, characteristio of 
Conrad. James's doubts are more localizedg his positive aspects 
more numerous. 

III 

Joseph Warren Beach used the term 'unrealistic' in the extract 
26 

quoted aboveqýabbut, behaviour which James felt 'corresponded to 
lifelp which is what James felt 

, 
The American's ending did: 'I am 

a realistI9 he said. Edel observes that 'Bernard Shaw was to say 
to James years later that an author can give victory to one side 

as easily as anotherig and gives the opinion that James's ,, deter- 

minism"I and 'fear of marriage' prevailed. 
27There is little doubt 

that the specific here characterizes a general tendency in James's 

fiction to reflect the experience, especially in relation to var- 
ious kinds of involvement, of its author. 

There are various ways of talking about this and the effects 

which it has: Sallie Sears explains the title of her book on James 

by saving 'I have called this vision "negative" rather than 

"tragic" in part because James could not assert positive values 

with any degree of success of conviction. He could notq though he 

spent his life tryingg resolve the conflict of feeling that char- 

acterizes an6 dictates the ordering of his fictional worlds. ' 28 

1 
26 p. 18 27 The Life of Henry Jamesq Volume Iq Po 475 
28 The Nepative Imaginationg New York, 1968, po xii: this is of 
course too general - some Positive values he cannot assert. 
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This quality of the 'negative', fairly widely recognised in 

James, takes one back to the notion of tresignationt mentioned 

above; and the circumscription of the characters' world of poss- 
ibility. 'Negative' seems the right kind of word, and the chances 

are that it is, as it were, finally an irrational sort of negat- 
ivity rather than a reasoned one, making itself felt either in 

optional negative endings or in the way in which the reader is 

made to experience particular directional manifestations of the 

Ideus ex machinal. The things which are there to justify the neg- 

ativity - such as spurious determinism - aren't necessarily con- 

vincing. The Golden Bowl, as I shall try to demonstrateý is 

badly flawed because of the way in which James's would-be nega- 

tive treatment of Charlotte doesn't work. It is seldom, never- 

theless, that one feels James's work suffers badly from the oper- 

ation of the negative force. Negative works can -I mean this 

without ironical intent - be seen as worthy testimony to a part- 

icular kind of view. This is perfectly satisfactory. And where 

the negativity occurs, as has been implied, it is a part of a 

vision which takes in a lot more. The Portrait of a Lady, for 

example, does undoubtedly have negative features, but there is 

eolossal vitality within it too. This is also true of The Wings 

of the Dove. 

Terry Eagleton sees James's negativity in economic termsq 

taking, of courseq a Marxist view. Eagleton refers to John 

Goode's discussion of Milly's wealth and the 'transcendent power 

of moneyIq 
29 

and after pointing out that money doesn't need to be 

PLn nliiant of nonnern to those who are immensely rich (an uncon- 

tentiOUB statement) claims that: 

This, indeed, is the historical secret of the 'negativity' of 
the Jamesian spirit: negativity is the abyss which opens up 
between consciousness itself and the suppressedq supportive 
economic base of which it is finely oblivious - an abyss in- 

scribed within conscipusness itself as a blank freedom from 

financial constraint. 
30 

29 in 'Th'e Air of -Realityý p. 252 
30 Terry Eagletong Criticism and Ideologyf P. 142 
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This statement requires more comment than it can be given here, 
as it appears to embody a certain self-contradictory quality. 
But it is necessary to mention the view represented here, given 

. 
that money is stressed so heavily in, particularly, The Wings of 
the Dove and The Golden Bowl. Several answers are possibleg but 
the primary fact is that negativity is not associated solely with 
rich Waaracters in James's novels, quite apart from the fact 
that James himself was throughout his life keenly conscious of 
his own lack of financial security. Both of these facts are rel- 
evant to Dr Eagleton's pointp although one cannot deny the link 

between money and negativity in, say, Milly and Adam Verver. But 

even there, other elements in the novels are dominant in direct- 

ing the nature of the characters and the response of the readers. 
The fact is that James is good prey for Marxists and Freudians 

both, but more in appearance than substance. (Eagleton's prej- 

udices become blatant when he allows himself one or two rather 

cheap sneers about James's response to Irish politics and to Brii.. 

tish unemployment. ) In spite of*this, Eagleton makes an import- 

ant observation well worth considering: 

Yet the English social formation provided in the end no redem- 
ptive organic enclave for James. Professional house-party guest 
of the ruling class though he was for some twenty years, he 
found English life grossly materialistic and thought, the cond- 
ition of the upper class as rotten and collapsible as that of 
the French aristocracy before the revolution. Organic conscious- 
ýnesb *. could find no-locus bttt art-'itself , -which alone Oould circ- 
ums8ribe the sprawling,, tangled infinity of empirical relation- 
ships with its delicately delineating forms. James's later work 
represents the astonishing enterprise of rescuing and redeeming 
inorganic material existence by ceaselessly absorbing its raw 
contingencies into the transmutative structures of conscious- 
ness, deploying to this end the complex interlacings of a syntax 
constantly threatened with dissolution by the heterogeneous mat- 
erials it just succeeds in subduing. 'All the value of (Streth- 

er's) total episode (in The Ambassadors)', he writes 'has prec- 
isely been that "knowing"' was the effect of it. "'Knowing' - 
consciousness itself - is the supreme non-commodityg and so for 
James the supreme value; yet in a society where the commodity 
reigns unchallenged it is also absenceg failureq negation. In 
'knowing', the world is appropriated and lost in the same act. 
This, finallyt was the contradiction which even Henry James was 
unable to transcend. (P. 145) 

James's attitude to the-English upper classes is plain enough, 
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in The Wings of the Dove, and in The Golden Bowl 9 especially, 
where he becomes quite ferocious. The extent to which James 
'rescues and redeems inorganic material existence' is probably 
not in dispute; though the value of the successful effort, no 
doubt, is. In stressing that for James the 'supreme value' is 
consciousness, Eagleton is concurring with Morton Dauwen Zabel 
and others. But although he is quite right to stress the import- 
ance, to James, of consciousness as a non-commodity - witness 
James's really embarrassing reticence about the source of the 
Newsome's fortune, '- Eagleton is wrong to regard consciousness as 
the supreme value, because consciousness is not life. It is 

quite true that the fact that society values only commodities 
is a real problem for James. It is in his fiction: Merton's 
lack of self-esteem is its result. And it was there in his 
life, in the self-doubts which plagued him when confronted with 
the success of-a Kipling or a Wharton or even a ililde. 

But it isn't the main problem, for had it been, the novels 

would be less negative. We would, for example, experience Isa- 

bel Archer's recognition of Osmond's worthlessness as suffio- 
iently positive for the novel's ending: usually, readers don't. 

'Consciousness' is not the supreme value: it has great value, 
but in the fiction the great thing is 'life', Merton is full of 

consciousness but Kate - and Aunt Maud - have 'life'. Isabel has 

increased consciousness but is denied life, Strether has an abun- 
dance of consciousness, but only begins to experience himself as 

a realised individual when exposed to the influences of Maria 

Gostrey and Marie de Vionnet, and when his consciousness bec- 

omes subsumed, though not diluted, by involvement. 

Consciouness is the consolation. It is not the supreme value. 

Ael . mplieAq 'life' can only be plurally-defined .I have :L 
in the terms of its operation within James's fictiong for the 

reason that it has to do with complex and shifting preoccupations 

which are probably not rationaL. That is not to say that the 

thing which James felt that others had access to was something 

to which heq too, had access without knowing its it is rather 
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to suggest that he elevated a group of personal anxieties into 
general principles about being alive and in society -a not 
uncommon procedure. But this, in turn, does not mean that we 
don't sense what it is that James means when he talks about 
life. It will be a oonpern of this thesisg as it moves toward' 

a conclusion, to try to sift the various possible meani4gs of 
th@. term. 

At this stage, all I wish to do is-to raise some of the 

problems. For the fact 
-is 

that 'life', in the fiction, is 

only in one sense one idea at all; only in the sense that it 

represents a valued mode or! oondition of exist6noeg or attribute. 

. When we start to think about how it is represented we 
find it in a number of guises. Undoubtedly sexuality is one of 
them, as indicated by Edmund Wilson. Another is self-confidence9 
as represented by characters as diverse as Mrs Gereth and Chad 
Newsome (as well as by sexually significant characters such as 
Kate Croy, Charlotte Stant and Miriam Rooth). Power and author- 
ity - as represented by the Maud Manninghams and Sir Luke 

Stretts of the world - are also elements in the reckoning. 
People who are taken seriously by other people also have the 

quality of life: Strether feels this acutely when sensing Glor- 

iani'B mere politeness on their encounter. Unconcern as to the 

personal judgements of others about them is also a character- 
istic of those who have 'life'. Indeedq the less self-conscious 

people areg the more they seem to be associated with life. This 

is connected with the fact that we do not often share their 

point of view or, if we dog we are at some point out off from 

it, as is the case with Kate and Charlotte. Sometimes these fig- 

ures are glimpsed at a substantial distanoeg like Glorianie It 

is as though James couldn't pursue very far the psychology Of 

such people. 
They haveg thereforeg an opaque qualityg like Maud Lowder org 

more impressivelyg Sir Luke Strett. They cannot be seen through. 

They are notg like Merton Densherg transparent. They cannot 

even be satisfactorily defined by those who may suspect that 

they invite censure. I shall examine this idea primarily in 

relation to The Wings of the Dove. It is importantg when con- 

sidering Maud Manninghamg to bear in mind that Densher doesn't 
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even have the consolation of feeling morally superior to her. 
Menacingly, she is not afraid even of 'arduous thought'. It 

would be consoling to be ableg with one's consciousnessp to 
take account easily of people for whom the commodity is every- 
thing, but they are, in James's work, often too large. Such 

characters seem to have an adult, finished, polished, opaque 
quality quite different from the nature of a Hyacinth, or 
Fleda or Densher. The Ambassadors signals its largely posit- 
ive quality considerably through the fact that Strether is 

allowed to develop At,. )least some of the wav across the range: 
so is Maggie Verver. 

The power which such opaque characters possess is not in- 
frequently portrayed through an onlooker's perception of them 
in metaphor which utilizes the larger members of the cat family. 
Gloriani is a 'striped tiger', Lady Fanny (in The Awkward ARe) 

a 'tame tigress' and, as Sallie Sears points out, Aunt Maud is 

a 'lioness' and Kate a 'panther'. Cats are, of course, fairly 
inscrutable. James disliked cats, preferred small dogs, and once 
killed a cat at Lamb House,, an-- episode Edel honourably mentions, 
but discreetly and with embarrassment. 

These are all human qualities: there is also the rather diff- 

icult question of life and culture as a whole, the sense of how 

certain countries in certain historical periods provide the right 
kind of air in which to breathe 'life'. In The Ambassadors, 

Woollett is thin air, Paris much better: but the older Paris 

sensed in Marie's apartment is a thing finer still. James was 

always regretting changes for the worse in his favourite cit- 
ies. And, to a certain extent, the American/European theme, if 

it is a theme, is about the fitness, for 'life', of different 

cultures. 

IV 

He is deeply interested in 
, morali-tyg and there are few tales 

which do not in some way turn on moral decisions by the main 
characters. But the moral quality of a work for him depends not 
on the validity of doctrines; the 'moral sense of a work of art' 
depends completely 'on the amount of felt life concerned in 
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producing it. ' Though he qualifies this statement by includ- 
ing the $kind' and the 'quality' of 'felt lifeI9 he is still 
unmistakably clear that the morality of the work - that which 
gives the 'enveloping air of the artist's humanity' - comes 
from the Iquality and capacity' of the artist's 'prime sens- 
ibility. 31 

Wayne Boothq discussing the Prefacesq refers here to a way of 
talking about morality which James employs not, it should be 

stressed, in order to discuss morality as such, but to discuss 
the fictional presentation of moral behaviour, which is obvious- 
ly not the same thing. Lawrence put a similar feeling in this 

way: 

If a novel reveals true and vivid-relAtionships. it is a moral 
work, no matter what the relationships may consist in. If the 
novelist honours the relationship in itself, it will be a great 
novel. 32 

Lawrenceq characteristically, is less subtle, more sweeping, and 

probably saying on the whole rather less than James. But this 

is the tradition of thought which finds a powerful spokesman in 

Leavis. Lawrence, incidentally, coins a useful metaphor in this 

patchy essay: 'Miorality in the novel is the trembling instab- 

ility of the balance. When the novelist puts his thumb in the 

scale, to pull down the balance to his own predilection, that 

is immorality' (p. 110). One is not, of course, so sure about 
the last part of this: perhaps when the novelist puts his thumb 

in the scale, it is merely morality botched. This is what happ- 

ens in The Golden Bowl. 

Now it is obvious that one might try to float a claim about 

moral pragmatism on the basis of James's concentration on 'felt 

life' rather than, as Booth puts it, 'the validity of doctrines'. 

But the distinction above between morality and the fictional rep- 

resentation of morality has to be upheld. These statements by 

James and Lawrence are chiefly professional observations about 

the craft of writing. They may - they do - imply a certain prag- 

matic approach to moral questions, but since the observations do 

not concern human behaviour, but rather the presentation of human 

31 The Rhetorig of Fictiong P. 45 
32 'Morality and the Novel' in Selected Literary Criticism, p. III 
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behaviour, one has to be very oautious in one's conclusions, 
and it is really to the fiction that one must turn in order to 
look for a moral view. 

Lionel Trilling discusses the 'ideal in this way: 

Since the situations in which people or cultures find themselves 
are limited in numberg and since the possible responses are 
also limited, ideas certainly do have a tendency to recur, and 
because people think habitually ideas also have a tendency to 
persist when the situation which called them forth is no long- 
er present; so that ideas do have a certain limited autonomyg 
and sometimes the appearance of a complete autonomy. From this 
there has grown up the belief in the actual perfect autonomy of 
ideas. It is supposed that ideas think themselves, create them- 
selves and their descendantsq have a life independent of the 
thinker and the situation. And from this we are often led to 
conclude thatlideas, systematic ideasq are directly responsible 
for events. ' -) 

Richard A. Hocks has traced 'the remarkable congruity between 

William's philosophical thought and the Jamesian idiom' 
34 

and he 

comments on Eliot's celebrated statement thus: 
It has become the habit, whether one is a Jamesian or not, to 
cite as point d1appui for one's argument the statement by T. S. 
Eliot that James 'had a mind so fine that no idea could viol- 
ate it'. Whether one construes this as the supreme praise to be 
paid artistic detachment, or else the unwittingly uttered key 
to James's limitations, I know of no better brief description 
that could apply to pragmatistic thoughts for the fundamental 
refusal to be violated by ideas undergirds and permeates all 
else. (P. 71) 

Trilling goes on to apply his remarks chiefly to politics, but 

we might well think of the significance of what he says for con- 

cepts such as good, or evil, or innocence, or determinism, which, 

though different from each other in their nature as 'ideas'. are 

nonetheless the kinds of quantities in which people think. If 

one is prepared to allow that James may have eluded such con- 

ceptB, 'eluded' in the sense that he does not allow abstractions 

to direct his intellectuality, then it may be possible to bring 

a useful flexibility to one's response to his novelsq although, 

as Hooks saysv that does not necessarily mean that one is going 

33 'The Sense of the Past' in The Liberal Imaginationg pp. 196-I97 
34 in Henry James and Pragmatistic Thought. As Dr Hocks points out, 

the book is not an attempt to place William in the relation to 
Henry Jr in which Quentin Anderson tries to place Henry Sr. Dr 
Hocks is concerned with 'congruity', not 'influence'. 
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to end up by estimating his novels more highly. 'Freedom' from 
abstraction may be a limitation. On the other hand, if James 
does structure his novels on the basis of such a (relative) 
freedom, then we Must be prepared to approach the novels in a 
sympathetic frame of mind in order to find out. 

Undoubtedly this means that we should refrain as much as poss- 
ible from imposing patterns - such as the innocence/experience 
dialectic - on the work, and should instead judge what emerges 
from close analysis of the texts (I regard the examination of 
'ideas of life' as a relatively open-minded pursuit), As 
Kenneth Graham puts it: 

Any suggested iiterpretation, like the meaning of the Jamesian 
word 'life', requires immediately to be, as it were, dropped 
back into the pot again - to 'prove' itself locally by its ab- 35 ility to be absorbed into the texture of the scene in Question. 

There are one or two areas of possible moral concern in z-- 
James's work which it is as well to distinguishq one from ano- 
ther, so that we may better understand the terms in which it is 

best to discuss morality in his fiction. 

For example, there is one area of concern which we can dispense 

with immediately. I have commented on Terry Eagleton's disapp- 

toval of James, the disapproval one would expect from an, ortho- 
dox Marxist. Dorothea Krook has defended James's relatively nar- 

row field where the whole of humanity is concerned by drawing a 

parallel with Shakespeare's concentration on monarchy and arist- 

ocracy, but the defence is a bit feeble and really quite unnec- 

essary. There is absolutely no point whatsoever in complaining 

about James's interest in the rich, any more than there is in 

complaining about Conrad's interest in the sea or Lawrence's 

interest in sex. By the same token, it is not worth pursuing 

very far the question of the extent to which James seriously 

pursues in his fiction the nature of social inequality. Money 

is, of courset very important in his work, and frequently as 

in the lives of Densher and Kate and Lambert and Charlotte not 

possessing money is the cause related to bigger or smaller eff- 

Henry James: The Drama of Flulfilmentg p. 164 
)35 
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ects in the novels: in Densher'B case, his lack of funds is 
investigated through considerable attention to its effects on 
his self-esteem, and at Lancaster Gate money is powerfully opp- 
ressive. At Marian's. Kate's sister in Chelsea, the lack of mon- 
ey is equated with a kind of personal repulsiveness. But one 
really cannot claim that, for example, the focus of 

* 
The Wings of 

the Dove is on the so. cial injustice which prevents Kate and Mer- 
ton from marrying - it isn't presented as social injusttee - or 
that there is something corrupt about Kate in her preference for 

a rich Densher: that there may be something corrupt about her 

preferring Merton rich through Milly's death is another matter. 
The fact is that James's attitude to the distribution of 

wealth, in his fiction, with whatever exceptions are deemed app- 
ropriate, has a resigned quality, just as Merton is resigned to 
the knowledge that he will never earn significantly. 

The next matter that must be investigated concerns the trans- 

cendent in James. There are parts of James's fictiong notably 
The Wings of the Doveq where one can hardly help but be tempted 
toward readings which incline in the direction of religion,, the 

mystical and the occult. In fact (I shall try to demonstrate 

this) in, sayq The Wings of the Dove, it is characters in the 

novel who mostly themselves introduce the imagery which leads to 

such readings, indicating merely a view of theirs (like Susan 

Stringham's of Milly) which we can accept or reject. Neverthe- 

less, especially in The Wings of the Dove, one can understand 

what tempted Quentin Anderson. 

It is a pity that such temptations have not been better con- 

trolled, however. This is Leon Edel: 

And beyond this suggestive title, James fills his novel with the 
beating of wingsq the sense of the abyssI as if we were in the 
opening pages of Balzac's Seraphitaq the novel of the androg. - 
ynous nature of love (whi would fascinate Yeats) with his 
Swedenborgianism and its use of the fjords of Norway and great 
Miltonic effects of sky and clouds and mist to suggest the 
empyrean. (volume III P. 448) 

There are one or two pages of The Wings of the Dove in which Susie 

sees Milly in terms like these. Other than that it is hard to 

know whatp in the novelg Professor Edel is disoussing. (He 
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ends this flight with a plunge into the bathetic: 'the bird 
imagery is sustained in the name Theale - the silver-and-gold 
dove is also thus a little duck") 

It is in fact a realist novel, a novel which explores human 

psychology; as is The Golden Bowl beneath what is really a thin 
layer of symbolism. One can virtually disregard the symbolism in 
both novels (though not, of courseg the characters' use of meta- 
phor in The Wings of the Dove) without harming either of them 
much at all. 

This leads me to the use of the terms 'good' and 'evil' which 
are employed nearly all the time in discussions of James's fic- 
tion. Where people use these as terms of degree - that is to say, 
where 'evil' means 'very, very bad' - it is remotely possible 
that they may be applied with propriety to James's work, though 
I don't know where: his view of human nature is too subtle and 

penetrating to enable him to distribute such judgements. 

But evil is often used to mean something more than thisq to 
imply a different kind of thing from mere wrong, or badness. As 

will by now be clear, it is not my view that James writes about 

good and evil in any transcendent sense, his father's concern 

with evil notwithstanding: after all there is really no evidence 

e-ither from humanity generally or the James family in partic- 

ular to suggest that the intellectual interests of men are 

ually exactly the same as those of their fathers. 

Henry Jr,, in his essay on Baudelaire, complains that the lat- 

ter's 'Le Mall is 'simply the nasty' and cites as a much better 

interpreter of the phenomenon Hawthorne, who 'felt the thing at 36 
its source, deep in the human consciousness'. One of the 

problems in discussing evil is that people mean enormously diff- 

erent things by the terms presumably the transcendent usage 

refers to a kind of energy, a force: and I do not think this is 

often to be found in James outside certain tales: indeed I do 

not think it is to be found in the novels at all. But critics 

use the term so frequently that I should like to set out some 

ideas on the subject9 bearing in mind what is at stake for the 

36 'Charles Baudelairel, in Selected Literary Criticism (edited 

by Morris Shapira)q P- 56 
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evaluation of James's fiction in our choice of one or another 
of the various kinds of vocabulary available. I have selected as 
representative of those who. look for the transcendent in a novel, 
Angus Wilson, who with great lucidity discussed the problem of 
evil in fiction in his radio talks on tEvil in the English Nov-ý- 

ell in 1962/63.37 

Mr Wilson finds a kind of thinness, as it were, in a good deal 

of English fiction because of the lack of transcendent percep- 
tion in a large number of novelistst especially those later 
than Jane Austen from whose time, he argues, writers tend to 
take fright at the devil and tackle social concerns instead. 

Mr Wilson sees the absence of this transcendent quality as very 

much the absence of evils were we able to achieve a sense of 

evil at work in or upon the characters then the novels would 
take on the extra dimension, the transcendental quality. In 

this connection he mentions, no doubt inevitably, Heart of 
Darkness: 

Yet in one of his stories, again through an ambiguous voice - 
. the voice of Marl. oýr - we see how evil can come in ... when Kurtz, 

"or _iet_'6ut: *1Thd horror'. T1ý6_hor'rior"of itl Once `aig'aln notice 
th6_:, rhet6ri 6al,. -note . , s6mb thing, -we saw it'James. It is evil, 
1ýut it is not, gLuite satisfactory- because Conrad too is not 
absolutely ahle-to'explain this"BenBe I of evil in the-concrete 
terms- of. his world. '3.8ý 

If it should appear that it is a mistake to seek evil in James, 

it is a less controversial pursuit in this one novel of Con- 

rad's. There is little doubt that Conrad was trying to const"T' 

ruct such a dimension in Heart of Darkness. The trouble is that 

the construction is so evident. When we read here that tConrad 

too is not absolutely able to explain this sense' perhaps we 

ought to pause. It is quite possible that Conrad was trying to 

write about evil without even the sense of it. That he lacked 

the sense is suggested, possibly, by the sheer scepticism and 

detachment of nearly all his work apart from this, but it is 

certainly indicated by the weklth, even compared to purplish 

Conrad elsewhereq of 'inscrutable mystery', things tunspeak- 

-37 based on the Northcliffe lectures in 1961, and broadcast on 
the BBC and printed in The Listener, Dec. 27th-Jan. I7th, 1962/63 

38 IOth January 
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able' and other incoherencies which lead the reader to suspect 
that Conrad's heart just isn't in it. It is difficult enough, 
as Mr Wilson suggests, to express evil even if you feel it, 

Mr Wilson goes on to critioize James for not having handled 
evil well enough in ? he Portrait of a Lady, and to praise him 
for his handling of evil in The Wings of the Dove. This seems 
unjust to the first, as I don't think James had any intention 
of incorporating evil in the novel anyway, and misrepresentative 
Of the second, which doesn't seem to me to contain evil either. 

Mr Wilson has this to say about. The Portrait of aL 

Madame Vlerle speaks of Osmond to Isabel Archer, before Isabel 
has met him: 'He is Yx Osmond who lives tout betement in Italy, 
no career, no name, no position, no fortune, no past, no fut- 
ure, no anything'# It is all a little too easy, a little too 
novelettish; Osmond's ambitiong we are told, was not to please 
the world but to please himself ... then there is the rhetorical 
style. Madame Merle says to Osmond: 'You are very bad, you have 
made me as bad as yourself. ' And Osmond is spoken of - to Is- 
abel - 'Your husband is the deadliest of fiends'. 39 

rill, 
Ihe terms . he sa , y. s, are unsatisfactory if the transcendental is 

sought, or 'desperately rhetorical if we axe speaking in terms 

of right and wrong', In this way he misses a great deal. Madame 
Merlb speaks of Osmond in this way to interest Isabel, as it is 

precisely what Isabel wants to hear. If it is Inovelettish', 

that merely reflects upon Isabel (and Osmond in a different way) 
but not upon James. It has a plot function, and a thematic one. 
The so-called 'rhetoric' is, in fact, a way of explaining Os- 

mond's vile treatment of individuals, and is couched in terms 

of some moral force. It could only be thought 'rhetorical' by 

someone not approaching seriously the idea that James is tal- 

king about right and wrong. Osmond may be vile in many waysq 
but not in the slightest satanic: he is in a sense illq and in 

his condition - which is not without a tinge of pathos - beh- 

aves immorally toward other individuals. That is what Madame 

Merle means. 'Fiend' is a term used here to denote extreme pers- 

onal tyranny. And even Madame Merle has the right to express her- 

self strongly on the subject. When Mr Wilson says: ' 

39 3rd'January 
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There is something strange about his treatment of these two 
characters; there continues to be this emphasis on their being 
deracind'. on their being foreigners... somehow as soon as we 
approach the idea of evil we are off on this other idea of dan- 
ger to the English, way of living from a particular sort of 
rootless person 40 

he verges upon a rather odd neglect of one of James's main themes, 

not to mention the eccentricity of his calm identification of 
James as a xenophobic Englishman. But what seems most telling 
is his 'the wicked - the evil shall we sav - Madame Merle I -. 
clearly the whole point is whether we say she is evil or not, 
and to merely assume an intention on James's part won't do. 

In praising James for his handling of evil in The Wings of the 
Dove, it may be felt that Mr Wilson is ignoring the whole tend- 

ency of the novelq while continuing to speak in terms of evil 
being a 'relative' thing: 

I think one may say that the characters of Kate Croy and of 
Densher and the way that they eventually destroy both Milly and 
themselves, show that one can develop the idea of characters 
who are doing wrong things until eventually:!,, 'th, ey do something 
so wrong that it becomes what we would call evil, and gives the 
sense of an overpowering evil above themselves. 4.1 

One sees exactly what he is getting at, but the language here 

suggests nothing which really transcends socially defined wrong. 
It is as though evil were merely the square or the cube of wrong. 
If evil lies along the scale from wrong, it is near to something 

which is simply exceptionally bad. Which is why, in common usage, 

we have 'evil smells' and so on. Mailer, in his 
, 
American Dream, 

seems to have a similar conception of evil: Kelly, the father of 

Deborah, has evil associations piled all around him by the jungle 

psychologist Rojack, includingg in the manner favoured by the 

author, goatlike and other smells. Yet he ends up little more 

than an evil-smelling industrialistq for all the sweaty fabri- 

cation. 
Yet Mr Wilson may be right, and perhaps evil can develop in the 

way he suggests. There remains the problem that there is no evid- 

4u- January 3rd 
41 January 3rd 
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ence of activity 'above' Kate and Merton in the novel: as 
hope to showg suoh a view may do the novel a fairly serious 
injury. 

To discuss one critic's view of the novel's - novels'in general 
f, extra dimension', and thus briefly, is not to dispose of the 

question, either of good or evil or of, more generally, the 
'titanic' quality, as Mr Wilson puts it, which for him the sense 
of evil lends to a work. One wouldn't wish to dispose of the 

Question. 
But I think that one has to meet the impiication that if the 

transcendent is absent from a novel it is thereby less admir- 
able. ]Kenneth Graham discusses the problem in this way: 

As in The Spoils of Povnton, and as always when at his best, 
James is able to 'naturalize' the transcendentalg and to mako the 
world of the spirit a part, even if a tragic part, of our nat- 
ural living. There is poetry in The Wings of the Dove, but it is 
not, as some readings of it come close to suggesting, a mystic 
meditation on the nature of the eternal. Milly is thoroughly 
endowed with flesh and blood and knowledge: there would be no 
tt, agedy if she were not. (p. 162) 

'Naturalizing' the transcendental is one wa* of putting it. But 

perhaps one has to redefine the transcendental to discuss it in 
James. It could well be argued that James, in his infinite and 
delicate and compassionate penetration of the human personality 

provides in his fiction the only kind of imaginative transcend- 

ent experience readily available. In other words James, having 

Perceived and written about certain areas of human experience, 

giving them a vivid existence in fiction, creates something as 

near to the transcendent as is actually possible. This means, 

of course, relativizing the concept of $transcendence'. Should 

that be unacceptableg then it is surely possible to say that 

James does what he does and, if it lacks the ttranscendent', 

it is nevertheless possessed of the 'extra dimension' not avail- 

able in most of the rest of English fiction: in other words, it 

is surely possible to claim that a novel can be 'titanic' with- 

out lifting its sights from human psychology, 'titanic' by vir- 

tue of its account of human nature. Indeed it is possible to 

go further and to say that to take a transcendent approach to 
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James which utilizes unwieldy ideas such as 'good' and 'evil' 
is actually to diminish the worth of his fiction: it is to think 

So much less of human beings and so much less acutely about them 
than James did. 

V 

This leaves another moral issue which will be analyzed in rel- 
ation to areas of Isabelle behaviour in The Portrait of a Lad. Vq 
a novel which I wish to examine briefly in order to exemplify 
some of the ideas whioh have been put forward, and in order to 

establish a link between the earlier work and the four late nov- 
els which are the main analytical focus of the thesis. 

The element of personal tyranny suggested in Mr Wilson's talks 
is, of courze, inseparable from any discussion of James. But to 

what extent is the characteristic central Jamesian character an 
unwilling victim of personal oppression? Is is possible that the 

characters are usually responsible for their own circumstances? 
Ezra Pound wrote: 

What I have not heard is any word of the major Jamesq of the 
hater of tyranny; book after early book against oppressiong 
against all the sordid petty personal crushing oppressiong the 
domination of modern life, not worked out in the diagrams of 
Greek tragedy, not labeled lepos' or 'Aeschylus'. The outbursts 
in The Tragic Muse,,, the whole of "The Turn of the Screw', human 
liberty, personal liberty, the rights of the individual against 
all sorts of intangible bondage! 42 

And in a footnote he BaYB: 

This holds, despite anything that may be said of his fuss about 
social order, social tone. I naturally do not drag in political 
connotations, from which H. J. was, we believe, wholly exempt. 
What he fights is 'influence', the impinging of family press- 
ure, the impinging of one personality on another; all of them 
in highest degree damn'd. loathsome, and detestable. 

43 
Tony Tanner, in an essay, on The Portrait of aL9 quotes the 

Kantian assertion that we must act 'as to treat humanityg whether 

in thine, own person or in that of any otherg in every case as an 

end withal, never as a means whereby'. And when Tanner says, of 

Isabel, that in some ways 10smond is as much a collaborator as a 

42reprinted in Henry Jamess A Collec 
(edited by Leon Edel), p. 28 
43 in Henry James: Modern Judgements 

on of Critical Essavs 

(edited by Tony Tanner) 
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deceiver', he has clearly complicated the idea of personal opp- 

ression considerably. 
Critics have varied considerably in their attitudes toward 

Isabelt and some have been rather hostile to her. Dr Tanner, 

in what is probably the most vigorous essay which has been writ- 
ten on the novel, is relatively sympathetic. 

He sees Isabel's progress through the novel as 'the journey 

of an uncommitted,, undefined self which sets out to find the 

right house to live in and the right partner to live with': 

and later as an 'analogue of the inquiring self, seeking reali- 

sation and identity' (PP. 143-144). And yet this definition seems 
in conflict with a number of other points he makes, such as Isa- 

bel offering herself to Osmond 'as a fine finished object' or 
her rejecting the 'heavy actuality of Goodwood and Warburton'. 

An 'uncommitted, undefined' self which is 'seeking realisation' 

ought not to find itstright house*- in the domain of Osmond, who 
in terms of actuality is so slight. The sort of self which could 
be expected to behave in this way is an already thoroughly comm- 
itted, too-soon defined self which wishes to preserve its integ- 

rity. And the reason that this sort of self would find Osmond 

appealing, with his lack of 'career, name, position, fortunet 

past, future, everything' is all too apparent: he sounds as 

though he provides no challenge to the self. The supreme Bac- 

rifice which love calls for - sacrifice of self, - is not neces- 

sary; not that the sacrifice is total, but then Isabel doesn't 

wish to risk anything. 'Giving' herself to Osmond is not to part 

with or to receive anything. 
It could be argued in defence of Dr Tanner's observations that 

the self does indeed seek realisation but is merely chronically 

cautious about it: the 'heaviness' of Goodwood or Warburton tran- 

smits notions of rape to Isabel's emotional virginity. But the 

argument doesn't carry us very far. Warburton is not especially 

'heavy' in his actuality; he is massive in his implications only 

for Isabel. And we si'mply cannot escape the fact that Isabel's 

fascination with Osmondq as soon as she hears of him, is at the 

very least based on her notion of his withdrawal from the world, 

as Dr Tanner in fact points out, which again suggests the idea 
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of a predefined self wishing to be up and out of the world on 
Osmond's hilltop. Her willingness to give herself at all on 
this occasion I regard as a consequence of her idea of Osmond's 
InothingnessIt rationalised into terms of a notion of his un- 
concern for the mere 'worldly': this is significant in itself. 
When Dr Tanner says: 

She seems unprepared for any harsh encounter with all that ind- 
ifferent otherness which is not the self, which is not amenable to the self, and which may well prove cruel and hostile to the 
self (P. 146) 

he seems to me to be saying, in fact, that Isabel has defined her 

self very well, and that it is committed to its own preservation 
in a state of stasis. And it is surely the central irony in the 

novel that Isabel gets --tus-t what she wants9 this very opportunity 
for stasis, from Osmond. He is the last person in the world to 
have been able to give her what she eventually realises that she 
needed: namely, invasion Of self, quite the opposite of her early 
half-conscious ideal. But what happens to -Isabel at the end has 
to be seen in detail. I wish now to look at some of the opening 
pages. 

Isabel's introduction to the novel is most skilfully handled, 

and provides intimations for the reader of the more explicit 

comments upon her character which are to follow. The opening 

pages of the second chapter portray Isabel, right at the start 

of her encounter with 'life', in a state of self-containment 

which seems immediately at odds with her ideals. Her introduction 

to Ralph is significantly at a remove, through the medium of 
Bunchie the terrier: 

His attention was called to her by the conduct of his dog, who 
had suddenly darted forward with a little volley of shrill barks, 
in which the note of welcome, howeverg was more sensible than 
that of defiance. The person in question was a young lady, who 
seemed immediately to interpret the greeting of the small 
beast. (P-15) 

'Without hesitation' she picks up the dog: there follows War- 

burton's interesting comment: 

Perhaps it's Mrs Touchett's niece - the independent young lady 

*** I think she must be, from the way she handles the dog. (p. 16) 
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Isabel has made herself felt on the scene withoutv we notice, 
any appeal to the human inhabitants of the garden. She is just 
suddenly there, and for the reader this has an implication very 
different from what might be expected regarding a young woman in 
such new surroundings, and in a sense merely on the threshold of 
living. Isabel seems already too 'finished'. Moreover, the very 
mention of the two notes in the terrier's barkv 'welcome' and 
'defiance', introduce a sense of ambiguity to the proceedings 
very much in keeping with this unlikely independence. James 
has already, and very deftly, introduced the matter of Warburtonts 

relationship with Isabel: handling a dog well is clearly just the 
sort of thing to appeal to a man of his pursuits, the next best 
thing to being a good horsewoman. If the reader finds himself 

somehow rather irritated by Isabel - and it seems that many read- 
ers have been - perhaps it is the word 'defiance' - her defiance 

of the reality of the others - which best sums up the source. But 
the defiance is unconscious; it appears as an annoying complac- 
ency. (Nervousness, since Isabel doesn't really seem nervous, is 

not a satisfactory explanation. ) Isabel looks this way and that, 
breaks off frequently loudly to admire the dogs, asks their names, 
indulges in conversational nonsequiturs. It all points to a con- 

sistent self-absorption. rather than an interest in the others, 
"'I'm sorry you're out of health"v she added, resting her eyes 

upon her venerable host-' She hasn't apparently been looking at 
him before; her interest lacks commitment. Old Touchett instructs 

her not to believe the aristocrat's claim as to the superiority 

of his own house. 'I don't know -I can't judge', says Isabel, 

'smiling at Lord Warburton' (p. 19). This might be considered 

a little offensive - her host is old and infirm, but her interest 

is elsewhere. It is immediately after that Ralph, who takes 'no 

interest whatever' in this discussiong asks her 'Are you very 

fond of dogs? '9 though 'He seemed to recognise that it was a very 

awkward beginning for a clever man' (p. 20). And yet the attention 

that James forces us to give to this opening has been a matter of 
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design: Ralph, the most intelligent man in the novel, has wond- 
ered, like the readerg what this performance has been about. It 
is as a 'performance'. partly, that it strikes us, if at the 
most an unconscious one. Her behaviour is very much like a def- 
ence against the actuality of the men. The dogs and the garden 
and the antiquity of the house pose no threat to her settled 
consciousness. 

43 

The title of the novel has, of course, more than one comment to 
add to the text. In its relation to Isabel's self-conception, 
however, it probably has most force. She has, and early in life, 

painted her own portrait of what she feels she ought to be. More 
important, it suggests the preoccupation with 'appearances' which 
has been discussed by"Tony Tanner, and that in itself has implic- 

ations about her relationship with the current of life. The name 
'Archer', apart from the implication about laying out a straight 
flight-path, suggests also a distance from the sought object. An 

archer's whole raison Petre has to do with distance and separ- 
ation. Jamesq in the third chapter of the novel, becomes rela- 
tively explicit about some of these tendencies in his heroine. 

As a child she has had the opportunity for schooling in a lit- 

tle primary school across the street: 

The little girl had been offered the opportunity of laying a 
foundation of knowledge in this establishmentj but having 
spent a single day in it, she had protested against its laws 
and had been allowed to stay at home, where, in the September 
days, when the windows of the Dutch house were open, she used 
to hear the hum of childish voices repeating the multiplication 
table - an incident in which the elation of liberty and the pain 
of exclusion were indistinguishably mingled. (p. 24) 

This 'elation of liberty' hand in hand with 'pain of exclusiont 

must be central to any discussion of the ambiguity in the final 

chapter of the novel. The pain is reminiscent of what has been 

said about James above - the recurring insecurity, the feeling of 

being out of the mainstream. And yet, as has been suggested, there 

43 James's grasp of the nuances of non-verbal behaviourg so cruc- 
ial herej is often superbv as in the handling of Dolcino in 'The 
Author of Beltraffiolq by his parents, or in Strether's first 
visit to Marie's apartment in The Ambassadors. 
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is a great attraction in detachsk*nt, a feeling of safety, a sense 
that to be immersed in what is going on is dangerous. This view 
of the matter is confirmed: 

She knew that this silent, motionless portal opened into the 
street; if the sidelights had not been filled with green paper 
she might have looked out upon the little brown stoop and the 
well-worn brick pavement. But she had no wish to look out, for 
this would have interfered with her theory that there was a 
strange, unseen place on the other side -a place which became 
to the child's imaginAtiong according to its different moods, 
a region of delight or of terror. (p. 25) 

The metaphorical and explicit significance of all this, referring 

as it does to such early-established characteristics, is consid- 

erable. It is this room - later figured as a garden - in which she 

wants to come to terms with life, in so far as she is willing at 

all. We note that she thinks of it as 'the office'; that being 

traditionally a place where organisation and sytemising reign 

unopposed. I have said that the novel's most striking irony is 

that Osmond in fact gives Isabel exactly what she wants; and this 

fulfilment which goes wrong is hinted at in the preceding sent- 

ence, where we are told that the door is 'secured by bolts'. It 

is7 howeverg somewhat laterg in the novel's sixth chapterg that 

we find the images most memorable in our clues to Isabel's char- 

aoter: 

Her nature had, in her conceit, a certain garden-like ciualityl, 
a suggestion of perfume and murmuring boughs, of shady bowers 
and lengthening vistas, which made her feel that introspection 
was, after all, an exercise in the open air, and that a visit 
to the recesses of one's spirit was harmless when one returned 
from it with a lapful of roses. (pp. 53-54) 

Isabel recognises the existence of other gardens and the fact 

that 'there were moreover a great many places which were not 

gardens at all'. But the fact that she is assured, apparentlyg 

of her Ilapful of roses' suggests the inadequacy of her concep- 

tion of what lies outside her garden; although the idea of int- 

rospection as 'an exercise in the open air' is what strikes us 

most here. It certainly goes some way to explaining her beha- 

viour,, for exampleg in those first moments at Gardencourt. 

The' paragraph also contains this startling sentence: 'what 
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should one do with the misery of the world in a scheme of the 
agreeable for oneself? ' (P- 54). It is startling because of its 
moral force. It introduces an element not yet fully' , brought-ý, out 
for consideration. The moral condemnation it implies is cont- 
ained in its deviation from the question 'how can one possibly 
construct a scheme of the agreeable for oneself amidst the real- 
ity of widespread misery? % We conclude, of course, that Isab- 
el's mental habits are not such as to permit a genuine trealis- 

ation' of misery at all. But this sentence also indicates some- 
thing else - selfishness. So far it is the damage to the indi- 
vidual, and perhaps to others, resulting from self-absorption 
which has been discussed. But here our terms have to be stron- 
gerg our disapproval awakened. 

Dr Tanner's identification of Osmond as a 'collaborator' has 

already been mentioned. We have been told that there is something 
'cold and dry' in her which has prevented her from thinking about 
husbands. The possibility that whatever is wrong with Osmond is 

alsog to a lesser degree, affecting Isabel, is suggested by two 

very significantly phrased sentences which end the paragraph 
presently being examined: 

She always returned to her thogry that a young woman whom af ter 
all everyone thought clever should begin by getting a general 
impression of life. This impression was necessary to prevent 
mistakesq and after it should be secured,, she might make the 
unfortunate condition of others a subject of special attention. 

'A general impression of life': almost everything is there in 

that phrase. First, it seems that the precondition is one of 
detachment. 'Lifet is something outeýde. Secondý one's limpres- 

sion' - only an impression - is to be 'general I; one finds out 

what people tend to do and one organizes them into specific 

categories compatible with certain theories. This is the 'office, 

metaphor again. The trouble is that this kind of preparation is 

insufficient for aealing with 'the unfortunate condition of 

others' and particularly for dealing with Osmond. 

If the novel has an epiphany in the Joycean sense, this famous 

passage does surely contain the book's most striking revelation: 
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Isabel ... went straight to the door of her husband's study. Here 
she again paused an instant, after which she opened the door and 
went in. Osmond was seated at the table near the window with a folio Tplume before himg propped against a pile of books. This 
volume was open at a page of small coloured plates, and Isabel 
presently saw that he had been copying from it the drawing of an 
antique coin. A box of water-colours and fine brushes lay before 
him, and he had already transferred to a sheet of immaculate 
paper the delicate, finely-tinted disk. (P- 534) 

This passage gives some idea of Osmond's enormous distance from the 
actual, the vital in life. There has been a mould for the coiný 
the coin itself, its image, then reproduced in a book, and fin- 

ally Osmond's drawing: he is several removes from the original, 
making an impression of an impression, and so on. Quite apart 
from the significance of the object -a coin represents all that 
Osmond pretends to reject - it is the very pointlessnesst the 
hopeless of this activity which strikes us. This is what his 
'work' means: an utter waste of time, neither creativeg nor schol- 
arly nor lucrative, merely a way of using up hours, of getting rid 
of time. He looks at his drawing through a magnifying glassq a 

useful metaphor for his whole life, the raising of the minuscule 
to volumes of importance. How anyone can read this passage and 

continue to regard Osmond as 'evil'. is difficult to understand. 
It is surely far from absurd to suggest that a reasonable resp- 

onse from the reader here might contain some distant pityq the 

kind of pity which is associated with the presence of illness. 

Osmond's very composure can only increase our sense of his hope- 

lessnessq so much might we expect him to be embarrassed by the 

disclosure of what ho is doing. 

The static, closed nature of Osmond's isolation is emphasized 

by his failure to perceive that Isabel must develop out of such 

a situation. He is left behind; 

He sat down before his table. tI really can't argue with you 
on the hypothesis of your defying me, ' he said. And he took up 
one-, of his little brushes 'again. ýP-'538) 

Without broaching the question of how far the essence of 'being' 

can legitimately exist in the adoption of appearances, we can say 

that there is a gulf between that which Osmond values and that 

which he thinks he values. There is no apparent connection between 
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his conception of self and the way he behaves. His behaviour in 
every way contradicts his conception of the end which it serves. 

Isabel is part of Osmond's fantasy, not merely a 'portraitIq 
another object to bolster this self-conception but actually, as 
we find out, indistinguishable from himself. He denies the exis- 
tence of her separate personality, After this passage in the study 
Isabel now poses a threat to Osmond: 

You smile most expressively when I talk about usq but I assure 
You that we, we, Mrs Osmond, is all I know. I take our marriage 
seriously; you appear to have found a way of not doing so. I'm 
not aware that we're divorced or separated; for me we're ind. is- 
solubly united ... I think we should accept the consequences of 
our actions, and what I value most in life is the honour of a 
thing! (P. 537) 

Isabel realises that 'he spoke in the name of something sacred 
and precious - the observance of a magnificent form'. The pass- 
age has to be carefully examined. 'For me we're indissolubly 

united' means more than 'in my opinion of things'. It means that 
they are indistinguishable for Osmond's ends. Ee hesitates before 

that final explanation, and it is hardly surprisingg for he is 

clearly incapable of understanding himself: then he says that 

what he values is 'the honour of a thing'. This can only be under- 

stood in the sense of an irrevocable commitment to a particular 

way of living, an acceptance of 'the consequences of our actions'. 
The consequences of Osmond's actions are that he has to keep liv- 

ing his fantasy; the 'honourl he talks about has to do merely with 

the structural integrity of his fantasy. It must be kept whole. 

Isabel is threatening to fracture the fantasy. When he says that 

Isabel has 'found a way' of not taking the marriage seriously, 

his real meaning is clear. She has found a way of not taking 

Osmond seriously, and all his actions are designed to ensure 

that he is taken very seriously. Finding a way of questioning the 

marriage is t'* threaten Osmond's ability to take himself serious- 

ly, and that is dangerous. We most probably conclude that Isabel, 

howeverg is not significant enough to him to cause him to coll- 

apse: he takes up his 'little' brushes again in a general sense. 

(James so ofteng and not merely in his novels, uses the word 
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'little I with a splendid acerbity. ) 

That is a way of talking about Osmond. I am not sure that it 
denies the novel anything. Were we to say merely that Osmond is 
deranged, that his portrayal is simply of a man mentally ill, 
perhaps schizophrenic, then no doubt we should do the novel an 

I injury. But the point is that the novel describes highly complex 
and infinitely human situations. And 'transcending' human beings 
is, I believe, the last thing that James was concerned to do at 
any period of his writing, with whatever exception we make for 

ghostly tales. But the transcendence to the extraordinary and 
the feeling is achieved as a result of the complex, compassionate 
and morally sensitive mind expressing itself about human nature 
in the best possible way. 

Finally, I want to look at the last pages of The Portrait of 

aL. Above, I looked at a scene taking place in Osmond's 

study. As Isabel leaves at its termination, James tells us that 

she 'felt as if a cold, dark mist had suddenly encompassed her' 
(P- 538). We return to a rather bewildering pattern of 'light' 

and 'dark' imagery in the final pages as Isabel is with Goodwood 

in the garden. Now we may readily appreciate that the appropriate 
imagery to use at a time of disillusionment with Osmond is that 

of darkness and not of light,, as there has all along been too much 
light in Isabel's view of things. Darkness is the recognition, 
the realisation of failure and misery, which is all-important if 

Isabel is to achieve a moral. victory, if she is to undergo a 

moral development in terms, at least, of consciousnesss a devel- 

opment from the days when misery had to be fitted in with a 

scheme of the agreeable for Isabel. There is, however, the other 

sort of development which we may feel that Isabel ought to undergo. 

And that concerns the issue of whether or not she will become cap- 

able of 'immersion' in the sense in which it has been understood. 

In Conrad's The Secret Agent, there is a characterg the Assis- 

tant Commissionerg whose very title suggests the ambiguity which 

surrounds him. He is not one, certainlyq with the encapsulated men 

who surround him. Sometimes he displays signs of the unexpected, 
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sitting up when he seems as though about to slump on the desk, 
slapping the table with his hand when seeming to fall asleep: 
simultaneously it appears that he is as fond of the formulated 
and predictable as the other characters. Conrad is unwilling to 
allow him to become too positive in the economy of the novel, 
yet also seems to wish a suggestion of some kind of optimism to 
remain in an undoubtedly dark piece of writing. 

No doubt we will allow Isabel her moral development in the first 
sense suggested above; it is there for us to see. But it might be 
argued that the ending of the novel leaves us without a real idea 
as to whether Isabel will succeed in breaking out of her isolation 
or not. Of course there is no doubt as to whether or not she will 
return to Osmond - she will. This is one novel where such questions 
seem to be demanded. She will 'accept the consequences of her 

actions'. But in what wav will she accept them? 
Ambiguity reigns throughout the final stages. There has been a 

kind of 'breaking outIq certainly: 

The world, in truth, had never seemed so large; it seemed to 
open out, all round her, to take the form of a mighty seaq 
where she floated in fathomless waters. (Po 590) 

This is 'our' world, the reader's world, the world which we have 

watched Isabel ignoring. She is now out of the office and out of 
her complacency. Our first difficulty with the text, however, 

is considerable: what happens between Isabel and Goodwood? 

His kiss was like white lightning, a flash that spread, and 
spread again and stayed; and it was extraordinarily as if, 
while she took it, she felt each thing in his hard manhood 
that had least pleased her,, each aggressive fact of his face, 
his figure, his presencep justified of its intense identity 
and made one with this act of possession. So she had heard of 
those wrecked and under water following a train of images bef- 
ore they sink. But when darkness returned she was free. She 
never looked about her; she only darted from the spot. (P- 591) 

The imagery though ambiguous is primarily sexual in these first 

few lines. What kind of sexual encounter has Isabel had with 

Goodwood? After all, where is he when she comes to herself? 

'When darkness returned' - we are deliberately kept in ignorance 

of how much time has elapsed. But if this is merely the after- 

math of this kiss of Goodwood's. where has Goodwood gone? How 
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do we interpret 'this act Of possession'? It is not at all in 
Goodwood's character either to leave Isabel in a state of near- 
hysteria or to leave before trying urgently to settle what is 
between them. We have to assume that something has been settled. 
He is no longer there and they are no longer arguing about her 
future. The confusion, the fact that James has left this final 
encounter 'privatet seems to point to an emphatically sexual 
interpretation of this paragraph. And yet we are unable to be 
certain. James doesn't even say that these 'things in his hard 
manhood' now in fact do justify themselves and now do temporari- 
ly please her; he says 'it was extraordinarily as if' they just- 
ified themselves. But if they did in fact please her, for a mom- 
ent, could we make sense of it in the scheme, in terms of the 
directions, of the novel? What Isabel has previously disliked 

about Goodwood is primarily his emphasisq his strong actuality. 
In a moment of genuine freedom this is surely what she might be 

expected to embrace. Tony Tanner says: 

Now for the first time she is subjected to the full force of his 
sexual claims. It is a shattering experienceg but it is also a 
release. She was not made to go that way. (P- 158) 

This may be a little evasive. A sexual release, Isabel giving 
herself, and receiving Goodwood, would be the strongest possible 

symbol of her new freedom from self, in the context of this novel. 
Tanner talks about her 'being subjected to the full force' of 
Goodwood's claims, but then that is merely what James tells us; 
the question is whether or not a full sexual encounter occurs, 
beca4se if it does, it has considerable significance for Isabel's 

development. But she is not meant to go the way of Goodwood, as 
Dr Tanner says. She is now unable, as he says, to go back to the 

simple level oflife which Goodwood represents. Howeverg one has 

to be distinott while we can understand a developed Isabel rejec- 

ting Goodwood as belonging to a past where everything was simple, 

that is quite a different thing from rejecting the sexuality which 

he represents. That would be to say that Isabel had developed much 

less than we might hope, for this sexuality is symbolic of Isabel 

abruptly - if momentarily - being fully-alive. This in turn has a 
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great deal of bearing on what she does next. 
For she goes back, we assume, to Osmond. That is not to rej- 

ect the actuality which Goodwood has intruded upon her; or not 
necessarily, for her return must be Been as a consequence of the 
moral development which has been discussed. Dr Tanner has this 
interesting comment , 

to make upon Isabel Is likely future: 

Now I think one might fairly suggest that James, in fact, could 
not see exactly what sort of future such a person might havef 
how she might take up her place again in the social scene. We 
can admire Isabel's fine stoicism and admit at the same time that 
it is hard to visualise the details of her future. And this, I 
think, is because James is already feeling the necessary conn- 
ection between the artistic observation of life and the renun- 
ciation of active participation in it. As Isabel becomes more the 
artist, in her mind, so she will withdraw from social involve- 
ment, if not physically then at least psychologically. If she 
never returns to sit in the garden of Gardencourtq then we may 
be sure she will spend many later years reposing in the garden 
of her mind. With James's later artist figures or observers, the 
attempt at any active participation is all but abandoned from the 
start. (Po 159) 

Well,, perhaps the whole point is that James could not see what 
sort of future Isabel might have because he has come to the point 

where the issues involved are so close to himself and so troubling 

to himself that he is unable to pursue them. I do not see Isabel 

as an 'artist'. And this business of 'abandoning participation' 

we are analyzing as possibly the most important and striking feat- 

ure of James's work, and certainly the crux of The Portrait of a 
If Isabel willp as Dr Tanner suggestsv I spend many years 

reposing in the garden of her mind', then what has been accomp- 

'ýished? This is exactly what she always did, This is precisely 

the image of the novel's opening chapters. James is certainly 

not feeling the necessary 'connection between the artistic obser- 

vation of life and the renunciation of active participation in it'. 

The novel isn't about an artist and it isn't therefore specific- 

ally about lack of participation in life on the part of any one 

type of person. Hyacinth, Isabelq Rowland, Fledaq all fail to pa-r- 

ticipateg as does Yierton,, and all are different from each other 

and none of them artists. If James had felt it necessary to be 

detached and had he recognized the need, then he would have prod- 
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uced fiction wholly different in nature from the fiction we are 
examining. The issue would have been settled, the novels wouldn't 
be full of characters whose very source of frustration and unhap- 
piness is their inability to participate, to immerse themselves. 

To suggest that James's novels can be seen as discussions of the 
so-called 'artistic dilemma' isq wretchedly, to delimit them enor- 
mously. It is a mere critical convenienceo 

44 

At the end of The Portrait of a Lady nothing is solved, The imag- 

ery of darkness and light, which has been fairly consistentg abrup- 
tly leaves us confused. Isabel rejects the white lightning of 
Goodwood as representing the old and simple.. Darkness returnso 
But then she darts toward the lights of the house. JýLmes quali- 
fies it further, 'she had moved through the darkness (for she saw 
nothing) and reached the door'. tFor she saw nothing' may indi- 

cate that the lights of the house play no part in this imagery; 
yet 'they shone far across the lawn'. This is highly reminisceint 

of the Assistant Commissioner, who Conrad has weave a path bet- 

ween symbolic large windows and obscuring blinds. Isabel has won 

a moral victory of sorts, her selfishness has gone: she may have 

had a sustaining blast of life from Goodwoodo But if in fact her 

fate is to return to the garden of her mind (however, so to 

speak, briefly fertilised) does the development not seem sadly 
insufficient? 

James does not answer the questiono I shall go on to suggest 

that he is unable to solve the problems set by the question of 

participation, andq as will be seen from the analysis of his late 

trorký that this has consequences varied both in importance and 

in kind, 

44 Tony Tanner says9 of the narrator in The Sacred Fount: 'there 
is little doubt that the narrator epitomizes the artistic 
instinct ... his initial line of inquiry ... extends to the whole 
question of discerning or imposing a principle of order in or on 
the world' (The Reign of Wonder, P. 325)- Apart from any other 
objection one might raise to this, it is a most restricted (and 

particularly bourgeois) view of the nature of art. And it selects, 
arbitrarilyg an artistic connection from quite other possibilities. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE AWKWARD AGE 

6o 
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I 

The Awkward Age is probably one of James's most perfect 
novels in spite of its being unobtrusively so ambitious. It 
presents a wide range of strongly differentiated characters 
within a book diverse in its themes and yet strongly unified 
throughout. It is a novel of remarkable intelligence even by 
James's standards, especially in its portrayal of the fine and 
not so fine moral discriminations which can be advanced regard- 
ing the Buckingham 'set' at its heart. That intelligence is 

further demonstrated, in the way that Longdon and to an extent 
Nanda are placed in such dynamic juxtaposition to the inner 

group. 

One could begin by talking about Fernanda whase centripetal 
force is so strongly at work in the novel, or about Van whog 
if anyoneq the novel most obviously belongs to. But perhaps one 

should identify the nature of the Buckingham set first. It is 

Mitchy, essentially much more at ease (usually) with Bucking- 

ham Crescent life than Van, who provides us with the best def- 

inition of the Buckingham approach: 

'Aren't we very much the same - simple lovers of life? That is, 
of that finer essence of-it which appeals to the consciousness 

- well,, enlarged and improved. (p. 270) 

Even the hesitation is typical of an approach to nature essent- 

ially loxodromicq an approach in which obliquity is a form of 

sensuous. pleasure. Simple lovers of life are what they're not, 

of course. Pethertont Lady Fannyq Cashmore, perhaps Haroldq are 

relatively simple and love 'life' in some fairly simple sense. 

The 'finer essencet to which Mitchy refers is something else, 

something refinedv partly abstractedg a question of ttonel, 

leffeett and 'attitude'. What Fernandag Mitchy and Van take 

their self-conscious pleasure in is a form of voyeurism, a 

special kind of vicariousness. They watch other people and they 

talk about them. Fernanda, a formidable operator whose armoury 

includes charmg intelligence, cunning, and ruthlessness, has 

assembled a kind of menagerie for their pleasure: the presence 
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of others not introduced further in the novel is hinted at. 
Lady Fanny is the prime exhibit. Mitchy and Van are also part of 
the entertainment for each other and for Fernanda. But there are 
those with perspectives on Fernanda too, notably the Duchess. 

There is no sense of tragedy, as such, in the novel, and there 
is considerable comedy. Yet all in all the novel is a sad one in 

which words displace, but never more than temporarilyq the sense 
of emptiness which haunts the protagonists. As much as anything 
else the novel is about 'talk'. The characters are for the most 
Part either talkers or not so in an exaggerated senseq and this 
becomes an important source of the novel's interpersonal ten- 

sions. 
I Edward Brookenham, Lady Fanny, Nanda and Mr Longdon in 

their various ways act as foils to the talkers, while frequen- 

tly the latter are incriminated by the silence of the others. 
Mr Longdon sits wincing beneath the verbal blows of the Duchess. 

A near-hysterical Van chatters round and about the silent, 

grave Nanda. Episodes of exhausting dialogue are momentarily 
hushed, with a glimpse of peace at Mertle and Beccles. Behind 

it all is the silence of the grave and the ghost of Lady Julia. 

Here and there, amidst what often strikes the reader as a wanton 

neglect of mortality, is fear in its presence: its wanton neg- 

lect lies in the attitude tow, ard life of the main characters. 

The complexities of relationship among Longdong Nanda, Mitlehy 

and Van provide the novel with its primary source of propulsion 

and its chief sources of tension. What develops is a predic- 

ament in which Nanda loves Vang who is too fastidious to rec- 

eive her although he would appreciate the fortune which would 

accompany her; in which Mitchy loves Nandag who cannot accept 

him; and in which Longdon's interest is to see Van marry Nanda 

in order to compensate for his own lack of fulfilment with Lady 

Julia. 

If the novel's ironies are sufficiently persuasive to prevent 

us from having an unqualified sympathy with anyone in it, they 

are at the same time rounded enough to enable the reader to 

view all the charactersq with perhaps the exception of Yir Cash- 

more and the unlovely Harold, in the light of a more or less 

I Nicola Bradbury discusses silence in 
* 
The Awkward Age in 

chapter two of Henry James: The Later Novels 
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benign interest, Edmund Wilson's reference to 'this disembowelled 
gibbering crew who hover around Nanda Brookenham with their shad- 
owy sordid designs' 2 

seems unnecessarily dyspeptic. There are 
no easy moral judgements to be made in the novel. 

Almost everyone in the novel is at a more or less awkward age. 
As we shall see, that reference is only ostensibly to Nanda and 
Aggie, and the myth of Nanda's 'plight' is relentlessly exposed 
as a myth. Mr Longdon, Fernanda, the Duchess, Van, Harold, Cash- 
more - all of them are at an awkward age in one relation or ano- 
ther. The age - the time in which they live - is generally awk- 
ward, and not just in its effects on Mr Longdon. 

A sense of value seems to be missing from the lives of most of 
the characters and sometimes the word is forced home upon us. 
The view from Mrs Brook's window is expensiveg but the imagery 

used to describe it has a markedly relevant specificity in its 
detail and a universality of application throughout the novel, 
like the contents of the shop window belonging to Conrad's Ver- 
loc. And the view is gloomy. Harold watches Fernanda: 

then slightly pause at the wide window that, in Buckingham Cres- 
centq commanded the prospect they had ramified rearward to enjoy; 
a medley of smoky brick and spotty stucco, of other undressed 
backs, of glass invidiously opaque, of roofs and chimney-pots 
and stableirunnaturally near - one of the private pictures that 
in London, in select situations, run up, as the phrase is, the 
rent. There was no indication of value nowg however, in the 
character conferred on the scene by a cold spring rain. (P-51) 

We may pass over the irony of this being an expensive viewv as 

sufficiently obvious. Perhaps the main clue is the mention of 

'undressed backsIv and its reference to Tishy's emphatic style in 

dress (and Nanda's ideas on her behalf). The phrase's metaphori- 

cal bearing is equally clear: it is the undressed backs to which 

eyes are always turned in the Crescent - it is notoriously diff- 

icult to look Fernanda in the eye - and into which the knives are 

occasionally plunged. From there, we notice 'glass invidiously 

opaquelv and what could be more symbolic of Buckingham ideals of 

The Triple Thinkers, p. 109 
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communication? The stables, roofsq chimney potsq are 'unnatur- 

ally near'; as are those at the centre of the set to each other. 
'A medley Of smoky brick and spotty stuocolq while it might be 

specious to see anything particularly Italianate (or Neapolitan) 
in the 'spotty stucco', does nevertheless sufficiently suggest 
the notion of usage and taint which affect those too long expo- 

sed to the Crescent's atmosphere. 'Private pictures' and 'select 

situations' of the kind limited to the perceptions of the improved 

consciousness are Buckingham hallmarks. And :I there was no indic- 

ation of value now' might be taken in a general sense. The point 
is that glass at its most 'natural' is for looking through, and 
there are certain elements in all structures which should funct- 

ion without being seen; this includes social structures. 

Our attention is being drawn to the prevalence of obfuscation 

over communication, asphyxiating proximity over bAlanced inti- 

macy, unfeeling curiosity over benign interest: this is the view 
from Mrs Brook's room. And just as the Duchess arrivesq Fernanda 

raises the blind a little. 

There is even more to it than that, however. The place has 

'a confessed out-of-season vacancy': there is the sense fully for 

us, and presumably also at least partll for Fernanda, that other 

people are off doing something better elsewhere. This makes the 

whole scene even less attractive. 
To what extentq theng is life missed by the characters hereq and 

what - since the problem's of Nanda's age are by their own con- 

fession manufactured by her mother and her motherts close friends 

- are the real moral concerns of the novel? I propo 
, 
se to look at 

the major charactersq and examine themesq structure and moral 

implications in so doing. 

It is tempting to read for Longdon 'long-done1q though it is 

as well to resist the temptation. In fact he is almost an ambig- 

uous characterg in that his general air of being a ghost is COMp- 

licated by his actual force within the novel, and his ability to 

adjust to his new surroundings, and the sense we have of his rep- 

resenting something -a kind of dignity or propriety or nobility 

- which there doesn't seem to be much of elsewhere. He is not 
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in a very full sense, we feel, morally positive within the novel's 
structure. As we shall see, there is too much about him which is 
dismal, stiffq withdrawn, defeated - there is undoubtedly quite 
a lot of that, even if not so much as we may at first suppose. 
'There was nothing after Lady Julia' t the starkness of this state- 
ment about his -past doesn't detract from its truth. Life has been 
spent with his sister 'feeling sorry for each other'. In this 
vacuum it is understandable that his nature has become so suscep- 
tible to 'fright', and, moreover, that the noise and glare of 
Buckingham Crescent should pass for 'life'. Mr Longdon has been 

conditioned to think of life as taking place far outside his par- 
ish: 

At the period at Malvern - the particular time I just mentioned 
to you - Lady Julia was already married, and during those first 
years she was whirled out of my ken. Then her own life took a 
quieter turn. (P. 47) 

Here is the sense, empha: tic in so many other Jamesian contextsq 
in 'whirled out of my ken', of life taking place elsewhere, bey- 

ond the reach and proper comprehension of the protagonist who 
feels his own life to be sp little like it, so dissatisfyingly 

a mere surrogate. 
Yet Longdon is not complaining about ersatz life; has he not 

after all come to London with fairly p6titive intentions? And he 

is, undoubtedly, both more broad-minded and charitable than Van, 

and much less vulgar than the Duchess, One doesn't want to make 

too much of Kr Longdong 'but his positive aspects are certainly 

there. 

It will be useful to examine Longdon together with Van. The 

two of them have certain things in common, but in a sense it is 

the unexpected differences between them which determine the path 

of the novel: they will be the main object of this analysis. 

It is apt that Longdon should be described on the first page 

of the novel as 'apparently unassertive'; it strikes the right 

note of doubt. He becomes, in some ways, very assertive later 

in relation to his plans for Nanda and Van. Furthermore, there 

is a concealed explosiveness in his initial approach to Van (it 

is Longdon who makes the approach): 'Mr Longdon wondered, to 
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Vanderbank, if their course might by any chance be the same', 
It isq as we discoverg remarkably 'the same' from now on, in many 
respects. In relation to Longdon's eventual view of Van as protean, 
as being capable of providing Longdon with vicarious fulfilment 
by finding happiness with Nanda where Longdon couldn't with Lady 
Juliag the one similarity - that both men are fastidious about 
the innocence of women - will be enough to make Longdon's ambit- 
ion impossible. The irony will be. that Longdon will have made more 
or less successful efforts to overcome his misgivings while the 
'modern' Vanderbank cannot. 

There is a lot of evidence in the novel to suggest that Van is 
a not entirely pleasant character. It is likely that he is one 
of James's most authentically distasteful creationsq though that 
is so importantly a relative matter. His room is 'all convenience 
and character' and like its owner 'pleasant and ruddy'. But con- 
venience and character must cause us to ask - which? If it is all 
'convenience' then the 'character' must be assumed. Van has 'too 

many photographs' and they serve to comment on both men. We may 
wonder whether 'too many' photographs doesn't need explanation. 
A clue may be provided by Vanderbank's comments on the one of 
Aggie: 

She is extremely pretty - with extraordinarily red hair and a 
complexion to match; great rarities, I believe, in that race and 
latitude. She gave me the portrait - frame and all. The frame is 
Neapolitan enough and little Aggie is charming. (P. 36) 

The comments are couched in what comes quickly to be recognised 

as Buckingham-language; a racy inconsequence (of course she gave 
him the fram6! ), an inconsequent aestheticismg a tone which hints 

at the nutritive powers of the superficial, a concentration on 
'charm' and 'beauty'. It is particularly interesting that Van's 

attention and description veer outward to the frame. First, this 

becomes conversation merely for its own sake, and though that is 

typical of several characters in the novel, it is especially so 

of Van. He is like a man with a bad conscience and we keep wonder- 
ing what causes it. Furthermore, we note the equal attention to the 

person and to the frame. Either will do. People do not get their 

full value from the Buckingham set, and Van will quickly show 
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signs of a rather gross insensitivity toward the feelings of 
Longdon and others. Finallyv the indirectnesst the shift from 
the obvious, is worth noting in itself. This is another group 
characteristic. But the explanation of the 'too many' photo- 
graphs is almost certainly that first, Van is chiefly concerned 
with surface rather than substanoep convenience rather than ohar- 
acter, and that he finds, furthermore, and this is more important, 
people easier to handle in photographs than he does in life. He 
tells Longdon that Nanda's photograph is a 'present from the 
original'. It is the 'original' that presents severe problems 
when it comes to emotional involvement, but the photograph is 

charmingly innocuous. 

We may say that Longdon's relationship to the memory of Lady 
Julia has something in common with Van's relationship to the 

photographt for different reasonsg direct experience is diff- 
icult for them. Longdonts response to Nanda's photograph is act- 
ually somewhat chilling, After remarking on the degree to which 
Nanda has 'Lady Julials expressionIg he says, rather alarmingly 
(not that Van responds in that way) that 'she's much more like 

the dead than like the living'. It is the attitude here toward 

Nanda which disturbs us most. It seems that this cannot augur 

well for her. There is a grim humour in the description of the 

frame: 'little Nanda was in glazed white wood'. Lady Juliaq 

presumablyq is in oak. We are also concerned about Longdon for 

his own sake. His response to the living Nanda's photograph must 

strike us as unhealthyg where Van's response to Aggie's was only 

morally furtive. 
3 

Longdon is of course a potential 'find'. He has lots of good 

ingredients such as quaintness and wistfulness. He is bewildered 

and old-fashioned. Van's amusement extends to laughing at Long- 

don's bewilderment. Vang of courseq flaughs' or smiles' most of 

his statements here as in other parts of the book. Once or twiceg 

as in the library at Becoles, he is all the more significantly 

serious for the pervasiveness of his mirth elsewhere. But mostly 

Van mists up the windows with his good humour. Van 'laughed'. 

Van smiled'. Van 'broke down in mirth't his amusement 'over- 

flowedfq he 'broke into laughter at his dismay19 he was 'so 

ý philip Sicker discusses morbidity in James's fiction of the 
late nineties in chapter four of Love and the Quest for 

e Novels of Henry James. 
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amused that it might have passed for excited'. This last points 
to a clue James occasionally drops, to the effect that the mirth 
is at times a disguise for a specific emotion, as well as being 
an important part of a generally assumed surface. 

Apart from the tensions which this mirth points to in his char- 
acter, the insensitivity of much of his laughter is blatant. Long- 
don admits to finding current events bewildering and frightening. 
Van finds some of his bewilderment very funny and actually makes 
sure to bewilder Longdon more than is necessary. Mixed as it is 

with a certain apparent deference which is also we feel in part 
genuine, the insensitivity is all the more unpleasant. At times 
it is gross. Puzzled at a reference of Longdon's and thinking him 
to be referring to Fernanda's mother, Van asks crudely 'the old 
lady? '(P-38). He fails to respond to Longdon's change of expres- 

sion. 
In this initial encounter is establishedg toog the Bucking- 

ham set's curious delight at its own behaviour. Van is eager to 

acknowledge to Longdon how daring they are - he seems really to 

want to put it beyond doubt9 and his insistence - 'we do talkt 

I think' - has a strangeg rather unsophisticated smugness. Long- 

don seems such an easy person (quite apart from any other con- 

sideration) to impress. And there is something adolescent in the 

wish to try, Nandag and it is one of the novel's major ironiesq 

is much more adult than this. 

But two other important matters are established in the opening 

scenes. One is that Longdon is not without backbone. His look 

now and then hardens critically and there are signs hereq so far 

for Longdo n unconsciousq of the condemnation he will finally and 

accurately apply to Van at the end of the novel. Longdong in res- 

ponse to Van's remark that London life is ftit for tat19 'earn- 

estly and pleadingly' asks fwhat becomes of friendship? ': 

The young man met his eyes only the more sociably. 'Friend- 

ship? ' 
'Friendship;! Mr Longdon maintained the full value of the 

word. (P. 39) 

The point here is that Van's sociable look is a most inadequate 

response. One might be forgiven for thinking that he hasn't con- 

sidered the word 'friendship' before. A 'sociable look' is perhaps 
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all too appropriate to what Van's notion of friendship is. The 
full difference is brought out here between 'friendship' and 
mere 'sociability'. Longdon maintains 'the full value of the 
word'. Hereq then, Longdon is positively functioning as a bulwark 
against the Buckingham group's assault on certain human values. 
Other similar contrasts - for example the difference between Long- 
don's 'frightened' and Van's 'shocked' - demonstrates the way in 
which Longdon talks about actual emotional responses while Van 
tends to concentrate on 'effect'. 

But Van's genuine deference has been mentioned and no sketch 
Of the complexities of this relationship would be complete with- 
out a brief consideration of the reasons for Van's constant 
laughter. We notice at one point that Van feels 'positively more 
guilty than he would have expected' when Longdon asks him if he 

calls Mrs Brook 'Fernandal. In fact Van even goes to the extent of 

explicitly denying it. On the next page he is rather charmingly 

guilty about Fernanda's own practice with regard to naming him. 

This suggests more common ground with Longdon than we might have 

expected. 
In fact Van wholly fails to understand himself: 

'If I tell you., Vanderbank went on, 'that I've that sort of ful- 
crum for salvation which consists at least in a deep conscious- 
ness and the absence. - of a rag of illusion, I shall appear to say 
that I'm different from the world I live in and to that extent 
present myself as superior and fatuous. Try me, at any rate. (P-48) 

However self-deprecating he. is in order suitably to temper the 

claim, this is how he sees himself. We may pass over without comm- 

ent the illusion about his deep consciousness, which in itself 

sufficiently invalidates the rest. The second thought is more int- 

eresting. We might be listening to Conrad's Decoud: indeed here 

James touches a vein extraordinarily characteristic of Conrad. 

It is the sort of misleading, false yet seductive jingle which 

kills Decoud and, in Victory, Heyst. That the 'absence of a rag 

of illusion' should constitute a component of a 'fulcrum of salv- 

ation' has perhaps little general truth. For Vanderbank this is 

appallingly inappropriate. Nanda will be striving at the end of 

the novel to enable him to keep intact his illusions about himself. 
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He will be exhorting her to make things right for him with Long- 
dong in order to maintain the illusion of his good name. The ab- 
sence of any illusions on his part about Nanda will make her, for 
himg quite impossibleg when Longdon does indeed 'try' him. 

In fact his agitation, in the form of his artificial mirthq his 
levityý his concern with surfaceg is the result of his discomfort 
in his circumstances, for the Buckingham set - for which he and 
Fernanda have laid the groundrules - makes him pay a heavy emot- 
ional price, 

And 'deep consciousness' is something the compiications of which 
Van is constantly avoiding. He has spent hip initial encounter 
with Longdon being 'charmed' by the 'effect' of someone who has 
been 'frightened' by the 'talk' at Buckingham Crescent. (This is 
not to deprecate Longdon, who has still to adjust. ) The similarity 
with Osmond and his 'little brushes' here is quite clear. 

It is given to Van, as the novel develops, to demonstrate better 
than anyone the vicarious quality of the set's enjoyment. Nanda, 

wishing at her first meeting with Longdon to understand Van's 
description of Longdon's emotional state as 'beautiful, beautiful, 
beautiful', asks 'beautiful? Why beautiful? ', and Van responds: 'I 

won't spoil it. Have it from him! ' (P. IM. Like Wensleydale or 
claret, such an effect must be absorbed at the right moment of mat- 
urity, and never rushed. Challenged by Longdon with not having 

prepared him for Nanda, Van gives himself away: 

'I see -I should have liked to make more of it; though, I he added 
smiling, 'I might so, by putting you on your guard, have caused 
myself to lose what, if you'll allow me to say so, strikes me as 
one of the most touching tributes I've ever seen rendered to a 
woman.! (p. 120) 

It is an odd thing, to have a collection of memories of tributes 

paid to women by other men. Even compared to Longdon's joy at a 

resemblance to a dead woman, the air Van breathes seems low in 

oxygen. There is something bordering on the grotesque about his 

relish. Given the circumstances it is very nearly ghoulish and 

perhaps here the strength of Edmund Wilson's comment, quoted above, 
is not entirely inappropriate. 

Time and time againg however, there is evidence of the part of 
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Van's character closer to Longdon: we discover from Mrs Brook 
and Mitchy that he gives 'tremendous warnings' about books whichg 
says Fernanda, 'after all haven't killed one'. We see him declare 
to Nanda that she cannot know of the objections to Tishy - and this 
couldn't be further from the mark. He will even be concernedg at 
Mertle, about her smoking. 

Yet as has been suggested, Van isn't simply a compound of soph- 
istication and unexpected primness: he can also be rather unpleas- 
ant, and this is seen at its most extreme in the encounter Long- 
don has at Mrs Brook's with his hostess at her, most formidable. 
Longdon has made it evident enough that he doesn't like her, and 
she gets her revenge. As Longdon leaves, she asks him, in response 
to the dreadful Cashmore's background comment about Longdon getting 
Nanda because of knowing her grandmother, land won't you have to 

say it's all you were to get? ' (P. 156). This is vicious, and 
Longdon turns 'with a strange gasp I to Van. Van says 'come! 1. And 

we are not quite sure whether to see him as Longdon's or Fernanda's 

ally - we may have an uneasy sense of the tall Vanderbank looking 

down on the considerably smaller Longdon (James makes one remark 

on each man's height during the novel) with detached interestg as 

cat with mouse. Because earlier in this scenep Longdon, while lis- 

tening to some general banter about Nandag of which he altogether 
disapproves, has signalled to Van silently to intervene. But: 

Vanderbank's silence might, without his mere kind ' amused lookv 
have seemed almost inhuman. (Pe 151) 

'Mere' speaks volumes: how much elBeq after all, have we seen of 

Van other than his kind, amused look? Perhaps there isn't anything 

else. Longdon has to do his 'own simple best'. 

The smoking-room scene at Mertle, followed later by its sequel 

in the library at Beccles, is very important, but so are Nanda's 

preceding encounters with Van and Longdon in the grounds. The 

surroundings of the house are rich in silence, tranquillity, rep- 

ose and dignity. The noxious fumes of the preceding episode at the 

Crescentq the charged air, give way to the wholesome breath of the 

garden at Mertle. The landscape is one which Longdon might have 
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occupied with Lady Julia: 

It was a point (Nanda) had had to take another rise to reach, a 
place marked by an old green bench for a larger sweep of the view, 
which, in the distanceg where the woods stopped, showed, in the 
most English way in the worldq the colour-spot of an old red 
Village and the tower of an old grey church. (P-158) 

Nanda is not only set apart from the others herev she is speoifi- 
cally to become seen as part of a unit with Mr Longdon from now 
on - she will shortly say to Van 'my set's Mr Longdon'. 

As though to emphasize his differenoe from the simple world of 
the English countryside in which Longdon and Nanda so clearly bel- 

ong, his distance from the landscape in which appearance and sub- 
stance are not at odds, Van arrives agitatedg hotg in frenzied 

good-humour, having taken a route in itself very significants 

The great thing was that he had walked from the station to stretch 
his legs, coming far round, for the lovely hour and the pleasure 
Of itq by a way he had learnt on some previous occasion of being 
at Mertle. (P- 158) 

The tangential in Van always wins; he has even had to take a circ- 

uitous path to the house. That this should be 'the great thing' of 

course refers to his awkwardness, though Longdon will make him yet 

more awkward. We also notice that characteristic separation of tthe 

lovely hour' and 'the pleasure of it'. This distinction is wholly 
typical.,,. . He is, as it were, detached from 'the lovely hour', 

self-conscious about the 'pleasure' - which by so much diminishes 

the pleasure. Furthermoreq we notice the inevitable sophistication; 
Van has learned the route on a previous occasion. 

We are about to be able to make a direct comparison between Van 

and Nanda, and Longdon and Nanda. These initial encounters at 

Mertle establish several things. The slowing of pace achieved by 

the description of the landscape - short though it is it has to be 

seen as relative to the rest - makes more credible Nanda's now 

established relationship with Longdon. 

The episode between Nanda and Van establishes clearly Nanda'B 

love for Van and Van's discomfort in its presence. His range of 

non-verbal behaviour during the episode is remarkably eloquentq as 

is his verbal evasiveness. We also notice how Longdon and Van's 
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roles are slightly readjusted. Longdon allows Nanda to smoke 
timmenselytv and Van slightly disapproves, Longdon is already 
showing signs of being able to cope with the new age better than 
Van. Van, not for the first time and certainly not for the lastq 
Can sound oddly like the Duchess in his concern for propriety in 
Nanda's behaviour. 

It is also significant that Longdon replaces Van as Nanda's 
companion; this is an enactment of what will happen at the end 
of the novelq when Longdon, because of Vanderbank's by then clearly 
total rejection of Nandag virtually adopts her. The Mertle episode 
is also a more precise foreshadowing of the scene at the end of 
the novel where Van becomes almost hysterical in Nanda's room. 

Longdon's ability to adjust to the world he now faces is sugg- 
ested by his determination here to involve himself. - there is a 
health' 

.y spiritedness in his interrogation of the couple as he 

meets them: 

Mr Longdon looked from one of them to the other. 'Where have 
you been together? ' 

Nanda was the first to respond. 'Only talking - on a bench. 
'Well, I want to talk on a bench! ' (p. 166) 

He is still described, just after this, as 'the old man', but this 

spirit in him is about to emerge with emphatic consequences for 

Vanderbank's equilibrium. Meanwhile Longdon's liveliness is evid- 

ent in his conversation with Nanda, in which we see him coming to 

terms with the differences between Nanda and Lady Julia. The ambi- 

valence in his response to the climate in which Nanda is so much 

at ease, of which she is so much a product and even a producer, 
is nicely controlled. On the one h, -ýnd, there is his resigned 'the 

end of everything? One might easily receive that impression'. On 

the other hand, when Nanda tells him that Mitchy must marry Aggie: 

Mr Longdon staredv but even in his surprise seemed to take from the 
swiftness with which she made him move over the ground a certain 
agreeable glow. 'Does "Aggiell like him? ' (P. 174) 

Longdon is flexible enough to be interested, often in spite of 

himself. 

The extent to which he - rather than Van - is prepared to try to 
t 
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do without illusion is emphasized by his inarticulate appeal to 
Nanda not to pretend to be anything she isn't: 'I hope you don't 
think I want you to be with me as you wouldn't be - as it were - 
with yourself'. Longdon is willing to accept Nanda as the young 
woman she isq which, given his,, t-ýpa; Lnt of comparison in Lady Juliaq 
says much for his ability to adjust to new circumstances. As Nanda 
says, 'Granny wasn't the kind of girl she 

, couldn't be - and so 
neither am P. This is a delightful way on Nanda's part of const- 
ructing a similarity between her and her grandmother. In both casesq 
we observe the concerng on Nanda's part and on Longdon'sq to exp- 
ress meaning: this compsýres interestingly with Vants empty arti- 
culacy. Really only Longdon and Mitchy are able to respond to 
Nanda as she deserves. Both of them are' able to do her justice. 

Longdon then has to try to do justice to the Duchess: 

Mr Longdon's impenetrability crashed like glass at the elbow- 
touch of this large, handsome, practised woman who walked, for 
him, like some brazen pagan goddess9 in a cloud of queer leg- 
end. (P. 179) 

Thus are Becoles and Naples in collision, A great deal of humour 

is derived from this delightful conjunction. The Duchess says it 

herself: 'there it is -I make you wince'. It has been an object 

of interest to the set to observe when &t, last the Duchess will 

address the elderly visitor - whose position, in a novel in which 

naming is important, is indicated by his lack of forename - as 
'Longdon'. She does, of course. 

But the novel Is complex ironies are much developed by this 

interlude between the two at Mertle. Aggie and Pethertong beauty 

and the beast, make an unlikely couple. Petherton is an aristo- 

crat in the medieval mould. He is characterized by large teeth 

and physical powerg and is an upper-class carnivore. He will yet 

leave marks on Aggiels flesh, and we can prophesy the outcome from 

the relationship here. 

Aggie is a product of the Duchess's concentrated attention, 

deliberately prepared for consumption. We have seen early in the 

novel how the Duchess has challenged Fernanda over Nanda's unsuit- 

ability as a companion for Aggie. 
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Aggie'B role in the novel is chiefly as a suggestion of what, 
in terms of the ideals of some of the charactersq a young girl 
ought to be - as quite distinct from what Nanda is. And in this role 
Aggie is one of the reasons for our more or less discounting the 
importance of any kind of anxiety over Nanda. For Aggie is really 
rather a flop, in the wider and longer-term view. It is not just 
that she starts, immediately on becoming marriedv to make up for 
lost time with Petherton. It is also that she is such a nonentity. 
Longdon tries with all his patience to talk to her, and we observe 
that he is good at this kind of thing. But 'she understood too 

little - he gave it up' (p. 182). Nanda beside her may be 'a 

northern savage' but even Longdon, with his special qualities of 

anxiety, is much more at ease with her. Aggie would be no kind of 

companion at all. Aggie therefore acts within the novel's struc- 
ture to validate Nanda's worldliness. 

That Nanda's worldliness, however, will prove to undermine her 

marriageability, is rightly predicted by the Duchess. Of course 
Mitchy greatly desires to marry Nanda, and in that sense the Duch- 

ess might be thought to be wide of the mark. But she is specific: 

'If Nanda doesn't get a husband early in the business -I 
'Well? ' said Mr Longdon, as she appeared to pause with the 

weight of her idea. 
'Why, she won't get one late - she won't get one at all. One, 
mean, of the kind she'll take. She'll have been in it too long 

for thtir taste. ' 

*.. ']Been in what? ' 

***'Whyg in the mall aria they themselves have made for her. ' 
(P- 194) 

This is perceptive and prophetic. Mitchy isn't 'the kind she'll 

take', but Van is. Of course, we are likely to reflect that under 

the circumstances the loss has its positive side. 

This encounter of Longdon's with Aggie and the Duchess is notable 

also for an odd sentence: 

Both the girls struck him as lambs with the great shambles of life 
in their future; but while one, with its neck in a pink ribbon, 
had no consciousness but that of being fed from the hand with the 

small sweet biscuit of unobjectionable knowledge, the other strug- 
gled with instincts and forebodings, with the suspicion of its 
doom and the far-borne scent, in the flowery fields, of blood. 

(p. 181) 
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This may strike us as a sort of self-indulgent whimsical morb- 
idity on James's part, a momentary self-conscious grim humorous- 
ness. For it certainly doesn't seem to belong to Longdon's perso- 
nality, and it is rather disconnected from everything else. It 

seems a plausible part of someone's reveriev but not Longdon'B - 
perhaps Mitchy's. It is really rather puzzling. 

It is with these pressures and influences on Longdon in the 
immediate past that the celebrated smoking-room episode occurs. 
This scene represents Longdon's attempt to settle the question 
of Nanda's position by letting Vanderbank know that his relative 
impeounionity-need prove no objection to a marriage with Nanda. 
The point at which Longdon announces his idea is reached only after 
a certain testing period during which both menv each described in 
language which emphasizes his concern to deceive the other as to 
his true thoughts9 move round the room in a carefully choreog- 
raphed pattern, with Van who has the look of a 'prepossessing 

criminal' finally yielding the high lounge to Longdon, the 'judge'9 

whose authority is tempered by the initial quaver of eagerness in 

his voice when he starts to divulge his proposition. We are bound 

to refleott of coursev that this 'apparently unassertive' old man 
is now trying to make a fairly substantial intervention into Van's 

life and that how Van responds is his own business. Nevertheless 

we are likely to feel less than sympathetic to the form of Van's 

response to Longdon's proposal7 and to be critical of its import. 

Even Longdon fairly quickly responds with a 'dryness'. Van's early 

reaction is irritatingly inconsequentg egocentricq and incipiently 

greedy. His 'instant admiration' flushes across the room and his 

first praise is for 'effect' - 'how awfully jolly of you - how 

beautiful! ' (p. 201). He scarcely 'for enthusiasm' hears what 

Longdon says. James's irony is good here: 'shining and sincereý 

he had held for a minute Longdon's eyes'. 

We notice that Van then goes on to enthuse about the proposal 

as though Nanda's role were hardly in it: 

Vanderbank, clearlyg was touched by it. 'How extraordinarily 
kind you are to meP Mr Longdon's silence appeared to reply that 
he was willing to let it go for that, and the young man next went 
on: 'What it comes to then - as you put it - is that it's a way for 

me to add something handsome to my income. ' (p. 202) 
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'Willing to let it go for that' is partly a reference to the fact 
that the person Longdon is chiefly concerned to be kind to is Nan- 
dag though of course his proposal does represent a high estimation 
of Van. But Van's concluding summary of the matter is rather gross 
and we have the sense, as the chapter progressesq as Van's detach- 
ment becomes apparent, that Longdon is disturbed by the younger 
man's lack of immediate commitmentg though at the close of the int- 
erview still hopeful of his eventual acceptance. Van is left alone 
in the 'great empty, lighted billiard-room',. This solitude is - 
and Nanda's ultimate verdict will state it devastatingly - Van's 
lot for life, probably; an emptiness on a large scale. 

His discomfort at what with Fernanda and Ylitchy are close quart- 
ers - that is to say, very close - has been remarked upon already. 
In the tense scene which follows Mertle, Fernanda tells Ylitchy 

about the offer and Van: 'was not angry - none of the inner circle 

at Buckingham Crescent was ever angry - but he looked grave and 
rather troubled' (p. 219). Van is very much the victim in the 
little drama which developsg or which (primarily)9 Fernanda devel- 

ops. The monacingg what we might now ball rather Pinteresque qual- 
ity of the encounter is more suited to the personalities of Mitchy 

and Fernanda than to that of Van. 

At Beccles, the positive side of Longdon's character and cont- 

ribution to the novel emerges strongly: we are now on Longdon's 

territory: 
I 

Mr Longdonli garden took in three acres and, full of charming 
features, had for its greatest wonder the extent and colour of 
its old brick wall, of which the pink and purple surface was the 
fruit of the mild ages, and the protective function, for a visi- 
tor strolling, sitting, talking, reading, that of a sort of nurse 
of reverie. The air of the place, in the August time, thrilled all 
the while with the bliss of birds, the hum of little lives unseen 
and the flicker of white butterflies. It was on the large, flat 
enclosed lawn that Nanda spoke to Vanderbank of the three weeks 
that she would have completed there on the morrow and that had 
been - she made no secret of it - the happiest she had yet spent 
anywhere. (p. 243) 

That this should have been Nanda's happiest three weeks ever is, 

of course decidedly significant, especially in the way that it 

forces us to modify some of our previous judgements about the 
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implicationsg for the girlý of a life spent with Longdon. The 
brick wall exercises a 'protective' function, which makes its 
comment on the lmallý, arial of which the Duchess has complained 
at Buckingham Crescent. Its 

, 
extent may be the result chiefly of 

Longdon's considerable wealth, but its colour is a positive result 
Of the tempering effects of age. Here are advantages which age 
has over youth, And where Buckingham Crescent is all unnatural 
views and close intrusions, this wall is the 'nurse of reverie' 
(A-nd there is unbounded personal space here, in comparison with 
the Crescent. ) There are 'little lives' here which manage to be 
funseent - unlike those in London - and the location is simple 
and private. Just as Mertle followed one overcharged episode at 
Buckingham Crescent, now Beccles makes its comment on another. 

The house, like the garden, speaks of a tradition and cont- 
inuity which, while lacking (for example) the echoed grandeur of 
Marie de Vionnet's apartment in The Ambassadorsq nevertheless 
speaks of its own kind of historical experiences 

the, look of possession had everywhere mixed with itq in the form 
of old windows and doorsq the tone of old red surfacesq the style 
of old white facings, the age of old high creepers, the long con- 
firmation of time. Suggestive of panelled rooms, of precious 
mahogany, of portraits of women dead, of coloured china glimmer- 
ing through glass doors, and delicate silver reflected on bared 
tables, the thing was one of those impressions of a particular 
period that it takes two centuries to produce. (p. 245) 

The description is carefully balanced - the house takes up a con- 

siderable space 'in the little world, at least, of Beccles' - but 

there is nevertheless considerable substance here by which to be 

impressed. Even Mitchy (with his forty thousand a year) is very 

impressed. 

The note, however, of attenuation is still very much present, 

though it is an attenuation which has (if we can use the word 

unself consciously of anything in this novel) 'charm'. tPortraits 

of women dead' is a sufficiently obvious allusion. But the next 

two items9 Icoloured china' and 'delicate silvert are seen at one 

remove from their actual presence, the first 'glimmering through 

glass doorsI9 the second 'reflected on bared tables'. Lifeg hereq 

is a delicateg quiet business - neither robust nor loud. Longdon 

is scarcely at all present throughout the entire scene, except as 
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he is represented by the garden, the house, its decoration and 
furnishingsq and by some indirect reporting of his background 
presence, 

Here, Van's (by now) real distance from Mitchy and Pernanda,, 
his unwillingness to play games with matters which are now preying 
on him - he is thinking about rather a lot of money - leads to a 
very telling exchange. Under discussion are Longdon's feelings 

about two other persons being in on what was to be a secret between 
him and Van. Mitchy's content and tone here are classic Buckingham: 

10h. but you have - didn't he at least feel? - or perhaps even 
have (kept 'your own counsel) better, when you've two such excel- 
lent persons to keep it for you? Can't he easily believe how we 
feel with you? ' 

Vanderbank appeared for a minute to leave this appeal unheeded; 
he continued to stare into the garde* while he smoked and swung 
the long leg he had thrown over the arm of the chair. When he at 
last spoke, however, it was with some emphasis - perhaps even with 
some vulgarity. 10h rotP (p. 266) 

'Rot' of course it is. Van's 'vulgarity' is merely in stating, in 

a rare way, directly, an opinion. The spell is not, of course, 
for Mitchy, broken as easily as that. But Mitchy's adherence to 

Buckingham conventions - down here in Suffolk - is to be tested 

to its limits. Van, discussing th6ir fine speculationst commits an 

even greater vulgarity. ItLongdon) doesn't want a lot of gossip and 

chatter. ' Not even Cashman would say a thing like this. Van's comp- 

anion is clearly taken aback: "Oh! " said Mitchy with meekness'. 
Van's self-centredness - which has BUfficiently filled the scene 

until now - emerges in one of its grosser forms at the end of this 

episode. Mitchy (they are briefly ref4rring to Aggie) Bays: 

'The young lady I named isn't my choice. ' 
'Well then, that's only a sign the more that you do these things 

more easily. ' 
10h, "easily". " Mitchy murmured. (p. 274) 

The reader knows just how little ease is involved. Mitchy's self- 

effacement hereq his civilised decision not to protest, emphasizes 

Van's insensitivity. 

At Tishy Grendon'sq the likelihood of Nanda's unsuitability for 

marriage to Van is finally turned into certainty. Significantlyg 

as Nanda enters she finds Van looking at himself in a mirror. 
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The book off which Petherton pulls Aggie is Van's, and Nanda has 
been its judge - Van's disapproval of that fact leads him for the 
first time with her away from mere politeness: 'you're too part- 
icular', he says of her judgement. 

All during the low comedy performed by Aggie and Petherton and 
compered by Mrs Brook, the point of view is most notably Van's: 
'when Vanderbank's attention was free again', 'Vanderbank, for a 
minute, took in the circle' - this is conveyed unobtrusively. It 
has the effect for us of heightening his involvement in the incid- 

ent, and our sense of the implications, for him, of Nanda's involve- 

ment. 
Longdon, in the meantime, has been loosening yet a little more 

in his attitudes toward the circle. He is, and consciously and del- 
iberately, the source of two bursts of hilarity from the assembled 
company, as wheng in agreement with the Duchess's injunction that 
it would be better not to speculate on Mr Grendon's whereaboutsp 
Longdon adds 'there it is - exactly' (p. 296). He is possibly even 

playing to the gallery. But his appeal to Vanderbank to protect him 

goes unheeded - it is Edward Brookenham who lets him off Fernanda's 

hook. The eighth book ends with Longdon clearlyq though not explic- 
itly, finding the evening's adolescent romps not at all to his 

taste. 

Van's good-humourg still to flare into hysterical proportions 

at his final interview with Nanda, is not so evident on his next 

meeting with Fernanda. Mrs Brook is complaining that her circle is 

finished (there is evidence to the contrary) and Van is pointing 

out that I the smash I is her doing. There is certainly an air in the 

room of lossp of abandonment. Circumstances also engender a direct- 

ness between Van and Fernanda which portrays Vanderbank in an un- 

usual lights lVanderbankq on thisq lighted for the first time with 

a laugh'. Ap- 314). These two know each other wellp and Van is seen 

here behaving more naturally than we have seen him do before. 

Prior to Van's final scene with Nanda in the novelq Mitchy pro- 

vides us with another fairly positive slant on Longdon- s life. 

Talking at Mrs Brook's, Longdon has been demonstrating further his 

flexibility in the London environmentq speaking with a 'gaiety 
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slightly ýtrainedlq smiling 'somewhat extravagantly'. But he rel- 
apses 'into an anxiety more natural than his expression of a moment 
before' (P. 341) as they discuss Nandag and as they speculate on 
Nanda's unhappy love for Vanderbankq Mitchy says: 

'Any passion so great, so complete, I Mitchy went on, 'is - sat- isfied or unsatisfied -a life. ' Mr Longdon looked so interested 
that his fellow-visitorg evidently touched by what was now an appeal 
and a dependenceý grew still more bland, or at least more assured, for affirmation. (P. 341) 

Longdon's interest is stimulated presumably by the perceived para- 
llel with his passion for Lady Julia. This assertiong that such 
experience nevertheless constitutes a 'life' - it, as it were, 
qualifies for the judgement - is tolerably cogent coming from Mit- 

ohy who is so open to lifeg so interested in everything. Mitchy's 

perception of worth in such a passion isq naturally enough, heighten- 

ed by his own experience with Nanda: that is not to say that we must 
class him, as a victim of unrequited loveg with Nanda and Longdong 

but to note that he has an entry into such matters through his feel- 

ings for Nanda which after all are - for Mitohy - strong. (Of course, 
there is some doubt in his assurance to Longdon about Nanda's pass- 
ion, which in James's fiotidn we would expect: it is our assump- 

tion that the worth of such experience is problematic. ) Longdon 

gives Mitchy his unqualified moral approval: 'you're all rightP 
(P. 345)- 

It might legitimately be objected that James's handling of Van's 

hysteria in the tenth book gets a little out of control: I think it 

does, really. The trouble is that it seems we are to assumeg lit- 

erally, no break in the monologue until Nanda's intervention about 

Mr Longdon's flowers. Furthermoreq James's subtlety surely deserts 

him with this authorial intrusion: 

Had he an inward terror that explained his superficial nervousness, 
the incoherence of a loquacity designed, it would seem, to check, 
in each directiong her advance? (P- 352) 

Of course he hadq is the answer, but the fact is sufficiently shown 

in his behaviour, and we don't need told. This is Nanda's speculý- 

ation, but we have surely assumed this insight on her part rather 

earlier than this* There follows the possibly unnecessary, because 

so emphatiog observation of Vanderbank's 'refined satisfaction with 
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himself I e- although perhaps the need for the phrase is that it will 
make quite explicit the extent of Nanda's maturity and real moral 
strength when, in spite of her perception of Van's abjectnessg 
or because of it, she will help him to be 'let down easily'. Mean- 

while we note the irony in Van's 'Buper-abundanceg almostq of inter- 

est9 inattention and movement'. Like the tension between conveni- 
ence and character earlier, this plainly demonstrates the super- 
ficiality of Van's interest, The final verdict on Van - 'he's so 
right - for himself' - brings out fully the irony that even the 

apparently empty passions of Nanda and Longdon are a form of 'life' 

more vital than Van's self-regard and consequent isolation. 

ii 

There are in the novel at least three identifiable clownsq namely 

Mitchy, Fernanda and Carrie; Longdon himself v as we have seeng 

enters., at times, quite consciously the ring. Clowns perform 
through af orm of self-abasement. In The Awkward Age there is a 

considerable weight of implication behind this self-sacrificial 

display, implication concerning the strain of existence in the 

protagonists' chosen milieu. What we observe is the payment of a 

heavy premium on acceptabilityq in terms of the adoption of the 

submissive posture. It is relevant to Vants discomfort that his 

self-conception doesn't permit of such flexibility. Mitchy is all 

sackcloth and ashes in redemption of what he sees as his essential- 

ly unforgivable selfq but Van is in need of his 'sacred terror'. 

The sacred terror renders any sort of self-sacrifice apparently 

unnecessary, but in fact it is his inability to compromise with 

life which places such strains on, him. Fernanda hasq howeverg come 

to terms with Belf-abasement early on in life. Phoenix-like she 

has risen replete with artifice: 

Mrs Brookenham had passed half round the room with the glide 
that looked languid but that was really a remarkable form of 

activity, and had given a transforming touch, on sofa and 

chairsq to three ox four crushed cushions. It was all with the 

sad, inclined head of a broken lily. (P- 55) 

Her predominant sign is an utter dislocation, from meaning, of 

tone and appearance. This gives to most of her utterance an iron- 
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ical or even dialectical quality. There is no doubt whatsoever 
that Fernanda is one of James's most splendid creations. 

It is worth commenting on the collision between Fernandag and 
the dreadful Harold, 'deep in a large brocaded chairg with his lit- 
tle legs stuck out to the fire', with which we are introduced to her. 
The oddity of the Brookenhams is indicated immediately in the 'sharp 

surprise' and 'disappointment' (itself ironically qualified) with 
which she views her son. Harold has no artifice at all. Directness 
is Harold's specialityq and though occasionally it is also Fern- 

andats, as it is Nandals, and Edward'sq so that we must regard it 

as a Brookenham possibilityg Harold's directness is of a frequency 

and type which in itself would be enough to condemn him in his 

mother's eyes; were it not for the fund of possibilities Harold 

offers in that line. Harold is also uncomfortably perceptive. 
The introduction to Pernanda also establishes her embattled finan- 

cial state, her practical domestic worriesq which we have to keep 

in mind as providing comment on a minor theme. Edward is no more 

understanding of Fernanda's flights than Bob Assingham is of his 

wifels; and there is less obvious affection between the couple in 

The Awkward Age. We are forced to remember that Harold is Fernanda's 

product, toog as well as her torment9 which may lead us to see him 

as an embodiment of his mother's moral flawso 

Flawed Fernanda may beg but she is also morally perceptive. It 

is Fernanda who explodes completely the myth that Nanda is unworld- 

ly, referring (to Van) to 'the preposterous fictiong as it after 

all is, of Nanda's blankness of mind' (p. 211). Even more striking 

is her observation about Tishy as the Duchess callsq on Harold's 

departure. 

The Duchess and Fernanda have a relationship of such mutual fam- 

iliarity that they read each other almost perfectly. It is at Fern- 

anda's rearranged cushions that the Duchess looks, the moment she 

enters the room. The continuing significance of the conversation 

about Nanda and Aggie which follows has been remarked on already. 

It is in this connection that the Duchess refers to Tishy as 'init- 

iated' and Fernanda replies with quite superior perception: 

'Wellg my dear, if Tishy strikes you as "initiated", all one can 
ask is "Initiated into what? " I should as soon think of applying 
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such a term to a little shivering shorn lamb. ' (p. 62) 

These accurate moral judgements by Fernanda give the reader a valid- 
ation of his sense of the extended moral parameters within which and 
against which most of the characters utter their more limited pero- 
eptions. 

It is given to Fernanda to see into Mitchy's depths accurately too. 
Mitchy as has been observed has had to make sacrifices on the road 
to social acceptance and James is very explicit about this: 

in the despbration of humility, he wished to make it public that he 
had thrown to the winds the effort to please. It was written all over 
him that he had judged, once for all, his personal case, and that as his character, superficially disposed to gaiety, deprived him of the 
resource of shyness and shade, the effect of comedy might not escape 
him if secured by a real plunge. (P. 77) 

Mitchy is at once the most wordly of all the characters in the novel 

and at the same time this is very significant for the novel's 
overall moral balance one of the two or three most attractive. 
He is perceptiveg relatively selflessq charitable and undemandingly 
in love with Nanda. Throughout the novel we see him behaving mainly 

with sensitivity toward others. 
When Fernanda tells him of the Duchess's allegation that, as Mrs 

Brook puts it, Nanda is 'damaged and depraved', we notice Mitchy's 

very real emotion: 'he was clearly conscious of his nerves; he fid- 

geted away a few steps, then, with his hands in his pockets, fixed 

on his hostess a countenance more controlled' (p. 86). And when he 

challenges the Duchess 'he laughed, though not with the clearest 

ring'. Mitchy is upset: his strength of feeling for Nanda is unden- 

iable and his first enquiries have been for the 'child', as he calls 

her. It is in fact only in relation to Mitchy's depths of worldi- 

ness that Nanda can appear at all child-like. Where Van, for inst- 

ance, is concerned, Nanda in her relations with him is increasingly 

the more adult. 
Mitchy's worldliness is demonstrated very early, in his reaction 

to Fernanda's rather self-congratulatory confession of shock at the 

two French books he has lent herg self-congratulatory in the sense 

that she is self-conscious about their 'daring'. Mitchy is1honestly 

surprised': 
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I 
rather liked the one in the pink cover - what s the confounded thing called? -I thought it had a sort of someihing-or-other. (P-78) 

Mitchy is unimpressed by what he considers to be beside the book's 

point and he is not concerned to project any impression of 'sophist- 
ication'. His own conscious assumption of a surface has more to do 

with the Buckingham Irefinement'g as wheng quizzed about the rela- 
tionship between the Duchess and Petherton he says: 

'Ahq it's just my knowing that constitutes the beauty of my loy- 
alty - of my delicacy. (p. 82) 

It is in relation to this that his vagueness about the books should 
be understood, his forgetting the author, his remembering the books 

by the cover rather as Van discussed the frame instead of the port- 

rait. 
Fernanda's ability to cut through the foliage which they both 

cultivate is seen, in relation to her perception of Mitchy, most 

clearly in this statement which also exemplifies Fernanda's role 

as an instrument of authorial authenticationt 

Yet there's in the midst of all this (Idepravityl)ý and in the 
depths of you, a little deep-down delicious niceneBS9 a sweet 
sensibility, that one has actuallyg one's self, shocked as one 
perpetually is at you, quite to hold one's breath and stay one's 
hand for fear of ruffling or bruising. (p. 82) 

We shall detect the truth of this frequently enoughg especially in 

Mitchyts relations with Longdoný Nanda, and Van. It is the character 

who, all the others agreev is the most worldy, who is beyond the 

pale of respectability (aided by his lineage), who is also one of 

the two most positivet along with Nandap in the novel. Real moral 

sensitivity and the capacity for life are most of all Mitchy's 

qualitiesq (except for the way the latter is qualified by his adop- 

tion of the attenuated Buckingham mode). We have already looked at 

his sensitive handling of Van in the library at Beccles, 

It is with the entry of Lady Fanny that we receive an explicit 

statement of Mrs Brook's loually understood function: 

'one can't know Fernanda, of course, without knowing that she has 

set up, for the convenience of her friends, a little office for con- 

: sultations. She listens to the case, she strokes her chin and 
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prescribes -1 

The Duchess is enthusiastically supported by Petherton: 

'And the beauty of it is, ' cried Lord Petherton, 'that she 
makes no charge whatever! I 

'She doesn't take a guinea at the timeq but you may still get 
your account, ' the Duchess returned. 'Of course we know that the 
great business she does is in husbands and wives. ' (P- 95) 

Something of what Lady Fanny represents has been suggested prev- 
iously, but it is necessary to examine the following passage in some 
detail: 

Nothing, in generaig could have been less poorly conventional than 
the kind of reception given in Mrs Brookenham's drawing-room to the 
particular element - the element of physical splendour void of those 
disparities that make the questions of others tiresome - comprised 
in Lady Fanny's presence. It was a place in which at all times, 
before interesting objects9 the unanimous occupants9 almost more 
concerned for each other's vibrations than for anything else, were 
apt rather more to exchange sharp and silent searchings than to fix 
their eyýs on the object itself. In the case of Lady Fanny, howeverv 
the obj"t itself - and quite by the same law that had worked, though 
less profoundly, on the entrance of little Aggie - superseded the 
usual rapt communion very much in the manner of some beautiful tame 
tigress who might really coerce attention. There was in Mrs Brook- 
enham's way -of looking up at her a dim, despairing abandonment of 
the idea of any common pemQnal ground. Lady Fanny, magnificent, 
simple, stupid, had almost the stature of her brother, a forehead 
unsurpassably low and an air of sombre concentration just suffic- 
iently corrected by something in her movements that failed to give 
it a point. Her blue eyes were heavy in spite of being a couple of 
shades too clear, and the wealth of her black hair, the disposition 
of the massive coils of which was all her own, had possibly a satin 
sheen depreciated by the current fashion. But the great thing in her 
was that she was, with unconscious heroismg thoroughly herself; and 
what were Xrs Brook and Mrs Brook's intimates, after all, in their 
free surrender to the play of perception, but a happy association 
for keeping her so? (pp.. '96-97) 

This is one of the most important passages in the novel. It begins 

and ends with all that is unhealthily characteristic of Mrs Brook's 

set and in extreme contrast in the middle is all that is so differ- 

ently characteristic of Lady Fanny. We notice the irony in the 

phrase 'less poorly conventional' which belongs with 'improved 

consciousness' and 'the play of peroeptionO as characterisations 

of the set by the set. Next we notice what is 'received' - an 'el- 

ement'; the response is to a feature of the person which can be 
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ca, bstracted from the person to suit the refined sensibilities of 
the observers. Yet there is more to it than that. 'Poorly oonven- 
tionall is what in fact their response is not; they are genuinely 
impressed, and impressed by the 'element' rather than by the person 
just because the 'element' is so foreign to them. James is doing a 
great deal in this description. Simultaneously he characterizes their 
usual response and their reaction hereq thus drawing our attention 
to the former in itself and also to its relation with what seems 
here rather to hold them in awe. 

Of their usual reaction, we might say a great deal. The reaction 
is to 'interesting objects'. Carrie Donner might be one such, were 
there not so many 'tiresome' disparities in her, blurring the elem- 
ent. Their identification of people as 'objects', in the light of 
what has been said, rather begins to speak for itself. Again, we are 
conscious of the curious tangentiality: they do not focus on the 
'object' as much as on each other. Their approach to actuality has 

similarities with the presentation of those objects in Longdon's 

house mentioned earlier. The 'set' look at 'reflections', they 

approach actuality at a remove. Given the presence of another indi- 

vidual, their mere concern for each other's 'vibrations' demonstrates 

a curious, incestuousq almost masturbatory quality. 
There is therefore A double rejection, of the object's humanity 

and then of the consequent object even as an object. The resultant 

atrophy in their involvement in anything vital reminds us of Osm- 

ond's tworkt in his library. It is a rejection of life. 

What brings them out now is Lady Fanny. In this sense she is a 

minor positive feature in the novel. She may be a 'tame'-Iltigress 

- she is after all kept as an exhibit by Mrs Brook - yet she , 
'coerces attention'. In other words, Lady Fanny drags them out of 

their habitual hypnotised self-attention. With an irony reminisc- 

ent of Conrad there is the suggestion that her stupidity and lack 

of complexity and imagination are her salvation. Nevertheless we 

are confronted with what, at the Crescent, is done with imagination 

and intelligence. Whyq with these qualities in some abundance, are 

the characters held so in sway by someone who so evidently lacks 

them? After a119 James creates some humour at Lady Fanny's expense, 
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whose 'air of sombre concentration' is just 'corrected' by the fact 
that nothing exists to give it a point. Why should Mrs Brook's 
recognition of the absence of common ground express itself in a 
look (self-deprecatory) 'dim and despairing'? We cannot know for sure 
whether or not this is just one of Fernanda's misleading gestures. 

Yet there may well be a sense in which she is well aware of some- 
thing enviable in Lady Fanny. What has arrested the group is Lady 
Fanny's undeniable, irrefutable individuality. Magnificent as a 
tigress, she has a self-contained actuality which stands in massive 
contrast to her observers' lack of substance, in utter contrast to 
the attenuated, nebulous mode. In this setting she has considerable 
animal rea1ity. There is weight in her eyes, her hair. Around her 
the spectators seems ethereal. The disposition of the coils is 'all 
her own', her hair has a sheen 'depreciated by the current fashion'. 
This is very far from the trivial and. self-belittling concerns, 
as they actually are, of Mrs Brook's intimates, to whom such reliance 
on their own individuality would be abnormal. Even Mitchy's bizarre 

attire is an attempt to be, above all, acceptable by refusing, as it 

were, 'to compete at all. 
Particularly we notice the simplicity of the language at the end 

of the description: tbut the great thing in her was that she wasq 

with unconscious heroismg thoroughly herself'; her unconsciousness 
is of course everything. It stands in persuasive criticism of the 

sickly self-observation of the others. The contrasting parenthesis 
in the statement belongs to the observers and emphatically points up 
the essential Lady Fanny: tbut the great thing in her was that she 

was thoroughly herself'. It is this air of readiness to meet life 

head-on which so arrests the watchers. It is indeed as voyeurs that 

we irresistibly identify them. Voyeurism typifies so much of their 

activity. 
The set's 'free surrender to the play of perceptionl seems all the 

more insipid a commitment after this descriptiong a sort of missing 

of Lady Fanny's point. Their characterisation as a 'happy associ- 

ation' for the preservation of Lady Fanny's quintessential excel- 

lence is of course an authorial irony. What they exist to preserve 

is the lady's presence (for which Harold suffices eventually), in 

order that they may enjoy thdir speculations on her behaviour. 
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Shortly after this we receive an interesting light on Mitchy, as 
the Duchess refers to Carrie as 'that preposterous little person' 
and Mitchy replies that: 

the little person was perhaps not more preposterous than anyone elseq that there was something in her he rather liked, and that there 
were many different ways in which a woman could be interesting (P-97) 

A , - , well as perhaps including the Duchess among those equally prep- 
osterous persons, Mitchy obviously feels a certain kinship with 
Carrieg who is another of the novel's clowns; a woman whog though 
'painfully shy', has 'committed herself to a "scheme of colour" 
that was practically an advertisement of courage'. Mitchy's defence 

of her underlines the lack of anything vicious or, in relation to 
his sense of other people's integrity, insensitiveg in his charac- 
ter. 

On the day at the Crescent when Fernanda tells Mitchy about Long- 

don's offer to Van, so much happens that one would have to take a 

chapter to follow all the threads. Van's discomfort has already been 

explored. He cultivates detachment, moves about a great dealq and 
his laugh, when it comes, 'showed some inattention'. Yet the encoun- 
ter, like some rather vicious parlour game, sees each at any moment 

- Mitchy, most of all Van, but even Fernanda -a potential victim. 

Fernanda feels that the other two 'could, at bottom. and as things 

commonly turned outq only be united against her' (p. 229). Van is 

isolated by the speculation of the other two about his predicament 

with Nanda. Mitchyq with his love for Nanda is also, less obviously, 

seen to be making an effort to stay afloat. Fernanda may be 'wonder- 

ful', but 'she was perhaps not even now so much so as Mitchy found 

himself able to be'. 

It is as Vanderbank (like Waymarsh in another awkward scene in a 

different novel, - Waymarsh whose 'sacred rage' corresponds to Van's 

'sacred terror') looks out the window, not for the first time, that 

the three give us at once a definition and a condemnation of the 

activities typical of the set. Mrs Brook says: 

'And yet to think after all it has been mere talk! ' 
Something in her tone again made her hearers laugh out; so it was 

still with the air of good-humour that Vanderbank rejoined: 'Mere, 

mere, mere. But perhaps it's exactly the *mere" that has made us 
range so wide. ' 

Mrs Brook's intelligence abounded. 'You mean that we haven't had 
the excuse of passion? ' (p. 230) 
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The extent to which Mrs Brook intends this as serious self-crit- 
icism is a little doubtful. But (as Van says) 'there you areP: 
what they have is 'mere talk without the excuse of passion'. It 
is Mrs Brook's intelligence again which provides the definitive 
statement. 

Fernanda's viciousness toward Longdon on one occasion has been 
remarked and her behaviour is frequently deviousq ruthlessq rather 
cruel and also - in spite of her assertion that the set is never 
'vulgar' - sometimes rather tasteless. Yet some of the prepsures on 
her have been mentioned and there are certainly times that she is an 
object of sympathy (as well as - as in the passages instanced - 
of admiration); one of the novel's lasting images is of what the 
Duchess and Longdon observe at Tishyts: 

Separated from them by the width of the room, Mrs Brook was, though 
placed in profile, fully presented; the satisfaction with which she 
had lately sunk upon a light gilt chair marked itself as superficial 
and was moreover visibly not confirmed by the fact that Vanderbank's 
high-perched head, arrested before her in a general survey of oppor- 
tunity, gave her eyes, in conversation, too prayerful a flight. 

(pp. 289-290) 

The evidence is that Fernanda doesntt love Van, but she certainly 
has a certain kind of dependence on him: she is not above mocking 
him for an unwitting suggestion that she may want him for herself, 

but she clearly misses his company when it is absent. 
But there is another aspect of Fernanda's behaviour which intri- 

Sn I 

gues one beyond the novel 'Is end, and that is her close questioning 

of Mitchy about the fate of the five pound note she fined him for 

what Van called his 'cheap paradox'. Haroldý naturally, stole it: 

Fernanda has been 'trying for months and months to remember to find 

out' if Harold gave it back. Mitchy has forgotten the affair. Fern- 

anda's Irigourl as he now calls itg will no doubt put us in mind of 

the Duchess's earlier quoted assertion that 'you may get your acc- 

ount' from Mrs Brook. But that hardly explains her anxiety over the 

stolen money. Partlyq we can explain it in terms of an actual (if 

only eventual and not consistent) scrupulousness, for that might be 

in accord with many of her persuasively lucid and honest moral utter- 

ances., 
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But there is a disturbing quality about her anxiety here which 
Suggests greater depths, the guilty obsession of a Lady Macbeth. 1 
It is as though Fernanda is making a kind of moral compensation 
through her treatment of this incident in order to balance her 
failure over - perhaps - the interference she has just been respon- 
sible for in at least three other lives. For she has just caused 
T, 'Iitchy to shed tears in response to what is a kind of interpersonal 
construction of her own invention. Mitchy's faceg in fact, has glar- 
ed so strikingly that it has needed all of Fernanda's composure to 

achieve her spoken confirmation of the realisation which she has fed 
to him - that Van is jealous of him. Coming after thisq her anxiety 
about the five pound note strikes us, on top of her various other 
incongruities, as the one which signals that Fernanda's mind has 

paid a high price for its mainly unrestricted lunges into the lives 

of other people. 

III 

Nanda is direct, lucid, uncomplicatedg rather humourlessq mature 

and kind; her judgement is fairly good but not perfect,, as proved by 

her advice to Mitchy about Aggie, advice particularly ill-judged 

given her actual lack Of surprise at the way Aggie develops after 
her marriage. 

When she adopts the Buckingham tone and register as she does once 

or twice it is merely with the effect of stressing not so much its 

incongruity on her lips as the fact that she doesn't get it rights 

'into what mysteries you plungelq says Longdon: 

10h, ) we do; that's 
and every one - we Ir 
be rather celebrated 
that's catching. But 
kind of talk? Mother 

what everyone says of us. We discuss everything 
e always discussing each other. I think we must 
for it, and it's a kind of trick - isn't it? 
don't you think it's the most interesting 
says we haven't any prejudices. ' (p. 125)' 

The sheer artlessness of the account sounds wrong for Buckingham 

sophisticationg and there is no warmth of self-appreciation, no 

confidence in the assertion of corporate identity. It is delivered 

from her sense of the need to put Longdon in the picture. Nanda's 

'kind of talk' is really very different, 
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It may be objected that if this is true, then there is something 
odd about Nanda's ending the third book with 'you were rightv Mr 
Van- It'B beautifulý beautiful, beautifulP (p. 127). But quite 
apart from our sense that this, like her 'command of the situation 
more desired perhaps than achieved' (p. 112)9 is simply an attempt 
to be accepted into the 'adult' world, there is also our feeling 
that any similarity to Van's earlier utterance is qualified by the 
preceding paragraph. As Nanda tells Longdon that he is 'good', there 
are tears in her eyes. Our attention is being drawn to the differ- 
ence between what Nanda means and what Van meant: his was his conven- 
tional response to 'effect'; while Nanda isq to use the phrase occur- 
ing earlier, maintaining 'the full value of the word'. Van has used 
it with his customary good-humoured appreciationo Nanda is emotion- 
ally moved, and can hardly trust herself to speak. The words are 
emphasized in this way precisely so that we will be conscious of the 

change in meaning. It is rather the way in which 'Mr Van' has been 

WT 0 which is important; wrong for Nanda, for Longdong for Van 

himself. 

In fact Nanda does not again return to this style. As we read a 
little earlier: 'she was to a certainty not self-conscious - she 

was extraordinarily simplelo It is not just that she is therefore 

placed as being different from the set. What is so absurd about the 

assumption of concern for her innocence is that, even as we see her 

appear in the novel for the first time, we perceive that she is 

above and beyond the set. While Van is fascinated by the set's gos- 

sip about Carrie, Nandag who knows more than they do anyway about 

the facts (thus as has been observed making nonsense of Van's con- 

cern for her linnocence')9 springs quickly and naturally to Carrie's 

defence: 

there was clearly something in the girl that would always make for 
lucidity. 'Do you mean about Carrie Donner? I don't 

, 
believe it, and 

at any rate I don't think it's anyone's business. I shouldn't have 

a very high opinion of a person who would give up a friend. I (P- 115) 

Her constant lucidity is in itself in opposition to the tendencies 

of her mother's set. Here, while the group's concern is with the 

amusement Carrie offersq Nanda's is with Carrie's wellbeing. It has 

been pointed out already that Mitchy elsewhere springs rapidly to 

k 
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Carrie's defenceg and as Nanda goes on to add that Tishy 'says 
that to be with some nice girl is really the best thing' for Carrie, 
'poor Flitchy's face, hereupon, would have been interestingg would 
have been distinctly touching, to other eyes; but Nanda's were not 
heedful of it' (p. 118). So while Nanda's directness, simplicity and 
gravity place her with Longdon, her worldliness places her with 
Kitchy. 

Nanda is also in an impDrtant way similar to the positive elem- 
ents in Lady Fanny. She takes, that is to say, a stand on her indiv- 
iduality. She is unlike Lady Julia and unlike her mother (though we 
see her mother's influence in some of her actions). As we have seen, 
she even goes out of her way to stress to Longdon the differences 
between her and her grandmotherg in the full knowledge of how he may 
respond. 'That he responds positively is of course to his, credit with 
the reader, in that he is seen to be prepared to meet changed circ- 
umstances. 

Nanda is equally direct with Van although thereq too, the consequ- 
ences are clear to her. That she is in love with him, there is no 
doubt. Quite apart from the Duchess's authoritative suggestion that 
'Nanda's fairly sick - as sick as a little cat - with her passion' 
Othe oddity of the image could draw from Longdon no natural soundl, t), 

Nanda's loh Mr Van, I'm "true"I'' (p. 163) on the bench at Mertleg 

along with Van's reactiong adequately establishes the point. But it 

doesn't prevent her from participating in this rather extraordinary 

exchange, in the garden at Beocles, with the object of her affect- 

ion: 

'Well, you really haven't any natural "cheek" - not like some 
of them. You're in yourself, as uneasyq if anything's said and every- 
one giggles or makes some faceq as Mr Longdon, and if Lord Petherton 
hadn't once told me that a man hates almost as much to be called 
modest as a woman doesq I would say that, very often, in London 
now, you must pass some bad moments. ' 

The present might precisely have been one of themg we should 
doubtless have gathered, had we seen fully recorded in Vanderbank's 
face the degree to which this prompt response embarrassed, or at 
least stupefied him. But he could always laugh. 'I like your "in 
London now"O" (p. 250) 

The extent to which Nanda is beyond Van is scarcely to be expressed - 

she goes on to Point out how, even by the effect she sees she is 

producing in him, she can tell the extent to which he is vulnerable. 
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And: 

'There it is - it's all out before one knows it, isn't it, and I 
can't help it any more than you, can I? ' So she appeared to put it 
to him, with something in her lucidity that would have been infin- 
itely touching; a strangeg graveg calm consciousness of their common doom and of what in especial in it would be worst for herself. 

(pp. 250 - 251) 

That Nanda does not give Vanderbank up entirely at this moment for 
his failure to react at all to this - he almost does, and James mere- 
ly poses us a question as to Nanda's response - is signalled by her 
shortly subsequent remark about how Harold is a 'born consumer' while 
she does 'with awfully little' and 'could easily do with still less' 
(p. 25 2). 

The most finely drawn contrast of all between the Buckingham 

set's 'refinement' and Nandats more prosaic style comes just after 
this exchange with Van: she and Mitchy have already recognised the 
irony that he wouldn't be shocked in 'a single hereditary preju- 
dice' by Nanda's lawfulnesst. Her state is the result of her 'expo- 

sure I: 

'Doesn't one become a sort of little drainpipe with everything 
flowing through? ' 

'Why don't you call it more gracefully, ) I Mitchy askedq 'a little 
aeolian-harp set in the drawing-room window and vibrating in the 
breeze of conversation? ' (p. 260) 

We can share, a little, Mitchy's hidden amusement -. at ., her -unflattering 
image. But the juxtaposition of the images poses the question as to 

which element of the former image - drainpipe or contents - is most 

unflattering to whom. It is perhaps the question which has struck 

Mitchy most. (This is one of Nanda's several heartwarming naiveties, 

so different from Van's cold pleasantries; the other most salient 

being her response to Mitchy's characterisation of himself and Peth- 

erton as Itbe Gnome and the Giantt: 'do you find Lord Petherton a 

Gnome? ' - though here, perhalbs, the naivety isý thoughtfullyg ass- 

umed. ) 

It is toward the end of the novel that Wanda's moral sophistica- 

tion reaches its peak. Her behaviour is of a fineness similar to 

Strether's in The Ambassadors. Not only does she let Van off gently, 
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she even pleads for him with Longdon, displaving a charity which 
Longdon can scaroely permit her. Her last long speech of the novel 
serves to universalize the problems of her upbringing - she acts 
here as a sort of spokeswoman for her generation: the reference, 
in fact, goes even further and touches the epoch itself: 

'We're many of us,, ýwelre most of us - as you long ago saw and showed 
you felt - extraordinary now. We can't help it. It isn't really our 
fault. There's so much else that's extraordinary that if we're in it 
all so much we must naturally be. ' It was all obviously clearer to 
her than it had ever been, and her sense of it found renewed expres- 
sion; so that she might have been, as she wound up, a very much older 
person than her friend. (P. 382) 

The age is itself awkward: 

tEverything's different from what it used to be. ' 
'Yes, everything, I he returned with an air of final indoctrination. 

'That's what he ought to have recognised. 1 
'As you have? I Nanda was once more - and completely now - enthron- 

ed in high justice. 10h, he's more old-fashioned than you. ' 
'Much more. ' said Mr Longdon with a queer face. (P. 382) 

Longdon's response is a clear note of optimism here at the end. 
The book has a kind of anti-endingg rather like 

' 
The Ambassadors. 

Though a direction is strongly enough indicated, in both novels, the 

'there we are' contained in the last line of both books is present 
in place of any neat resol-ation. The narrative is not, in other wordsq 

closed to the same extent as in, for example, The Portrait of a Lacýy, 

or The Golden Bowl. This is perfectly in keeping with the moral prob- 
lems raised in the former pair of novels (though I shall later 

suggest reasons for dissatisfaction with the ending of The Ambass- 

adors). The unfulfilment which is basic to Longdon and Nanda's dep- 

arture togetherg which is not compensated by their being togetherg 

is the source of the novel's lingering sadness. Yet the positive 

attitude to their future which both exhibit, along with the memory 

the reader has of the attractive nature of Beccles, and the steril- 

ity of the social life which Nanda is leaving, offset to a fair 

extent - as does the continuing problem of Kitchy - the sense the 

reader might otherwise have of Nanda setting out on a life starved 

as much as Longdon's has been of vital experience. Indeed given her 

life to dateg that is not really possible. And this is most impor- 

tant - for what has been most valued authorially throughout the 
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novel is openness to life, openness of the kind Nanda and Mitchy 
have, and which even Longdon in his way developso We can say that 
the ending is more positive than that of 

' 
The Portrait of a Lad , 

of The Golden Bowl, of The Wings of the Dove; but that its positive 
qualities axe limited. 

It is to be hoped that this analysis undermines the sort of view of 
the novel expressed here: 

It is a comedy of manners, its range deliberately limited... taste 
and tact are the touchstones of this world; morals have become 
manners... (James) accepts the world of manners as ýis ndvelistic 
donnee and works almost wholly within its limits. 

and that it adequately comments upon the disabling idea that the novel 
is about the menaced innocence of a young girlq a misconception 

which has lead to very much'the wrong sort of focus on the novelp 

as when Dorothea Krook talks about the 'diabolical badness' 5 of 
Buckingham Crescent. 

Many critics I understanding cf this underrated ncvel has been 

undermined by their failure to perceive that the idea of N&ftda's 

'innocence' is ironioalp that she is in fact the most adult char- 

acter in the novel. At no point is she threatened by her mother's 

circle at all. 
6 

TI^ 
Her correlative in the world of innocence is Aggie, the miser- 

able failure of whose upbringing is additional testimony in the 

novel to the high value of Nanda's very real worldliness. 

The other most worldly character receives equally sympathetic 

authorial treatment. Mitchy, who, unlike Vang is difficult to 

shock and authentically sophisticatedg is also kind and sensit- 

iveg as we have seen* 

4 Margaret Walters 91 The Awkward Age I, in The Air of Realit , p. 190 
5 The Ordeal Of Consciousness in Henry James, 9 p. 161 
6 John P. O'Neill (in Workable Design, p. 90), following the preface 
instead of the novelg spes. Nanda among the 'innocent and the helpless, 
0 in James's, fiction. Rilither extraordinarily, be seems to fegard 

marriage to Lon&don as one of. the possible dangers facing Nanda 

at the end of the novel. 
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The Duchess's moral concerns are exposed as mere cantv while 
the blatantly tainted Fernanda is the source of some of the nov- 

el's most morally percipient comment. 
As we shall seeg this undermining of moral appearancesq this 

complicating of moral realitiesp is an increasingly difficult 

question in the fiction under examinationg most of all in the 

Wings of the Dove and in The Golden Bowl. At the least, we can 

say that James is prepared to distinguish in his novels between 

etiquette and actually significant moral behaviour. In the prefaceg 
James may have discussed a novel about the difficulties of the 

'hovering female young,, 
7and 

referred to the threat of Nanda's 

exposureý but that is patently in the actual novel an irrelev- 

ance. It is her very exposure which earns her authorial sym- 

pathy. Naomi Lebowitz remarksg of Jamesian morality generallyg 

that this morality is formed out of the constant exposure of 

a sensitive character to the possibilities of engagement'. 
8 

As 

we have seeng Nanda isq as she puts it, 'a little drainpipe'. 

In factq she has coped with exposureq in her solemn wayq excell- 

ently well. Her moral sensitivity is beyond doubt and her behav- 

iour by and large (some advice to Mitchy notwithstanding) kindq 

sensible and honourable. 

Nanda and Mitchy have both had much exposureq both have responded 

with moral intelligence to their lives. Thisq within the Jamesian 

viewq invalidates other criticisms which may be made of them. 

Longdon, who is part-open to exposureq but predominantly closedq 

is, thereforeq ambivalently disfavoured by the author. Openness 

to experience, followed by a response expressing moral intelligenzeq 

has high value. Fernandag who herself seems to perceiveg at one 

or two momentsq the sterility of her pursuitsq is handled with 

similar ambivalenoe. 
9 

7 The Art of the Novelq P. 103 
8 The Imap,, ination of Loving, p. 13 
9 Fernanda has a repressed predatory sexuality about her which in 

other forms within Jamests fiction would tend to represent a 
positive valueg as though she were a sort of deviant cousin of 
Charlotte Stant and Kate Croy. 
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Van belongs with Fledaq Isabelq Milly; the characters out off 

from engagement by self-absorption. He has considerably more sur- 
face decency than Mitchyq but within the novel's moral terms is 

corruptq like the Duchessq who is a more vulgar form of Maud 
Lowderg and less sinister. The Duchessq nonethelessq has the 

virtue of a Maud Lowderg the connection with the vital. 9 the 
forcefulness of personalityq the confidence. (That she is tran- 

sparent - the opacity of Strett and Aunt Maud is discussed below - 
is a sign of her relative tamenessq however. ) 

We have seen how Lady Fanny represents lifeg embodies itq as 
do Kate Croy and Miriam Rooth and Charlotte Stantq in their diff- 

erent ways, as a possibility of connection: connect yourself with 

such a person and you share the energy. 
Lifeq in the novelq is represented in a variety of other waysý 

some of which exploit limited types of contrast. Contrastsy for 

example, between self-centredness and unselfconsciousnessý between 

conversational discourse and discourses of serious meaningg between 

delf-r-borisci6us enjoyment and natural enjoymentq between talk and 

passion, between sociability and friendship, between the city and 
the country, between London and Beccles. I0 These contrasts; have 

been examined above: in each instance, the latter term within the 

contrast is approved as against the sterility or timidity or effete- 

ness of the first. Given Van's connections with that listq his 

position is hopeless. No-one'sq in this novelq is ideal. 

But here we may allow ourselves the biographical noteg and rem- 

ember James's rides in the Campagnaq his friendshipsq his deeply 

felt experiences of all kinds: Mitchy says to Longdong as we have 

seen, of Nanda's futile love for Vanderbankq 'any passion so greatq 
II 

so complete, is - satisfied or unsatisfied -a life', In other 

wordsq let us not be mechanistic about such matters: there are 

innumerable modes of living, in a relatively full sense of the 

term. (Who can say that Jaznes didn't live? ) We should not feel 

any sense of anything stronger than a kind of sadness at Nanda's 

10 Beccles and Ilertle belong within the complex of feeling dis- 
cussed aboveý pp. 29-31 
II see this thesisq p. 81 
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future, or Longdon's. The negative capability which James had 

quantities of is theirs in some measure too (Mitchy has nearly 

as much as a guarantee of survival requires). And that will not 
be, by any meansg their predominant mode. Nanda hadq after allf 

never been happier than at Beccles. 

It is in the next three novels under analysis that unfulfilled 

relationships start to weigh most heavilyý andq albeit that rela- 
tionship is a more occupying presence in The Golden Bowl than in 

The Winp-s of the Dove, it is in the latter that its frustrated 

possibilities echo most gloomily in the Jamesian canon. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE WINGS OF THE DOVE 

Ioo 



I 
i0i 

Of all of James's novels, The Wings-of the Dove is surely that 
which most inspires doubt in the reader as to his ability ever 
fully, satisfactorily, to comprehend it. It is open to us -I shall 
avail myself of the chance - to explain some of its difficulty by 
wa, y of certain imperfections. But even when these have been alleg- 
ed, and not, on the whole, to the novel's so very great disadvan- 
tage, one is left with a work which, with full authorial intention, 

seems always to reverberate within one's recollections with a 
changing note. Successive readings always seem to undermine recent 
certainties. This is no doubt a mark of excellence in the novel, 
and one might fairly become as obsessive about the book's mysteries 
as it is possible to be about those in 'The Turn of the Screw'. 

That comparison has in it a suggestion that there might be a 
rather sinister quality in The Wings of the Dove. I should say now 
that I do not propose to find that quality where it is often found, 
in the behaviour of Kate and Merton, but in Willy's illness. 

Presumably it is the very difficulty of the novel which has lead 

commentators to forget the text and write instead about Minny Temple 

or James's feelings of confusion in relation to his brotbe-r William, 

as here: 

It is important for an understanding of both Henry James and his 
heroine Milly Theale, to note , 

that he remarks that his acceptance 
of people entirely on William's terms 'was I the truth at that season, 
if it wasn't always to remain the trutht. 

One barely begins to understand what such formulations - especially 

when based on mere autobiography - are designed to show. Yet, as we 
have seen, even Leavisq not much given to lapses of that specific 

sort, prefers to give Minny precedence over Milly in The Great 

Tradition. This is not to say that one fails to acknowledge cert- 

ain connectionsý and indeed there are perhaps some moments in the 

novel where Milly does come to be sentimentalized a little by James, 

but all the rest of the sentimentalizing is done by the other char- 

acters (though importantly not all of them) and it is an elementary 

kind of critical lapse which confuses that with authorial sentiment- 

ality. 

I Jean Kimball 9. 'The Abyss and The iings of the Dove in jLenry 
James: Modern Judgementsq p. 276 
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The trouble is that Milly is an imperfectly drawn character, 
though not in the senseq or to the drastic degree, that Leavis 
suggests. She is flawed as a creation in two main ways. First, the 
ambiguity carefully established in her appeal rather wears off as 
the novel moves toward a conclusion. Secondq James fails to control 
her intelligence, as he familiarly does in his late fiction, in the 
sense that she starts to think and speak a little as he might when 
in fact she is supposed to have distinct limitations. An illust- 

ration from Mrs Lowder's dinner party may suffice to substantiate 
the point. On the one hand, there is an Austenesque barb as count- 
erpoint to some of Milly's more swollen reflections: 1these were imm- 

ense excursions for the spirit of a young person at Mrs Lowder's 

mere dinner-party' (p. 106). Yet almost in the same breath there is 
Milly's high-level repartee, her hit at Lord Mark: tyou're blasep 
but you're not enlightened. You're familiar with everythingg but 

conscious, really of nothing. What I mean is that you've no imag- 
ination'. James does us the honour of observing that her wit has 
been sharpened, but that hardly suffices. It is not so much the 
intelligence as the experience and maturity to which the sally 
testifies which is at odds with - say - Milly's uncritical attit- 

ude to Susie (to the extent that the attitude is static) or her 

attitude to Merton or to anyone. This is just not the response of 

a culturally untutored persong particularly a young one. 
The barb about the 'mere' dinner party suggests another aspect of 

Milly which might be thought unsatisfactoryg and that is the appar- 

ent discrepancy between Milly the dove/prinoess and Milly the mere 

young American girlq the 'cheap exotielt of whom Lord Mark (and 

Merton) have seen droves. But of course thisq far from being a flawq 

is one of the novel's major strengths. It is not Jamesy whop in 

this matter, is confused. It is rather that the characters do indeed 

see Milly in different ways and that those critics whose reading of 

Milly leads to her exaltationg or leads to the judgement that she is 

Bentimentalizedt are simply choosing some parts of the novel and 

ignoring other large and important parts* What is most desirable is 
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that our response to Milly should incorporate a tension which does 
justice to her various (intended) shades. 

Why, then, is Milly's illness the chief source of the 'sinister' 
in the novel? F. 0. Matthiessen remarks that in the final stages 
of the novel James succeeds in making us feel that 'Milly has been 

wrapped around and isolated by sinister foroesIq 2 though he sees 
this as the result of her having been 'literally smothered off stage 
by Kate's terrifying willIq a view which will not be supported here. 

Certainlyq there are obvious ways in which her illness is sinister; 
the sensibility belonging to the later stages of the twentieth cent- 
ury winces considerably at the description of Sir Luke as 'the master 
of the knife', and any veiled account of terminal illness may well 
take on a sinister nature. 

But the argument we have become used to is that concerning the 

wrongdoing of Merton and Kate. Their behaviour is indeed subjected 
to the reader's moral sense in such a way that revulsion occasionally 

surfacesp particularly toward Kate. But that there should be some- 
thing decidedly unpleasant for the reader in Milly' s illness beyond 

its obvious facts is so plainly signalled that it is odd how often 

it is ignored. 

Is Milly physically ill? She presumably isq though it is not as 

easy to prove it as some would suggests 

The fact is that Milly Theale is dying, not from unrequited love 93 
not from a lack of will, but from an incurable physical disease. 

Ms Kimball cites as evidence the fact that Densher 'suddenly sees 

this' as a consequence of Sir Luke's appearance in Venice after 

Lord Mark's visit, But looking at the novel, we observe that Densher 

sees no such thing: he sees the pain, the horror, the mortality in 

the picture: but there is no disputing that anyway: he does not 

reoognise an 'incurable physical disease' in these facts. 

But this doesn't really matter all that much. The fact is estab- 

lished with immense repetition that Milly can live or notq accord- 

ing to what she decidesq physical illness or no. And this is per- 

fectlv comDatible with her feelings, for example, on Mark's first 

Henry James: The Maj or Phaseg P- 57 
an Kimball. Henry James: Modern Judgements, P. 280 
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descent, when she finds it 'woeful to have to rank him among those 
minor charms of existence that she gasped, at moments, to remember 
she must give up' (p. 298). For all the suggestion here of a force 
acting on Milly against her will, it is nonetheless her will which 
is weak in permitting her judgement here. We may think of her as 
having a physical disease if we wish, but we will also wish to pay 
attention to its metaphorical meaning with particular reference 
to its suggestion of spiritual malaise. 

I shall suggest here what I think is the nature of Milly's real 
illness and then go on to explain how the judgement seems to me very 
satisfactorily to explain much of what is in the novel. 

Essentially, what is wrong with Milly is that she perceives 
reality only through, or even in, illness and death. Illness and 
death are the only realities which she can properly recognise. The 
following is a fairly explicit passage in which James explores the 
idea. I quote it at some length because it really does tell us a 
great deal about his conception, It concerns her second interview 

with Strett: 

She struck herself as awareq aware as she had never beeng of really 
not having had from the beginning anything firm. It would be strange 
for the firmness to come, after all, from her learning in these 
agreeable conditions that she was in some way doomed; but above all 
it would prove how little she had hitherto had to hold her up. If 
she was now to be held up by the mere process - since that was per- 
haps on the cards - of being let down, this would only testify in 
turn to her queer little history. That sense of loosely rattling 
had been no process at all; and it was ridiculously true that her 
thus sitting there to see her life put into the scales represente4 
her first approach to the taste of orderly living. Such was Milly's 
romantic version - that her life, especially by the fact of this 
second interview, was put into the scales; and just the best part of 
the relation established might have been, for that matter, that the 
great grave charming man knew, had known at once, that it was 
romantic, and in that measure allowed for it. Her only doubt, her 
only fear, was whether he perhaps wouldn't even take advantage of 
her being a little romantic to treat her as romantic altogether. 
This doubtless was her danger with him; but she should see, and 
dangers in general meanwhile dropped and dropped. (P- 154) 

She has never had 'anything firml: the growing crystallization of 

the idea of illness is therefore horribly attractive and even 'rom- 

antic'. She is 'held up', if she is held up at all, by the growing 

plausibility of the idea that she is ill and that she is going to 

die. The paradox is brought out fully at the end of the passage: 
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'dangers in general meanwhile dropped and dropped' - this really is 
the last thing, after allq that one would wish to say about her 

predicament, The danger to which she refers isq rather appallingly, 
the danger that she won't be believed. 

That she should thus be pleased by the increasingly plausible 
appearance of her doom is something we should by this stage in the 

novel be expecting, for the signals have been there from the begin- 
ning. Her very eagerness over the first interview with the great 
doctor has been enormously telling. She has been worried about 
'failing of justice to her errand' (which is not compatible, entir- 
ely, with a sense of imminent apotheosic) and her eagerness over the 

experience is strangely marked. She wants the great man for a friend, 

a friend who would: 

moreover be, wonderfully, the most appointed, the most thor- 
oughly adjusted of the whole collectiong inasmuch as he would some- 
how wear the character scientifically, ponderably, proveably - not 
just loosely and sociably. (P- 150) 

We can overlook the oddity of talking about one's doctor with such 
relish as sufficiently obvious. This is an exceptionally interesting 
insight we are being offered. To what will Strett be 'appointed' 

and 'adjusted'? Presumably he will be adjusted to Milly's needs and 
appointed to fit them-, the notion of his wearing his character as 
friend Iscientificallyq ponderably, proveablyi, is doubly signif- 
icant. Most obvious is the sense that she doubts friendship in others 
(though what does this make of Susie? ). But more interesting is the 

sense that she wants to have her condition scientifically validated. 
Indeed Milly becomes frightened of the scientific interventioný 

frightened 'that she might find she had interested him even beyond 

her intention, find she was in fact launched in some current that 

would lose itself in the sea of science' (P- 150). This makes her 

fstammerl and 'Pant'. Now there is a sense in which anyone who has 

ever consulted a doctor understands this fear of being lost, of hav- 

ing the matter taken away beyond personal control. But there is a 

special sense in this in relation to Milly. First, the 'romance' 

is threatened by science. Second, this current threatens her idea 

of Strett as 'adjusted' and 'appointed'. But finally and most imp- 

ortantly, the occult in Milly's personalityq the secret fascination 
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W1 llness and death is faced by a scientific intervention which 
might threaten its reality. This is what makes her most of all Btam- 
mer and pant. This causes her to struggle within the relationship. 
But she surrenders and the consultation ends on the strangest note: 

the relation was the special trophy that, for the hour, she bore 
off. It was like an absolute possessiong a new resource altogether, 
something done up in the softest silk and tucked away under the arm 
of memory. (P- 151) 

This leaves us with a disturbing sense of her relish for the occasion9 
her apparent morbidity. Kate is onto it at once: 'I believe you like 
itle 

One does not really have to deduce the secret fascination in 
Milly. James tells us that it is there. Susan, a romantic (in the 

vulgar sense), if ever there was one, sees Milly, shortly after the 
first appearance in the novel of the two ladiesq sitting above an 
abyss. Susie holds her breath: 

What had first been offered her was the possibility of a latent 
intention - however wild the idea - in such a posture: of some 
betrayed accordance of Milly's caprice with a horrible hidden 
obsession. (p. 84) 

What 'horrible hidden obsession'? 
We have been simultaneously introduced to several things. To the 

two characters, to - most of all - Susiels particular kind of pere- 

eption and to Milly's plasticity, 
It has been Susie's wish to be 'literary', and she has been a 

writer of 'romantic' tales. But in Milly's character 'she found 

herself in presence of the real thingg, the romantic life itself'. 

There is of course a certain obvious tension in that statementý 

consequent upon our perception that the 'romantic life' can only 
be 'the real thing' in a limited sense. But we must see Susie not 
just as a romantic interpreter of Milly, but as one of her several 

creators. As an interpreter, her freedom is clear enough - of one 

observation we read: 

That was the great thing with Milly - it was her characteristic 
poetry: or at least it was Susan Shepherd's. (p. 128) 

So we must remember that 'the potential heiress of all the ages' 
(P. 74)q is Susie's phraseq and correspondingly swollen. The 
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sentence which contains the phrase does af ter all point to the 

significant fact - for us - that Susie impresses Milly. Susie too 

is conscious of the irony of this factq while the reader is bound 

to use it to qualify the sense of Susie's epithet. When Susie spec- 

ulates as to whether Milly is choosing among the kingdoms of the 

earth or wants them allv the reader winces. The speculation belongs 

in one of Mrs Stringhan's literary works. The reader will throughout 

balance this view of Milly with Densherlsý Katels, Mark'sq and with 

some more direct authorial counterpoint. 
So Susie interprets Milly in a particular wayq a manner which 

lacks a proper discrimination: but the thing about Milly is that she 

is heavily - very heavily - influenced by how people see her. 

We've already seen how much Strett's attention has meant to Milly. 

In a sense it has seenwd that her sense of identity is dependent 

on it. Early, in the third book, we have heard of her Ivaguenessv 

the openness, the eagerness without point and the interest without 

pause', Milly's 'really larger vagueness' (P. 78). 

Someone who has very little in the way of a strong sense of self- 

identity is, presumablyg open to suggestions about her own naturev 

impressionable where the reactions of others are concerned. What we 

observe throughout the novel is people assigning roles to Milly, 

and Ydlly - sometimes with emphatic gratitude - accepting themg 

defining herself in terms created by other people. Her plasticity 

is along with her other qualities virtually an invitation to them 

to invent roles for her. 

But there is one area of nature, one area of experienceg within 

which she is certain to be able to locate her own personality. In 

short, all her relatives are dead. Milly is the 'final flower' of 

an: 

immenseq extravagantq unregulated clusterg with free-living ances- 
tors, handsome dead cousins, lurid uncles, beautiful vanished 
aunts, persons all busts and curlsq preserved, though so exposed, 
in the marble of famous French chisels. (P. 75) 

So the predominant reality in experience for Milly is death. Other 

than that - and the note is soi4nded from the beginning - she has 

nothing in the way of positive faiths and certainties about nature. 

This very fact is illustrated again and again by the way in which 
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she accepts other people's versions of herself: all she has to feel 
her individuality with is her sense of the inevitability of death. 
That is what her personal knowledge amounts to. We must not forget 
the stress which is placed on her relative ignorance of ideas, her 
relative isolation from the more complex manifestations of culture. 

And not only that: surrounded as she has been by the busts of 
vanished rela-kLives, powerful reinforcers of her sense of death, her 
very role as sole survivor has encumbered her with a weight which 
prevents a personal, combatant identity from emerging: 'she couldn't 
have lost it if she had tried - that was what it was to be really 
rich. It had to be the thing you were'. 

Quentin Anderson, from whose directions those here could scarcely 
diverge more, has nevertheless made a point about Milly with which 
one has to agree: 'with every naturalistic and emblematic resource 
at James's command, he has presented Milly Theale as a person incap- 

able of assuming an identity, of being a Osomebody'R,. 4 We would have 

to add here, unless someone else bffers an identity to her. 

The trouble is that people keep responding to her in quite the 

wrong way. It has begun, we are informed, even before the European 

trip, when Milly has been to Boston, which helps 'as nothing else 

could' to emphasize 'the constant fact that what you had most to 

do, under the discipline of life, or of death, was really to feel 

your situation as gravel. James of course pokes fun at Bostong 

especially through Susieg not infrequently in the novel. But this 

comment has its serious side. For Milly, who is very much 'under 

the discipline' of deathq to feel her situation as 'gravel is most 

unsuitable. 
Therefore to return to 'the hidden obsession': Susie has already 

divined in Milly something - more than mere 'American intensity' - 

which remains a 'muffled and intangible form' but which were it 

known (the figure in the carpet! ) would become 'instantly the light 

in which Milly was to be read'. What this is, we learn as the novel 

progresses, is the hold which death has on Milly's imagination: it 

is precisely this which Merton's love if Milly could have return- 

ed it long enough and happily enough might have shaken off: this 

has been the directiong not so specifically applied, of Sir Lukets 

early reasoningg and more specifically of his later. 

4 The American Henry James, p. 263 
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But there is another aspect of Milly's character with which we 
are acquainted early and which must also be considered before we 
proceed furthert 

She had arts and idiosyncrasies of which no great account could have 
been given... such as the art of being almost tragically impatient 
and yet making it as light as air; of being inexplicably sad and yet 
making it as clear as noon; of being unmistakably gay, and yet making it as soft as dusk. (P. 78) 

And: 

She worked - and seemingly quite without design - upon 5 the sympathyg, the curiosity, the fancy of her associates (P- 79 

Both these extracts indicate that Milly is perfectly capable of con- 
scio-usly working upon people's conception of her. In other wordsq she 
collaborates with them in their taking advantage of her plasticity. 
And indeed her lack of a sense of identity, far from its meaning that 

she is without active self-concern, seems to mean rather the opposite. 
Dorothea Krook remarks that 'her self-consciousness is her glory 
(James wishes us to understand)' and points out how conscious Milly 
is of 'acting out the chAracter-of the-'American frirl'. 

6 
Well, one 

might easily feel that Milly's self-consciousness is not necessarily 
something to celebrate; certainly her consciousness of herself as 
an American is only one of a number of visions of herself which she 

if partly acts out. 
She is very concerned with herself. She wants to find out about 

herself. Whenever we see things through Milly's eyes in the novel, 

we see them through a kind of mist. Her impressions are always filt- 

ered through her primary consciousness of herself, her doubts about 
herself. This is very clear indeed from the early stages of her app- 

earance in the novel: 

But I sometimes wonder ... well, if I shall have much of it... of everyý- 
thing I have... I only mean, shall I have it for long? That is if I 
have got it... I don't think I've really everything ... that's the matter 
- that I can scarcely bear it... the power to resist the bliss of what 
I have! (pp. 88-89) 

5 James goes on to justify his (since much-criticized) indirectness 
in treating Milly: 'we shall really ourselves scarce otherwise come 
closer to her than by feeling their impression and sharing, if need 
be, their confusion' (P. 79). This might to some sound more like 
an excuse than a policy, but it suggests a plausible line of defence. 
6 The Ordeal of Consciousness in Henry James, 0.210 
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In the last words quoted there is in fact a show of irony, but the 
rather embarrassing amount of self-interest is unavoidable. 

Therefore in talking about Milly's peroonality we can say that she 
is very interested in herself because she has no firm basis on which 
to construct a sense of her own identity, other than her sense of 
death; that her lack of certainty about her identity causes her to 
be exceptionally plastic and that her interest in herself leads her to 
manipulate other people, or collaborate with themg in constructing 
versions of her personality. 

ii 

What we are to be informed that it is in Milly's power to do is 
to 'live'. Certainly as we see Milly at MIrs Lowder's dinner party 
it appears that she is going to attempt to do so, and the character- 
istic sense of involvement as difficult emerges as soon as James 
touches on the subject: 

It wasn't then, as the prospect seemed to show, so difficult to get 
into the currentq or to stand, at any rate, on the bank... she thril- 
led, she consciously flushed, and turned pale with the certitude - it had never been so present - that she should find herself comp- 
letely involved. (PP- 97-98) 

We P-re also conscious of Milly's potential to direct her attention 

outward: 'her sensibility was almost too sharp for her comfort'. But 

as the occasion progresses, the strength of Milly's self-concern makes 
itself felt. She says to Mark that Kate 'can care for me - she must 
feel that - only by being sorry for me I. And again that I she pities 

me. She understands'. We learn a little after this that 'she was 

still conscious of the failure even of curiosity he had just shown 
in respect to herself'. She is angling for a particulAr kind of 

sympathy. Sympathy, pity, are responses which she seems to find nat- 

ural. (There is evidence in the novel of a discrepancy between the 

sympathy Milly assumes and the sympathy actually given. ) Her appeal 

for Mark's sympathy here has 'quavered out in spite of her'. But 

really, as in her relations with, say, Kate, or Sir Luke, this kind 

of collapse is inevitable. One of the changes which takes place in 

the portrayal of Milly's character in the novel is the way in which 

we lose our active sense of this tension. But then this has much to 
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do with the way in which toward the end of the novel we are, for other 
purposes, out off from her point of view much as we are out off from 
Charlotte's in 

, 
The Golden Bowl. 

Lord Mark has bestowed his sense of Milly's identity upon her, 
so different from Susie's. He has categorized her, she has been 
'popped into the compartment in which she was to travel for him' 
(P- 104). She recognizes 'his certainties about a mere little 
American, a cheap exotic, imported almost wholesale'. This is 
the sort of material to which reference has been made as to its 

comment on Susie's flights. And James makes an intriguing remark 
about Milly's capacity to accept it: 

It was a use of her that many a girl would have been doubtless 
quick to resent; and the kind of mind that thus, in our young lady, made all for mere seeing and taking is precisely one of 
the charms of our subject. (P- 104) 

This is surelyg ironically phrased as it is, very much the sort 
of trait which has been identified aboves this refers explicit- 
ly to Milly's plasticity. 

This process continues: 'it was a fact - it became one at the 

end of three days - that Milly began to borrow from the hand- 

some girl a sort of view of her state'. Now Milly is accepting 
the role of princess, albeit only 'the nearest approach to a 

practical princess Bayswater could hope ever to knowl (P- 115)- 

At Matcham, her plasticity is the cause of her tears at the 
Bronzino. We have noticed the foggy quality of her perception 

of externals in her approach to the house with Mark. Their 

advance is 'without haste, through innumerable natural pauses 

and soft concussions' and 'everything now again melted together; 

and kind eyes were always kind eyes - if it were never to be 

worse than thatil Are they really kind? we may wonder, or is 

Milly simply determined to see kindness everywhere as a subst- 

antiation of her condition? She hasn't, at Matchamg even visited 
Sir Luke yet: we can only assume that her apparent certainty 

about her doom comes from her irrational conviction. 

She then responds in an extraordinary way to the Bronzino, 

shedding tears and telling Mark 'I shall never be better than 

this'. Mark takes this to be some sort of moral judgement but 
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'he hadn't understood'. Why should this be such a fulfilling 

moment? Critics have answered the question in various ways. 
Keeping in mind what has been suggested about Milly above, it 

seems possible that the portrait represents for Milly a possible 
or perhaps a perfect self-conceptiont precisely what she lacks. 
The portrait might be an external verificationg an external emb- 
odiment - she decides - of a possible personality. This is in 
spite of her lack of recognition of any physical resemblance, 
though three characters other than Mark see the similarity. What 
is most attractive about the woman is that 'she was dead, dead, 
dead'. But she is youngg richly dressedg has hair which must 
have been like Milly's; 'it was perhaps as good a moment as she 
should have with anyone, or have in any connexion whatever'. This 
is a very strong statement. 

7 Her 'I shall never be better than 
this' might mean a number of things. 

8 
Obviously it can refer in 

the most general way to her healths all the afternoon she has 

been soaking up her impression of kindness, and now Lord Mark 

has 'recognized' her in a very special way. She may also mean 
that as, so to speak, a version of herself, it is as good as it 

is possible to beo But she is perhaps not referring really to 

either the painting or her health. There may be a sense in which 

she is expressing the sheer appropriateness of the kind of inter- 

est which is being taken in her. (But there is a less positive 

sense in which she may partly be expressing an unhealthy feel- 

ing of justification in having interpreted herself in the corr- 

ect terms. ) 

It is so that we can keep our balance that James undermines 

almost immediately our growing sense of certainty that there must 
indeed be something wrong with Milly. Enlisting Kate's aidg she 

has to meet Kate's characteristic briskness: 'what in the world 
is the matter with you? ' (P. 148): 

Milly felt her for the moment only as a much older person, stan- 
I ding above her a little, doubting the imagined ailments, suspect- 

ing the easy complaints, of ignorant youth. It somewhat checked 

7 James's interest in the quality of experience leads him to por- 
tray characters (Millyg Strether, Nanda) not infrequently so as 
to include what they feel to be the best moments of their lives. 
8 For example, Quentin Anderson sees her 'increasing spiritual 
ascendancy' as 'inversely proportional to her growing illness' 
(The American Henry James, p. 264)e 
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herg furtherg that the matter with her was what exactly as yet 
she wanted knowledge about. 

This isn't of course the same as saying that Milly's ailments 
are imagined - far from it. But on the other handq her ailments 
are clearly a long. way from substantiationg. and as we have seen, 
she isn't really sure, when she visits Strett, if he will take 
her seriously. Yet by the end of the second intervi" with Strett 
it appears that she is fairly certaing for herself, of her doom. 
He seems to be trying 'to warm the air for her'. But Milly is 
quite certain that 'the air, for Milly Theale, wasq from the very 
nature of the case, destined never to rid itself of a consider- 
able chill'. She refers, with a specific kind of intention, to 
the death of her family; "but they died, " she went on, to be 
fair all round, "of different things. Still, there it is. "' A4id 

as she sits in the park, in the passage that S. Gorley Putt feels 
is an example of those in The Wings of the Dove 'which combine 
verbal beauty and psychologioal penetration to a degree not sur- 
passed by this novelist - or ... by any other', 

9 Milly reinter- 
prets the encounter, works on it, shapes it, to suit her purp- 
ose: 'she had been treated - hadn't she? - as if it were in her 

power to live; and yet one wasn't treated so - was one? - unless 
it came up, quite as much, that one might diet (p. 162). She 'Put 

together the proofs that it was as one of the weak he was treat- 
ing her': and then - perhaps the most important single sentence in 

the whole novel: 

It was perhaps superficially more striking that one could live 
if one would; but it was more appealingý insinuating, irresist- 
ible, in short, that one would live if one could. - (p. 166) 

This is a splendid sentence. Milly's response to the alternatives 
is almost an aesthetic one. This is hardly in any sense concerned 

with the facts of the interview. It is more like an artistically 

pleasing formulation, the thing which is 'romantically' right. 
What pleases Milly is not the artistry, which is the means to an 

end: what pleases is how the idea of 'living if one could' suits 

The Fiction of Henry James: A Reader's Guide, P. 270 
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Milly's occult preoccupations. It is in this sense that the imp- 
ortant word 'insinuating' is meant. Here again is the collapse of 
the will, of volition, in the face of Milly's basic obsession, 

III 

It is to 'live' that Milly will be advised: Kate Croy is 'char- 
ged with life to the brim', and the novel's first two wordsq 'she 

waited' do more than make a reference to Kate's rather longer 
(and fruitless) wait later in the novel: they stress the verb in 
the sentence, they stress the action: she isn't waiting passively, 
but waiting 'pale with irritation', I0 

She will later have to wait longer for Densher and his appear- 
ance in the novel is marked by an absence of salient verbs and a 
sentence of the kind to which those who dislike James most object: 

Merton Densherv who passed 
office of his newspaperg had 
for it, a sense, or at least 
ance with which he was infre, 
of the town, at moments when 
public eye. (P. 34) 

the best hours of each night at the 
at times, during the day, to make up 
an appearancep of leisureq in accord- 

q ently to be metq in different parts 
men of business are hidden from the 

The abundance of commas is only one partq howeverg of the care- 
fully crafted nature of the description. We learn - more from its 

shape than its content - an enormous amountl that Densher is not 

a man of business (this has a metaphorical import too), that his 

nature is complexq that his levels of volition are low. The sent- 

ence's indecisive, wanderingv hesitatingg imprecise progress is 

all to the point. The description continues: 

More than once, during the present winter's endq he had deviated, 
towards three o'clock, or towards four, into Kensington Gardens, 
where he might for a while, on each occasion, have been observed 
to demean himself as a person with nothing to do. He made his way 
indeed, for the most partý with a certain directness, over to the 
north side; but once that ground was reached his behaviour was 
noticeably wanting in point. He moved seemingly at random from 
alley to alley; he stopped for no reason and remained idly agaze; 
he sat down in a chair and then changed to a bench; after which 
he walked about again, only again to repeat both the vagueness 
and the vivacity, 

10 Laurence Bedwell Holland, in The Expense of Vision, points out 
that three 'crucial motives in the novel', IpalenessIq Iwaitin ' 

and the 'decision to stayl are thus rapidly introduced (p. 28850 
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'He had deviated' - we reflect that he often will. He learns a 
kind of determination only through his experience in Venice. 
'Towards three otclock or towards four' is also telling: not to 
know what the time is, precisely, when you are dealing with some- 
one like Maud Lowder, is poor testimony indeed. We later learn that 
he has to shake his 'poor, dearg shabbyq old watch, to start it 
up again'. Aunt Maud's clocks need no such encouragement. He is 
observed to 'demean himself as a person with nothing to do I: spec- 
ifically this looks forward to his stay in Venice, though it has a 
much larger general implication. 

That implication is also there in his only 'certain' directness 

which is even then only temporary, his apparently pointless behav- 
iour. The point of contrast is there in the 'men of business' who 
are 'hidden from the public eye'. This latter state is an area of 
mystique to Densher. Laterg Maud Lowder will look at him with a 
particular appearance of slight disgust which causes him to ref- 
lect that 'he had been looked at sog in blighted moments of pres- 
umptuous youth, by big cold public men' (P- 58)- 
These 'cold public men' are representative of that area of 'life' 

in James's novels from which protagonists are so frequently separ- 
ated. Densher is experiencing feelings shared elsewhere by Hyac- 
inth Robinson, to a lesser degree even by Stretherv as when the 
latter, for exampleg looks at Gloriani and his attendant duchess. 

Aunt Maud 'was Londong was life - the roar of the siege and the 

thick of the fray'. She is 'afraid of nothing'. 
Densher's self-estimation is low enough to make him rather more 

diffident. His opposite in the novel in this respect is probably 
Sir Luke, who plays the adult to Densher's role as child when they 

are together. Densher's behaviour in the park isq indeedg rather 

childlike in form. While Sir Luke is-thidden from the public eye' 

by his inscrutability even when he is physically presentg thus 

giving him a kind of opacityv Densher's very transparence is merci- 

lessly exploited in the opening scenes. His motivesq desiresq 

weaknessesq are as evident to Aunt Maud as his purposelessness is 

to the reader in the descriptions above. It takes some timeg in the 

novelq for us to see through Aunt Maud - not until she attempts9 

in Milly's hotelq to gain her for an allyq do we begin. 
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One of the most impressively, rigorously explored moral dilemmas 
in the novel is therefore represented by Densher's response to 
Aunt Maud as he has his early interview with her at Lancaster GAteq 
where 'he had no retort but that he loved the girl - which in such 
a house as that was painfully cheapt(P- 54). He is oppressed by the 
vulgarly expensive furnitureq rather than managing to feel super- 
ior to it. Like Lambert Stretherv he has a pitilessly accurate view 
of his own character. His moral doubts are splendidly conveyed in 
his senseq at Lancaster Gate, of 'the general attestation of moral- 
ity and money,, a good conscience and a big balance'. Densher is 
of course intelligent enough to perceive the irony with which some 
would treat such a claim on behalf of the housets ambience, treat 

such a combination of material and spiritual virtues. He is in 
fact, precisely, intelligent enough to be beyond refuge in irony. 
He recognizes the real force in the air: 'these things finally 

represented for him a portentous negation of his own world of 
thought'. And it is not that this comment thereby places Densher 

as all the weaker for the thought. This particular kind of moral 
realism is authorially approved. It is a realistic observation 
because in fact Mrs Lowder does have a good conscience -a better 

one than Densher - because of her big balance: and she actually 
has more 'morality' than her niece Mrs Condrip manages to portray 
in her poverty., 

For it is poverty which is the stark antithesis of Lancaster 

Gate. Chelsea willq in the novel, twice be relentlessly contras- 
ted with richer locationsq Lancaster Gate and the Palazzo Lepor- 

elli. If Densher is threatened within his own private morality 
by Lancaster Gateg he is vulner4ble also through his realisation 

of its bearings on his relationship with Kate. 

James displays in The Wings of the Dove a particular kind of 
detestation of poverty -I think it is that. That is to say, he 

is not merely weighting the novelts moral balance by making wealth 

seem the only possible medium in which to float: there is evidence 

of a rather uncontrolled revulsionq not really approached elsewhere 

in his fictiong in his treatment of poverty here. Lionel Croy's 

Chirk Street is a 'vulgar little street' and Kate is waiting in 
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'a vulgar little room'. The sofa is 'shabby' and the upholstery 
of the armchair gives 'the sense of the slippery and sticky'. 
In Marian's house, matters worsen-, 'the two young women were still 
in the presence of the crumpled table-clothq the dispersed pina- 
fores, the scraped dishes, the lingering odour of boiled food. 
Kate had asked, with ceremony, if she might put up a window a 
little' . Marian has 'grown red and almost fat'. 

This is a different universe from that occupied by Aunt Maud and 
now also by Kate. (None of this is, in truth, obvious material for 

nausea, but one can hardly doubt the imaginative distaste on Jamests 

part. ) The spectre of this sort of lifeg and that represented by 
the Miss Condrips, far from keeping Kate wholly absent from Chirk 
Street and Chelseaq in fact stimulates her to show willing to 

share it and perhaps improve it. James goes out of his way to 

establish moral credentials for Kate in a situation in which 

perhaps we might condone moral retreat. She offers to stay with 
her father. She tolerates the dim and embarrassing Marian. She is 

appalled by behaviour on their part which disgraces the family 

name in which she is shown to have so much pride. 
Kate's chief characteristic apart from her vitality is her 

lucidity (later to warp under pressure from Densher-'s newly-forged 

moral authority toward the end). We have already remarked Jamests 

ability to explore with relentlessness the ramifications of moral 

problems: it is these ramifications which are after all the true 

source of the problematic (it is something seen to equal advantage 

in The Ambassadors). These first pages represent, through Kate's 

consoiousnessg a view of the possibilities of moral evasiveness 

in human thought, here the thoughts of Lionel and Marian, which 

has a particularly searing truth - we wince at Marian's 'poor old 

papa! ',, her tdear old Aunt Maud! t (P. 31)q for all the mass of 

half-conscious self-deception, greed, sentimentality and moral 

cowardice which produces it. These family relations abound in 

embarrassment to make the reader squirm. Marian tthreatens' Kate 

that the younger sister will have to stop visiting Chelsea: 'such 

were the threats she could complacently make, could think herself 

masterful for making' (P. 31)o 
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The point is that Kate winces with usý or rather we wince through 
Kate. Her own honesty, straightness9 charityg decencyg are being 
emphasized all the time,, particul&rly in her treatment of her 
father. Not at one time does she think about herself. 

This world of poverty is not, at the time we first see her, 
Kate's. But it could be. She is lodged not perilously but not 
permanently in the splendour of Lancaster Gate. There is therefore 
a huge contrast, between Kate and Milly, mainly between the poten- 
tial states (financialg socialg developmentalg and so on) of the 
former and the actual states of the latter. Densher as an alter- 
native to Kate represents something of a return to Chirk Street 
in at least some important areas of experience; indeed he will 
later reflect, on the stark Christmas Day after Venice, that such 
a place as Marian's may well be his final home. 

But other important suggested contrasts between Kate and Rilly 

must be borne in mind. Kateg as has been observedt is never seen to 
think about herself (the stare into the mirror at Chirk Street is 

not one of vanity). That she won't take Merton 'as he is' doesn't 

prove this selflessness to be a mere appearance. There is a sense, 
surely, in which, having pointed to Chirk Street and Chelsea as he 

does, James is eliminating, as a potential real themeg the question 
of whether or not Kate and Merton should go ahead and marry. The 

fact is that it is not presented as a possibility. Densher will in 

fact, later in the novel, reflect on Kate's 'genius for the so- 

called great life', her 'presence for the so-called great houset, 
her 'grace for the so-called great positions' (p. 449). His would- 
be ironical 'so-called' (or James's? ) lacks convictione If one were 
to argue that Kate's rejection of his proposal, so to speak, of 

marriage with relative povertyg is a real moral question in the 

novel, one would presumably have to find evidence of it. Without 

question, of course, is the growing moral importance of Kate's 

scheme to ensure a different outcome - but that is a different matt- 

er altogether. The fact is that the reader experiences Kate's des- 

ire that Merton should get Milly's money as an action on Densher's 

behalf: although it is not -quite so simple as that, as we discover. 

Two things complicate the matter. One is the structure of the novel 

in relation to Kate's point of view. The other is the change in our 
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reception of Kate's note of 'lucidity' as the novel starts to draw 
toward a close. 

Another main difference between Milly and Kate is the fogginess 
of one and the lucidity of the other. This is related to the prev- 
ious difference: Ydlly sees other people only through the mist of 
self-consciousness. Kate has piercing vision. 

A further important difference to notice is the positive approach 
of Kate to life - she is willing to try to improve Chirk Street 
and Chelsea - compared to the negative tendency of Mil ly. 

I make these points to do justice to the depth and scale of the 
major moral problem, to the extent that it can be considered a 
single problem, involved in Kate's scheme to make Merton rich. 
Just as Charlotte Stant, with whom she has much in common, is made 
attractive to us from the outset, Kate, with one qualifying detailq 
is portrayed as personally and morally attractiveg and portrayed 
with considerable depth and breadth as such from the beginning. 
The detail I refer to is her outburst to Marian: "'And where do 

you pick up such vulgar twaddle? "' Kate demanded with her clear 
face. "How does such stuff, in this hole, get to you? "' (p, 32). 
The 'clear face' is in keeping with the portrayal of Kate just 

discussed.:. But this i's a ferocious statement, -ýIs it intended to 

reveal Kate's capacity for unambiguously distasteful behaviour? 
We must remember that her lucidity is several times in the novel 

coupled with a 'hard' quality. It might be that her response here 
is felt by James to be appropriate to the provocation offered her 

and felt to be only slightly too strong, as is subsequently acknowl- 

edged. It might be that the statement's excessive force belongs 

with James's excessively disapproving treatment of the character- 
istics of poverty outlined above. But perhaps it is an early warn- 
ing of a less acceptable side of Kate to be revealed later. 

Two interesting parqllels have yet to be mentioned. We note that 

Kate is attracted to Merton for the same reason that Milly is att- 

racted to Susie. Merton and Susie represent culture. They have had 

similar educationsg too, in foreign schools. This perhaps explains 

their ease with each other later. 

And what is the significance of Lionel Croy? Why does he have his 
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breakdowny which occurs at the end of the novel? Kate's 'he cries' 
is shocking: it opens an abyss. At the beginning of the novelq 
Lionel has a fake illness. 13ýr the end of it, he has an illness 

which is deadly serious. (Kate has heard of the 'wicked' thing her 
father has done when unable to go to church because of 'an extra- 
ordinary fog'). I don't want to insist absolutely that any of this 
is significant, but merely to suggest that it isq after all, unlik- 
ely not to be. Some kind of parallel with Milly (with, at leastq 
the Milly I have been sketching) is obvious. Lionel Croy's tears 

at the end have several possible referencesq including some para- 
llel with Merton's obsession with the 'something sentient and 
throbbing' which has been sacrificed with Milly's letter. 

IV 

Our first sight of the Palazzo Leporelli immediately succeeds 
the consultation between Strett and Milly in which Strett is all 
optimism and Milly all doomed certainty. When she refers to 'the 

end', 'he had a cheerful blankness' (p. 279). In other words he 

doesn't actually know what she means. Yet Milly's last statementg 

uttered with specific reference to Densher, but With considerable 

general meaning, 'I'm afraid there's really nothing one can do', 

is one of the continuing string of declarations of faith from Milly 

which we have already examined. The subsequent description of 
Milly's 'apartment of state' emphasizes another role for Milly, 

as a less 'practical' princess than before, now with a palace and 

a court. The description also emphasizes her passivity and spir- 
itual insubstantiality: 'the hard, cool pavements took reflections 
in their lifelong polish', 'the sun on the stirred sea-water, flic- 

kering up through open windows, played over the painted "subjects" 

in the splendid ceiling' (p. 282). These are processes which take 

place independently of Milly. She doesn't Iseet the reflections. 
The ancient pavements 'take' them. Even the sunlight as an active 

agency takes precedence. It is like the description of a scene 

devoid of human presence. All this has happened before Milly and 

will happen after her. Meanwhile the words in the description have 
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a weight and a precision which rather effaces her - 'embossed', 
IberibbonedIq 'flourished'. Iscolloped'. 'gilded'. 'moulded', 
'figured' - this suggests something of the mausoleum. 

We have by this point in the novel observed new roles for Milly. 
Her awkward encounter in the National Gallery with Merton and Kate 
in front of the lady copyists leads her to Play the American girlt 
'She became as spontaneous as possible and as American as it might 
conveniently appeal to Mr Densherg after his travels, to find her' 
(p. 192). This role has been suggested by the American party who 
have accidentally drawn her attention to Densher. 

The lady-copyists are interesting. This has been Densher's mother's 
employment and Milly envies those here. In some ways this seems 
a typical direction for her thoughts - away from life, at a rem- 
ove from the scenev like Osmondq copying a copy. Yet 'the case 
was the case of escape, of living under water, of being at once 
impersonal and firm' (p. 187) - the 'impersonality' might be a 
more positive route. 'If I could lose myself hereV - in spite 
of her thought, she is assuming a guise for Merton and Kate the 

very next moment. 
Just before, the dove image has been suggested to Milly by 

Kate: 

(Milly) had risen as she spoke, and Kate had stopped before her, 
shining at her instantly with a softer brightness. Poor Milly 
hereby enjoyed one of her views of how people, wincing oddly, 
were often touched by her. 'Because you're a dove. ' With which 
she felt herself ever so delicately, so considerately embrac- 
ed; not with familiarity or as a liberty taken, but almost 
ceremonially and in the manner of an accolade; partly as if, 
though a dove whp could perch on a finger, one were also a 
princess with whom forms were to be observed. (p. 184) 

And 

It was moreover, for the girl, like an inspiration: she found her- 
self accepting as the right one, while she caught her breath with 
relief, the name so given to her. She met it on the instant as 
she vould have met the revealed truth; it lighted up the strange 
dusk in which she lately had walked. That was what was the matter 
with her. She was a dove. Oh,, wasn't she? - it echoed within her 
as she became aware of the sound, outside, of the return of their 
friends. 

Just as the lady in the Bronzino answered a need, so does this 
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image of Katels. Milly's response to it leads one to observe 
that either, first, here is one of the places in the novel that 
James. does sentimentalize Milly - for her reaction is a little 

nauseating - or second, James intends us to be a little nauseatedq 
albeit sympathetically. That the latter is -likely is indicated 
by what happens next. With Aunt Maudt 'she had felt in a rush all 
the reasons that would make it the most dovelike; and she gave 
it, while she was about it, as earnest, as candid' (p. 185)9 

which of course it isn'tq since she's telling a lie about Merton. 
And as she plans for Sir Luke's visit: 'she should have to be 

clear as to how a dove would act'. It is only two pages laterg 
then, that we read: 'she should have been a lady-copyist - it met 

so the case'. Milly, in her eagerness for an identityq will jump 

at anything. And as they all failq her one certainty increasingly 

consumes her. 

Furthermoreg given her careful seduction of Sir Luke, her care- 
fully crafted and assumed dovelikenessp her (really quite extra- 

ordinary) decision to leave Susie to face him (in order to inc- 

rease his interest) . aren't we really forced to regard the psy- 

chological implications of her illness as paramount? Particularly 

when - as we later learn - Sir Luke hasn't in fact said anything 

alarming to Susie at all. 
Our judgement of Kate and Merton's actions will of necessity 

have to be eclectio in its operation.. Both Maud Lowder and Susan 

Stringham are more or less aware of some of what is happening. 

Merton, as he is awareq is being influenced by four women, not 

one. It is this which causes him to find a kind of quiet relief 

in Strett's company. As Merton goes through the prolonged - one 

might say indefinite - stage of deciding, or not deciding, what 

to do about Killy, almost every influence, including ý, Iillyls 

own, pushes him in the direction Kate wishes him to go. Maud, of 

course, openly wishes him to 'work' Milly. By the time Densher is 

in Venice, there really seems to be no doubt as to the influences: 

Of two circumstances connected with this disposition of his per- 
son he was even now not unmindful; the first being that the lady 
of Lancaster Gate had addressed him with high publicity and as if 
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expressing equally the sense of her companions, who had not 
spoken, but who might have been taken - yes, Susan Shepherd 
quite equally with Kate - for inscrutable parties to her plan. 

(P. 308) 
That we can add Sir Luke to this group means that to see the act- 
ion as Kate's and Merton's is inadequate. 

Another aspect of this is the actual nature of the relationship 
which Ylerton and 111illy have developed. Offsetting the sense of 
conspiracy is the manner in which the two take up their American 
friendship: 

it was in fact wonderful that their excellentq their pleasant, their permitted and proper and harmless American relation - the 
legitimacy of which he could thus scarce express in names enough - 
should seem so unperturbed by other matters. (p. 241) 

Naturally, to ease his conscience, Densher consciously plays the 
American card. But in fact there is a legitimate dimension in the 

relationship: 

She had been interesting enough without them - that appeared 
today to come back to him; and, admirable and beautiful as was 
the charitable zeal of (Kate and Mrs Lowder), it might easily 
have nipped in the bud the germs of a friendship inevitably lim- 
ited but still perfectly workable. (p. 241) 

So in fact the fifth advocate of the relationship is Milly her- 

self. It is rapidly evident to Densher that her fondness for his 

company raises the question of 'the peculiar brutality of shak- 
ing her off I (p. 248). The ultimate proof of that effect is of 

course Milly's 'turning her face to the wall' after Mark's 'sec- 

ond descent'. 

Densher's view of himself in Venice is a development of this line 

of thinkingg which is either an acceptable, properly complex view 

of the situation, or else an evasion on Densher's part. At the 

outset of his Venetian misadventure he frequently 'paused in dis- 

gust at his want of easet (P. 315), during his strolls. But: 

He had, howeverg only to cross again the threshold of Palazzo 
Leporelli to see all the elements of the business composeq as 
painters called itq differently. It began to strike him then that 
departure wouldn't curtail, but would signally coarsen his follyq 
and that, above allq as he hadn't really "begun" anything, had 
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only submittedg consented, but too generously indulged and cond- 
oned the beginnings of others, he had no call to treat himself 
with superstitious rigour. (P. 315) 

This is of course partly the kind of evasion that we would expect 
of the wanderingý passive, rather purposeless character who has 
been portrayed. On the other hand - isn't there quite a lot of 
truth, if not in the excuse that he has been manipulated in such 
a way as to remove personal responsibility, at least in the thought 
that-to leave will merely harm Milly? If there is, then that makes 
the background to his initial involvement signally less important 

than the way in which he handles his involvement. 
It has already been suggested that we have some difficulties 

when it comes to assessing Kate's moral responsibilities in rela- 
tion to the novel's developments. The point is neatly made by 

J. A. Ward: 

*.. Kate's mind is closed to us throughout all the final nine books. 
Since we see Kate only through the thoughts of Densher and Milly, 
the process of her transformation from a woman governed by ideas 
of loyalty to one who sends her fiance, lo make love to another 
woman remains something of a mystery. 

As suggested abovep this is an account of Kate's actions which 

is oversimplified, but the process does remain inscrutable, though 

her motives and justifications have been made clear enough at the 

outset. Rather than this being a weakness, what it does is to con- 
front the reader with Kate's constant 'lucidity' - of which Densher 

develops a 'horror, almost' (P- 421)q which also 'affected him of 

a sudden as almost glib' (P. 403)9 and which becomes wholly glib - 
in the way that Densher has to confront it. 

Kate is in a sense denied the opportunity to explain herself 

to the reader - for reasons suggested above 
12 

- and this can have 

several possible results. The likeliest is that we shall feel that 

she is simply out of touch, morally, with the whole situation into 

which shet primarilyq has precipitated Densher. We may also sympath- 

ize with Densher's feeling that Kate has got herself well out of 

II The Search for Form, pp. 173-74 
12 this thesisq p. 19 

0 
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suffering's way. There is one point particularly at which Kate is 
likely to shock the moral sensibility of most readers. It is where 
Densher, returned from Venice, makes his appeal to Kate simply to 
marry him. She doesn't 'see what haw changed' (P. 419). And Den- 
sher suddenly realizes that she is saying that if he knows Milly 
has left him money, then, of course, Kate will marry him: tthe 
point she made was clear, as clear, as that the blood, while he 
recognized it, mantled in his face' (P. 420). We haveg before thisq 
observed stages in his gradual estrangement from Kate. But here his 
response turns 'quickly to mere cold thoughtg thought which led 
to something else and was like a new dim daidn'. And yet what is 
Kate's probing here but the logical conclusion of what they both 

set out to do? 
So perhaps we may reach this point. It is not that Kate's beh- 

aviour toward Milly shocks us. If that were so we should have to 
be shocked at Aunt Plaud, Susie, Strett, as well as Densher and 
Kate. And we are not. At the end we are a little appalled at Kate Is 
insensitivity chiefly to the change in Densher. Densher has changed, 
has, like Strether, been put through the mill. There are hypoc- 

risies and evasions of which he is still to be capable. But he is 

altered beyond Kate's ability to communicate with him. Kate her- 

self perceives that he has suffered intenselyv but her realisat- 
ion is late and the expression of it ironic, as from one who 
feels the distance now in their relationships Densher tells her 

that his offer of the unopened letter which has arrived on Chris- 

tmas Eve is 'a symbol of my attitude', to which Kate replies, 
'your attitude, my dear, is that you're afraid of yourself. 
You've had to take yourself in hand. You've had to do yourself 

violence' (P. 444). Her judgement applies to the whole of his 

experience with Plilly. 

V 

Densher's characteristic passivity never leaves him. He belongs 

with the many other passive males in James's world, like Chad and 

Amerigo, a world where women exert the moral force. Densher's 

stand against Kate takes the form of letting her decide what to 
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do. 

But in fact there is no choice to make: 'we shall never be again 
as we were! I is precisely the point - as we already know, the rela- 
tionship between Kate and Merton is in reality permanently damaged. 
In getting the thing their relationship needed - money - the rel- 
ationship has been destroyed. Merton's question to Kate at the 

end, his invitation to choose between him and the money is super- 
seded by her challenge to him to deny that he is in love with Mil- 
ly's memory. This is no mere evasion on her part. 

Earlier, in Venice, in the one instance in Kate and Merton's 

relationship in which he has exerted authority clearlyg although 

only to chain himself even more closely to Kate's influenceg Mer- 

ton has persuaded her to come to his rooms. The terms in which his 

response to her reaction are phrased tell us a lot about the int- 

erplay here between involvement in life and 'moral' appearances: 

she hadn't thrown over his lucidity the horrid shadow of cheap 
reprobation. Of this he had had so sore a fear that its being 
dispelled -was -in 

itself 
.,, of ýthe nature of blise. The -dange: p had 

dropped - it was behind him there in the great sunny space. So 
far she was good. (P. 327) 

'Good' here means more than Istraighttg 'honest'. It means in the 

direction of their joint plans for fulfilment. This is how mor- 

ality is defined here. (We notice, alsog that Densher's brief 

exercise of authority is characterised by lucidityq for once, on 

his part. ) 

After the two English women return to London, the momentous- 

ness of the sexual and spiritual experience with Kate fills Den- 

sher's rooms: 'what had come to pass within his walls lingered 

there as an obsession importunate to all his senses' (P. 347). 

Yet his objection to the proposed intrusion on his shrine of the 

visit by Susie and Milly drops away when Milly insists on how 

much good the visit would do her: he experiences 'something inor- 

dinately strangeg something of a nature clear to him only when he 

had left. her' (P. 355). He has started to experience Milly's de. p- 

endence upon him: ti* was on the cards for him that he might kill 

her' (p. 358). It has been made perfectly clear to us before this 

- and his realisation that the might kill her' if he doesn't 4ot 

carefully doesn't alter the judgement - that Densher's love is 
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all for Kate: when he is with Milly 'it was as simple as sitting 
with his own sister might have been, and not, if the point were 
urged, very much more thrilling' (p, 308). The three ladies may 
see Milly 'as a princess, as an angel, as a start but Densher is 
aware primarily of 'the little American girl who had been kind to 
him in New York'. Nothing in respect to his feelings toward her, 
Other than concerns his sympathy, changes up to the moment when 
Pasquale and Eugenio virtually turn him away from the Palazzo. It 
is after he glimpses Mark, during which his behaviour, as he walks 
round and round to confirm Mark's identity and probe the meaning 
of his presence, becomes incipiently irrational to an extent that 
it has not yet approachedg that he goes on to become, to his own 
perception, 'abject's 'what was it but abject for a man of his 
parts to be reduced to such pastimes? ' (p, 368). 

It is with Susie's visit to his rooms that he has really to 
face what he has been condoning: 'the hound! ' he says of Markq 
but he moves off 'with a hot face' as he becomes conscious 'of 

an intention in his visitor's reserve' (p. 383). If Mark is a 
hound because of his plan8 to acquire Milly's money9 whatq thinks 
Densher, am I? 

Those who have deplored the fact that James cuts our view of 
Milly where he does, never to let us see her in her dying weeks, 
have ignored the many advantages of the decisionv not least its 

consequence for our view of the implications for Densher of the 
fact that he has to content himself with the sight of the Leporelli 

gondola bearing Sir Luke away to the Palazzot 

Densher watched the gondola out of sight - he heard Pasquale's 
cry, borne to him across the water, for the sharp, firm swerve 
into a side-canal, a short cut to the palace. He had no gondola 
of his own; it was his habit never to take one; and he humbly - 
as in Venice it is humble - walked away, though not without 
having, for some time longer, stood, as if fixed, where the guest 
of the palace had left him. (p. 388) 

This is one of the bleakest moments in fiction, as Densherts 

whole stay in Venice after being turned away by Eugenio is one 

of the bleakest passages. Small wonder that the relationship with 
Kate should suffer from his ordeal - Densher is experiencing the 
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collapse of any kind of sense of context, and with it9 meaning, 
in a way which reminds us of the existential wastes to be enc- 
ountered in Conrad's fiction. Sir Luke's visit comes in about the 
middle of Densher's trial: 'his main support really was his or- 
iginal ideaq which didn't leave himg of waiting for the deepest 
depth his predicament could sink him to' (P. 390). In fact,, he 
is soon borne up by Strett. His final passage with Milly is mer- 
ely to be reported. What this does is stress the extent to which 
the experience belongs to Merton and not to Merton and Kate. 

Sir Luke's visit to Venice raises the other obvious question: 
should Merton have lied to Milly to save her? We must accept his 
judgement that 'it wouldn't have done any good' (P. 403), But 
he and Kate have a debate about the morality of his decision, and 
Merton claims that had he denied Kate to Milly, he would subsequ- 
ently have behaved according to his denial. No precise meaning is 

suggested for his declaration to Kate that 'to convince you, I 

would have insisted or somehow proved -P (P. 404)9 but it is 

probably a reference to her ignorance of what for him was invol- 

ved in his choice of directions when last facing Milly. 

When Kate jerks the letter from Milly into the fire, Merton 

half-starts as though to prevent her. It is only after this that 

the reader recognizes fully the extent to which Mertong to use 
Kate's phraseq has 'done himself violence'. Kate's spirit has 

pervaded his rooms in Venice. His rooms in London are now filled 

with another spirit. 
13 

Merton is carrying round with him a sec- 

ret thought which cannot be shared with Kateg a thoughtwhich 

slips away as the days melt: 

He kept it back like a favourite pang; left it behind himq so 
to savv when he went outý but came home again the sooner for the 
certainty of finding it there. Then he took it out of its sacred 
corner and its soft wrappings; he undid them one by one, hand- 
ling them, handling it, as a fatherg baffled and tender, might 
handle a maimed child. But so it was before him - in his dread 
of who else might see it. Then he took to himself at such hoursq 
in other wordsq that he should never, never know what had been 
in Milly's letter. (P. 450) 

13 Kenneth Graham discusses this contrastq in Henry James: the 
Drama of Fulfilmentq p. 229 
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The loss of what was in the letter, the possibilities which he 
imagines, become 'a revelation the loss of which was like the 
sight of a priceless pearl cast before his eyes - his pledge giv- 
en not to save it - into the fathomless sea' (P. 450): 

or rather even it was like the sacrifice of soffiething sentient and throbbingg something that, for the spiritual ear, might have been audible as a faint, far wail. This was the sound that he 
cherished, when alone, in the stillness of his rooms. He sought and gunrded the stillness, so that it might prevail there till the inevitable sounds of life, once moreq comparatively coarse 
and harshq should smother and deaden it - doubtless by the same 
process with which they would officiously heal the achep in his 
soul, that was somehow one with it. (P- 451) 

This 'something' is the product, the fruit, the childq of all 
that has gone before. There is a hint, in the language, of some 
serious temporary damage to Merton's mind: the images, the 'maim- 

ed child' in its soft wrappings, the 'sacrifice of something 
sentient and throbbingIq are very disturbing, the latter partio- 

ularly in its suggestion of abortion. 'The turn she would have 

given her act I: it has become vitally important to Merton to know 

w#at Milly would have saids moreover, the phrase is in its rel- 
ative coarseness indicative of the strength of his curiosity, The 
'inevitable sounds of life' have become temporarily alien to Ner- 

ton. 
'She diedIq Kate will remark right at the endq 'for you in order 

that you might understand her'. John Goode remarks that 'nothing 

seems clearer than the parabolic direction of The Wings of the 

Dove', 14 
and indeed in statements such as this of Kate's, as 

well as in many other respectsp one is conscious of Christian 

- images, though it is unlikely that they are more than a relat- 

ively slight enrichment of the text: John Goode goes on to say 

that 'we are not shown that Densher becomes a moraJ. 1y better per- 

son - only that his wasted passion divides him inexorably from 

Kate' (p. 245)- 
15 However we are shown - at the very least - 

that Densher has been shaken morallyt to the marrow. And it may 

be argued in his f avour that he now cherishes a memory of Milly 

-14 The Air of Reality, p. 244 
15 L. B. Holland remarks that 'the novel's action spends itselfq 
as the form completes itself, in the consuming passion with all 
its waste which James found life and art to be'. (The Expense of 
Vision, P. 327) 
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which in two aspects is fairly positive: firat, he has, in rec- 
ollectiong liberated Milly from her wealth: second, he himself 
is influenced by his experience and apparently changed scale of 
values to renounce the wealth which in a different form once made 
him tremble in Lancaster Gate. But the real answer to the quest- 
ion of how his experience has affected Densher is to point out 
that, like Fleda, he has regained some individuality: in Den- 
sher's caset Kate - in a sense - no longer runs his life. Only 
'in a sense', for even his bid to stand against her will is pass- 
ive. 

Presumably - the suggestion is tentative - Densher's 'cher- 
ishing' of the 'faint, far wailI9 his handling of the 'maimed 

child', is not simply a question of his baffled curiosity about 
the letter, but the manifestation, like Lionel Croy's break- 
down, of the guilt which in Densher's case he feels about not 
having tried to save Milly: his certainty - if it was that - 
as to the futility of such a course has evaporated. That is one 
explanation. It seemsy furthermore, that his desire to 'cherish' 
the sensations he receives, his sadness at their loss, indicates 

that they are the most important things in his lifeg his main 
evidence of being human. In that caseq one might say that not 

only is he in love with Milly's memoryg but that he is holding 

on to feelings which, in their bitterness, are drink to the par- 

ched soul, an essence of the human qualities which have somehow 
been displac. ed by circumstances surrounding his relationship 

with Milly, 

The-ideii-that in-. someýway Milly has died for. the two lovers is 

strongly, undermined by--her previous obsession with death: Milly 

has died because she was going to die - but perhaps also bec- 

ause Merton couldn't do anything to prevent her. There isn't 

really anything truly positive to emerge from the end of the 

novel. Death has won Millyp Kate's great force for life has been 

warped, and Densher stands in isolation from any obvious source 

of comfort. 

Life and deathy matter and, anti-matter: it is tempting to see 
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Kate and Milly that way. Not that it makes much difference to 
Densherg who isn't going to get either. 

Densher is, in a senseq excluded from life in advance - as we have 
seeng we derive a sense of hopelessness even from the structure 
and rhythm of the paragraphs in which he is introduced. The side 
of James which was self-doubting has its most obvious embodiment 
in Densher. Strett pla3rs , William to Densher's Henry. Densher is 
childish and transparent and unimportant. One Of the great triumphs 
of the novel lies in James's making the relationship with Kate 

credible while sustaining precisely that estimate of Densher by 
the reader. Densher does have all these qualities. 

16 

There is an interesting hierarchy of adulthood involving Den- 

sherg Kate, Millyq Maud and Susie. Dlilly thinks of Kate as 'a 

much older personIq just as I-I 'aud and Strett seem to Densher adults 
to his role as child. Maud looks at Densher the way Kate looks 

at Milly. Susie, the one genuinely infantile member of the group, 
comes at Densher in Venice with all the more force because of the 

unexpectedness of stark moral truth coming from such a source. 
Quite apart from the complementarity which some critics have 

17 
pointed out in Kate and Merton (as in Charlotte and Amerigo)9 
Kate therefore has another role to play in relation to Densher 

which specifically involves taking care of him, as Charlotte 

arranges things9 for a timev for Amerigo, or as Marie de Vionnet 

directs Chad. 18That 
role providesq in its cessationg about as much 

positive meaning as we get from the end of the novel: Densheri 

like Fleday gains some individualityq as Strethery in a different 

contextq learns to ttoddlet (or as Hyacinth shoots himself), 

But the other significances of the adult/child dichotomy are thatq 

first, 'life' is something James felt to be enjoyed by and char- 

acteristic of highly developed adults: Milly and Densher are 
both, thereforeq placedq and there is an ironyq probablyq in 

Milly's apparent hopes of him. More than thatq the assumption of 

16 the moral thoroughness of the novel has much to do with the 
relentless moral honesty of Densher's self-perceptiong the hot 
flush as he realizes how like Lord Mark he behaves - in this he is 
very close to Stretherg and distant from Isabel Archer or Fleda 
Vet. ch 17 sometimes involving some rabidly sexist specu- 
lation about androgynes 18 as so many ladiesq the Lucy 
Cliffords of the worldq looked after James 
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authority by Maudq Strett and Kateg contrasted with the vacill- 
ations of Milly and Densherg mean that we shall almost certainly 
see Kate as carrying the moral responsibility for the scheme - 
though I have pointed out the extent of the collaboration of other 

charactersq above. Densher and Milly are too plastic - Millyq 

literallyg fatally so - to be praised or blamed for anything. As 

Amerigo's amorality lets him off the hook org to some extent, 
Chad's attractiveness, or Osmond's derangementg org in The Spoils 

of Poynton, Owen's stupidity, so Densher's lack of adult form 

releases him. Kateg like Charlotte or Marie or Isabel or Fleda, 

will be where the reader seeks responsibilityq moral explanation. 
How does Kate fare? It has to be said that while we can choose 

to convict Charlotte Stantq or not, we finally have to condemn 
Kateg even if we have to think haxd about it first. In various 

wa. ys9 as has been demonstrated, she is admirable. But where the 

change in Charlotte's personality is complicatedly and content- 

iously filtered through Maggie's developing consciousness9 Kateg 

whose own point of view isq as we have seen, also shut off, is 

nevertheless focussed upon with what we feel to be some reliability 

by Merton. If (as I shall argue) the central difficulty with Char- 

lotte is that of accepting, the alteration in her oharacterg Kate's 

transformationg her move from determination to hardnessy from 

lucidity to glibnesst is expertly achieved. 

Never, of course, have circumstances been so exonerating: Kateg 

like Charlotte in The Golden Bowl, is the novel's chief embodiment 

of strength of personalityg of (up to a point) perceptual forceý 

of human attractiveness9 of sexuality. Not only thatq butp like 

Charlotteg she is shown to be capable of high moral discrimination 

in judgement and conduct. What she wishes to achieve is the object 

of other peoplets desiresq too - including Milly's. 

The novelts outcome is classifiable among those in James's fiction 

which have the quality of inevitability long ago discerned by Ezra 

Pound. Densher's character alone is guarantee enough of the outcome 

- yet, as differently in The Golden Bowlq the reader feels the 

pull of another possibilityg the realization of the so centrally 

important relationship between Kate and Densher. And the lack of 

fulfilment thereq made so much worse by the clear view at the end 
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of how little is left for them to share, is further complicated by 
the alternative loss - of the potential which Densher might have 
realized with Milly. 

But exclusion from lifeg for Densher, is not all about exclus- 
ion from close relationshipq any more than exclusion from life 
in the novel exclusively concerns Densher. As we have seen, the 
world, elsewhere inhabited by Glorianit or Miriam Roothq or Chad 
Newsomeg of full engagement with lifeg is here closed to Densher 
in a mannerg in this novel, especially forceful. Strett comes 
into Densher's world as from another planet altogetherg where 
people move swiftly about with important work to do, with a sense 
of purposeq who enjoy social recognition and respect; people with- 
out doubts and without weaknesses. 

Exclusion from a life of material security - for it is security 
rather than ease or comfort or luxury whose lack propels Kate 

and Merton - is keenly felt by both. Katets family difficulties 

and Merton's queasiness at Aunt Maud's are powerful testimony. 
The equation Merton recognizesq ironical or notq between morality 

and money9 is felt deeply. It is hard9 againg not to strike the 
biographical note. Moneyq to Jamesq was most importantly to do 

with security. 
Milly has been discussed at great length. In all of James's fic- 

tion she takes us as far as possible from lifeg further than 'The 

Altar of the Dead' or anything comparable. MillY is the true source 

of the novel's sinister note: she embracesq with a justification 

and consistency and logic and passion which represent one of James's 

most remarkable feats9 a mode of illness and incipient death as a 

means of experiencing reality. The distance that she must repres- 

ent, from Minny Templeg is enormousý91f one were to explain her 

bibgraphicallyq then she would be the repository of all of James Is 

own experience of illness and death among friends and relativesq 

the embodiment of terminal illness as a way of life, the repres- 

entation of an important mode of human existence throughout James's 

time. 

Ig she is closer to Alice James than to Minny , 
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I 

F. R. Leavisq in? The Great Tradition, regards The Ambassadors as 
a bad book, feels that it exhibits senility and criticises it 
briefly but specifically thus: 

The Ambassadors... which he seems to have thought his greatest suc- cess, produces an effect of disproportionate 'doing' - of a tech- 
nique the subtleties and elaborations of which are not sufficiently- controlled by a feeling for value and significance in living. 
What, we ask, is this, symbolized by Paris, that Strether feels 
himself to have missed in his own life? Has James himself suff- iciently inquired? Is it anything adequately realised? If we 
are to take the elaboration of the theme in the spirit in which we 
are meant to take it, haventt we to take the symbol too much at the glamorous face-value it has for Strether? Isn't, that isq 
the energy of the Idoingt (and the energy demanded for the read- ing) disproportionate to the issues - to any issues that are 
concretely held and presented? I (p* 186) 

Leavis's remarks take us straight to the heart of the novelts 
businessý although I disagree with almost everything he says 
here. The initial point about 'life' it is odd to find Leavis of 
all people making: it is doubly odd in that in this novel it is 

not difficult to find - Irealised' and 'concretely held and pres- 
ented' - the elements Leavis misses. Neither does The Ambassadors 

seem particularly elaborate, nor does reading it require much eff- 
ort: there observations of Leavis about the 'effort' mightg minus 
their implications of fruitlessness9 be better applied to other 

novels by Jamesq such as The Golden Bowl. The Ambassadors is a 
highly accessible novel. Reading it is certainly not as intense 

an experience as reading The Wings of the Dove, but its lighter 

quality is matched by a lightness and ease in its texture and 

construction. The point of view, for example, is famously well 

doneo The perfection of the novel's shape has been an object of 

critical attention throughout the century. 
Indeed The Ambassadors is a relatively light-hearted novel, the 

flavour of the humorous being frequently predominant. 
2 

Yet, as 

will be demonstrated, it is a novel rich in its perception of 

I. David Lodge's response to this, in Language and Fiction, is 
discussed in the con6ldling pages of this chapter. 

2 Ian gatt in his explication 'The First Par--tgraph of The Ambass- 
adors' has drawn the dýstinction between humour and irony, poin- 
ting out rightly that James's treatment of Strether does not 
create t1ae distance characteristic of the latter. (Henry James: 
Modern Judgements, p. 298) 
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human nature, and - in spite of what Leavis says - in its evoc- 
. ition of life. Certainlyq if one did not believe that, one would 
believe the novel to be a failureq so explicit is its concern with 
life: as F. O. Matthiessen puts it: 'as Strether delivers (the 

challenge to live) in Gloriani's garden, it becomes in fact the 
quintessential expression of a dominant theme that runs through- 
out James's work 03 It is probably notv in fact, Iquintessentially 
but it isq as it were, the manifestop the declaration of faith. 
And in no other novel is Ilifet so much the wholly predominant 
theme. 4 

The novel is explicit17 about how people livev and it opposes 
Parisq France on the one hand to Woollettq Massachusetts (with 

a heavy touch of Milroseq Connecticut) on the other in a con- 
trast between different ways of livingg different moral st7lesq 
and more profoundly different moral realities. There is no easy 
American/European opposition: the sophisticated Maria Gostrey is 

-5 Americang Chad is American, and there is even from the novel's 
first page a kind of moral pluralism on Stretherts part. Againg 
Waymarsh and the Pococks respond in a fashion more mixed,, to 
Europe, than is immediately apparent. 

However, the extremes of the moral spectrum within the novel 

are represented by Woollett and by Paris in a clearly understood 

manner. These extremes have to be seen as a mixture of judgement 

and conduct, or, to put it another wayq moral conduct has to be 

seen to subsume the important activity of moral judgement. It 

has to be said that Americat where it is in undilute form, as it 

were, doesn't come off all that well: if one subtracts the two 

Euro-Americans, only Strether himself upholds the honour of his 

country. Woollett, as in Sarah and Jim, is handled roughly. Jim 

3 Henry Jamest The Major Phaseq p. 25 
4 What, incidentally, Leavis means by 'taking the elaboration of 
the theme in the spirit in which we are meant to take it', is 
difficult to say. 
5 Many critics have followed Matthiessen's assertion that 'another 
aspect of the structure - and its most artificial - is the role of 
ficelle conceived for Maria Gostrey. She exists only as a confid- 
ante for Stretherg only as a means of letting him comment on his 
experience' (p. 38). But this is following James rather than the 
novel, and James was exaggerating the difficulty. 
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is a negligible person (admittedly a fairly negligible character) 
and James without unnecessary unpleasantness writes him off. He 
is 'small and fat and constantly fqcetious' and if not for his 

style in clothesq hats9 cigars and 'very little stories' would be 
'practically indistinguishable'. He is described as 'gurgling' 

with joy9 and has 'little legs', usually a bad sign in James. He 
is significant to Strether and the reader chiefly in the sobering 
sign he presents of what Woollett would like to make of Chad, 

or have Chad make of himself. Marie de Vionnet has made Chadq and 
Woollett has made Jim. The reader chooses without anguishq In 

this sense Jim is important in making certain kinds of judgements. 
Where Sarah is ooncernedg howeverg James is really quite unus- 

ually, one might argue, almost uniquely, albeit good-humouredlyg 

savage; indeed the following passage is almost heavy-handed: 

(Strether) had always seen Sarah gracious - had in fact rarely 
seen her shy or dry; her marked thin-lipped smilev intense with- 
out brightness and as prompt to act as the scrape of a safety- 
match; the protrusion of her rather remarkabl$ long ching which 
in her case represented invitation and urbanityg and not, as in 
most othersp pugnacity and defiance; the penetration of her voice 
to a distance, the general encouragement and approval of her 
manner, were all elements with which intercourse had made him 
familiarg but which he noted today almost as if she had been a 
new acquaintance. This first glimpse of her had given a brief 
but vivid accent to her resemblance to her mother; he could have 
taken her for Mrs Newsome while she met his eyes as the train 
rolled into the station. It was an impression that quickly drop- 

ped; Mrs Newsome was much handsomerg and while Sarah inclined to 
the massive her mother hadq at an age, still the girdle of a 
maid; also the latter's chin was rather shortq than longg and her 

smile, by good fortuneg much more, oh, ever so much moreg merci- 
fully vague. (p. 230) 

This is saved from sheer inappropriateness by the cunning combi- 

nations of sentiment and observation: her chin is remarkably longg 

but represents invitation and urbanity - to whom? we may ask. 'The 

penetration of her voice to a distance' is coupled with the 'gen- 

eral encouragement and approval of her manner' and again we are 

invited to question the reassuranceg a subtlety of process suff- 

icient to save the description getting quite out of control. That 

Sarah is a massive,, dullg aggressive woman with a huge ching a 

loud voiceg and an insincere smile like the scrape of a safety- 

match is nevertheless established. And although the distinction 
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between Sarah and Mrs Newsome is sufficiently madep what the 
reader is certain to be struck with most of all is Strether's 
perception of the similarity. 

Some of James's freedom of expression is maintained in his 
description of Woollettle other ambassadressý Mamieq who although 
handsome and easy, soft and sweet9 is also 'portly' and has a 
touch of the matron about her at her young agep the influence of 
Woollett, as well as 'such a hint of the polysyllabic as might make 
her something of a bore towards middle age' and A 'rather flat 
little voice, the voice, naturallyg unaffectedly yet9 of a girl 
of fifteen' (p. 280). That 'yet' has odd implicationsg and one 
can also deduce in Marie de Vionnet's desire to introduce Jeanne 
and Mamie her sense of Jeanne's superiority; for where Jeanne and 
Marie representg as it were, the best of youth and maturityg Mam- 
ie's youthful and mature aspects are respectively those of raw,. - 
ness and matronliness. 

It is significant also that the first quite explicit statement 
of Strether's relationship with Sarah's mother follows the unple- 
asant description of Sarah as she arrives at the stationy when 
there is a reference to 'the woman at homeg the woman to whom 
he was attachedt (p. 230). The description surfaces just as Streth- 

er is seen momentarily 'gasping' at what is at stake in any 'split' 

between himself and Mrs Newsome: and in fact we are told that he 

has undergone 'an instant renewal of his loyalty'* It is a meas- 

ure of the extent to which James has established Strether's dev- 

elopment by this stage of the book9 that this reversion strikes 

us as self-delusion. There has been too much discrimination in the 

preceding description in which the point of view is at least very 
heavily shared by Strethert in which many of Mrs Pocock's elements 
have been noted by Strether 'almost as if she had been a new 

acquaintance'. His 'instant renewal of loyalty' is just another 

stage in his steady development: one doesn1t9 anywayg renew loy- 

alty linstantly' and this scene serves mainly to emphasize the 

fact that the loyalty has gone. 
The nature of Sarah's embassy is explored and defined very thor- 

oughly particularly in two scenes where the moral unattractiveness 

of Woollett becomes very overt. The scene in Sarah's salon in the 
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eighth book of the novel creates tensions and embarrassments 
unsurpassed anywhere in James's fiction. The encounter, inter- 
mittently behind Waymarsh's turned back and sometimes in his awk- 
ward viewq among Strether and Sarah and Marie is one of a number 
of severe tests of Strether's mettle. 

Marie discusses him in a way which, he is fully conscious, ex- 
acerbates Sarah's annoyance at the gap between the Lambert of now 
and the Lambert of Woollett. He even blushes at the mention of 
Maria Gostrey. Yet playing the part he does here is no more than 
one of a number of logical concomitants of his development. Sar- 

ah's part in what occurs makes a forceful moral comment on the 

gap between Woollett and Paris. In what is possibly the most 
embarrassing sequence of all, Strether makes an overture to Sarah, 

with an urbanity resultant upon Parisian influences: 

'I feel, when I hear you say that, that you don't quite do just- 
ice to the important truth of the extent to which - as you're 
also mine - I'm your natural due. I should like much better9t 
he laughed, 'to see you fight for me. t 

The reader is almost certain to deprecate the constipated quality 

of Sarah's response: 

She met him, Mrs Pocock, on this, with an arrest of speech - 
with a certain breathlessness, as he immediately fancied, on the 
score of a freedom for which she wasn't quite prepared... 'Well, 
Mr Strether -V she murmured with vagueness, yet with sharpness, 
while her crimson spots burned a trifle brighter and he was aware 
that this must be for the present the limit of her response. (p. 248) 

Sarah is not capable of any significant flexibility: she can no 

more rise to meet this than fly. It is a wonderful collision which, 

for Sarahq places Lambert very firmly with Marie and all else un- 

acceptable. 
What Strether has been hoping is that the new embassy willq 

collectively or individually, show signs of discrimination over 

Chad's developments Mamie, it turns out, responds in the waV he 

has hoped. But the full sense of Strether's and the reader's dis- 

appointment at Sarah's hopelessness isn't felt until Strether's 

penultimate interview with her at his hotel (the last brief encoun- 

ter is merely reported). Sarah, we discover, thinks nothing she 
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wouldn't have thought months earlier in Woollett: of Marie, she 
inquires of Strether as to whether or not he considers her 'even 
an apology for a decent woman' andp perhaps worst of all, when 
asked to evaluate what Strether calls Chad's 'fortunate develop- 
men 

' 
V9 Sarah says 'I call it hideous' (P. 315). This is a kind of 

definitive declaration. 'It rang out so loud as to produce for the 
time the hush of everything else. t Its force, as we shall see, der- 
ives particularly from the crystalline quality of Lambert's opposed 
perceptions of the moral realities of the situationg from his now 
stronger-than-ever sense of what is right, 

I don't think there is any real ambiguity intended in James's 

presentation of Sarah (unusually, as has been implied), nor in 
Sarah's judgements. That is not the same as saying that we may not 
have our reservations about Chad and Maxie - it is to say that there 

can be no disputing the manner in which James intends us to res- 
pond to Sarah's judgement: it is a vindication of Lambert's behav- 
iour. That we may ourselves perceive difficulties in our response 
to Chad and to Lambert's sacrifices generally is a result of Jam- 

es's determination to make moral problems properly problematic. It 

becomes increasingly clearg increasingly explicit toward the end of 
the novel, that Lambert is to be put severely to the test of his 

moral resilience; and that there should be shades, for him and for 

us, in Chad and Marie's attractiveness9 is all to the point: Lam- 

bert's ultimate consistency is part of the same pattern althoughg 

as will be arguedg this last -determination 
'to be right' needs a 

good deal of scrutinyq for his refusal of Maria is not inevitable. 

Waymarshq a truly splendid oreationg is Milrose acting as a kind 

of moral bridge across the chasm between Woollett and PariBS Ian 

Watt has spoken aptly of Waymarsh's Iro ie of being the sourly 

acid test of the siren songs of Europe' and it is the gap bet- 

ween Waymarsh's outward gloom and his actually increasingly emb- 

roiled position which provides much of our entertainment. But not, 

of courseq just entertainment: WavmarBh isq unlike Sarah and more 

like Stretherg flexible. Admittedly he preservesq just and no moreg 

his air of disapproval to the end, but the substance of his objec- 

Henry James: Modern Judgements, p. 297 
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tion is visibly gone, and his note of warning merely the persis- 
tence of a habitv and the necessary preservation of an appearance 
of consistency. And Waymarsh's transformation acts as a kind of 
validation of Strether's altered state (which in turn validates 
Chad's). 

Waymarsh is initially characterized for us by Strether's sense of 
dread, as it can probably be called, at the thought of renewing 
acquaintance with him. Even as Strether re-encounters him on his 

arrival, it is brought home to him that Waymarsh is 'for his part 
joyless' (p. 16). That 'joyless' has a specific reference to a com- 
ment of Maria's two pages previously about 'the failure to enjoy', 
a quality connected with Woollett generally: allied to Strether's 

sense that Waymarsh would be unable to profit by Mariag this intro- 
duction seems to mark Waymarsh as hopeless. After all, this most 
frequent form of words was that he knew himself' and this, and his 

impressive appearance as of a Lincoln-like statesman, seem to sug- 

gest a 'finished' personality insusceptible to transforming inf- 

luence. -Two things however, complicate the portrait. First, he is 

initially too lugubrious not to be suspected of contriving some 

part of his distress. Furthermore, James describes his head and 

eyes as being superfluously impressive, at the same time inform- 

ing us of a rumour that the beard has been grown to conceal flaws 

in his otherwise distinguisheA physiognomy (p. 19). In other words 
Wa, ymarsh is self-conscious, and his appearance is not fully to be 

taken as indicative of his true chracter. 
But near the beginning of Strether's stay in Paris what we are 

chiefly aware of is the effect of Waymarsh in making Strether self- 

conscious: Strether's developing sophistication has to perform a 

little uncomfortably in the spotlight of Waymarsh's glareq as hereg 

when Strether is speaking of Little Bilham: 

'rHOs, very Pleasant and ourious. toog' Strether added - tthough he's 

not from Boston*' 
Wa, ymarsh looked already rather sick of him. 'Where is he from? ' 
Strether thought. 'I don't know that, either. But he's "notor- 

iously'19 as he put it himself, not from Boston. ' 
'Well, ' Waymarsh moralized from dry depths, 'everyone can't 

notoriously be from Boston. ' (P. 70) 

There is a stiffq unyielding, debunking, Presbyterian quality in 
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Waymarsh's comments, as though Strether is indulging in behav- 
iour which is unseemly, either because it is insincere, pretent- 
ious, or effeminate - certainly because it is not 'of Woollett' 
(or Milrose), and rather as though William Dean Howells had appear- 
ed in Flaubert's dressing-gown. Whatq presumably, is specifically 
wrong is that Waymarsh finds Little Bilham's use of the word 
tnotoriously' pretentious and regards it as one of Bilham's stand- 
ard gambits: so we might deduce. Whatever, Waymarsh has advice: 

'Look hereq Strether* Quit this. ' 
Our friend smiled with a doubt of his own. 'Do you mean my 

tone? ' 
'No - damn your tone. I mean your nosin, -, round. Quit the whole 

job. Let them stew in their juice. You're being used for a thing 
you ain't fit for. People dontt take a fine-tooth comb to groom 
a horse. ' (P. 71) 

But Waymarsh finds the Parisian atmosphere increasingly breathable, 

and finds companions first in Miss Barraceg who refers to him as 
Sitting Bull, a fine touch to convey ATaymarsh's self-conscious and 

statuesque non-participation in the enveloping culture; and then 

in Sarah. We are indeed delighted to find that he has been buying 

Miss Barrace flowersq in vast quantities, and Strether reflects 
that Waymarsh has in this respect entered into the spirit of things 

Parisian much more than he. 

That Waymarsh preserves his scrupulousness in the midst of his 

transformation of character is indicated in a performance of splen- 

did unconscious comedy on his part during the awkward scene at 

Sarah's salon. Waymarsh is keeping out of a collision which in 

theory at least, is the kind of thing he doesn't approve of: only 

it is he who has in a sense brought it about. It is not that really 

he feels guilty about having contacted Mrs Newsome: but his con- 

sciousness of the fact is upon himg his consciousness that ýhat 

ma. y be good for Lambert isn't perhaps what Lambert wants. Given 

this, Waymarsh's judicious - in a sense, for it isn't tactful - 

discrimination as to the quality of Jeanne, has the dual effect of 

making this relatively minor character satisfyingly more complex, 

and of placing Sarah's judgement further beyond our approval. 

Lambert is using superlatives: 

11viademoiselle de Vionnet, ' he exolained, in considerable form, to 
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Mrs Pocock, 'is pure perfection. Mademoiselle de Vionnet is exquis- ite. 1 
It had been perhaps a little portentous, but 'Ah?, Sarah simply 

glittered. 
WaYmarsh himself, for that matterg apparently recognized, in 

respect to the factsq the need of a larger justiceg and he had 
with it an inclination to Sarah. 'Miss Jane's strikingly handsome - in the regular French style. ' 

It somehow made both Strether and Madame de Vionnet laugh out, though at the very moment, he caught in Sarah's eyes, as glancing 
at the speaker, a vague but unmistakable 'You too? ' It made Wav- 
marsh in fact look consciously over her head. (p. 252) 

Wa, ymarsh's qualificationg his concession 'in the regular French 

stylelq is not it appears regarded by Sarah as sufficient homage 

to Mamie. 
Waymarsh's transformationt relatively less marked in nearly all 

respects than Lambert's, has the effect, as has been indicated, 

of justifying Lambert's behaviour. If Sitting Bull can be induced 

to send nosegays, how can Lambert Strether be condemned? This 

helps to place Sarah in the wrong. But the relationship between 

Strether and Waymarsh undergoes an even stronger alteration: for 

in the end Strether is giving Waymarsh advice, and Waymarsh looks 

by far the less authoritative of the two characters. 
Waymarsh has come to announce Sarah's arrival in Lambert's hotel-, 

and Lambert has been remembering his friend's earlier 'quit this' 

and is now almost moved to utter it himself. For Waymarsh has 

changed under Sarahts influence, the 'sacred rage' has gone and 
Waymarsh's simplicity has been invaded. It is in fact he who utt- 

ers the warning: 

'See here, Strether. t 
'I know what you're going to say. Quit thisP 
'Qait thisP But it lacked its old intensity; nothing of it 

remained; it went out of the room with him. (P. 308) 

The authorityq the authoritativeness 9 which was the product of the 

sacred rageq no longer exists. Waymarsh is going to the Alps with 

the Pococks and to Waymarsh himself this seems to represent mor- 

ally a partial collapse. It is interesting here how the old, 

spareq dry scepticism, earlier in its dignity almost a positive 

sign of Milroseq now disappears to be replaced by an unambiguous- 

ly pathetic aspect of the Connecticut conscience. Strether wishes 
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him a good time in the Alps: 

Waymarsh fairly looked up at him as from the foot of them. 'I 
don't know as I ought really to go. ' 

It was the conscience of Milrose in the very voice of Milroseq 
but, oh it was feeble and flat! 

By this stage in the noveig given the readerts acceptance and ass- 
imilation of Lambert's now flexible outlook , this will strike him 

as feeble. It gives Lambert's next utterance great authority. It 
turns the tables on Milrose. And it carries quite a lot of the 

novel's moral significance. 
Earlier, Maria's comment about Woollettts 'failure to enjoy' was 

mentioned. The remark is uttered at Chester, and there Strether, 

like Waymarsh before his expedition, is feeling guilty, feeling 

guilty in fact that he is enjoying himself with Maria while not 

sharing the enjoyment with Waymarsh: 

He looked repeatedly at his watch, and when he had done so for the 
fifth time Miss Gostrey took him up. 

'You're doing something that you think not right. ' 
It so touched the place that he quite changed colour and his 

laugh grew almost awkward. 'Am I enjoying it as much as thatV 
'You're not enjoying it, I think, so much as you ought. ' 
'I see' - he appeared thoughtfully to agree. 'Great is my priv- 

ilege. t 
10h itts not your privilege! It has nothing to do with me. It 

has to do with yourself. Your failure's general. ' 
'Ah there you arW he laughed. 'It's the failure of Woollett. 

general. ' That's 
'The failure to enjoy, ' Miss Gostrey explained, 'is what I mean. ' 
'Precisely. Woollett isn't sure it ought to enjoy. IT it were it 

would. But it hasn't, poor thing9l Strether continuedg 'anyone to 

show it how, It's not like me. I have somebody. ' (p. W 

This is one of a number of similar statements about Woollett in 

the novel, statements that imply that the Woollett consciousness 

in its untempered form - the main one - is not capable of living 

fully. Stretherts sense of even the crowded existence which has 

brought Waymarsh to the brink of nervous collapse is cautious - 

'this very proof of the full life as the full life was understood 

at Milrose? (p. 19). Chad declares later as he and Lambert discuss 

the oncoming Pocock embassy, that 'they're children; they play 

at life' (p. 225): it is the discrimination of someone who has 

been trained by Marie to live with a full adult gusto. And the 

comment's strength tends to be all for its objects and its recep- 
- 

f 
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tion by the reader unproblematic - there is no sense of its ref- 
leoting ironically on Chad or on Lambert's agreement with himg 
any more than there is anything other than simple approval in 
Lambert's later observation to Maria, in reference to Sarah, 
Waymarsh, Mamie, Chad and Jim, as they explore the delights of 
Paris, that 'they're living. They're rushing about' (p. 270)- 
Lambert's greatly increased ability to revel in such a fact makes 
a marked contrast with, for example, his much earlier statement 
to Maria about Chad, in relation to Lambert's purpose in trying 
to take Chad back to Woollett. Maria has suggested that the main 
reason for Chad's return would probably be financial. And Lambert 

replies: 

'Well, not only. I'm acting with a sense for him of other things 
too. Consideration and comfort and security - the general safety 
of being anchored by a strong chain. He wants, as I see him, to 
be protected. Protected I mean from life. ' (P. 48) 

Now,, by the time Lambert has his conversation with Waymarsh 

before the latter's Alpine adventure, we are well aware of how 

important 'life' is to him, of the extent to which he sees the 

need to be immersed, not to hang back. And confronted by Waymar- 

oh's feeble hesitationg Lambert continues: 

Strether suddenly felt quite, ashamed for him; he breathed a great- 
er boldness. 'Let yourselfq on the contrary, go - in all agreeable 
directions. These are precious hours - at our age they mayn't 
recur. Don't have it to say to yourself at Milroseq next winterg 
that you hadrft courage for them. ' (P. 308) 

Strether's feeling is, that if he somewhat regrets the disappear- 

ance of the Sitting Bull persona (the really for the time regret- 

ted it - poor dear old sombre glow! Something straight and simple, 

something heavy and empty, had been eclipsed in its company'), 

Wa, ymarsh should now pursue his new experiences properly, follow 

through logically the consequences of his altered perceptions - 

'live up to Mrs Pocock'. This is why, when Waymarsh utters his 

final 'quit this' his authority is a mere appearance* 
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The novel is of course chiefly Lambert'sq and Lambert's the 
intelligence through which its events are filtered. It is essen- 
tial to try to understand what happens to Lambert and what sort 
of moral significance his transformation hasq as well as to try 
to discover what there is in the novel which is 'life' in the 
sense that Lambert has previously missed. 

The first paragraph of the novel establishes the essential 
pluralism of Lambert's outlook, when compared with other members 
of the Woollett fraternity, in its first sentence. His first 
question is about Waymarsh, as is proper given Strether's sense 
of duty. But that is immediately qualified by the following 'yet' 
And of course his hesitations over Waymarsh are particularly sig- 
nificant given that the latter in his unreclaimed state is so 
typical of the Woollett/Milrose characteristics which Lambert 
is to reject. 

James is very explicit, in the first two pagesq about Lambert's 
latent susceptibility to the attractions of a European sojourn. 
Not only are we told that 'he was burdened,, poor Strether.. - it had 
better be confessed at the outset - with the oddity of a double 

consciousness. There was detachment in his zeal and curiosity in 
his indifference' (p. 6): but he have learned in the novel's second 
paragraph that the European 'note' has been for Strether tsuch a 
consciousness of personal freedom as he hadn't known for years'. 
That is a very strong statement. Given what this tells us about 

what he already realizesý as to Europe's potential for himg it is 

not surprising that his transformation proceeds at the gallop it 

does. Plainly the time is ripe. And perhaps - if we permit our- 

selves an improper speculation - imminent marriage to Mrs New- 

some is a plausible cause of Lambert's bolt from the stable. The 

search for Chadq after a119 is to be his test. 

Strether 'had believed he had a limit; but the limit had been 

transcended within thirty six hours': Maria Gostrey leads him into 

a world in which 'small things' are 'yet large for him' and Chester 

is 'charming to his longm-sealed eyes' (P. W. Significantly per- 

haps we have learned that 'his eyes were so quiet behind his etern- 

al nippers that they might almost have been absent without chang. - 
ing his face'. It seems that one of the things Europe does for 
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Strether is to cause him to observe: Chester, for example, con- 
tains a beauty which Strether previously hasn't been conscious 
of seeing. That he should see it now also owes something to the 
nature of his companion, more congenial to an open attitude to 
life than any Newsome or Pocock other than Chad. 

And Strether's development also involves a wider sensuous aware- 
ness: dining with Maria before the theatre, the lighted candles 
have rose-coloured shades: land the rose-coloured shades and the 

small table and the soft fragrance of the lady - had anything to 
his mere sense ever been so soft? ' (p. 33). Strether is becoming 
immersed (Maria is 'floating him into society' while Waymarsh 
'on the brink' has been 'watching the force of the current') and 
he finds that he twants more wants'. This development is at times 

expressed as being very fast indeed: on speculating with Maria 

on Chad's milieu 'Mtrether really felt that he could imagine it 

better now than three hours beforet (P. 46). As Strether settles 
into the European atmosphereq howeverg we continue sufficiently 

aware of the traits in his character conditioned by Woolletts 

as when, for exampleg Maria asks if he is certain that Marie is 

bad for Chad (this before he has met either) and he replies 'of 

course we aret*- whatq apart from the obvious, is important here 

is the plura, 19 the notion of a corporate Woollett view in which 

at this early stage Lambert still includes his own. Elsewhere9 

there is his gauche would-be compliment to Mariag 'haven't I suf- 

ficiently showed you how I admire any pretty girl? t (P. 49)9 which 

can be taken more than one way. 

There is also a suggestion of a more permanont traitg one which 

may remain slightly problematic beyond the end of the novel. It 

concerns the penetration of Lambert's perceptiong perhaps, or 

the strength of his concentrationg or both. In shop windows he 

notices #lemon-coloured volumes19 'fresh as friait on the tree' 

(P- 57) and reflects on how his acquisition of a dozen of these 

on a previous trip proved a false start on a journey toward cult- 

ural education. He contrasts them with the green covers at homeý 

the works on economics9 politics9 ethics9 which reflect Mrs New- 

some's taste. And theng a few pages ong we find Strether under 
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the arches of the Odeon, lingering 'before the charming open-air 
array of literature classic and casual': 

He found the effect of tone and tint, in the long charged tables 
and shelvesq delicate and appetizing; the impression substitý. i 
uting one kind of low-priced consommation for another might have 
been that of one of the pleasant cafes that overlapped, under an 
awning, to the pavement (p. 62) 

This is neitýer a major nor an unambiguous piece of character- 
isationv and indeed elsewhere Strether is portrayed as having a 
kingi of ruthless accuracy of judgement which is much more strik- 
ing. But there is a suggestiong over these pages, of the dile- 
ttante in Lambert, a hint as to why he has not, by his own stan- 
dards or by most other standards-in the novel been materially- 

successful. He is - one doesntt wish to push the idea too far - 
perhaps rather oddly taken here with matters of surface, partic- 

ularly at the Odeon: 'the effect of tone and tint' is an odd app- 

roachq in a wayq to an array of books, although indeed we are 

well aware of the positive side here in terms of Lambert's aesth- 

etic reawakening. But what sticks in the mind is the lingering 

doubt over his judgementq a doubt whose main bearing will be 

upon his response to Chad and Marie later. 

E. M. Forster in his at times wretched, but occasionally perc- 

eptive remarks on The Ambassadors refers to the Ihourglasst 

shape of the novel and speaks of the book's'symmetrylg though 

never explaining the terms except through inadmissible claims 
7 

such as that IStrether and Chad change places'. But certainly 

the novel is constructed in such a way that Strether changes 

course almost exactly in the middle: toward the middle, we real- 

ize just how strong a transformation Lambert has undergone: and 

just beyond the middle, he advises Chad to stay in Paris. 

The initial stages of the transformation have been examinedg 

and there are too many relevant details to make it possible to 

look at them allq but the main ones will be selected. 

Even Chad's 'high broad clear' and 'admirably built' house 

'Pattern and Rhythmlt Aspects of the Novelq p. 142 
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impresses Lambert favourablyg he likes on first sight its 'meas- 
ure and balance' and its 'fine relation of part to part and space 
to space', its nature a fair omen for his response to its owner. 
Strether meets Little Bilhamq a charming rather than corrupt 
example of Chad's acquaintanceship. though Lambertq amusingly 
for the readerg makes the conscientious decision as he enters 
Chad's house to tell Waymarsh 'all about it'. Stretherv anxious 
for his imperilled objective, resolves, for all that the 'irreg- 

ular life' sits upon Bilham and Miss Barrace like 'a delicate 

marvellý to be morally on his guardt 'he must at any rate be clear- 
er as to what. *. he was still condoningt (P-77). Thus, some pages 
before Chad's first appearanoeg Strether has already occupied 

ground from which Sarah would steer clear. Chad appears first in 

the borrowed box at the Theatre Francaisq a splendid location for 

his entrance in several ways. The plav itself is a manifestation 

of the high civilisation which Chad now represents. Chad's very 
familiarity with everything there, even with the act of coming 
late into a box, impresses Lambert strongly. Even the fact that 

the box can be borrowed is a sign of high amenity. And since both 

Lambert and Chad are thinking of each otherg their positiong for 

they must of course remain silent spectatorsp is therefore one of 

immediate communiont and tthe imposed tribute to proprietyt puts 
Lambert in mind of the high life, makes him feel that he is lead- 

ing truly 'the life of high pressure' (p. 89)*- Furthermore there 

is also the sense of the Polish of Chad's performance being for 

Lambert, the spectatorg one more item to applaud at the play. 

In contrast to this scene, Strether's confrontation after the 

play with Chad is marked by directness and close observation. 

Chad's character is not strongly developed by James. He is a 

little like Amerigo, smooth, rounded, 'pagan', possibly amoral. 

Chad has the passivity of so many males in James, as is clear in 

a number of places as when, for example, after the traumatic 

scene at the Cheval Blanc, where Strether realises that tChad 

in particular could let (Marie) know he left it to her. He habit- 

ually left things to others, as Strether was so well awaret(P-354)- 

Chad fills a most important role even just by being credibly an 

object of admiration to Lambert, Bilham, Marie and all the others. 
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This is not the whole of his role in the novel, of courseq and, 
equally, it does not involve an uncritical imaginative admirat- 
ion of Chad by the reader: we may, for examplev have reservations 
over the way Lambert is used. But there is no case for arguing 
that there is really anything seriously objectionable in Chad's 
character: there may be in him a quantity of self-centredness, a 
willingness simply, like Amerigo, to be pleased. What Chad's mis- 
tress has given him, certainly, is form: sometimes we receive a 
sense of an inner, feline, comfortable Chad rather detached from 
human intercourse, who has the finest of concerned surfacesq as 
when, late in the novel, he will ask Lambert: 'don't you count 
it as anything that you're dished - if you are dished? Are you, 
my dear man, dished? ': and James adds 'it sounded as if he were 
asking if he had caught cold or hurt his foot' (P. 322). But 

this is probably within the bounds of acceptability: he needn1t9 

after a119 be perfect. Lambertq Bilhamq Marieg Jeanneq Mamieq 
Gloriani, Miss Barrace - these seem sufficient character witness9 

even if Lambert's view ultimately shifts. It may be that the 

attractiveness of Chad seems that of social grace rather than 

that truly of personality. But then there need be no intention 

to portray him as profound: and his behaviour is generally exem- 

plary, and there are answers which may be given about his treat- 

ment of Lambertv or about his possible future treatment of Marie. 

So. Chad mayq as indicated by teeth which present 'the main 

ornament of his face' be a consumerg but at the same timet 

as Strether puts it: 

'The fact remains nevertheless that she has saved him. ' 
Little Bilham just waited. 'I thought that was what you were 

to do. ' 
But Strether had his answer ready. 'I'm speaking - in connec- 

tion with her - of his manners and morals, his character and 
life. I'm speaking of him as a person to deal with and talk with 
and live with - speaking of him as a social animal. I (p. 182) 

A- 
As approbation, one has to acknowledge that this is comprehensive, 

even if it might not be Strether's so strongly held view later. 

It is significant to note that during the first encounter bet- 

ween the two men we may ourselves have been influenced by our 

observation of Lambert's new impressions to feel that his strong 
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line to Chad about Woollett is a little dishonest, duty rather 
than conviction. Particularly, as their conversation comes after 
a very important episode for Strether, namely his passage with 
Maria at the Quartier Marboeuf amidst her collection of pieces: 

In the brownness were glints of gold; patches of purple were in 
the gloom; objects all that caughtg through the musling with 
their high rarity, the light of the low windows. Nothing was clear 
about them but that they were preoiousq and they brushed his 
ignorance with their contempt as a flower, in a liberty taken 
with him, might have been whisked under his nose. But after 
a full look at his hostess he knew none the less what most con- 
cerned him. The circle in which they stood together was warm 
with life, and every question between them would live there as 
nowhere else. (P. 78) 

tWarm with life' - this is a strong statementq an indication of 

strong feelings on Lambert's part. Such a congenial roomq such a 

congenial companion, these things are new in his life and 'he 

was extraordinarily glad to see her'. What we must bear in mind 
is how Lambert will then, in what can be seen as a sequelq re- 

evaluate his surroundings here in comparison to Marie de Vion- 

not's apartment. 
But he has seen enough even before he goes there, to realise 

fairly fully the contrast between the life he might have lived 

and the one he has livedg and we see this most clearly at Glor- 

iani's in his sermon to Little Bilham. Strether has a ruthless 

way with his self-analysis. Bilhamq trying #o console him with 

a 'better late than never19 in relation to Strether's self-pro- 

fessed unworthiness to talk to distinguished people, is met with 

a telentless 'better early than late', a sobering judgement which 

is followed by the celebrated exhortation to the younger man to 

'live'. It is very important to note how at the beginning of the 

lengthy address Strether is, quite explicitly, indulging in the 

same kind of moral pragmatism which characterized his earlier 

'let yourself-go - in all agreeable directions' to Waymarsh: 

'live all you can; it's a mistake not to. It doesn't so much 

matter what you do in particulAr, so long as you have your life' 

(P. 140). He is 'deterministic' (not seriously) but advises Bil- 

ham to have at least 'the illusion of freedom'. 

Yet at the same time Strether is still speculating as to where 
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life is to be found in its intense form: watching Gloriani and 
the duchess he wonders 'were they9 this pairp of the "great 
world"? - and was he himself, for the moment and thus related to 
them by his observation, in it? ' (P. 141). Gloriani is 'the glossy 
male tigerg magnificently marked'. Still, not unexpectedlyg Lam- 
bert -. '. remains prepared to live through observationg but that 
equation has become for him problematic. Nevertheless, we later 
find that Bilham has taken his advice rather in that light: 'did- 
n't you adjure me... to see... for it must have been that only 
you meant' (p. 178). 

We should probably link Lambert's sense of what has been missed, 
which he expresses at Gloriani'sq to the expanded sense of the 

past which fills him at Marie de Vionnet's. Hereq yet againg we 
see Lambert drinking in impressions which reverberate deeply 

within his personality and this is one of his most important 

experiences in the novel. 
Marie herself makes her impression on Lambert by stages. It 

is importantg in our judgement of Lambert's moral discriminationg 

to note that he isn't swept off his feet by Marieg or otherwise 
deprived of his self-control. His first meeting with her at Glor- 

iani's isq in terms of his responseq muted: she is fairg slimg 
her smile is natural and dim - there is nothing approaching a 

superlative. Indeed this first meeting contains a note almost of 

the disparaging: 'her speechg charming correct and oddq was like 

a precaution against her passing for a Pole' (p. 135) and 'wher- 

ein was her talk during their moments on the bench together not 

the same as would have been found adequate for a Woollett garden- 

party - unless perhaps truly in not being quite so bright' (p. 137). 

It is later that Lambert comes more and more to admire her (though 

generally with some detachment) and the gradual nature of the 

acceptance speaks of genuine discrimination. It is laterg at 

Chad'sq that a sense of her attractiveness begins fully to emerge 

in Lambert. 

But her apartment in the rue de Bellechasse makes an immed- 

iate impact: 

She occupiedg his hostessq in the rue de Bellechasseg the first 
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floor of an old house to which our visitors had had access from 
an old clean court. The court was large and open, full of revel- 
ations, for our friend, of the habit of privacyg the peace of intervalsq the dignity of distances and approaches; the house, to 
his restless sense, was in the high homely style of an elder dayý 
and the ancient Paris that he was always acutely looking for - sometimes intensely felt, sometimes more acutely missed - was in 
the immemorial polish of the wide waxed staircase and in the fine 
boiseriesq the medallions, mouldings9 mirrorsq great clear spacesq 
Of the greyish-white salon into which he had been shown. He seem- 
ed at the very outset to see her, in the midst of possessions not 
vulgarly numerous, but hereditary cherished charming. While his 
eyes turned after a little from those of his hostess and Chad 
freely talked - -not in the least about him, but about other peop- le, people he didn't knowg and quite as if he did know them - he 
found himself making out, as a background of the occupant, some 
glory, some prosperity of the First Empire, some Napoleonic glam- 
our, some dim lustre of the great legend; elements clinging still 
to all the consular chairs and mythological brassed and sphin- 
xes' heads and faded surfaces of satin striped with alternate 
silk. 

The place itself went further back - that he guessedg and how 
old Paris continued in a manner to echo there; but the post- 
revolutionary periodg the world he vaguely thought of as the 
world of Chateaubriandq of Madame de Sta*elg even of the young 
Lamartineg had left its stamp of harps and urns and torchesq a 
stamp impressed on sundry small objects9 ornaments and relics. 
He had never beforep to his knowledgeg had present to him relicsq 
of any special dignityg of a private order - little old mini- 
atures, medallionsg picturesq books; books in leather bindings9 
pinkish and greenishq with gilt garlands on the back, rangedg 
together with othier promiscuous propertiesq under the glass of 
brass-mounted cabinets. His attention took them all tenderly 
into account* They were among the matters that marked Madame de 
Vionnet's apartment as something quite different from Miss Gos- 
trey's little museum of bargains and from Chad's lovely home; 
he recognized it as founded much more on old accumulations that 
had possibly from time to time shrunken than on any contempor6Lry 
method of acquisition or form of curiosity. (PP- 155-156) & 

There is nothing idle about the layering of detail here: the 

description is closely bound to Lambert's strong response. The 

court is 'full of revelations'. for it is the product, like every- 

thing else here,, of a 'culture' in a sense of the word which sim- 

ply doesn't apply to Woollett. We are and this is a place in 

James's work where it can't be ignored very close to auto- 

biography hereq and the passage with its nostalgia for the days 

of the Empireý its presentation of an environment essential to a 

certain developed kind of human character is deeply felt. Lam- 

bert senses here the 'ancient Paris that he was always looking 

8 David Lodge's view of this scene is discussed below 
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for - sometimes intensely feltq sometimes more acutely missed'. 
This is one of the experiences Strether can hardly blame himself 
for being too late for, but the wistfulness is there nonethe- 
less. And the sense that the culture produces the person is exp- 
licitly formed in the observation that Lambert 'seemed at the very 
outset to see her, in the midst of possessions not vulgarly num- 
erous, but hereditary cherished charming'. It is this kind of 
influence which Chad has absorbed, Chad who now has his own 'love- 
ly home'. This is the air besides which that of Woollett is merely 
functional. We notice here the as yet unconscious comparison 
with Mariats horde of possessionsv to become in a moment expli- 
cit. The 'glory' and 'prosperity' of the First Empireq the 'Nap- 

oleonic glamour': here we are getting close to what James may 
well have considered 'life' at its fullest. The unspecific in 

this sentence - 'some dim lustre of the great legend' - is foo- 

UBsed by the detailed and concreteý the 'faded surfaces of satin 
draped with alternate silk1q in such a way as to embody the past 
in the present. Vague nostalgia is sharpened by precise observ- 

ation. This is furniture which was used by people of the Napol- 

eonic periodq still in its proper setting - and it is interesting 

to see how for James the excitement is self-explanatory. Even pre- 

revolutionary Paris echoes in the apartmentp but Stre. ther's taste 

in Paris is James's own. Everything on display here is formed by 

a kind of natural order of cultural accretion. Lambert takes 

all the objects 'tenderly into account': this experience in it- 

self is plainly an important aspect of 'life'. 

Finallyq we observe how Lambert's discrimination continues to 

advance: Maria's collection is now a 'little museum of bargainslq 

althoughq at the same time, Lambert can still do justice to 

Chad's tiovely home'. 

Continuityq traditiong substanceg weightq significanceg all 

combine in the description of the apartment to suggest with in- 

creasing cogency that Woollett's disapproval is impertinent. 

Paris has its own order: '(Lambert) guessed at intense little 

preferences and sharp little exclusionsq a deep suspicion of the 

vulgar and a personal view of the right'. And Lambert finds that 
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his mission has unexpected difficulties in its way even beyond 
those already enoountereds 'the air of supreme respectability - 
that was a strange blank wall for his adventure to have brought 
him to break his nose against ... it formed in short the clearest 
medium of its particular kind that he had ever breathed' (P. 157). 
How 'its particular kind' differs from Woollett's 'particular 
kind' we ourselves must decide: but, tracing as we are the pro- 
cess of Lambert's development, we must conclude that the import- 
ance of this episode is probably unrivalled. It is alsog obvious- 
ly, important in the sense that it explains the kinds of infl- 
uences which have been working upon Chad. 

In fact, Marie's role in Chad's altered state comes under dis- 
cussion: Lambert says lohq if it's all you -V and Marie replies 
'well, it mav not be "all"... but it's to a great extent. Really 

and truly' (p. 163). And before Lambert has goneq he has made 
an important promise: 'I'll save you if I can'. This is an imp- 

ortant bridge toward his really relatively extravagant declar- 

ation to Bilham at the end of the sixth book, but before looking 

at that we should consider an interesting passage which repres- 
ents a piece of characterisation very striking in its effect on 
our opinion of Lambert's reliability over judgements about human 

character and behaviour. When he meets Gloriani at Chad'sq the 

sculptor, as has been mentionedg is portrayed as effectively 

validating what Chad represents. But there is more importanceg 

as has also been suggested in another context, in his presenceg 
than that. We have remembered Gloriani from Roderick Hudson as 

a positive character of sorts. In The Ambassadors he representsq 

as has been suggested, an embodiment of life of a sort both fas- 

cinating and mysterious to James. Strether and Gloriani have met 

at the latter's houseq when 'the deep human expertness in Glor- 

ianits charming smile - oh the terrible life behind it! - was 
flashed upon him as a test of his stuff' (p. 127). Notable at 

Chad's is Strether's conclusion that he is simply not up to Glo- 

rianiq not in his classq in some hierarchy which though but hin- 

ted at is felt as inexpressibly actuals 

it was as if even the momentary link supplied by the doubt 
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between them had snapped. He was conscious now of the final 
realityq which was that there wasn't so much a doubt as a diff- 
erence altogether; all the more that over the difference the 
famous sculptor seemed to signal almost,, condolingly, yet oh how 
vacantly! as across some great flat sheet of water. He threw out 
the bridge of a charming hollow civility on which Strether would- 
n't have trusted his own full weight a moment. (p. 168) 

There is no reason for us to challenge Strether's self-deprec- 

ation; on the contraryp we accept it Rs a sign of his intellectual 

honesty and his perceptual accuracy. It is precisely this sort 

of recognition in Lambert which makes it necessary to take him 

seriously. 
It is at the end of the sixth book and throughout the seventh 

I that we measure the distance Lambert has come. At the end of the 

scene at Chad's partyq Lambert is talking 

Marie has appeared in her full glory: 'he 

to a goddess still partly engaged in a mo: 

sea-nymph waist-high in the summer surge' 

after, that Lambert takesq in relation to 

ities of his missiong his longest step: 

to Bilham: already, 

could have compared her 

rning cloud, or to a 
(P. 173). It is just 

the operative real- 

'And what torment - to call a torment - can there ever poss- 
ibly be with a woman like thatV As if from the interest of his 

own question Strether had gone on without hearing. 'Is it for 
her to have turned a man out so wonderfullyg too, only for some- 
body else? ' He appeared to make a point of this, and little Bil- 
ham looked at him now. 'When it's for each other that people 
give things up they don't miss them. ' Then he threw off as with an 
extravagance of which he was conscious. - 'Let them face the future 

together! ' 
Little Bilham looked at him indeed. 'You mean that after all he 

shouldn't go back? ' 
'I mean that if he gives her up - 11 
'Yes? ' 
'Well, he ought to be ashamed of himself. ' But Strether spoke 

with a sound that might have passed for a laugh. (p. 184) 

It might have passed for a laugh but its compensatory effect is 

nonetheless negligible. This, even for the new Lambertq is a 

declaration as daring as any that he has madeý particularly, 

indeed specifically, because Lambert says nothing lightly: we know 

that he will now act on the dynamic of this statement. He is now 

wholly at odds with Woollettq now their enemy. 
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The decision, which in a sense it is, for he doesn't know what 
he thinks until the utterance has been madeq is then as it were 

sanctified by the encounter in Notre Dameq during which Lambert's 

transformation accelerates: 'he felt even as he spoke how at that 

instant he was plunging' (p. 190). The encounter leads to the meal 

with Idlarie which intensifies the sense for Lambert of sensuous 

and spiritual exploration which has begun with the walk in Ches- 

ter and the early moments with Maria: 

the mere way Madame de Vionnet, opposite him over their intensely 
white table-linen, their omelette aux tomates, their bottle of 
straw-coloured Chablisq thanked him for everything almost with 
the smile of a child, while her grey eyes moved in and out of 
their talk, back to the quarter of the warm spring air, in which 
early summer had already begun to throb, and then back again to 
his face and their human questions. (p. 192) 

Lambert has 'touched bottom1q this is the 'smash in which a reg- 

ular runaway probably ends'. Not that he is anguished - he is in 

fact sanguine: 'one might as well perish by the sword as by fam- 

ine'. And there is an invidious comparison between Marie and the 

now very distant Mrs Newsome: Maxie was 'a woman who, between 

courses, could be graceful with her elbows on the table. It was 

a posture unknown to Mrs Newsomep but it was easy for a 'femme 

du mondel. (p. 194). 

If the comment has moral undertones, they are indulgent. And there 

is a further-reaching comparison: 

The thing that most moved him was really that she was so deeply 

serious. She had none of the portentous forms of it, but he had 

never come in contact, it struck him, with a force brought to so 
fine a head. Mrs Newsome, goodness knew, was serious; but it was 
nothing to this. (p. 198) 

His conversion theng rests on a very substantial base. It is the 

fruit of prolonged consideration. Of that we are sure. 

Three days after comes 'the scrap of blue paper' from Woollettq 

and now, in the middle of the novel, Lambert starts to work quite 

a, frainst the Woollett policy. It> 
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III 

Chad responds with justifiable surprise when, in conversation, 
Lambert reveals his change of heart: 19 'you want me now to "stay". ' 
(p. 204). But he quickly recovers with a charming joke when told 
of Mamie's enlistment to the cause: 'Mamie - to corrupt me? ' This 
is splendidly ironical and has as we come to realise a certain 
serious bearing. Woollett, after, all would make of Chad, if it 
could, a Jim Pocock. And sog finallyq the operative irony: Lam- 
bert persuades Chad to stay. 

It is noticeable, during the period of Lambert's 'plungel, how 
Waymarsh has been missing from the scene and how appropriate it 
is. When Chad departs the hotel Strether looks about for Waymarsh 
but only 'superficially'. The bad conscience is increasingly a 
thing of the past, although we now find him perhaps deluding him- 
self a little as to his own desire to remain in Paris. Speaking 

of Chad to Maria, he explains 'I want to see him a little fur- 
ther. He's not in the least the case I supposed; he's quite ano- 
ther case. And it's as such that he interests me' (pp. 212-213): 

and James adds 'it was almost as if for his own intelligence thatv 
deliberate and lucidg our friend thus expressed the matter'. That 
'almost as if' is probably significant: there is a sense in which 

Lambert could hardly, and this simply for his own reasons, be 

expected to wish to leave, 

Nevertheless, this conversation with Maria establishes a more 
important factq namely that Lambert is now a self-supporting 
individual capable of operating in a complex moral environment: 

as Maria says, 'you've got your momentum and can toddle alone' 
(p. 209). And Lambert agrees, 'yes -I suppose I can toddle'. 

Shortly afterg he is able to give a balanced account of his feel- 

ings about his stay in Parisi again to Maria: 

It's a benefit that would make a poor show for many people; and 
I don't know who else but you and I. frankly, could begin to see 
in it what I feel. I don't get drunk; I don't pursue the ladies; 
I don't spend money; I don't even write sonnets. But nevertheless 
I'm making up late for what I didn't have early. I cultivate 
my little benefit in my own little way. It amuses me more than 
anything that has happened to me in all my life. They may say 
what they like - it's my surrender, it's my tribute, to youth. 

(p. 217) 
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Lambert is quite clear that he feels he is having his youth now, 
or having an experience as near as he could ever reach it. And he 
even goes to Chartres, to Fontainebleau where he 'imagined himself 
on the way to Italy19 and to Rouen 'with a little handbag' where 
he 'inordinately' spends the night. This is kindly humour heret 
humour rather than irony. Small things will always to some extent 
be large for Stretherg and this is one of the earliest clear signs 
in the novel of the possibility of pathos in Lambert's situationg 
a pathos which will be emphatic once or twice later, if finally 

subordinate to our sense of his resilience. 
Resilience is requiredg as we have seen, in great measure when 

Sarah visits the hotel. Lambert's personal responsibility in the 

matter is made terrible by Chad's undertaking to Sarah: 'he'll 

go in a moment if you give him the word - he assures me on his 
honour he'll do that' (P. 310). This is Sarah's dreadful message. 
Lambert is wearily resigned to the weight of responsibility that 
Chad in this way lays on hims Chad is 'all right in having said 
to you - well anything he may have said. I'll take it all - what 
he does put on me 1. The putting on I shall shortly return to. 
Lambert now makes another kind of difficult choice, between Maxie 

and Yxs Newsome, though the difficulty lies no longer in discrim- 

inating the superiority of one over the other: 

'I've given sufficient proof, one would have thought, ' he added, 
'of my deep admiration for Mrs Newsome. ' 

'And praj what proof would one have thought you'd call suff- 
icient? That of thinking this person here so far superior to 
her? ' 

He wondered again; he waited. 'Ah dear Sarah, you must leave 
me this person hereP 

In his desire to avoid all vulgar retorts,, to show how, even 
perversely, he clung to his rag of reasong he had softly almost 
wailed this plea. Yet he knew it to be perhaps the most posit- 
ive declaration he had ever made in his lifeg and his visitor's 
reception of it virtually gave it that importance. 'That's exac- 
tly what I'm delighted to do. God knows we don't want herP (p. 314) 

'Perhaps the most positive declaration he had ever made in his 

life' isq given Lambert's by now well-established accuracy of 

judgementg an indication of the moral weight he attaches to the 

stand he is making on Marie's behalf. The things which Marie 
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representsq a particular kind of cultivation, of civilization; a 
comprehensiveness of spiritual and sensuous awareness and exper- 
ienceq a social graceg and more - Strether cannot agreeg at any 
cost, to deprecateg nor pretend to deprecate. There is also to 

consider now the strength of a personal loyalty to Marie. And 
this in spite of the fact that Sarah really, for all her crude- 
ness here, gets through to Strether, hits her mark at least a 
glancing blow. He winces, he doesn't like the sound of disappro- 
bation of Chad and h1ariels relationship 'on other lips'. He can 
'toddle' but he can't morally saunter - he is still vulnerable, 
which makes his determination here all the more fascinating. 

This is whereq as elsewhere, we are being reminded that a problem 
is a problem - neither Lambert's rejection of Chad and Marie nor 
his acceptance of them could ever be easy on him. 

And this is followed by a truly brilliant touch: Strether, 

having defended a kind of life lived by other peoplep now quite 
logically, but with a real sadness, measures the distance between 

their capacity for it and his, even in material terms9 for he 

goes to Chad's houseq convinced that his Woollett connection is 

at an end; only to experience uncomfortably the felicity of Chad's 

position. Though this is not a life which Strether could enjoy 

at Woollett with Mrs Newsome (though explicitly he feels the 

excitement here as a freedom he missed with his youth), the stress 

on the material is sufficient to set up the sense of what is 

also not now Lambert1s: 

The mellowest lamplight and the easiest chair had been placed 
at his disposal by Baptisteg subtlest of servants; the novel 
half uncut, the novel lemon-coloured and tender, with the ivory 
knife athwart it like a dagger in a contadinals hairg had been 
pushed within the soft circle -a circle which, for some reasong 
affected Strether as softer still after the same Baptiste had 

remarked that in the absence of a further need of anything by 

monsieur he would betake himself to bed. The night was hot and 
heavy and the single lamp sufficient; the great flare of the ligh- 
ted city9 rising high, spending itself afarg played up from the 
boulevard andq through the vague vista of the successive rooms9 
brought objects into view and added to their dignity. Strether 
found himself in_. possession as -he -never yet'had; been; ** he, had'-bee-n 
there aloneg had turned over books and prints, had invokedg in 
Chad's absenceg the spirit of the placeg but never at the wit- 
ching hour and never with a relish quite so like a pang. (p. 317) 
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These observations are to be followedg in a passage to which we 
shall return, by Chad's stark, though politep account to Lambert 
of what the latter is losing. Here, as Lambert briefly and for the 
only time in his life has a full and stinging sense of all that 
his lack of wealth deprives him of, his sacrifice of the Woollett 
connection, in material terms, surfaces as considerable. The light 
seems softer as Baptiste retires because Strether feels moment- 
arily really like the owner left in possessiong his own servant 
gone 

, 
to bed. A lemon-coloured novel appears again - we recall 

Strether's earlier taste - and is described, oddly, as 'tender'; 
such is the strength of Strether's feeling for the place. His 
'relish' like a 'pangt suggests ironically thatq as his capacity 
for enjoyment increasesq he can only be made more aware of his 

material incapacity. 

But Strether hasn't of course actually lost anything yet9 as 
we discoverg since he sees Sarah againg and pleads for a stay of 
execution. As he discusses this with Maria a number of matters 
arise. Why is he staying on? What will he do for a month in 
Paris? If Chad and Marie go off togetherg what sort of attitude 
to Lambert will that demonstrate? Mlight it not be that in a sense 
they have to get away from him? - because of what he has done for 
them. 

For the reader this raises other questions. Has Lambert been used 
badly, or has he achieved what he wanted? Why is it that we are 

now, one way or anotherg beginning to feel in spite of all evid- 

ence of his resilienceg a little sorry for him? - as though he 

were letting himself in for experiences for which we suspect he 

is too vulnerable. His vulnerability will surface at the Cheval 

Blano.. But before we examine these closing scenesq it is neces- 

sary to pursue a little further the notion of Lambert as victim. 
A number of critics have agreed that it is appropriate that Lam- 

bert should be severely tested, William TrOY9 comparing James 

himself to Stretherg comments that the wins throughq by a long 

and difficult "process of vision'19 to an acceptance of human life 

as it is lived - qualifiedg of courseq by a revalidation of the 
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naively grasped moral certitudes of his youth'. 
9William 

M. 
Gibson remarks that: 

James is unable to praise I, a fugitive and cloisterld vertueIq innocence which is untried. Strether is thus like Janes's post- Civil War American - the good American in his essaj on Hawthorne: 
he 'has eaten of the tree of knowledge' and he attains stature 
only as he acquires, hqwever painfully, knowledge of the world 
and of good and evil, 10 

'Good and evil' we can,, of course, forget about, as they are irr- 

elevant to the novel. But both these remarks are in accord with 
suggestions made earlier that James makes moral problems properly 
problematic, although both oversimplify the case. How much knowl- 

edge of human life Lambert ultimately acquiresq and how much he 

accepts 'human life as it is lived', aren't easy quantities. 
Furthermore, Lambert's 

. 
'innocence' (he isn't actually ever inno- 

cent) isn't 'tried' so that we can admire him. It is tried because 

of James's properly complex approach to moral problems. 
And one of the problems we are faced with in relation to Lambert's 

difficult progress is his apparently self-sacrificial nature. 
At his farewell visit to Marieg she at least seems clear about 
Lambert's position: 

***'I don't really pretend I believe you couldn't. for yourself, 
not have done what you have. I don't pretend you feel yourself 
victimized, for this evidently is the way you live, and it's 
what - we're agreed - is the best waye" (P. 366) 

The 'best wayl has just been defined: 

'What it comes to is that it's not, that it's never, a happinessq 

any hapniness at allq to take. The only safe thing is to give. 
It's what plays you least false. t (P. 365) 

The meaning of Marie's utterance here is directed by the adjective 

IsafeIq which seems to give it a private meaning for Marie simply 

not applicable to Lambert. Certainly it wouldn't be 'safe' for 

her to take too much from Chadq since she suspects or knows that 

he will eventually leave her. But Lambert, who in the end will 

91 The Altar. of Henry James' in Henry James: Modern Judgementsq P-48 
I01ketaphor in the Plot of The Ambassadors' in the same volumeg 
P. 314 
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give rather a lot (although he has no doubt ItakenI9 too, in 

another sense) will be left in a position neither emotionally 
nor financially any safer than the one he was in when he arrived: 
financially it will really be much worse. 

But when she says that Lambert has not been victimized, we 
are more likely to agree with herý though there is a difference 
between being 'victimized' and being IusedI9 and he has certainly 
been used, been manipulated. Maria's plausible ideag for exampleg 
has been that Chad delayed his initial appearance to let Lambert 
become seduced by the Parisian atmosphere. Marie has been pres- 
ented in the best possible way. Bilham misleads Strether as to 
the lovers' relationship. Strether's sense of being used is very 

plain indeed: when Chad wishes him to meet, at his homeg Jeanne 

de Vionnet, Strether knows the quantity which he is to apprec- 
iate, and: 

Strether knew well enough with what Chad wished him to compare 
(his impression of the 

-jeune 
fille), and though he entirely 

assented he hadn't yet somehow been so deeply reminded that he 
was being, as he constantly though mutely expressed it, used. 
He was as f ar as ever from making out exactly to what end; but 
he was none the less constantly accompanied by a sense of the 
service he rendered. He conceived only that this service was 
highly Agreeable to those who profited by it; and he was in- 
deed still waiting for the moment at which he should catch it 
in the act of proving disagreeableg proving in some degree 
intolerable, to himself. (p. 164) 

But the fact is that as he increasingly gets to like Europe, 

motives becomep as we have seen, very mingled. Increasinglyq we 

feel that Strether may be there for his own sakeg though right 

to the end of the novel there is reason for him to stay disin- 

terestedly - namely so that he can warn Chadq as he does, never 

to abandon Marie: and this is plainly a strong motive. A mixture 

of personal and altruistic motives is likelyg and morally in 

some ways the most satisfying. The fact isq however, that at 

least one major question remains problematiog and that is the 

extent to which Chad has used Lambert. Has he, for exampleg 

agreed to go back with Lambert because he knows Lambert won't 

acquiesce? There is a strong argument against thatq and some 

evidence for, but the fact probably is that Chadq feeling the 
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beginnings of restlessness9 is toying with the idea of going 
back and to an appreciable extent simply giving Lambert the dec- 
ision. We often feel, as has been remarked, where Chad is conc- 
erned, his essential self-sufficiency, his capacity to adapt 
the world to his own ends. But while we have our difficulties 

as to Chad's real feelings for Lambert, it is nevertheless true 
that not only does heq after Sarah's departure from Paris, wish 
to (although tactfully refrain from trying to) offer Lambert 

some financial provision, but that he reacts thus after having 

tested Lambert's capacity for self-sacrifice to the hilt by 

asking him some very pointed questions about money, albeit that 

his solicitousness, as was previously remarkedý seems not, with 
Chadq to imply that he is desperately anxious on his older friend's 

behalf. His questions and comments are certainly relentlessly 

relevant. When Lambert points out to him that Chad too stands 
to lose money9 Chad points out that he can afford to. We wince 

a bit at all thisq and it is part of Lambert's self-imposed 

ordeal that all of this awkwardness has to come out and has to 

be, in detailg considered. Our discomfort is on Lambert's behalf 

- he is consciousq as we know, that financially he has been no 

success; and this is a fact which will surface again with some 

poignancy over the business of the Lambinet. It is another 

aspect9 like his response to Gloriani (and his reaction to Glor- 

ianits response to him) which goes to establish Lambert's under- 

lying vulnerability, # this important feature of his personality 

which gives his moral dilemmas their full human significance. 

It is not appropriate to decide to classify Lambert an a 

victim or a manipuleeg though it is of course intended that we 

should be aware of the question. It is the very ambiguity of 

his position which is intended: Lambert is at the least a coll- 

aborator in his fate. 

IV 

Leon Edel sees Lambert's excursion into the scenery remembered 

from the Lambinet desired long ago as a cultivation of what 
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II 
Lambert has spoken of to Bilham as I the illusion of freedom 1- 
Lambert's ability to enjoy this day in the country is undoubt- 
edly a victory. It is indeed significant that he can enjoy him- 

self in this way without guilt, and with a sense of timelessness. 
The self-consciousness9 the rather surprised glances at himself 

experiencing the phenomenon of pleasuret which have typified 

many of his previous Paris excursionsg have gone. And so there 
is an aspect of this adventure which is certainly positive and 
which. - represents the fullest exercise we have seen of Lambert's 

acquired freedoms. And although he couldn't when younger afford 
the Lambinet, he now, it might be arguedg has the real thing, 

the landscaDe itself: art hasq as James heldp made life. 

But the episode isn't written in such a way as to suggest 
that meaning. On the contraryq Strether's intellectual subord- 
ination here of ne, tureg to axt and to memoryg is fairly consis- 
tent. 

There has of course been poignancy for the reader in the des- 

cription of Lambert's early flirtation with the idea of buying 

the Lambinet. It has beent in connection with the purchase of 

a work of art I the only adventure of his lif eI. and though the 

price, for a Lambinetq has been lowq it has been too high for 

Lambert, occasioning an early incidence of his by now very fam- 

iliar deflating self-assessments. The reader is remindedp toot 

of the earlier passages in the novelg the trips to Chartres and 

Fontainebleau, and the explicit statement of how small things 

usually take on for Strether a large significance: there is 

something very moving in Lambert's cherishing the ideaq even 

now, that this was the picture he would have boughtt though 

James naturally avoids any excess of sentiment. 

We keep noticing how the scene resolves itself into the 

picture: 'the oblong gilt frame disposed its enclosing lines' 

(p. 342) and the scenery 'fell into a composition' within them. 

There is a clear sense in which the here and now is not the most 

actual element in the composition: tit was what he wanted: it 

r-IThe ife of Henrff Jamesq Volume 29 P- 416 
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was Tremont Street, it was Franceq it was Lambinet'. In other 
words it is only France of a sortg and very much the sort conn- 
ected with memory. It is not a bad thing, of courseq this Mani- 
pulation of the actualg but it marks Lambert's distance from 
the landscape he is actually ing and it is about to impose itself 

on him dramatically. 

It may, furthermore, be possible to say that Lambert's mani- 

pulation of the landscape is a sign of the inevitably limited 

extent of his transformationg his adaptationg to his new envir- 

onment. That in the midst of this countryside his thoughts go 
back to his earlier years is not necessarily a reassuring sign, 

as this of all times requires his most recently acquired powers 

of assimilation. What is also less than reassuring is his incr- 

easing sense oil how 'right' everything in the landscape is - the 

C)i eval Blanc, the village, the projected meal. He has had his 

little adventures land had meanwhile not once overstepped the 

oblong gilt frameeý. The frame had drawn itself out for him, as 

much as you please; but that was just his luck' (p. 346). Lam- 

bert is still, as it were, in an organizedg selectiveg designed 

world, which in the Lambinet was the product of artistic controlq 

and which in his own perception is the product of a certain form 

of idealization. That he should have thought that there was so 

little difference between the Lambinet and the actual landscape 

is a measure of what he still has to learn. 

This gives a truly ironic dimension to the words with which 

the third part of the eleventh book begins: 

What he saw was exactly the right thing -a boat advancing 
round the bend and containing a man who held the paddles and a 
lady, at the sterng with a pink parasol. It, was suddenly as if 

these figuresq or something like them, had been wanted in the 

picturep had been wanted more or less all dayq and had now drif- 

ted into sight, with the slow current, on purpose to fill up 
the measure. 

(P. 349) 

It is indeed the 'right thing' in a landscape paintingg perhaps; 

an added element of visual interest or charm. But the other, 

harsh sense in which this is the 'right thing' is that it is the 

corrective about to be administered to Lambert's incomplete sense 

of the actual - this will 'fill up the measure', indubitablyq 
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introduce the element of realism which 'had been wanted more-or 
less all davI. It is a pityq of courseq that Lambert couldn't 
have had his day in the country without this happeningg but 
Lambert's course is a hard one. 

The difference between the controlled world of the Lambinet 

and the actual one Lambert is in is made fairly explicit in 
James's phrase 'the eye of nature' - 'the violence of their 
having "out" him, out there in the eye of natureq on the assum- 
ption that he wouldn't know it' (P. 350).. -Nature contains 'harsh 

notes' and 'violence' and Lambert feels the crisis as 'quite 12 
horrible o He knows he shouldn't feel the way he does, though 
he can't deny the upset: 

Yet his theory, as we knowq had bountifully been that the facts 
were specifically none of his business, and were, over and above, 
so far as one had to do with them, intrinsically beautiful; and 
this might have prepared him for anythingg(as well as rendered 
him proof against mystification. P, 352) 

This is our previous fear over Lambert's vulnerability being 

confirmed. 
His habitual honesty with himself makes the experience even 

more horrible: what is he to make of the fact that they would, 

could they have got away with it, have pretended not to see him? 

Their reasons are obviousq yet so hard to accommodate. Further- 

more, he realisesq in spite of his perception that Chad and Marie 

have lied about their intentionsq that he possibly could not 

have lived with the knowledge that they were staving at the inn. 

So far he can get from Woollettt but not as farv perhapsq as 

Chad and Marie could take him. That there might just be the very 

slightest element of emotional involvement with Marie contrib- 

uting a small share of his response here is not impossible. 

Forster's version of what is happening here is interestingg 

if acceptable only in bits: 

12 Naomi Lebowitz remarks that 'James became more and more 
luxuriantly profuse in his water imagery that equated engage- 
ment in life with the proper launching to seat and she cites 
the river encounter here as the bringing together of 'the literal 

and figurative strands'. (The Imarrination of Loy 9 p. 67) 
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Paris is winning - and then (Strether) catches sight of something new. Is not Chadq as regards any fineness in himg played out? Is 
not Chad's Paris after all just a place for a spree? This fear is 
confirmed. He goes for a solitary country walk, and at the end of the day he comes across Chad and Mme de Vionnet. They are in 
a boat, they pretend not to see himg because their relation is 
at bottom an ordinary liasong and they are ashamed. They were hoping for a secret week-end at an inn while their passion 
survived; for it will not surviveg Chad will tire of the ex- 
quisite Frenchwoman, she is part of his fling; he will go back 
to his mother and make the little domestic article and marry Mamie. They know all this, and it is revealed to Strether though 
they try to hide it; they lie, they are vulgar - even Mme de 
Vionnet, even her pathosq is stained with commonness... So 
Strether loses them too. As he says: 'Thatq you see, is my only logic. Not, out of the whole affairg to have got anything for 
myself. I It is not that they have gone back. It is that he has 
gone on. The Paris they revealed to him - he could reveal it to 
them nowq if they had eyes to see, for it is something finer 
than they could ever notice for themselves . and his imagination 
has more spiritual value than their youth. 

'11-3 

Forster's assured predictions are not. partioulzirly persuasive, 
least of all his prophesy that Chad will marry Mamie: he may 

well go home, but that is not the same thing. There is never 
even remotely any suggestion that Paris is 'just the place for 

a spree I- that is the Jim Pocock view. The 'while their passion 

survived' is also Forster's invention - there is no evidence 
that they feel their relationship to be at that stage just yet. 
But he is right about the effect that the incident has on Streth- 

erts view of Marie, although he puts it badly. What has happened 

is that Strether has now a view which circumscribes Marie and 
Chad. He can see all round them - and he can see moral respon- 

sibilities in Chad's position which Chad apparently cantt. It 

is not at all, as Forster claimsq that Strether sees a finer 

Paris, whatever that meansq metaphorical or otherwise, than 

they do. What Lambert sees is that with the pleasuresý and with 

the fulfilment of the potential of the human personalityv which 

are the benefits of a wide experience, must also come certain 

kinds of sensitivity toward other people, in order that one's 

experience is not gained at their expense. This realisation 

enables him to do several things. One is to revisit Marie and 

see herv still benignly and 

11 Aspe_cts of the Novel, pp. 

even with admiration, as merely 

140-142 
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humant fairly ordinary; and to leave her decisively in a way 
which suggests that his 'toddling' has become something relat- 
ively adult. It also causes him to decide to plead for herg 
and this is partly in turn because he has had a realisation 
about Chad, not as crude or extreme as Forster suggests but 
nevertheless significant. He realises that although Marie had 
made Chad into 'anything one would1v he is nevertheless 'only 
Chad'. 'the companion of mere earthly joys' (P. 367). Strether 
has come a long way: from being the figure in the street who 
gazed up admiringly at Chad's houseq he is now able to look at 
Chad and try to forgive his easily-glimpsed deficiencies. He 
tells Chad that he must never leave Marieg and in doing so finds 
out that Chad may yet become an American businessman and that 
he is also lacking in the kind of charity, sensi tivityq, which 
Strether values so highly: 'the way youth could express itself 
was again and again a wonder. (Chad) meant no harmg though he 

might after all be capable of much; yet he spoke of being 'tired' 

of (Marie) almost as he might have spoken of being tired of 
roast mutton for dinner' (pp. 384-385)- Strether, speaking to 
Chad with increasing dryness, has now acquired all the moral 
authority. His stature, for all his self-doubt, is quite con- 
siderable. 

That does not, however, bring us to a conclusion, for the 

novel leaves us with a problem. It is the problem of Strether's 

deciding to go back to Woollett. The decision is linked with 
his moral authority, and we seem to be invited to believe that 

it is an essential part of it; yet plainly it doesn't seem to 

have much compatibility with, say, Strether's advice to Bilham. 

The key seems to lie in what I have called in reference to 

Waymarsh a kind of Presbyterianism, specifically a particular 

kind of attitude toward pleasure and the implications of pleas- 

ure for moral duty, 

After the return from the countrysideq Lambert receives a 

petit bleu from Marie and when considering where they might meet, 

reflects in this way: 
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he might have suggested a stone bench in the dusty. Tuileries 
or a penny chair at the back part of the Champs Elysees. These 
things would have been a trifle stern, and sternness alone now 
wouldn't be sinister. An instinct in him cast about for some 
form of discipline in which they might meet - some awkwardness 
they would suffer from, some danger, or at least some grave 
inconvenience they would incur. This would give a sense - which 
the spirit requiredg rather ached and sighed in the absence of - that somebody was paving something somewhere and somehow, that 
they were at least not all floating together on the silver 
stream of impunity. Just instead of that to go and see her late 
in the evening, as if, for all the world - well, as if he were 
as much in the swim as anybody else: this had as little possible 
in common with the penal form. (P. 359) 

We have some information about the source of this response: 

He reverted in thoughts to his old traditiong the one he had been 
brought up on and which even so many years of life had but little 
worn away; the notion that the state of the wrongdoer, or at 
least this person's happiniessq presented some special diffic- 
ulty. (P. 359) 

This speaks of a particular kind of moral and religious back- 

ground at work, and is evidently also the tradition in which 
Mrs Newsome and Sarah and W-ýymarsh have been formed. Strether 

is %ctually made very uncomfortable by the absence of any app- 
lication of his notion of duty. We should pay attention to the 

swerve which his thinking takes: 'they' are all afloat on a 

river of impunity, first of all: but then Strether takes the 

guilt chiefly to himself, or feels it emphatically on his own 

part - 'as if he were as much in the swim as anybody else'. 

He isn't going to speak for themg but for himself; here isq in 

terms of James's recurring metaphorg something of a reversion, 

an attempt to crawl onto the bank. He must pay - not necessarily 

for them, but for his own pleasures. This is a return of his 

self-consciousness9 a surprise at his immersion, a guilt at 

his enjoymentg a bout of moral panic. Here is certainlyg within 

Lambert's personality - as distinctq so to speak, from James's - 

a plausible reason for his determination to return. Because we 

do have to seek reasons for Lambert's renunciationg as has been 

sua- ested: according to Lambert'g. advice, to Bilhang his decision 

to go back is irrational. Furthermore, it is necessary to try 

to determine whether or not this ending has any of the quality 
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of linevitabilitY' which characterises, say, The Portrait of a 
Lady 

It is not that Lambert doesn't know what he is going to miss. 
When he makes his final visit to TýIarieq her apartment seems as 
attractive as ever. There are of course modifications in the 
mood of the description which suggest an unpleasant future for 
Marie: Strether speculates about 'the smell of blood' in the 
Paris streets and wonders if Madame Roland wore on the scaffold 
an attire like blariels. The present order is likely to be usur- 
ped. But the spell of the place is still on Lambert, 'the assoc- 
iations of the place, all felt again' (P. 361). Yet he knows 
that he will never come back, and will retain the memory of the 

place as the 'old, old, old, the oldest thing' he has ever 
known. He is already thinking of this experience as a 'loaf 

of memory for the Istresst of Woollett. 

This is not all that he will leave. Maria Gostrey is very 
fond of Lambertg and is several times quite explicitg as much 

as she can be, about her feelings. As Lambert makes his final 

visit: 

the place had never before struck him as so sacred to pleasant 
knowledge, to intimate charmg to antique order, to a neatness 
that was almost august. To sit there was, as he had told his 
hostess beforeq to Beelife reflected for the time in ideally 
kept pewter; which was somehow becomingg improving to life, so 
that one's eyes were held and comforted. (P. 388) 

All the things are here - pleasant knowledge and antique order - 

which we have seen him valuing. Even the 'vivid delft has the 

'dignity of family portraits'. The place even has an 'august' 

neatnessq which may well be as much and more, we might imagine, 

as is on offer at Mrs Newsomels. Maria's house has therefore 

a lot to commend it, its own virtues as well as those of Wool- 

lett and Marie de Vionnet's. ý4 

14 Platthiessen comments that this final complication 'serves 
rather to exaggerate the negative content of Strethe-, Is renun- 
ciation' (P. 38). As has been notedq Yatthiessen'regards Maria 
as an artifieiiLlityq however. Presumably the more one allows 
Maxia some substance, the more negative Strether's renunciation 
feels. I'Latthiessen seems to be able to reconcile his view of 
James tholding to his structure' with his perception of the diff- 
erence between 'imputed and actual values'. 
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Strether turns down what is virtually a proposalt why? 'To be 

right' (P. 393). Maria points out that he has already gained 
much from his adventure: 'it's you who would make me wronglý 
he replies. 

A 
_. -proaches to the ending of the novel vary. One cannot norm- P 

ally argue with Jamesian endingst for the sense long ago remar- 
ked by Ezra Pound is generally emphatic. It is oertainly poss- 
ible to argue that Strether is simply being himselfq behaving 
in a way whioh proves his earlier point that he is 'too late I 
to liveg and in fact this is the line taken as part of F. O. 

Matthiessen's ambivalent approach. But I suspect it is unjust- 
if iable. 

The whole central dynamic of the novel has been to do with 
Lambert's ability to change, to develop, and he has done so 

considerably. This raises the question of which 'self' he is 

being true to in deciding to return. There is certainly none 

of the inevitability 9 about the deoisiontof Isabel's return to 

Osmond or Kate and Merton's parting of the ways. A reasonable 

view might be that Lambert might just as well have remained 

with Mariag that isq if James had put a bit more work into her 

character (although one would like to repeat that there is more 

work there alre ady than sometimes recognised). It could cert- 

ainly be claimed that Lambert's decision*shows only that he 

hasn't learned enough in Europe, 
15 

Undoubtedly we are face to face again with James's view of 

what is 'like lifeIg James's view of what it is to be a 'realist'. 

To push critical impropriety to its limits: perhaps the proper 

ending would have been genuinely ambiguous: ideally the reader 

should have been able to decide what Lambert would do, 

15 Any extended discussion of the significanoe of the ending 
would also have to take into account these two problems: firstg 
isn't the ending really at odds with the mood and tone of the 

novel, and only compatible with other, more characteristic 
Jamesian works? And isn't that disparity perhaps disguised by 
the really rather strange equanimity with which Lambert and 
Maria discuss these matters, James's evasive 'all-comicallyy 

all tragically' which certainly can't be the latter? 
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David Lodge remarks, of Leavis Is objections to The Ambassadors, 

quoted at the beginning of this chapter: 

In some respects9 this argument can never be rebutted. Whether 
James displays a sense of what is valuable and significant in 
livingg and whether he demands a disproportionate effort from 
the readerg are quest ig ns that can only be answered in a spirit 
of religious witness. 

But, referring to the 'vagueness' of the description of Marie de 
Vionnet's house, through the prevalence of abstraction over con- 
creteness in that scene, and plurals over singulars, he raises 
the question of the degree to which the style - certainly up until 
the scene on the river - may be considered the appropriate one 
for Strether's generalized approbation of what Lodge calls the 
'Paris "symbol" 1 017This has the effect of conceding something to 
Leavisq but then making the substance of Leavis's objection a 
virtue instead. Howeverg that response seems excessive. One can 
readily agree with Lodge's remarks about the de Vionnet house 

withoutg at ally concluding that 'life' isn't concretely real- 
ized in the novelg as something experienced by Strether. I differ 
from Lodge for two reasons. Firstq the attenuation of focus which 
is the result of James's style in the extract Lodge quotes is only 

relative. 
18 The description is still highly detailed. It is still 

the result of close attention by Strether. Furthermore, as it 

continues, not only does it become slightly more closely-observed 
than the extract Lodge examines, but it is made evident to the 

reader that Strether has quite clearly discriminated between what 
is here and what is at Miss Gostreytsg or Chad'sq whichg the judge- 

ment coming after whatq after allg is merely this preliminary 

view, implies closer assimilation and processing of Parisian novel- 
ties than Lodge concedes, and closer understanding on Strether's 

part of what he himself values. In other words, Lodgets qualifi- 

cations do not, on this groundq validate Leavists contention. 
Secondlyq there are other passages in the novel where the obser- 

vation is even more precise and concentratedt passages coming well 

16 LanFuage and Fiction, p. 191. Lodge also adopts Christof Wegelin's 
idea of 'social beautyt as being what Strether previously missed. 
17 PP- 192-194 18 there is a similar passage in The Awkward 
Age (see abovev P. 78) which presumably has no such purpose as Lodge 
suggests for the other one - theic-e-may well be more 
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before the river sceneg such asq for example, the celebrated 
straw-coloured Chablis episodeq where not only the fare, but 
Marie Is postural connotations are so carefully detailed. There 
is the later episode in Chad's deserted house, where Strether 
observes the novel with 'the ivory knife athwart it like a 
dagger in a contadinals hair'. 19 

This is not to contend the assertion that Strether's focus 
20 is in a sense untried, and perhaps unreliableg as indeed the 

'nippers' early on emphasize. But it should be insisted that 
there is quite ample suggestion in the novel of the kinds of 
things Strether has missed and now begins to establish some con- 
nections with: as well as of things he has missed and knows he 
has no chance of experiencing. 

Again, we find the concept of 'life' expressed in a variety 

_21 of forms. Human relationships are again seen as central . 
whatever Woollett finds 'immoral' in Chad's relationship with 
Marie, Strether sees as justifiable in terms of the enjoyment 

which both participants receive from it. We are talking about a 
kind of love 22 

and presumably about sexual enjoyment. Strether's 

moral disapproval is finally reserved for Chad's apparent read- 
iness to abandon his mistress. A fulfilling relationship is 

therefore given a high value in the novel, a relationship which 

makes moral reservations about its existence take a subordinate 

placeg which indeed largely negates themg or even turns them round 

and asks them to enlist. 
As we have seeng even Waymarsh's behaviour validates this l? ela- 

tionship. Woollett's objections are ruled out of court. At least, 

apparently they are. 
But the felicities of the relationship like the relationship 

itself are inscrutable: they are asserted and believedg but not 

available for detailed understanding. The success of the relation- 

ship belongs to the opaque world of Strett and Gloriani. The 

19 see this thesisq p. 160 20 see this thesisq pp. 1489 161 
21 Naomi Lebowitz feels that it is 'the possibility of relation- 
ship' which Strether 'finally discerns as the centre of life' 
(p. 67) 
22 more dubious on Chad's part 
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relationship which we do observe, between Strether and Maria Gos- 

trey, which is visible, is therefore also doomed. 23 

What Chad and Marie possess is indeed positive enough, but can 

only be understood, as it were, by James, in a relation to it 

which echoes Strether's own at the river sceneg that of an out- 

siderg someone who is excluded. When he constructs the initial 

stages of a detailed, closely observed relationshipq then it must 

go the way of Merton's with Kate or Amerigo's with Charlotte. 

'Realism' asserts itself. Strether tmust' go back. 

Therefore, whatever th6re is in the novel of a view of the 

enriching possibilities of life, for the development of the per- 

sonality and the enjoyment of the individualv with-in intimate 

human relationshipst is again circumscribed. Strether's decision 

to return is part of the circumscription. 
James's decision to have Chad contemplate leaving is even more 

interesting: it is in fact almost a final reassertion of the appar- 

ently outmoded Woollett view. For although the view of Marie pro- 

pounded by Woollett is refuted, the disapproving judgement on the 

relationship is to some degree revitalized by Chad's finally rev- 

ealed attitude to Mariev that which consequently displays Strether 

in such morally mature terms. If Chad is thus prepared to leave 

Marie, doesn't that call into question what it is she has made of 

him? If he can speak of being tired of Mariep as of being ttired 

of roast mutton for dinner', this does tend to re-present the 

relationship with an emphasis on Chad's sexual appetite (we rem- 

ember the salient teeth). 

This, in turnt may not detract from a particular kind of sensu- 

ous value in the relationship, but it does detract from its more 

subtle moral achievements. It brings Mrs Poco. ck backg as it were, 

into the picture. 

There isq thbn, because of Lambert's 'renunciation' and Chadts 

relative detachmentt a qualification of the apparent view that 

fulfilment and satisfaction within intimate human relationships 

is possible. 
It should be stressed that the return to America has nothing to 

-23, as we have seeng this would not be an issue for those critics 

who cantt see any substance in Maria Gostrey anyway 
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do with the completion of an intended moral structure. On the 

contrary, Woollett has seemed, within the pragmatic moral view 
the novel throughout most of its length supports9 immoralg 
because unsympathetic to the development of the human personality, 
whichg againg lies at the heart of what is seen to be important. 
The return is, ratherg based on James's sense of what is 'real': 
it is, like similar outcomes elsewhereq reflexively negative. 

But - like The Awkward Age - Týe Ambassadors has much else in it 

which is positive. Other aspects of 'life' - high cultural exper- 
ience, sensuous experiencet social amenityg interaction with highly 

developed personalities - are present in abundance. Strether's 

enjoyment of human companyq of the company especially of attractive 

women, of Paris's culture and cultural historyg of Chablis - these 

things are heartwa-rmingly present in the novelg felt clearly by the 

reader as a transfusion of vital experience for Strether which his 

decision to return to Woollett does nothing to alter. 

As in other works, the existence of the highly developedý inscrut- 

able personality - herev Gloriani - presents the suggestion of 

forms of human development beyond the level of the central prota- 

gonists. As in Densherts response to Maud Lowderg Strether has no 

protection from Gloriani in irony. Gloriani's power is freely ack- 

nowledged, like Strett's, 

So we can say that if slifetv againg has much to do with the 

potentialities of intimate human relationshipq it nevertheless 

means other quite different experiences and attributes. If we areq 

despite the qualifications aboveg inclined to see The Ambassadors 

as a relatively positive Jamesian novel, it is becauseq among other 

factors, of the increasing evidence of emotions as strong as delight 

on the part of its developing central protagonist 
24as 

well as the 9 

presence of a relationship whichg in spite of the threats made to 

it toward the endq has clearly beeng for a time at leastg deeply 

satisfying. 
Finally we observe again the absence of any rigid moral system: 

Strether's own instincts with respect to Chad and idarie amountg 

in the endq to the hope that Chad will behave well to Marie. There 

24 the developmentv like that of Maggie Ververv is in itself 

positive 
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M, v be a hope in it for him that the relationship he could never 
achieve can be sustained by theOBut the essential fact is that 
he adjusts his moral outlook to the circumstancesq that what is 
good in Ilifef is morally rightq provided that people can treat 
each other with respect and kindness. 26 

The extent to which Chad's 
threatened defection makes a comment upon the proviso is a real 
question. 

25 as with Longdon's view of Nanda and Van 
26 Stretherts plea to Sarah about Marie - tyou must leave me this 
person here' is (see this thesisq p. 159) 'perhaps the most positive 
declaration he had ever made in his life' - essentially a plea for 
compassion in judgement, as in conduct. Naomi Lebowitz remarks that 
tthe great sin for James was the sin against relationshipq a nat- 
ural extension of Hawthorne's old unpardonable sin' (Lebbwitzg 

P. 108) 
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I 

The Golden Bowl is as morally complex as it is possible for 
a novel to be. What are the moral complications? 

The book's structure is such that the point of view switches in 
a deeply decisive manner a little more than half-way throughg 
at which point - at the beginning of the novel's second book - 
the reader's by now really keenly active curiosity about Maggie 
starts to be satisfied. We have acquired eiome familiarity with 
Charlotteg ýAmerigoq Adam, Fanny and the Colonel, but really 
none with Maggie. Given the sudden mist which descends upon 
the outlook once matters start to be filtered through Maggie's 
(initially) very laborious consciousness9 progress is slow: 
but we are now at least able to put her weight into the scales. 
The switch is 'decisive' because we are henceforth invited, 
in the main, to view events in a manner different from that 

which we have become accustomed to during the first book. To 

put it at its simplestq which where this novel is concerned is 
to stretch a pointp there seems, in the first bookq to be a 
'case' made out for Amerigo and Charlotte, and againstq cert- 
ainly Adam and perhaps also Maggie. There is no doubt that 

until one starts to become familiar with Maggie's machinations 
in the second part of the novel, one mav well have felt inclin- 

ed to be sympathetic toward Amerigo and Charlotte and to feel, 

again inevitably to oversimplify, that Adam and Maggie get 
roughly what they deserve. There. is, on the other hand, a dist- 

inct effort by James to swing the readerts sympathies the other 

way in a number of places in the second book. This does two 

things. It makes the novel more satisfying, in that its moral 

structure becomes increasingly complicated and its moral disc- 

riminations authentically finer. But it also, in places which 

will be indicatedv gives evidence of James, to recall Lawrencets 

phrase about authorial 'interference' in generalg 'putting his 

thumb in the pan' - in other words there is some evidence that 

James is in parts of the second book trying to push us in dir- 

ections that we feel are, in relation to the previously estab- 

lished tendencies of The Golden Bowl, unnatural. 
This is a flawg which is part of a wider flaw: the smaller 
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flaw lies in the way in which the moral Charlotte, the little 
we see of her in the second booký is not the moral Charlotte of 
the first. Another part of the wider deficiency is the way in 
which the treatment of the Assinghams, , so - and sometimes ted- 
iously - intrusive elsewhere in the novel is simply abandoned. 
The wider deficiency is, in factq the way in which Maggie's 

point of view in the second book cuts off our view of the other 
characters at a time when the development of the novel really 
requires that we discover more. about them. 

Arguments might be made out to justify these things, or to 
justify them up to a point: and indeed it is impossible not to 

admire just precisely the way in which James's control of point 
of view in so powerfully wiiýldedq how the shut-down is accomp- 
lished in the second book. It is just that perhaps we are likely 

to feel that Charlotte - mainly Charlotte - has been withdrawn 
from our view far too soon, and that the glimpses of her we then 

receive, the caged beastq the soul in torment, to use Maggie's 

metaphorsq take considerable liberties with the shape of Char- 
lotte's character as it was previously formed. I 

Where weaknesses are under discussiong two others should be 

mentioned now so that they may be in view from the outset. One 

concerns the character of Adam Ververg about whom critics have 

traditionally had much to say, F. O. Matthiessents view is (per- 

haps rather characteristically) ambivalentg in the sense that 

while famously objecting to Verver's 'benevolent Swedenborgian' 

moral tone 
2 he also refers to the cruelty of the 'silken cord' 

exercise as lobscenetg 3 
and this is one of a number of Verver's 

qualities which Matthiessen points out which are not at all 

morally benevolent. Sallie Sears comments that it was not James's 

purpose to give us 'a realistic picture of a John D. Rockefellerg 

the conditions that he createdg or the conditions that created 

I Sallie Sears argues of the novel's two halves that 'in each 
case the focus of pity is upon the person or persons in the 
gravest plightq the ones who are helpless in the face of mani- 
pulations' but this assumes (I feel wrongly) that the second 
half is entirely credible. (The Negative Imaginationg P. 174) 
2. Henr. y James: The Major Phase, p. 90 3 P. 100 
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him' and goes on to see horror and nightmare in the Ververs', 
particularly Maggie'sq exercise of power in the second half 

4 
of the novelg but while there seems little doubt that the 

weight of moral condemnation was at some point in the novel 
intended to fall upon the VerverfS 9 the idea is not sustained 
in that way and I find it difficult to see 1horror19 or anything 
as strong, in the book. 

Ply objection to Adam is not that he is benevolent, for he 
is not, but that he is portrayed, sometimes simultaneously, as 
invalid and geriatric but also forceful in a way which puts 

a heavy strain on the novel which is scarcely borne. It seems 
that our only choice is to regard him as unsuitably lightweight 

or else to regard the images of meekness as Maggie's uncomp- 

rehending approaches to her father, as of a Christian who over- 

stresses the lamb in Christ: we could then make of that image 

which offended Matthiessen so much, the silken noose, the gath- 

ered lassoo, an authorial reassertion of the millionaire's 
forceful character. However: what it feels more like than that 

is an attempt by James to repair dam(age done to Verver's char- 

acterisation earlier on. After a119 it is not really enough to 

say that the picture of Adam as a kind of helpless invalid 

derives mainly from Maggie. It is the only picture we really 

get from the novel, except for one passage, from the beginning 

of the seventh chapterg in which last it is possible to argue 

that a more decisive kind of Adam is depicted -I would argue, 

really a quite different character from the later one. After 

all, if the noose was always there and only unperceived by the 

loving daughter, how did Charlotte manage to misbehave with 

Amerigo? - we find Bob Assingham-speculating on Charlotte's 

freedom later on. 
The second difficultY is the objection F. R. Leavis makes about 

the weakening effect of the novel's indirectnessq the lack of 

metaphorical pun ch: in factq I do not propose to treat that as 

if thbre. were grounds for serious objection. 

PP. 161-162 
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These flaws seem real enough, yet the novel remains an extra- 
ordiriary achievement* The direction to pursue in attempting to 
clarify its difficulties has already been suggested: to what 
extent does James intendq and in what parts of0the novel, 
that Amerigo and Charlotte's relationship should be capable of 
moral justification? Does the novel's overall moral ambiguity - 
and I intend to show that it is extremely ambiguous - strike 
one as an achieved design of the author? Or might the ambiguity 
which the novel possesses be a different kind from that which 
James intended? Could it be that the novel is pulling, * quite 
inadvertently, in different directions? 

Leavis, while feeling that we would be justified in sympathy 

with Charlotte and to some extent Amerigo, nevertheless is sure 
that there is no ironical intent toward the Ververs: 

our attitude towards the Ververs isn't meant to be ironical. 
We are to feel for and with them. We are to watch with intense 
sympathy Maggie's victorious struggle to break the clandestine 
relation between her husband and Charlotte,, establish the pret- 
ence that nothing has occurredt and get Charlotte safely pack- 5 
ed off under a life-sentence to America, the penal settlement. 

Any number of critics could now be found to oppose this view, 
but the main objection to make is that Leavis treats one part 

of the novel as if it were the whole: it may be possible to 

demonstrate that there are parts of the second book where our 

sympathies are - successfully or otherwise - invited on Maggie's 

behalf . but there are many places in the novel where they are 

enlisted on Charlotte's behalf and where our feelings about 

the Ververs are manipulated in such a way that we feel for them 

distaste and suspicion and disapproval. There are, and Leavis 

is aware of it, many places in the novel where James is exten- 

sively ironical about the Ververs. And we read the second book, 

after all, only after the first, in which James is mainl iron- 

ioal about the Ververs, 
6 

5 The Great Tradition, p. 185 
6 Sallie Sears disagrees with Leavis's judgement for quite diff- 
erent reasons: citing the. preface, which may be unfortunateg she 
talks about the 'perfect balance and formal opposition between 
the two books of the novel? (p. 184). Essentially she accounts 
for the novelts complexities bv claiming that they are a matter 
of designq seeing 'Charlotte's 'grief and terror' as Ivpry real'9 
where I see them as unsubstantiated. 
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ii 

It is part of the novel Is considerable ironic strength that the 
'case', such as it is, for Amerigo and Charlotte, or at least 

an important part of the case, is explicitly stated not only 
near the end of the novelq when they have no longer any remote 
possibility of a relationshipq but by, of all peopleg Maggie. 
Maggie is imagining what Charlotte's justification of her relat- 
ionship might be. It isq no doubtq a good bit of imaginative 
transference on her part: 

'You don't know what it is to have been loved and broken with. 
You haven't been broken with, because in your relation what can 
there have been, worth speaking of, to break? Ours was every- 
thing a relation could be, filled to the brim with the wine of 
consciousness; and if it was to have no meaning, no better mean- 
ing than that such a creature as you could breathe upon it, at 
your hour, for blight, why was I myself dealt with all for 
deception? Why condemned after a couple of short years to find 
the golden flame - oh, the golden flame! -a mere handful of 
black ashes? ' (P- 521) 

This has the advantage of being an argument which strikes a 
chord in usq based on our stored responses to the first book, 

in which, indeed, our sense of the relationship between Amerigo 

and Charlotte has sufficiently borne out that this kind of claim 

might plausibly be made. And the centre of the argument is 'the 

wine of consciousness', -, which is an appeal according not only 

with the charaoterisation of Charlotte in the first book, but 

which has a structural significance toog in the sense that as 

soon as the point of view passes to Maggiet 'consciousness' is 

a quality of which we are, in general, less pleasingly aware. 

We are frequently in the novel reminded that Maggie's conscious- 

ness has restrictions. We have been made aware during the rela- 

tively early passage at Fawns in chapter nine, as father and 

daughter sit apart from the company in their secluded garden 

retreat, that Verver recognizes how his daughter has been des- 

cribed as tprimt and that on one occasion Maggie has been glad 

to be compared to a nun: this some four or five pages after 

the pair, speaking of Charlotteg have agreed that - in Maggie's 

words - Charlotte is tgreat in nature, in characterg in spirit. 

Great in life' (P. 149)9 albeit that initially Verver has wanted 
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to know 'what has she done - in life?. ', 

Bearing in mind that it is a considerable part of the novel Is 

concern' to demonstrate that Maggie Is character develops during 
her crisis, there is certainlyq initially, a narrowness, or thin- 

ness evident in her consciousnessý which James seems to stress 
even as we share her point of view: or indeedq perhaps espec- 
ially here: 

There were plenty of singular things they were not enamoured of - flights of brilliancyp of audacityq of originality, that, speak- 
ing at least for the dear man and herself, were not at all in 
their line; but they liked to think they had given their life 
this unusual extension and this liberal form, which many fam- 
ilies, many couples, and still more many pairs of couplesq 
would not have found workable. (P. 303) 

There is something spiritually parochial'in that vdear man and 
herselfv and a complacency both in the line of argument and in 

her reflecting that 'they liked to think' -a satisfaction in 

a habitual mode of thought which seems to preclude, among a 
number of other things, change. 

What I want to do now is explore the case which Maggie imag- 

ines Charlotte making out for herself, and the wider case, for 

it is wide. For example, as Leavis has pointed out, there is a 

considerable extent to which the Prince and Charlotte are port- 

rayed as objects to the vision of Adam and sometimes Maggie 

much as the furniture and the rest are objects to them. This 

attitude of the Ververs persists, as Leavis says9 right to the 

last farewell. When Leavis points out that James is quite exp- 

lioit about thisq he might well have gone further and said that 

it is so explicit and frequent that it even begins to lose, 

quite soon in the novel, its ironic force. After a while one 

has to accept it as part of (particularly) Verver's character. 

Nevertheless one doesn't because of that cease to weigh the 

fact in the balance - quite the contrary. 

We must then consider the fact that explicitlyg Verver marries 

Charlotte for Maggie and not primarily for Charlotte herselfo 

Furtherg we have to consider the way in which father and daugh- 

ter pursue their rather exclusive relationship beyond their marr- 

ia, geso These things are plain enough in the novelg they are not 
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matters over which there can be any contention, and they present 
something of a justification for Charlotte and Amerigo. In fact 
they could even be seen as presenting a considerable justifica- 

tion. But if one is making out a case for that sort of intended, 
if not fully executedg ambiguity in the novel, then one must do 

so not so much on the plane of the balance of abstract causes, 
justifications and effectsq as in the field of our responses 
throughout our reading of the novel. And while it is true that 
these considerations are not perceived, not at allq as merely. 

abstract, I doubt if it is on this ground absolutely that one 

should properly contend, in that it is not for these reasons 
that primarilZ we might feel sympathy with Amerigo and Char- 

lotte. There is a more deeply involving source of our imagina- 

tive feelings in the matter, than their treatment at the hands 

of theý Verversq and that is the comparison between the natures, 

and the relationshipq of Charlotte and Amerigo on the one handq 

with'the nattres of the Ververs and their two marriages on the 

other. There are quantities here which James appears to be plac- 

ing in deliberate ways for inspection by our moral sensev though, 

as I have suggestedg not with a consistency which extends through- 

out the whole of the second part of the novel. 

III 

Charlotte's note is struckv initiallyg quite apart from the 
7 

emphasis of her surnameý during Amerigo's brief encounter with 

her at Fanny's before his marriaget where her directnessq open- 

ness, her lack of any unnecessary formalityg her admirability, 

her incomparabilýtyý are established. 

She is a considerable physical presence in the first part of 

the novel compared to Maggie at any stage of the novel. Amerigo 

with some pleasure inspects her: she is firm and flexibleg her 

7 Maggie: 'I've been asking myself if it were quite the right 
momentg or in any way fairg to ask you If you bould stand just 

now another woman-' 
Adam: '.,. "Stand" one -V (The Golden Bowlq, P. 147) 
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appearance a mixture of muse and huntressq andq as Edmund Wilson 
puts it, 'healthily female', Gabriel Pearsong discussing the 
commercial imagery toward the end of the descriptiong comments 
that 'the fact that James has the Prince immediately seeing her 

as a filled and clinking, but also empty, silk purse establishes 
8 a complicated series of connexions between sex and money', but 

although one takes the point, Amerigo doesn't see her as 'empty' 
but as 'well filled with gold pieces' (the 'emptiness' is act- 
ually a subordinate part of the metaphor's mechanics), which 
emphasizes Charlotte's substance and actuality. 

It is worth comparing the urgent vitality of the description 

with the later account of Maggie: 

she stood there before (Adam) with that particular suggestion 
in her aspect to which even the long habit of their life together 
had not closed his sense, kept sharp, year after year, by the 
collation of types and signs, the comparison of fine object with 
fine object, of one degree of finish, of one form of the ex- 
quisite with another - the appearance of some slight, slim 
draped 'antique' of Vatican or Capitoline hallsq late and refin- 
ed, rare as a note and immortal as a linkg set in motion by 
the miracillous infusion of a modern impulse and yet9 for all the 
sudden freedom of folds and footsteps forsaken after centuries 
by their pedestal, keeping still the quality, the perfect fel- 
icity, of the statue; the blurred, absent eyes, the smoothed, 
elegant, nameless head, the impersonal flit of a creature lost 
in an alien age and passing as an image in worn relief round 
and round a precious vase. (PP- 153-154) 

Making whatever allowance we make for the role of the father, the 

function the description has in its comment on himl the really 

rather insipid, lifeless quality hinted at could hardly be more 

different - even from Charlotte's own sculptural qualitiesq 'the 

free arms... comple. 'Uely rounded, the polished slimness that Flor- 

entine sculptors, in the great timeg had loved' and of which the 

apparent firmness is expressed in their old silver and old 

bronze'. It is very important to keep the comparison in mind 

when faced with the difficulty of believing in Charlotte the 

'haunted creature' much later on. 

In speechq the authorial interpolations, 'Charlotte was easily 

clear19 are themselves significant. She is lucid and self-poss- 

essed. As early as this we inevitably draw the comparisons with 

8 tThe Golden Bowllq in The Air of Realit, 7, P. 316 
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Kate Croy (though we should beware thinking that because one 
becomes glib and hard, so does the other). 

In the novel's fifth chapter James describes the encounter in 
the park between Charlotte and Amerigo: the episode occurs after 
our first exposure to the extended convolute interpretative 

sessions of the Assinghams, and provides what is very much a 
breath of fresh air. If one compares the opening statement of the 
fourth chapter with that of the fifth, the difference is seen 
to be significantly immense. Colonel Assingham - he who, James 
delightfully. informs usq has eyes like 'little blue flowers 

plucked that morning', one among many examples of the energy 
there is to spare in a novel which has its share of longReurs - 
utters at the opening of thel, fourth chapter a sentence which 
stands for much of the Assingham's very existence: 'I don't 

quite see, my dear, I don't quite see, I'm bound to say, why 

you take it even at the worstq so ferociously hard. It isn't 

your fault, after all, is it? I'll be hanged, at any rate, if 

it's mine. ' (p. 69). He implies that it mightg for all that the 

matter has any logiog be anyonels: and there follows what we 

will soon recognize as a chapter of characteristically tortýxous 

discussion (during which Fanny decides to marry off Charlotte). 

The next chapter begins with Charlotte's twellg now I must tell 

you, for I want to be absolutely honest' (p. 88). This, to the 

Prince's sensibility is even lominoust. James then refers to a 
tcleansing breeze', 'freshened' air and A 'wholesome smell of 

irrigation'. This second view of Charlotte for the reader is 

worth careful consideration. How 'honest' is she? Hasntt she 

brought the Prince out on false pretences? Won't she then--;. 

attempt to persuade him to take a present, in contradiction of 

her stated intention? There are obvious rejoinders to these 

objections. What strikes the note of authentic honesty is that 

she knows Amerigo well enough to know that he needs the Verver 

millions,., and'. her confession is potentially enough to fright- 

en him off instantly - it is not likely to gain her anything. 

It is difficult to suspect her moral integrity. 

This clear-eyedg honest quality is echoed by her behaviour 

at Brighton in relation to the whole matter of the max riage to 
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Verver in general and to the telegram from Amerigo in partic- 
ular. It might be argued that she ought to have insisted that 
Verver read: yet she asks him to do so twiceg which is not 
necessarily a debt which she owes to a suitor whose proposal 
has such a mixture of motives behind it, There is no doubt in 
her mind as to what would ha-ve been lost: 

She had thereby forborne to call his attention to her conscious- 
ness that such anýexposure would, in all probabilityq straight- 
way have dished her marriage; that all her future had in factq 
for the moment, hung by the single hair of Mr Verver's delicacy 
(as she supposed they must call it) (p. 222) 

The parenthesis is a necessary irony in reference to an episode 
in which Verver effectively 'collects' Charlotte much as he does 
the Damascene tiles from YIr Gutermann-Seuss. 

Charlotte's individuality and the force of vitality within her 

are perhaps most splendidly revealed in the passage which occurs 

on the March afternoon in Portland Place as the Prince wanders 

about for boredom in the saloon: it follows the scene in which, 
from the staxt of the fourteenth chapterg James has established 
the startling public success of Charlotte as Mrs Verver, and 

established the renewed relationship between her and Amerigog 

most particularly through the anxious deliberations of Mrs 

Assingha. m. The great stride in the narrative from the thirteenth 

to the fourteenth chapter, as from sixth to seventh, is charac- 

teristic of the authority with which James moulds his material 

over large areas of the novel. It is in the codag as it were, 

for us, to the public eventq that Amerigo sees Charlotte roll 

up in the 'rickety "growler"'. That Charlotte is still in love 

with Amerigo has been established with considerable economy 

during the public passage: 'this was doubtless a large cons- 

equence of a fairly familiar causeq a considerable inward stir 

to spring from the mere vision, striking as that might be, of 

Amerigo in a crowd' (P. 193). In a chapter which ends with 

Charlotte and Amerigo 'passionately sealing their pledge' (Jam- 

ests handling of the final paragraph on p. 237 has altogether too 

awkward an experimental quality)q we are made to feel some of 

what Charlotte and her force represents to Amerigo in his life- 

less condition. Charlotte, as soon as the butler has disappeared, 
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gets to the point of the visit with 'the whizz and the red light 
of a rocket', an unaccustomed reverberation in Portland Place. 
And her dress itself, and mode of arrivalg have an eccentric 
quaintness in which the Prince finds significance: 

she was yet invested with the odd eloquence - the positive 
picturesqueness, yes, given all the rest of the matter - of 
" dull dress and a black Bowdlerised hat that seemed to make 
" point of insisting on their time of life and their moral inten- 
tion, the hat's and the frockts own, as well as on the irony 
of indifference to them practically plaving in her so handsome 
rain-freshened face. (p. 227) 

Asking her why she has arrived in this wayq she says: 'it's just 
because of the weather... it's my little idea. It makes me feel 

as I used to - when I could do as I liked' (p. 228). The truth 

of this, interestingly, puzzles him only because he canli under- 

stand why she tolerates the discomfort of the growler. Her lack 

of freedom seems to him obvious. And we are invited to compare 
Charlotte's day with Maggiels. Maggie has taken the Principino 

to Eaton Square. Charlotte meanwhile has done many things. 

Amerigo asks. where she has been: 

'Everywhere I could think of - except to see people. I didn't 
want people I wanted too much to think. But I've been back 
at intervals three times; and then come away again. My cabman 
must think me crazy - it's very amusing; I shall owe him, when 
we come to settle, more money than he has ever seen. I've beeng 
my dear. ' she went on, 'to the British Museum - which, you knowq 
I always adore. And Itve been to the National Galleryq and to 
a dozen old booksellers, coming across treasuresq and I've 
lunchedg on some strange nastiness9 at a cookshop in Holborn. 
I wanted to go to the Towerg but it was too far - my old man 
urged that; and I would have gone to the 4oo. if it hadn't 
been too wet - which he also begged me to observe. But you 
wouldntt believe -I did put in St Paulls. (p. 231) 

This liveliness is vitalizing and warming amidst the inactivity 

of the other three: and her account is even broadened so that 

a sidelight can be turned on Maggie's absorption with her father 

to the exclusion of other demands - it transpires that Maggie 

has offered to do something for her father, and taken the carr- 

iage, at which Amerigo, interestedg asks '. your carriage? ' 

(p. 231). Charlotte brushes the matter aside, but it is an 

important insight into the way in which the father and daughter 
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behave toward their spouses, 
This episode has also made clear a further fact: namely the 

way in which the position they have reached has developed as a 
result of the activities, wishesq acts, of others: 

What had happened, in short, was that Charlotte and he had, 
by a single turn of the wrist of fate - 'led up' to indeedq no doubt, by steps and stages that conscious computation had missed- been placed face to face in a freedom that partookq extraordin- 
arily, of ideal perfectiong sincd the magic -web had spun itself 
without their toil, almost without their touch. (p. 227) 

Our comprehension of Amerigo and Charlotte's relationship 
at,, as it were, its peak, is most detailed and complete during 
the episode at Matcham, and particularly during the morning 
of the carefully arranged trip to Gloucester. James's treatment of 
England here has a substantial satirical force: he manages ind- 

eed to render rather comical Lady Castledean's passion for the 

musical Yx Blint and yet simultaneously deal with Amerigo and 
Charlotte's relationship in a way which, perhaps because of the 

comparison, separates it and enhances it. The two are felt to 
have virtually complete possession of the place before their 

departure, and the Prince. 's speculations on the English and 
English life serve further to detach the couple, 

The felicity of the relationship is self-evident at Matchamý 

and needs no further examination at this stage. Should any 
doubts exist,, they lie in our feelings of uncertainty about 
Amerigo's capacity for anything really as energetic as love, 

but that is a doubt which applies to all of Amerigo's behaviour - 
we can say, hereq that his feelings are at least relatively 

strong; a hint (from Fanny) that his feelings for Charlotte are 

weaker than they appear is followed up, in the novel, only in 

the sense that it may explain the Prince Is reconciliation with 

Maggie. Whatever we shall take that to be. 

After blatbham, the first book concludes with further Assing- 

ham deliberationsq and when we move to the second part of the 

novel we see Charlotte again only through Maggie's rather unrel- 

iable perception. 
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Maggie's view of Charlotte, to which we are then exposedg can 
be approached in two ways, at least. We might argue that James, 
having given us a charmingg vitalg honest Charlotte in the first 
bookq now intends us to keep that picture with us right to the 
end of the novel as part of a sophisticated process of juxta- 
position: a juxtaposition of a view of Charlotte which is Amer- 
igolsq authorial and more generally validated in the first part 
of the novel with a view of Charlotte in the second which is 
Maggie's. Or we can argue that James actually attempts to alter 
our sense of Charlotte's good qualities in order to make our 
view of the Ververs increasingly less ironic. This latter design 

would of course imply a swerve in the novel's course, and it is 
toward the latter view, as has been indicated, that I incline. 

It is not that the novel cannot accommodate a developed, 

adverse view of Charlotte: it is that the view of her in the 

second half just isn't compatible with the presentation in the 

first, and that is a serious flaw. One or two general points 

might be madeq before considering the specific. - for example, 
how are we to accommodate the notion of the compar. atiir2ely life- 

less Verver - the almost wholly lifeless Verver - weaving his 

'magic' as Maggie thinks of it, leading Charlotte round, in the 

recurrent image, by the neck? Have we notq at Matcham, toward 

the close of the first half of the novel, had such an impressive 

demonstration of Charlotte as a plannerg a 1fixer19 that we 
find it difficult to believe that Adam's rope is more than she can 

manage to slip? James seems to arrange for a passivity to afflict 

Charlotte with much of the same thoroughness with which geriatry 

has, up until the departure for Americaq descended on Adam. 

Again, Charlotte's apparent despairg caused by her ignorance of 

who knows what about her relationship with Amerigo, is difficult 

to accept in the form that it is offered: 

It was odd how that certainty again and again determined and 
coloured her wonderments of detail; the question, for instance, 
of how Amerigog in snatched opportunities of conferenceg put 
the haunted creature off with false explanations, met her part- 
icular challenges and evaded - if that was what he did do! - 
her particular demands. (P. 454) 
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Charlotte as a 'haunted creature' 'put off I by Amerigo is a 
change that, to put it at its simplest, the novel simply hasn't 
provided any plausible explanation forg, particularly if we are 
to assume that Maggie's view is in fact more or less accurate. 

That James's thumb is in the pan is actually all too evident 
from now on: the 'haunted creature' being 'put off' is weight 
enough, but now begins a thread of imagery representing Char- 
lotte as a beast springing on Maggie from its cage, a thread 
which leads to the celebrated pounce on the terrace at Fawns. 
That Charlotte pounces is at least partly back in character - 
the pounce in itself is therefore something of an inconsisten- 

cy within the second half. But that her energy should be rep- 
resented as affecting Maggie in this relation is a distinct 

manipulation, too forcibly so, of our responses. The passage 
has been rightly admired, for there is much in it which is very 
fine, but the manipulation is at times irritatingly evident 
amidst the narration. Maggie's vulnerability is over-emphasized: 

she is too much, and insufficientlYi-rationa. 1y the lamb to 
Charlotte's lion: 

Maggie came on with her heart in her hands; she came on with 
the definite prevision, throbbing like the tick of a watch, 
of a doom impossibly sharp and hard, but to which, after looking 
at it with her eyes open, she had none the less bowed her head. 

o (P. 463) 

And .- 

Maggie had kept the shawl she had taken out with her, and, 
clutching it tight in her nervouness, drew it round her as 
if huddling in it for shelter, covering herself with it for 
humility. (P- 466) 

The whole episode of confrontation and denial is an aesthetic 

and moral vulgarity for which Charlotte is held to be respon- 

sible, portrayed as making inevitable. But this is a too-ab,: V- 

upt. re-characterization to be anything other than damaging to 

the novelg particularly its climax: 

', Tith which she saw soon enough what more was to come. She saw 
it in Charlotte's faceg and felt it make between them, in the 

air, a chill that completed the coldness of their conscious 
perjury. 'Will you kiss me on it then? ' (P. 469) 
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The sequel to this-sconep where Charlotte is more gently 
pursued by Maggieg raises the same objections even more emphat- 
ically. Not only is Charlotte made to accuse Maggie of trying 
to ruin her marriage, but she is even made to flounce off with 
a gloating 'you recognize then that you've failed? ', and we 
can't after all lay this at Maggie's door: this is an authorially 
validated eventg not an interpretation. Certainly it all gives 
Maggie a splendid moral elevation - 'yes, she had done all' - 
but it is very expensively purchased. This manipulation is at 
times really almost crudeq as though Jamesq determined to swing 
the novel in the way he has decided to take itg is going to 
spare no effort. Charlotte is referred to as Amerigo's laccoMP- 
lice I (P. 489) in a context which has again robbed her of inde- 

pezýdence and dignityv and several pages later we are toldý in 

relation to Charlotte's perception that she and Adam share a 
taste for beautiful objects9 that Maggie 'had in due course 
seen her begin to "work" this unfortunately natural source of 
sympathy for all it was worth' (P- 493): this is surely aston- 
ishing. Werep as has been suggestedg this intended to be Magg- 
ie's patently warped view of things which we are examiningg then 

we might be able to accommodate it; but as we have seeng this 
kind of perception appears to be authoriallY supported. And 
this is not the Charlotte who asked Adam to read Amerigo's 

telegram. And if it is a different Charlotteg the novelist ought 
to have told uso She ought to have been altered. 

A little further on Maggie muses at 'the mystery by which a 

creature who could be in some connexions so earnestly right 

could be in others so perversely wrong' (P. 495): by which timeg 

we gather, Charlotte's voice has become 'high and clear and a 
little hardto 

And theng in order to consolidate the sense we are now supp- 

osed to have - and which many critics apparently do have - of 

magg, Ie's moral worthq we are presented with the image of Char- 

lotte as a soul in torment, giving visitors a guide to the treas- 

ures in a high voice which quavers in its aim for effects and 

sounds to Jýýjýaggie 'like the shriek of a soul in pain' which, 
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of course brings the tears to Maggie's eyes. Maggie's sympathy - 
le-an't she be stopped? Hasn't she done it eno V- is simply 
an irritation, so little does James establish that the object 
of sympathy could have got into the position of needing it. 
It is very surprising that this scene is so frequently accepted 
at face value. 

Charlotte's return to self-possession at the end of the novel 
is of merely formal interest. 

IV 

Amerigo's special quality is passivitY9 which he hasq even by 

the standards of the Jamesian male, to a very large degree. 

Indeed it is Charlotte's capacity as an organiser of life which 
is such an important feature of her attractiveness to him, as 
is made explicit in the passage at Riatcham: 

They had these identities of impulse - they had had them rep- 
eatedly before; and if such unarranged but unerring encounters 
gave the measure of the degree in which people were, in the 
common phrase, meant for each other, no union in the world had 
ever been more sweetened with rightness. What in fact most often 
happened was that her rightness went, as -4ho should say, even 
further than his own; they were conscious of the same necessity 
at the same moment, only it was she, as a general thingg who 
most clearly saw her way to it. Something in her long look at 
him now out of the old grey window, something in the very poise 
of her hat, the colour of her necktie, the prolonged stillness 
of her smile, touched into sudden light for him all the wealth 
of the fact that he could count on her. He had his haýnd thereq 
to pluck itt on the open bloom of the day; but what did the 
bright minute mean but that her answering hand was already 
intelligently out? So, thereforeq while the minute lastedq it 

passed between them that their cup was full; which cup their 

very eyes, holding it fast, carried and steadied and begang as 
they tasted it, to praise. (p. 267) 

No other relationship in the novel is seen to offer anything 

even approaching the happiness and vitality of this one, just as 

no other character is givdn Charlotte's quality of life. It is, 

of course, Charlotte who has organized matters toward a visit 

to Gloucesterg while Amerigo has only thought of it. This pass- 

ive quality is identical with Adam Verver's notion that the 

Prince has no unpleasant 'angles' - he makes no difficulties. 
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The problem is that Amerigo makes none with either Maggie or 
Charlotte. That he characteristically wouldn't is predictable 
from the first page of the novel: 

The young man's momement6r. howeverg betrayed no consistency 
of attention - not eveng for that matterg when one of his arr- ests had proceeded from possibilities in faces shadedq as they 
passed him on the pavement, by huge beribboned hats, or more delio-Aely tinted still under the tense silk of parasols held 
at perverse angles in waiting viotorias. (p. 29) 

The Prince may be passivet but he is also restless9 even as near 
his weddin&-day as this (or because of it). His interest in and 
powers over women are well-established - 111aggie has seen him 

reduce other women to a 'passive pulp', and there is an oblique 
reference to 'the very prettyg the typically Irish Miss bladdocks' 

and to the effect that 'the miss Maddocks of life (had) been 

assured of their importance for him'. 
The lack of 'consistency of attention' is also character- 

istic: Amerigo's attention kindles only occasionally, and then 

often at oddq whimsical moments of perception. He is typified 
by a strangeg restless Inactivity, a sort of pacingt heavily 

smoking resignation. He is resigned because of his need to ally 
himself with the Verver millions, yet we feel that his relation- 

ship to those he is with - except, for a time, Charlotte - is 

one characterized by an inevitable detachment. It is not just 

that the Prince is Italian; there is also a sense that he is an 

anachronismv that there is no obvious relationship that he can 
have with the contemporary, and certainly the contemporary 
English, world. 

At Matcham he is the victim of a kind of alienation. He feels 

that he is variously defined only as an 'outsider, a foreigner, 

and even as a mere representative husband and son-in-law' and 

that he is 'irrelevant to the working of affairs' (pp. 264-265)- 

He feels that his fellow guests are 'inferior people' yet is 

resigned to being 'made light of'. However, as his view of the 

English is largely that they are 'droll', this scarcely worries 

him. James's satirical force in this episode, directed at cert- 

ain elements within upper-class English society, works partly 
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by juxtaposing the music hall comicality of Lady Castledean's 

affair with Mr Blint with the Prince's rather bored reflections 
on English imperfections: 

But it was at the same time precisely why even much initiation 
left one, at given moments, so puzzled as to the element of 
staleness, of innocence in the guilt and of guilt in the inno- 
cence. There were other marble terracesq sweeping more purple 
prospects, on which he would have known what to think, and would 
have enjoyed thereby at least the small intellectual fillip of 
a discerned relation between a given appearance and a taken 
meaning. The inquiring mindq in these present conditions, might, 
it was true, be more sharply challenged; but the result of its 
attention and its ingenuity, it had unluckily learned to knowg 
was too often to be confronted with a mere dead wall, a lapse 
of logic, a confirmed bewilderment. (p. 266) 

This is, for all that the Prince has his simplicities to the 

point of childishness, the reflection of a highly bred Roman 

with a useful perspective on his present country: Dorothea 

Krook talks about 'catching one's breath a little at the sheer 

quantity of illumination contained in the siýnple phrases' and 

points out the relation of Amerigo's thoughts here to thematic 

concerns elsewhere in James's work. 
9 

Just as Amerigo's character has its odd mixture of brooding 

anxiety and passivity, the contrast between the adult and the 

child in his nature is marked; and elsewhere we are struck by 

his naivety, his self-indulgence and evqn his vulnerability. 
The self-indulgence is largely by way of an apparent amorality; 

which is self-confessed, albeit that the confession has been 

apparently ironical. Fanny has asked him what sense he may not 

possess. And he answers 'the moral, dear Mrs Assinghan' (P-48), 

going on draw an elaborate metaphorical comparison between 

'old Roman' and modern Anglo-American morality. 

In fact, Amerigo does not have a great deal of active moral 

significance in the novel. He is, as it were, there very much 

as a cause and less as an effect, and as a cause generally under- 

stood rather than exemplified, although his sexuality is clear- 

ly emphasized (if not as much as some critics would appear to 

suggest). He isq however, there as an effectq in a senseq of 

the Ververs. And for all his passivity and amoralityq we are 

9 The ordeal of Consciousness, p-p. 234 - 235 
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inclined to feel sympathetic toward him: he is exempt from 
condemnation, if we accept the basis of his characterg and it 
is as 'finished', quite extraordinarYLly 'produced' (in the 
celebrated metaphors) that he is presented. More to the point, 
he is on occasion portrayed as rather unhappy, and with cause. 
Just as Charlotte has brightened up his day at Portland Place 

when she arrives in the 'growler', his estrangement from her 
causes him considerable anxietyg and the quality of his life 

seems unnecessarily thin. The scene in which Maggie goes to 
tell him that her father and stepmother are arriving for tea, 

presents him living in a way which gives us cause to think, 
back to that terrible scene in the library in The Portrait of 

a Lady. The echo here is only that, but it is substantially 

affecting: 

The Prince was in his 'own' room, where he often sat now 
alone; half a dozen open newspapers, the 'Figarot notably, 
as well as the 'Times', were scattered about him; but, with a 
cigar in his teeth and a visible cloud on his brow, he appeared 
actually to be engaged in walking to and fro... She knew herself 
suddenly, almost strangely, glad to be coming to him, at this 
hour, with nothing more abstract than a telegram; but even 
after she had steeped into his prison under her pretext, 
while her eyes took in his face and then embraced the four 
walls that enclosed his restlessness, she recognized the 
virtual identity of his condition with that aspect of Char- 
lotte's situation for which, early in the summer and in all 
the amplitude of a great residence, she had found, with so 
little seeking, the similitude of the locked cage. He struck 
her as cagedq the man who couldn't now without an instant 
effect on her sensibility give an instinctive push to the 
door she had not completely closed behind her. He had been 
turning twenty waysq for impatiences all his own, and when 
she was once in with him it was yet again as if she had come 
to him in his more than monastic cell to offer him light or 
food. (P- 526) 

It is hard indeed not to think of thePrince as an exotic 

animal bagged for a zoo in which he can only pace and pine. 

It is difficult not to feel too that James's so overt refer- 

ences to the Prince as a 1find1q a 1piece1q a collector's 

itemq is meantq with ironical implications for our view 

of the Verversq to make such a view of the Prince the inev- 

itable one. He is dependent and dispossessed his 'own' 
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room it is notq for he is mortgaged to the Ververs. The room 
is at once prisong monasteryq and zoo to its inhabitant dep- 

rived of freedomq feminine contact and his natural habitat. 
Maggie embraces not Amerigo, but the four walls, and the pac- 
iiag is like a beasVs : Ln the pathological stage of boredom. 

The relationship between daughter and father has to a great 
extent excluded Amerigog which of courge has implications 

for our view of him, of themt of his relationship with Char- 

lotte. His sense of exclusion is conscious and strong: dur- 

ing the scene at Portland Place with Charlotteg his. resentment 
is revealed as substantial: 'very vehemently, he brought out: 
"How can I not feel more than anything else how they adore 
together my boy? "I(p. 233). And indeed the Principinog it is 

evident, has been hijacked by Adam long before as another 
item in the collection. 

The Prince's final apparent reconciliation with Maggie is 

undermined by the apparent incompatibility of the different 

directions in which James has been taking usq and which are 

both evident in the novel's last few pages. There is nothing 

ambiguous or apparently ironical in the final few seAtences: 

He tried, too clearlyq to please her - to meet her in her own 
way; but with the result only thatq close to her, her face 
kept before him, his hands holding her shouldersq his whole 
act enclosing her, he presently echoed: "'See"? I see nothing 
but you. I And the truth of it hadq with this force, after 
a momentv so strangely lighted his eyes thatq as for pity 
and dread of them, she buried her own in his breast. (P. 547) 

Yet, as Leavis points out, the scene preceding this has shown 

Verver and his daughter viewing Charlotte and Amerigo in a 

very specific way: the father and daughter see 'the two 

noble persons' in the 'general harmony' of all the other 

'Pieces' and their presence constitutes proof of 'a rare power 

of purchase': 'you've got some good thingsIq says Adamý and 

'who shall say where his thought stopped? ' (P-541). This might 

be thought to give Maggie's 'pity and dread' a new twist, a 

grim ironical foroeq though one can scarcely feel that James 

intended it. 
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V 
That Adam is not presented favourably in moral or in any 

other terms is indisputableg but it seems likely that Adam 
is James's least successful character in the novelq at every 
stage of his portravalg and that we have to concede that he 
represents a weakness. The trouble is that although James's 
intention toward Adam from the outset has seemed ironicalg 
he reduces Verver, as the novel proceeds, to implausible 
ineffectuality. At the beginning of the seventh chapter, how- 
ever, where Verver makes his first appearance in the novel, 
there may be the suggestion of a Verver who never really dev- 
elops beyond the suggestiong but quickly becomes something 
else. Certainlyq there is a tendency in the physical descrip- 
tion of Fawns, to imply a certain kind of characterizations 

Adam Verver at Fawnsq that autumn Sunday, might have been 
observed to open the door of the billiard-room with a certain 
freedom - might have been observed, that isq had there been 
a spectator in the field. The justification of the push he 
had applied, howeverg and of the push, equally sharp, thatt 
to shut himself in, he again applied - the ground of this 
energy was precisely that he might here, however briefly, 
find himself aloneg alone with the handful of letter, news- 
papers and other unopened missives,, to which, during and since 
breakfastg he had lacked opportunity to give an eye. The vast9 
square, clean apartment was emptyg and its large clear windows 
looked out into spaces of terrace and gamdeng of park and 
woodland and shining artificial lakeg of richly condensed 
horizong all dark blue upland and church-towered village 
and strong cloud-shadowg which were, togetherg a thing to 
create the sense, with everyone else at churchq of one's hav- 
ing the world to one's self. (P. III) 

Sharpnessq precisiong energy and strength are what it might 

have taken such a man to get to his position in life and 
Ivastt squareq clean' and 'shining' and 'artificial' may 

suggest something of the nature of his enterprises and his 

project at American City. The 'large clear' windows say some- 

thing about his perception, and just as his life appears to 

have been 'richly condensed' (as itre. the results"of his coll- 

ector's skill)q he has a considerable part of the world 'to 

himself 1. Yet the apartment is 'empty' and the windows look 

out to IsPacesIq just as Tiaggie is now married and Verver left 
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to the prowling Mrs Rance. His having emerged 'through tort- 
uous corridorst very much in 'quiet flightt suggests a literal 
twist in the imagery. All this might suggest a kind of vast 
serenity temporarily a little blighted, yet very quickly James 

starts to treat Verver with an irony which is less ambiguous 
than anything else in the novel. This has its effect on two 
rather different levelsq one of brief physical and spiritual 
description, and another of subtler approach in which Ver- 

verts character is treated to more extended analysis. In this 
initial scene at Fawns, for example, we learn that he is a 
'musing, reconsidering little mant. James's fondness for the 
disparaging possibilities of the adjective tlittlel has been 

noted previously. He applies it to Adamý and to various as- 
pects of Adam, with some frequency from now on. Indeed he even, 
late in the novelg seems to make an attempt9 as we shall seeg 
to render compatible the two apparently quite incongruous 

tendencies in his characterization hereq by using the adjec- 
tive again in a manner designed to rob it of any actual dimin- 

ishing effect. But the inconsistency isn't in the irony - 
that is fairly constant. It is rather in the notiong on the 

one handq of the world-conquering Adamq and on the otherg 

of the helpless aged parentp a view whichg as I have stressedv 
is not only Maggiels. 

But to that inconsistency we may return. Meanwhile it is 

worth noting that the direction James's approach takes is 

unmistakable when it comes to placing Adam beyond our sym- 

pathy. He is a 'Smallg spareq slightly stale personIq bald- 

ing and with a Ineatq colourless face' provided with the 

'merely indispensable featurest. He has a 'concave little 

stomach' and wears the same costume every day (though his 

staleness owes nothing to this: we are clear that he has an 

identical new outfit every day). Even his coat is tlittlel 

(pp. 123,1419 142). 10 

To balance this descriptiong fortunatelyq there is a 

10 There is perhaps in James's derision here a prideg iron- 
ical or notq in his own vastness, and in his own fondness for 

sartorial inventiveness. 
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reference to Verver's eyes as 'youthfullyg almost strangely 
beautiful', the physical feature which, presumablyg corres- 
ponds to his collector's tastes as was suggested in connect- 
ion with the opening description of Fawns, his features are 
clear and his appearance likened to an empty room with 'ample 

and uncurtained windows' (here the room, actually, is 'small'). 
The physical descriptions of Verver are chiefly disparaging. 

But the key to his moral character is found in the relatively 
lengthy description in the seventh chapter of Verver's psycho- 
logical basis. 

There are too many passages in the novel, from beginning to 

end, in which Verver's confusion of physical objects and 
people is made explicit for it to be necessary to discuss this 

aspect of his character. It is perfectly clear that it is on 
this basis that he has accepted Amerigo and Charlotteg and as 

was demonstrated earlierg even his vision of 14aggie has been. 

in terms of sculPturalq rather than humang detail. He even 

would like to take the little old church on his Fawns property 
back to America and exhibit it in a glass case. It is an apt 

metaphor for the terrible fate that awaits Charlotte. 

But there are other aspects of Verver's moral character which 

have to be clarified. If 'to rifle the Golden Isles' has been 

'the business of his future19 he has carried it on with suc- 

oess. His view of himself as a result implies a towering esti- 

mation: the was equal, somehowg with the great seersq the invok- 

ers and encouragers of beauty - and he didn't after all perhaps 

dangle so far below the great producers and creators' (p. 122). 

In his self-estimation as art patron he places himself well 

above Julius II and Leo X: it is a kind of maniacal variation 

on the theme of Y1r Wentworth's 'we are all princes here' in 

The Europeans. 
II Rat James goes quite far along with this viewq 

for he does justice to the true power of American money: yet he 

never after this in the novel really does anything with the 

early characterization - to the tiny extent that Verver's char- 

acter unfolds any furtherg it does so along quite other lines. 

Il 47 

I, 
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Nevertheless, the attribution of such traits contains minor 
implications for our view - for example - of Charlotte's beha- 

viour later. 

There is, howeverg also in this early account a matter with 
profound relevance for our judgement of Charlotte's behaviour, 

as well as for other judgements we may make. It concerns Ver- 

ver's recollections of the character of his first wife and of 
her 'suitability' for his development since her death. This 

really is an extraordinary passage and it is the one really 
reverberating moral comment on Adam Verver which the novel 

contains: 

he even sometimes wondered what would have become of his intel- 
ligence, in the sphere in which it was to learn more and more 
exclusively to play, if his wife's influence upon it had not 
been, in the strange scheme of things, so promptly removed. 
Would she have led him altogetherg attached as he was to her, 
into the wilderness of mere mistakes? Would she have prevented 
him from ever scaling his vertiginous ? --ak? - or would she, 
otherwise, have been able to accompany him to that eminence, 
where he might have pointed out to her, as Cortez to his 
companions, the revelation vouchsafed? No companion of Cortez 
had presumably been a real lady: Mr Verver allowed that hist- 
oric fact to determine his inference. (p. 123) 

We notice how that 'presumably' is merely a momentztmy qualif- 

ication. Nine words later it is a 'historic fact'. Verver's 

experience suggests a strong likelihood that indeed no lady 

could have accompanied Cortez on his scaling of the Peak. 

There has indeed been a sense earlier in the same paragraph 

that there are ways in which the first Mrs Verver wasntt a real 

lady, depending on what that quantity is. Verver appears to know 

what a #real lady". ýAsq as befits a connoisseur. He certainly 

thinks that Charlotte is one, which may be a little ironical 

if we can agree that there may be a sense in which she isn't. 

It would not be inappropriate if a man who insisted on finding 

much the same perfection and identifiability in human beings 

as he gets in Damascene tiles were to find his assumptions 

wholly undermined. However that may be, our assumption here 

will probably be that the first Mrs Verver probably was a lady. 

But if she was not, therefore, an ideal companion for the 

ascent - which says something important about Adam's scruples 
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while ascending - is a real lady an ideal companion for the 
summit? Where does that leave Charlotte? W, e may say that if 
Charlotte does not behave like Adam's conception of a 'real 
lady', then he can hardly complain. And if she is a 'real ladyll 

perhaps that. is more than he deserves: this is the background 
to our later judgement of Charlotte. 

The other matter important to deal with in relation to Adam 
is the disparity of the two characterizations which occur in 
the novel. One might choose one or two apparently incompatible 

examples, and I shall allow two to suffice. We have already 
seen Adam compare himself to Cortezq and a pair of popes. His 

relationship to the world in general is described by yet another 

mighty claim: 

(His eyes) showed him where he had come out; quite at the top 
of his hill of difficulty, the tall sharp spiral round which 
he had begun to wind his asc4ýnt at the age of twentyp and the 
apex of which was a platform looking down, if one would, on the 
kingdoms of the earth and with standing-room but for half a 
dozen others. (P- 115) 

It is very difficult indeed to regard this Verver, Cortez ascen- 

ded, and the one in the next exampleg as the same person: 

(Maggie) didn't go into the detail of what sacrificing him would 
mean - she didn't need to; so distinct was it, in one of her 
restless lights, that there he was gwaiting her, that she should 
find him walking up and down the drawing-room in the warm, 
fragrant air to which the open windows and the abundant flowers 

contributed; slowly and vaguely moving there and looking very 
slight and young and, superficially, manageable, almost as 
much like her child, putting it a little freely, as like her 

parent; with the appearance about him, above allq of having 

perhaps arrived just on purpose to say it to her, himself, in 

so many words: 'Sacrifice me, my own love; do sacrifice me, 
do sacrifice me! ' Should she want tog should she insist on itq 

she might verily hear him bleating it at herg all conscious 
and all accommodating, like some preciousq spotlessq except- 
ion-, a2ly intelligent lamb. (pp, 355-356) 

That this is entirely Maggie's distbrted view of her father is 

an explanation which has already been rejected. (Whether it is 

or it isn't, it is hard to know what such slack writing could 

p6ssibly do other than harm the novel. ) It is more that James 

manipulates Adam's character in order to serve whichever of two 

different purposes is to hand, with inevitable results. When 
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he wishes to portray Adam as enormously vulnerable in order 
virtually to sanctify Maggie's behavioury that is how he app- 
ears. When he wants us to realise how Charlotte is doomed at 
the end of the novel, fated to be shipped back with the other 
exhibits to Amerioan City, then Adam's Cortez-like qualities 
suddenly and oddly reassert themselvess 

It had the effectv. for (Maggie), of a reminder -a reminder of 
all he was, of all he had doneg of a119 above and beyond his 
being her perfect little fatherg she might take him as rep- 
resenting, taking him as havingg quite eminently, in the eyes 
of two hemispheres, been capable ofq and as therefore wishing, 
not - was it? - illegitimately, to call her attention to... He 
positively, under the impression, seemed to loom larger than 
life for her (P. 484) 

Perhaps it is chiefly the reader who is being given the rem- 
inder. Here, Adam is 'little' and 'larger than life' simult- 

aneouslyg as though to deny that the word t1ittlet has ever 

been used disparagingly. Virtually none of the qualities as- 

cribed to him here have ever at any point in the novel been 

evident to the reader and -if 
James wishes to convince us that 

Adam would be able to lead Charlotte round with a rope (and had 

James wished to justify such an act! ) then he should prQve-, --it 
As conceivable. He doesn't, and lay it on though he does 

in the descriptiong the detail cannot negate the impressions 

we have received until nowq not even Maggie's 'great and deep 

and high little man'. 

vi 

Maggie has already been discussed quite considerably: we shall 

concentrate now on the idea of her moral developmentg because 

this is an important aspect of the novel. Charlotte and Amerigot, 

relationship acts as a catalyst to cause Maggie to change. 

This adds another moral dimension to the book. Not only is it 

that a case can be made out for Amerigo and Charlotte on the 

grounds already outlineds we may also reflect that 141aggiets 

character develops as a result of Charlotte's reappearance in 

her lifeg something which may complicate our view of the relat- 

ionships which 'the novel portrays. 
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The notion that Maggie will develop under the crisis is 
first essayed by Fanny Assingham in the last chapter of the 
novel's first half. It emerges from the strange form of dial- 
ectics which the Assinghams practise, and is the product of 
their observation (really Fanny'sq of course) that Maggie is 
beginning to miss the Prince's full presence. Fanny has begun 
by observing that Maggie is beginning to doubt, for the first 
time, 'of her wonderful little judgement of her wonderful 
little world'. The tone is in accord with the ironical effect 
of what we have seen of some of Maggiets judgement elsewhere. 
Fanny continues: 

INowq howeverg she has begun to live. And the way it comes to 
me, the way it comes to me But again she projected her 
vision. 

'The way it comes to you can scarcely be that she'll like it! 
'The way it comes to me is that she will live. The way it 

comes to me is that she'll triumph. ' (p. 285) 

This is substantially what happenst in fact. Fanny's idea is 
that Maggie's consciousness has been unsealed, particularly to 

what Fanny calls 'wrong things'. In this case 'Evil - with a 
very big E: for the first time in her life'. (There is presu- 

mably no suggestion in the novel of evil in the strong sense 
discussed above in the first chapter: the use of the term here 

is a result of Fanny's perception of the seriousness of the 

matter. ) That Fanny, howeverg is not all that worried about 
its final effects is clear from her next statement: it will 
be enough to 'give (Maggie) a shaking' (p. 286). The idea is 

in effect that Maggie will be shocked out of complacency and 

absorption in her narrower concerns. Matters will have to be 

disagreeable 'to make her decide to live'. 

To 'live', with whatever increase may be implied in that as 

to the multiplication of complexities and ambiguities and as to 

the manipulation of her habitat to enable her fuller partici- 

pationt is what we see Maggie fairly quickly beginning to do. 

Nothing could emphasize it more than the Matcham party's dinner 

at Portland Place. There is a metaphorical precision about the 

event which is splendid: the whole key to Charlotte and Amer- 

igo's pleasure at Matcham had been 1,11aggiels absence and now 
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Maggie is in a most emphatic way seizing a whole area of new 
experience with an eagerness which wants to go back to an oco- 
asion she has missed and recreate it, do it over again so she 
can be a part of it. It is an awesome demonstration of the 
Dower of her money. She does something that all human beings 
would like to do at various times in their lives, and re-enacts 
events in order to give them an ideal shape. The improvement 
is there for Maggie everywhere in this party. Importantlyq of 
courseq she is present this time. But much more than thatq her 
immersion in the affair, her centralityý is immense. She reduces 
even Lady Castledean to 'an unprecedented state of passivity'. 
She is very much the daughter of the father James never got 
round to portravingg a true Verver of a sort which Adam doesn't 

manage to be: she contemplates 'the cornered sixt whom it 

glimmered before her that she might still live to drive about 
like a flock of sheep' (P-334)e 

Specificallyq Maggie is now usurping Charlotte as the glitt- 

ering social focus: she is becoming increasingly like Charlotte 

in her effect. We pcrceive this as a positive development. 

Even Fanny has redesigned herself for the occasion: dowdy 

and peripheral in the hot-house air of Katchamp she is rede- 
fined by her position of importance at Portland Placeg and now 

confidently makes her presence countt resplendett in 'new orange 

-coloured velvet with multiplied turquoises'. Maggiets re-enact- 

ment of the first occasion includes the design of redefining 

Fanny: 'Maggie was not indifferent to her own opportunity to 

redress the balance - which seemedt for the hourg par 
It 

of a 

general rectification' (P. 347), 

None of this is the mere assumption of a persona: James handles 

her development splendidlyt the development of her capacity 

to lives her moral development in the specific arena of her 

attitude to Amerigo ist as has been establishedt ambiguous. 

That she continues to changeg that she is also fully consci- 

ous of itt is clear: 

,I put (Amerigo) in possession of the difference; the difference 
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madeq about mep by the fact that I hadn't been, after all - though with a wonderful chancep I admittedp helping me - too 
stupid to have arrived at knowledge. He had to see that I'm 
chftnged for him - quite changed from the idea of me that he had 
so long been going on with. (Po 445) 

And the development is rapidg such as that her 'extensions of 
view' might wellp she reflects, have 'stupefied' her. 

The extension of Maggie's negative capability is also demon- 
strated by the sudden wrenchq from the welter of introspective 
musings, of a clearg stark, recognition: 'meanwhile the facts 
of the situation were upright for her round the green cloth 
and the silver flambeaux; the fact of her father's wife's lover 
facing his mistress' (PP. 455-456). This is like the shook of 
Pleda's 'I'll go back' in The S oils of Poynton. The winning 
of a clear view of circumstancesq a facing up to moral fact - 
this is the gain. The crux, if there is one, of her journey 
into new experiences, comes in the late passage at Fawns: here 

she sees 'evil seatedg all at its ease, where she had only 
dreamed of good', yet, having looked at 'terror and disgustt, 
knows that she must 'put away the bitter-sweet of their fresh- 

ness 1, To feel outraged would be to give the others up and 
'that ... was not to be thought of' (P. 459). The outcome of her 

argument is morally very mature, though we may speculate as to 

the extent to which she manages not to give them up. The moral 

courage which Maggie exemplifies in her confrontationg a little 

later, with Charlotte, her sense that she is 'in tune with the 

right19 nevertheless can hardly serve the ends of all four of 

them. If the 'right' is to indulge in 'this extraordinary form 

of her humbugging19 then it is 'right' mainly because it con- 

forms to the patternt the pattern of Amerigo's humbugging and 

Adam's ignorance. It rather isolates Charlotte. 

That whatever development that Maggie undergoes is not only 

because ofq but also at the expense of Charlotteg is made quite 

explicit in Maggie's comment to Amerigo near the end: 'how can 

we not always think of her? It's as if her unhappiness had been 

necessary to us' (P- 532)o 
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vii 

The Assinghams produce a quantity of moral comment; -such as 
Fanny's 'what is morality but high intelligence? ' - appar- 
ently a consistent view with her as Maggie observes later in the 
novel that Fanny 'only thinks people are sometimes fools; she 
doesn't seem to think so much about them being wrong'. Yet for 

all th. at one can identify ideas belonging to Fannyv the Assing- 
ham's presence in the novel is really out of proportion to 
their structural importance, and it is difficult to concede 
them much thematic importance. The reader may often share the 
Colonel's scepticism about Fanny's bouts of analysisq acute 
as her observations sometimes are. The Assinghams don't emerge 
to the extent they ought as important in themselves in a novel 
in which they are so prominent. There are several signs of 
James's difficulty with them. For examplev Fanny's idea above 
isn. 't 

really used anywhere in the novel - it might be applied 
to the complex relationships of the central fourt but only 
laboriously and unconvincingly. In the context it has the ring 

merely of a pseudo-epigram., 
There are times when Fanny Assingham is wheeled on by James 

rather dutifully: and if she should behave rather eccentrically 

under the circumstancesq should she for example pick up people's 

ornaments and smash them to pieces on their floors, who can 

blame her. One feels that James should either have used her less, 

restricting her to the important narrative and interpretative 

functions which she executes, or have developed her with some 

consistency as a fifth majop character. As it is, the Assing- 

hams are responsible for some taxing longueurs, and for the 

occasional absurdity: 

(Adam) - becaihe,. aware -hiiftself ,f or that matterg during the min- 
ute Maggie stood there before. speaking; and with the. senseq 
moreoverg of what he saw her see, he had the sense of what 
she saw him. This lastg it may be addedg would have been his 

intensest perception had there not, the next instant, been more 
for him in Fanny Assingham. Her face couldn't keep it from him; 

she had seeng on top of everything, in her quick way, what 
they both were seeing. (P. 131) 

This is much too near hilarious self-parody for comfort, and 
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since many of Fanny's speculations are misguidedg even her 
acuteness here seems rather pointless. Well may James qualify 
this as he can: 'so much mute communication was doubtless... 
marvellous', 

Where the Assinghaxns are useful is chiefly in the way that 
they further the narrative and enrich the mix of moral spec- 
ulation upon the behaviour of the other fouro Their delib- 
erations result, through shadings and accretions and steps and 
discoveries in the establishing of some fairly complex char- 
acter development, as ing for exampleq the sketching out of 
the beginnings of change in Maggie's personalityg which enables 
us the more rapidly to assimilate the alterationso Not only 
of course do they introduce thematic and structural develop- 
ments: they also help to consolidate our response to what have 
been, in the main thread of the narrativep some rapid move- 
ments, 

It seems unlikely that James could have handled such complex 
moral developments in any other way: remove from the novel 
the Assinghams' extended moral seminars, and much else would 
become incomprehensible, But extend the seminars less and the 

novel might have been even more enjoyable. The trouble with 
them is, precisely, that they are detachable: they are in- 

sufficiently integrated. 

At times one has a glimpse of how the Assinghams might have 

represented a really much more substantial contribution to 

the novel's structurep as when, after the revelation of the 

public Charlotte, they return to Cadogan Place in their 

brougham and Fanny sits on thoughtfully as the Colonel opens 

up the house: 

It made her so helpless thatq as the time passed without her 
alightingg the Colonel came back and fairly drew her forth; 
after whichq on the pavement, under the street-lamp, their 
very silence might have been the mark of something grave - 
their silence eked out for her by his giving her his arm and 
their then crawling up their steps quite mildly and unitedly 
togetherg like some old Darby and Joan who have had a dis- 
appointment. (P. 220) 

Of course there is a rather spurious cluality about Fanny's 
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responsibility for the relationships over which she worriesý 
a sense for the reader that her life lies entirely in nurt- 
uring her anxieties and cultivating the gardens of oýhers - 
a sad life. But there is a positive quality in the marriage, 
a sense of the mutual dependence (one observes all the pers- 
onal and possessive pronouns in the extract above) of Fanny and 
the Colonel which has at least a peripheral significance in 
our consideration of the other relationships. Their marriage 
has flaws, but it has a battered dignity and human warmthq 
particularly evident on the return from Matcham wheng though 
there is no reference to it, we know that she is recovering 
from an unpleasant experienceg and wonder how much it has to 
do with her tears in the drawing-room: 

Yet the effect of this small crisis, oddly enoughq was not to 
close their colloquy, with the natural result of sending them 
to bed: what was between them had opened out furtherg had 
somehow, through the sharp show of her feeling, taken a pos- 
itive stride, had entered, as it wereg without more words, 
the region of the understood, shutting the door after it 
and bringing them so still more nearly face to face. They 
remained for some minutes looking at it through the dim 
window which opened upon the world of human trouble in 
general and which let the vague light play here and there 
upon gilt and crystal and colourg the florid features, loom- 
ing dimly, of Fanny's drawing, -room. (p. 282) 

What unsatisfactoriness one may feel here is a result of the 

way that the whole episode is then relentlessly related straight 
to the affairs of Charlotte and Amerigo, when in fact the 

emotion seems to spring from aspects of the Assingham's own 

situation, and then genuine integration would be better furth- 

ered by using. that fact. 

It should be said, however, that the Assinghans nevertheless 

even in these scenes extend the novel Is boundaries very use- 

fully, not least in the sense that they represent a contrast 

against which the extreme privilege of the other more central 

characters may be understood - what would, of course, have to 

be regarded as a Jamesian 'contrast'. 

As to the image of the golden bowl itself , on which there has 

been so much oommentq it is as well to allow it as full a range 
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Of suggestibility as possible, In a general wayv acceptance 
of flaws may be equated with a desirable sort of negative 
capability. One may apply the notion in a number of different 
ways to the novel: to two flawed marriages, or even three, or 
at one stage to the relationship between 6harlotte 

and Amerigo. 
In the same way, the refusal to accept, or the inability to 
detect, flaws, is significant at a number of stagesq just 
as one can also apply the i; ymbolism to individual characters, 
such as the Prince, who (of course) Verver addresses as 'a 
pure and perfect crystal'. Perhaps the main import of the 
symbolism for our view of the Ververs must be ironicalg in 
the sense that those- who collect people as they do objects 
(and Adam's passion is for 'perfection at any price') will 
have to be prepared to face up to the differences between 
the two commodities, or the fact that one isn't. Fannyq after 
all, is describdd as 'crystalline' (p. 291) at a point where 
her plausibility is straining itself to the full. 

There are probably two aspects of the bowl's symbolic value 
which need consideration here. The finding of the bowl by 
Maggie takes place in very significant circumstancesq coming 
as it does after her inquiry intog or rather her consolidation 

of her respect forp her husband's anoestryp an analysis of the 

quality of the pedigree. Her reaction to the discovery she 

subsequently makes about Amerigo and Charlotte is interestingg 

in that her manner of dress as she summons Fanny over has the 

effect that she looksý 'for the first time in her lifeg rather 
"bedizened" (p. 403). She is overdressedg which Fanny sees as 

a sign of her wanting to cling to 'order and symmetry'. And 

as the Prince's ancest3ýy was examined on these two previous 

occasionsg with Mr Crichtong now the presence of Maggie's 

'New England grandmothers' in her blood seems aptly mentioned* 

They have been 'dusting and polishing' ancestorsq just as now 

Maggie tries to assert a failing sense of order in a situation 

whose implications she wishes to reject. As an embodiment of 

a crucial stage in Maggiefs moral developmentg the scene is 

excellent. 
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But the bowl is first examined by Charlotte and Amerigo. 

What is most interesting is the wav in which the discussion 
develops as to whether or not there is a crack. Nobody in the 
novel, it is worth remembering, ever sees the crack: they 
guess there is one, or not, as the case may beg and with 
whatever significance for the reader's view. 

Charlotte can admire the bowl while accepting that it is 
flawed, Amerigo, assumes that it must be flawed (which makes 
it exquisite but dangerous) and M-aggie doesn't see the flaw 

at all. In this relation, we can see it as a symbol of the 

relationship between Charlotte and Amerigo - the shopkeeper 

warns that should anyone wish to smash itg it will smash. 
Charlotte doesn't have the price of the bowl - but she marries 
Verver. Such are the moral realities of the illicit relation- 

shipq and Amerigo's response absolutely in line with his amor- 

ality. 
One can no more take sides in the novel than in most Jamesian 

works. It is not ultimately a question of 'preferring' Char- 

lotte to Maggie, any more than of tpreferring' Kate to Mlilly. 

It is necessary, thoughg to stress that the novel is suffic- 

iently ambiguous for us to take from it the sense that there 

are ways in which the relationship between Charlotte and Amer- 

igo, is presented as just as morally justifi4-ble as, or pore 

so thang their marriages, and that ideas of '7life' are again 

central to the judgement: Charlotte is 'great in lifet, while 

Adam puts 'into his one little glass everything he raised to 

his lips'. If the apparent harmony inothe other relationship 

strikes us- as implausible, we shall be left with an ending 

similar to many others. Charlotte and Amerigog in whose rela- 

tionship lay the greatest possibilities for happiness9 are 

permanently apart. 

I 

Naomi Lebowitz remarks that the book is 'essentially the purest 

novel af relationship in the James canon' (p. 131) and justly 

observes that tthe means of living, the furniture of existence, 
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are more than ever simDlified'. 
12 She goes too far in claiming 

that it is freed from 'fixed social and historical attachments 
and concernslq however: 'the serious moral substance, of human 
relationship' in the novel, for exampleg is inseparable from 
considerations of material wealthq whose meaning in the novel 
has precise social modulations. Culturallyq the Prince's 
'Italianicityl is in the novel important, as we have seen. 

But there is little doubt that she is right in her implication 
that 'felt life' in the novel to a great extent proceeds from the 
experience of relationshipý30ther forms of life, human, sensuous, 
culturalg can be found in the other three late novels I am discuss- 
ing. It can be found in The Golden Bowlq toog but the emphasisq 
unquestionablyg is on human relationship. 

Critics have remarkedq over the yearsq the similarity of Kate 
Croy and Ch: irlotte. In keeping with my remarks above on the novel 
I should wish to refine that notion to one of similarity between 
Kate and what might be called the first Charlotteg of the two pres- 

ent in the novel. Both these characters, 'healthily female1q embo 

with relative emphasis on their sexualityp a source of life avail- 

able - if not for long - to a male character of considerable pass- 
ivity. What will happen to Kate we don't know - we hope the Condrips 

aren't in wait. No doubt she is too lively for that. Charlotteg 

with the greatest (half-int ended? ) irony in the world gets Adam. 

We have seen how in The Wings of the Dove the ache of unfulfilment 
is largelyq from the reader's positiong Mertonis. In The Golden 

Bowl it isq arguablyq also chiefly Amerigo's - Charlotte's feelings 

being reported more or less unreliably by Maggie. Neither mang each 

the victim of his passivityq gets the woman who radiates so much 

of each novel's energyq behavesq like Charlotteg with 'the whizz 

and the red light of a rocket'. To the Prince - cagedq in the novelq 

more than once - Charlotte seems a natural source of denied freedomq 

a channel to a life of greater possibility. She brings a vital 

presence to the occasionally Osmond-like emptiness of his life. 

She embodiesy but in an only briefly attainable form for the man in 

12 the powerful effect of the reporting of Charlotte's socially- 
detailed trip in the growler results from this: it has the effect, 
of being a window onto life 
13 Ms Lebowitz has a rewarding chapter on the subject of 'felt 

life1q p. 21 
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the novel who can release the effect of these things in herg force 
of personality - important to the passive male - creativity of 
mindq a suggestion of how to live freelyý sexuality quite dist- 
in-ct from Maggie's initially vapid spirituality. As in The Wings 
of the Dove, moral arguments seem to work against the establishment 
and consolidation of a permanent relationship. What we feel about 
the výLlidity of the moral arguments in 

, 
The Golden Bowl will depend 

on our reading of the novel's developments I have been arguingg 
essentiallyg that we are at liberty to see the 'right' match as 
Charlotte's and Amerigots, and the impossibility of that as a 
negative featureq the main cause of the novel's varied effects on 
us, 

Fascinatinglyq as Maggie becomes more Charlotte-likeg she becomes 

apparently more worthy of our approbation. Being Charlotte-like is 

what Fanny Assingham has meant when she predicts that Maggie will 
'live'. Maggie (one thinks of The Sacred Fount) rises in vitality 

as Charlotte sinks; indeed she points this out in so many words 
herself. Jamesq having had to kill off the Charlotte-like qualities 

of Charlotteg resurrects them in Maggie: Maggieg as we have seen, 

even replays history in order to perform it in a Charlotte-like 

way, with Charlotte-like experiences. Thereforeq in one reading 

of the novel - though my objections to it would be obvious - the 

Prince eventually gets Charlotteg as Maggie. My objection isq of 

courseq that while such a development would have made The Golden 

Bowl a work of astonishing meritg it doesn't in fact read like that 

at all. 
Elsewhere we have other visions of life: Verver's rather coarse 

power-speculations toward the b-eginning of the novel (Strettg as 

we have seeng is much more Verver-like); the warmth of sharedt 

positive compromise in the Assingham's marriage. 

But Charlotte's extraordinarily emphatic presence in her parts 

of The Golden Bowl has much to do with the singularityg within 

the economy of the novelq of her vitality: Maggieg as we have seen, 

is too complex to be spoken of as a mere character - but the other 

two main charactersq and the earlier Maggieg are characterized by 

languour or boredom or vapidity or geriatryg while the Assinghams 

are both too sad and too (intrusively) peripheral to count. 

As in e Dove, theng where our sadness may be as 
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much for the warped Kate as for the self-doomed Millyq in The 

Golden Bowl, our lingering wistfulness may be for the lost poten- 
tial of Charlotteg our final consolation nothing adequate in the 

flowering of Maggie. 

Two forms of 'rightness' pull against each otherg as in The Wings 

of the Dove: the (at times only would-be) deus ex machina toward 

separation of Charlotte and Amerigo and against an instinct we have 

about the distastefulness of the Ververs and the mutual appropriate- 

ness of Charlotte and Amerigo, the moral propriety of a fulfilled 

relationship between them. It isq as in another context in The 

Ambassadorsq Jamests old sense of 'realism' at work rather than any 

completion of an intended moral structure. In terms of the view 

of the novel I have put forward9 its ending is of mainly formal 

interest. 
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The upshot of all such reflections is that I have only to let myself &o! So I have said to myself all my life - so I 
said to myself in the far-off days of my fermenting and Passionate youth. Yet I have never fully done it. The sense of it - of the need of it - rolls over me at times with 
comm, anding force: it seems the formula of my salvationg of 
what remains to me of a future ... All life is at my ageq 
with all one's artistic soul the record of it in one Is 
pocket as it were. Go on, my boyq anj strike hard; have 
a rich and long St Martin's summer. 

Rigidityq inflexibilityq intransigence - these are bad 
characteristics in the Jamesian world. The rigorous imp- 
osition of moral preconceptions and social prejudices on 
the organic stuff of life is usually shown to bý either ill-advised or cruelq and always impoverishing. 

This thesis has been about life and morality in James's fiction. 
ILifeIq as we have seeng is a complex of ideas in the fiction, 

ideas which can generally be related to the following experiences 

and attributes. 
Firstv there are experiences which Jamesq as a man who lived an 

emotionally and sensuously much fuller life than is often recog- 

nizedg was well-equipped to bring to realization in his fiction. 

k, man-_%who had a full openness to the vitality of the Minny Templesq 

Sarah Wistersq Lucy Cliffordsq Fanny Kembles and Edith "Whartons 

of his world was in an excellent position to create characters 

with the force of Kate Croy or Miriam Rooth. The prevalence of 

women in such roles in the fiction has been recognized. 

That openness to life of James himself enabled him, equally, to 

translate his own passions into a form which concretizes so splen- 

didly in the novels loves like those between Charlotte and Amerigo, 

or like that Fleda has for Owen, or Densher for Kate. 0 

Th-A fine and vital receptivity also made it possible for him to 

create a worldq to which readers respond with such imaginative 

force, in which a range of sensuous and cultural expetienoes 

are enjoyed and absorbed and, ' intelligently analysed by his char- V 

actersq the analysis frequentlyq as in the case of Strether, only 

I Notebooks of Henrv James, p. 106 

2'Tony Tannerg The Reign of Wonder, p. 271 
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adding to the enjoymentf although sometimesq as in the cases of 
Va-nderbank and his friends, excluding it. 

That is the life which there is. Then there is the life which is 
missed. 

So that a second strand in the complex is comprised of experien- 
ces which Jamesq perhaps quite often vaguely and irrationallyg felt 
himself denied. He may not have known what they were: in the fiction 
they tend to be inscrutable: they are the things, whatever they 

areý that Lady Fanny and Gloriani and Strett do. Org more closely 
in focus and more easily the subject of speculationg the things 
that Miriam Rooth does when Sherringham isn't with her, the intim- 

acies, including sexual intimaciesq of Chad and Mariet the more or 
less hidden life which certain protagonists don't have access to: 

characters like Isabel 
21rcherg Merton Densherg Maggie Verver or 

Lambert Strether; or Hyacinth Robinsong Rowland Mallettq the narr- 

ator in The Sacred Fountq or Longdon. A strong sign of the positive 
in James is where a character like Maggie or Strether develops 

within the novel so as to achieve a closer connection with what 
has been denied. Negative values predominate where a character 
like Isabel Archer or Vanderbankv throughg for example, egocen- 
tricity, continues within a self-imposed eicclusion. Andq as we 
have seeng the positive weight of the alteration of Maggie and 
Strether is balanced respectively by the disintegration of Char- 

lottev and the threatened disintegration of the Paris. symbol. 

Thirdlyq and still in the category of the life that is missed, 

are the people who embody lifeg who are never the oentresl of 

consciousness, but always the focus of consciousness9 whog although 

positively creitedq tend negatively to be beyond reachg or beyond, 

in their vitality and attractiveness9 maintenance in that form. 

To 'live', theng is to increase the range of one's intellectualg 

, 3,1, sensuous or sexual activity and contact and receptivity: culturr 

or, to put oneself in connection with those who embody lifev whose 

presence is its guarantor* Where Kate is not, Densher is in susp- 

ended animation. When Charlotte descends on Amerigo with the 'whizz 

and the red light of a rocketIq the novel lights up and echoes 

to t, --, e sound. 
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In the fiction examined above we have seen that the negativity 
applied to the intimate relationships based on love and sexual 
attraction is fairly constantg though not entirely, since Chad 
and Marie, or Amerigo and Maggie cang complicatedly and with 
Qualificationsq nonetheless be seen as positiveg depending on one's 
approach (Particularly to the latter). On the other hand we have 

seen that there is hope even within a circumscribed personality 
like Longdon'sq that there are fine moments in the life of a 
Lambert Stretherg great and memorable experiences even for Mer- 
ton Densherg sympathetic qualities in Fernanda Brookenhamg radical 
personality developments in Maggie Verver. 

Furthermore: one might well argue that there is an invaluable 

creative tension in the novels between the rendering of life. - 
as in Charlotte - and the criticism to which this quality is 

subjected, both by the points of view of Maggie and Amerigo , 
and by the surrounding structures of authorial feeling in which 

she emerges. 
The achievement of a sense of life in the novelsq in other words9 

may be dependent on the perilousness of its achieved and rend- 

ered formg just as there is an important interaction between 

negative tendencies subverted by strong vital elements. 

Meaningg thereforeg as we might expect9 is produced by difference: 

Lowder/Densherg Gloriani/Stretherg Isabel/Osmondq interact to 

produce a sense of rendered life: the same procoss produces 

subtler meanings in pairs like Mitchyftaný or in whole groups like 

the Buckingham set. 

This is not to deny the negative strain. It is to try to place 

it within a properly complex set of interacting elements. 

In chapter oneq I surveyed some alternative approaches to morality 

in James and have triedq in my analyses of the novelsq to give some 

sense of the way in which it is produced by how people live rather 

than being inscribed within authorial assumptions about how they 

should behave. The observationsq say, that Ezra Pound made about 
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personal tyrannyq hold good as parallel truths alongside the arg- 
ument I have been trying to illustrate. Of course there is moral 
condemnation in James's fiction: but it is reserved for egocent- 
ricity, for meanness of personalityg for thinness of spirit, for 
ungenerosity of judgement and cruelty of conduct; for a lack of 
respect for life. 

When Kate Croy's determination becomes hardness9 her lucidity, 

glibness, then she is condemned. The intelligence of her reco, 3nition 
of the nature and rights of others has been clouded. Her discern- 

ment has been coarsened. It is that transition from the fine to the 

coarse which James doesn't sustain (org reallyq begin) in his 

treatment of Charlotte. 

But when Lambert Strether or Maggie Verver startg as it were, 
to feel the light and warmth of the sun on themý and begin to 

blossom, then that is a moral victory - they are being seen to do 

justice to life. 

Some moral assumptions within the society of his time are treated 

by Jamesq as we have seen, as negligible forms of etiquette (and 

Jamesq increasinglyg was not a man to spurn etiquette easily). 

He is not remotely concerned about the propriety of Nandats ýIezp- 

osurel to her mother's circle - indeed such a theme would have 

made the work the novel -, of ! manners t that hardly any of James Is 

fiction ever stooped to be. The conventional disapproval of the 

liaison between Chad and Marie is located in the character of the - 
in Jamesian fiction - quite especially dreadful Sarah Pocockq 

whose introductory description one might recallg in an unfocussed 

moment, as being almost Dickensian. 

If full moral approbation is in a sense withheld from all of 

James's characters then it is because life is also to some extent 

also withheld. In The Ambassadorsq our moral irritation with Strether 

is that he doesn't plunge further. 

So that if we can only approve morally of Kate Croy up to a 

point in her behaviourg that is because her force for life begins 

to warp: she becomes unattractive to us and morally unacceptable 

to us through a process of interaction between these two complexes 

of response. 
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Isabel Archer's self-absorption and immorality are from the 

same source: by being in the garden of your own mind you are at 
once out of lifeg and simultaneously unmindful of other people 
and of the rest of nature. Thatq like Vanderbank's conductq is 

gross. 
In this way morality emerges from life. 

Given James's need for self-adequacy, his lifetime's performance 
is astounding, his will as close to Edells and others' Napoleonic 

analogies as one likes to come. By the same tokeng that he should 
have continually doubted in his life and in his fiction whether 
he 'knew' lifeg whether he wasq andg. ultimatelyg had been in 

it, is unremarkable given his childhood and culturalq social and 

professional circumstances. That this doubt might be of a deter- 

minant nature in his fiction seems exceptionally plausible. 

That realization in turn heightens one-Is sense of James's life 

and fiction as an extraordinary achievement of instinctq will, 

and negative capability. 
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